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PREFACE

This volume collects six related articles.

The first is the notes (written by J.S. Milne) of a major

part of the seminar "Periodes des Int~grales Abeliennes" given

by P. Deligne at I'.B.E.S., 1978-79.

The second article was written for this volume (by P.

Deligne and J.S. Milne) and is largely based on: N Saavedra

Rivano, Categories tannakiennes, Lecture Notes in Math. 265,

Springer, Heidelberg 1972.

The third article is a slight expansion of part of:

J.S. Milne and Kuang-yen Shih, Sh~ura varieties: conjugates

and the action of complex conjugation 154 pp. (Unpublished

manuscript, October 1979).

The fourth article is based on a letter from P. De1igne

to R. Langlands, dated 10th April, 1979, and was revised and

completed (by De1igne) in July, 1981.

The fifth article is a slight revision of another section

of the manuscript of Milne and Shih referred to above.

The sixth article, by A. Ogus, dates from July, 1980.

P. Deligne
J.S. Milne
A. Ogus
Kuanq-yen Shih

Note to the second printing 1989

For this printing an Addendum and Erratum were added (pp. 415,

(16).
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General Introduction

Let X be a smooth projective variety over ~. Hodge

co~jectured that certain cohomology classes on X are algebraic.

The work of Deligne that is described in the first article of

this volume shows that, when X is an abelian variety, the

classes considered by Hodge have many of the properties of

algebraic classes.

In more detail, let xan be the complex analytic manifold

associated with X, and consider the singular cohomology groups

Hn{Xan,m> • The variety Xan being of Kahler type (any p~ojective

embedding defines a Kahler structure>, its cohomology groups

Hn{Xan,~) = Hn(Xan ,;) ~ ~ have a canonical decomposition

The cohomology class c~(Z) e H2p(Xan,~) of an algebraic

subvariety Z of codimension p in X is rational (it lies

in H2p (Xan ,W» and of bidegree (p,p) (it lies in HP,P) .

The Hodge conjecture states that, conversely, any element of

H2p (X,;}A HP,P is a linear combination over m of the classes

of algebraic subvarieties. Since the conjecture is unproven,

it is convenient to call these rational (p,p)-classes

Hodge cycles on X.

Now consider a smooth projective variety X over a field

k that is of characteristic zero, algebraically closed, and

small enough to be embeddable in ~. The algebraic de Rham



cohomology groups nHDR (X/k)
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have the property that, for any

embedding a: k ~ ~ , there is a canonical isomorphism

Hn (X/k) ~ ~ ~ Hn (Xan) = Hn(Xan ~) It is natural to
DR k, a DR ' •

say that t e H~~(X/k) is a Hodge cycle on X relative to a

if its image in H2p(Xan,~) is (2~i)P times a Hodge cycle

on X 8 k,a ~. Deligne' s results show that, if X is an

abelian variety, then an element of H2p (X/k) that is aDR

Hodge cycle on X relative to one embedding of k in ~ is

a Hodge cycle relative to all embeddingsi further, for any

embedding, (2ni)P t~es a Hodge cycle in H2p(Xan,~) always

lies in the image of H2p (X/k) Thus the notion of a HodgeDR

cycle on an abelian variety is intrinsic to the variety: it

is a purely algebraic notion. In the case that k = ~ the

theorem shows that the image of a Hodge cycle under an automorphism

of ~ is again a Hodge cycle; equivalently, the notion of a

Hodge cycle on an abelian variety X over ~ does not depend

on the map X ~ spec ~. Of course, all of this would be

obvious if only one knew the Hodge conjecture.

In fact, in the first article a stronger result is proved

in which a Hodge cycle is defined to be an element of

H~R(X) x ~ Hn (X et ,m1 ) • As the title of the original seminar

suggests, the stronger result has consequences for the algebraicity

of the periods of abelian integrals: briefly, Deligne's result

allows one to prove all arithmetic properties of abelian

periods that would follow from knowing the Hodge conjecture

for abelian varieties.
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The second article is mainly expository. Since Tannakian

categories are used in several articles, we thought it useful

to include an account of the essential features of the theory.

The exposition largely follows that of Saavedra [lJ except at

three places: in §3 we point out an error in Saavedra's results

concerning a non-neutral Tannakian category; in §4 we eliminate

an unnecessary connectedness assumption in the theory of

polarized Tannakian categories; and in §6 we discuss motives

relative to absolute Hodge cycles rather than algebraic cycles.

A neutralized Tannakian category is a k-linear category

C with an operation 8: C x C ~ C and a functor to finite

dimensional vector spaces over k satisfying certain conditions

sufficient to ensure that C is equivalent to the category of

finite-dimensional representations of an affine group scheme

Gover k. The importance of this notion is that properties

of an abstract category C will be faithfully reflected in

properties of the associated group G.

The category of polarizable ~-rational Hodge structures

is Tannakian. The group associated to its Tannakian subcategory

of those Hodge structures of eM-type is called the connected

Serre group So.

It would follow from Grothendieck's standard conjectures

that the category of motives, arising from the category of

projective smooth varieties over a field k , is Tannakian.

If, in the definition of motive, "algebraic cycle" is replaced

by "Hodge cycle" and the initial category is taken to consist

of abelian varieties over a field k of characteristic zero,
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then the resulting category of Hodge motives is Tannakian.

(Of course, for this to make sense, one needs Deligne's Theorem.)

If the initial category is taken to be all abelian varieties

over ~ of CM-type, then the group associated with the

category of motives is again SO i if the initial category

is taken to be all abelian varieties over m that become of

CM-type over ~, then the associated group is called the

Serre group S. The identity component of S is SO , and

S is an extension of

continuous splitting

finite ade1es lAf •

Gal(~/m) by So.

S(lAf ) ~ Ga1(m/(D)

There is a canonical

over the ring of

The third article is again largely expository: it

describes Langlands's construction of his Taniyama group.

Langlands's study of the zeta functions of Shimura varieties

led him to make a conjecture concerning the conjugates of a

Shimura variety (Langlands [1, p 417]). In the belief that

this conjecture was too imprecise to be proved by the methods

usually applied to Shimura varieties, he then made a second,

stronger conjecture (Langlands [2, p 232-33]). This second

conjecture is stated in terms of the Taniyama group T which,

like the Serre group, is an extension of Gal (m/m) by SO

together with a continuous splitting over ~f. In the

following two articles, this conjecture is proved for most

Shimura varieties, viz. for those of abelian type (see

article V.I for a definition of this term).

In the first of the two articles, Deligne proves that

the Serre group, together with its structure as an extension
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and its adelic splitting, is isomorphic to the Taniyama group.

This is shown by a uniqueness argument: any two extensions of

Gal (m/W) by SO with adelic splittings are isomorphic provided

they possess a certain list of properties. The Taniyama group

has these properties by construction while for the Serre group

they follow from properties of abelian varieties of potential

CM-type (for example, the theorem of Shimura and Taniyama) .

The significance of this result is that, while the Serre group

summarizes a great deal of information about abelian varieties

of potential eM-type, the definition of the Taniyama group

does not mention them. In particular, the result gives a

description (in terms of the Taniyama group) of the action of

Gal{m/~) on an abelian variety of potential CM-type over m
and its points of finite order.

In the fifth article it is shown that this last result

(called conjecture CM in the article) is equivalent to

Langlands's conjecture for the Shimura varieties associated

with symplectic groups. Then it is shown that arguments

involving symplectic embeddings and connected Shimura varieties

suffice to prove the conjecture for all Shimura varieties of

abelian type. (We note that when this article was written,

Deligne had shown only that the Serre and Taniyama groups were

isomorphic as extensions, i.e., not necessarily by an isomorphism

preserving the adelic splittings; thus some parts of the article

are now redundant. Also that it appears likely that the methods

Kazhdan and Borovoi use to show the existence of canonical models

can be combined with the methods of the article to give a proof
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of Langlands's conjecture for all Shirnura varieties.)

The final article returns to questions suggested by the

first article. An algebraic cycle on a variety X over a

number field K defines a class in the crystalline cohomology

of any smooth reduction of X, and this class is acted on in

a particularly simple way by the Frobenius endomorphism, Does

an absolute Hodge cycle have the same property? If a class

y € HDR(X/K} behaves as an algebraic cycle when embedded in

the crystalline cohomology of any smooth reduction of X,

is it necessarily absolutely Hodge? Such questions are discussed

in the fourth section of the sixth article. The remaining

sections are concerned with the following topics: giving a

geometric interpretation of the second spectral sequence of

de Rham hypercohomology in positive characteristics, relating

the filtration on de Rham cohomology in characteristic zero

to the filtrations mod p (almost all p) , and the definition

of a new invariant ±l, the crystalline discriminant, attached

to a variety in characteristic p.

For more detailed descriptionsof the contents of the

articles, we refer the reader to the individual introductions.

Langlands, R.

[1] Some contemporary problems with origins in the Jugendtraum,

Proc. Symp. Pure Math., A.M.S. ~(1976) 401-418.

[2] Automorphic representations, Shimura varieties, and motives.

Ein Marchen, Proc. Symp. Pure Math., A.M.S., 33(1979) part 2,

205-246.
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Saavedra Rivano, N.

[1] Categor~es Tannakiennes, Lecture Notes in Math, 265, Springer,

Heidelberg, 1972.
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Notations and Conventions.

The ring of finite adeles, (~2Z/m2Z) ~ m , of (D is

denoted by JAf, and ]A denotes "the full ring of adeles m. x :m.f .

For E a number field, ~ and ~ denote E ~ D\f andm
of ideles of is

x
and the ideleE 8 32\.. The group E p~ ,

x x
class group is CE ~/E .

The reciprocity isomorphism of class field theory is

normalized so that a uniformizing parameter corresponds to

the reciprocal of the arithmetic Frobenius element.

Complex conjugation is denoted by in articles I, II, III,

and V, and by c in IV (it is, of course, also denoted by

z..-.. z).
The groups referred to in articles II and IV as the

connected Serre group SO and the Serre group S are referred

to in articles III and V as the Serre group S and the

motive Galois group M respectively.

Item x.y of article V is referred to as (V.x.y).
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Introduction

The main result proved in these notes is that any Hodge

cycle on an abelian variety (in characteristic zero) is an

absolute Hodge cycle -- see §2 for definitians and (2.11) for

a precise statement of the result.

The proof is based on the following two principles.

A. Let tl' ••• '~ be absolute Hodge cycles on a projective

smooth variety X and let G be the largest algebraic sub

group of GL(H*(X,;» x GL(~(l» fixing the t i ; any t on

X fixed by G is an absolute Hodge cycle (see 3.8).

~. If (Xs)ses is an algebraic family ·of projective smooth

varieties with S connected, and t s is a family of rational

cycles (i.e. a global section of ... ) such that t s is an

absolute Hodge cycle for one s , then t s is an absolute

Hodge cycle for all s (see 2.12, 2.15).

98
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Using B and the families of abelian varieties para-

metrized by Shimura varieties, one shows that it suffices to

prove the main result for A an abelian variety of eM-type

(see §6). Fix a eM-field E , which we can assume to be

Galois over ~, and let (Aa ) be the family of all abelian

varieties, up to E-isogeny, over ~ with complex multiplica-

tion by E. Principle B is used to construct some absolute
d

Hodge cycles on varieties of the form a~lAa -- the principle

allows us to replace e Aa by an abelian variety of the form

AO 8~ E (see §4). Let G C GL(e Hl(Aa'~» x GL(W(I» be the

subgroup fixing the absolute Hodge cycles just constructed

plus some other (obvious) absolute Hodge cycles. It is shown

that G fixes every Hodge cycle on an Aa ' and Principle A

therefore completes the proof (see §S).

On analyzing which properties of absolute Hodge cycles

are used in the above proof, one arrives at a slightly stronger

result. Call a rational cohomology class c on a projective

smooth variety X accessible if it belongs to the smallest

family of rational cohomology classes such that:

(a) the cohomology class of any algebraic cycle is

accessible;

(b) the pull-back by a map of varieties of an accessible

class is accessible;

(c) if are accessible, and if a

rational class t in some H2p(X,~) is fixed by the

algebraic subgroup G of Aut(H*(X,W» (automorphisms

of H*(X,~) as a graded algebra) fixing the t i ,

then t is accessible;
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(d) Principle B , with "absolute Hodge" replaced by

accessible, holds.

Sections 4, 5, 6 of these notes can be interpreted as proving

tha~ when X is an abelian variet~ any Hodge cycle (i.e.,

rational (p,p)-cycle) in H2p (X,W) is accessible. Sections

2,3 define the notion of an absolute Hodge cycle and show that

the family of absolute Hodge cycles satisfies (a), (b), (c),

and (d) ; therefore an accessible class is absolutely Hodge.

We have the implications:

Hodge
abe var.
=====~;accessible ~ absolute Hodge ~ Hodge •

Only the first implication is restricted to abelian varieties.

The remaining two sections, §l and §7 , serve respectively

to review the different cohomology theories and to give some

applications of the main result to the algebraicity of certain

products of special values of the r-function.

Notations: All algebraic varieties are comple~e and smooth

over fields of characteristic zero unless stated otherwise. (The

reader will lose little if he takes all varieties to be pro

jective.) ~ denotes an algebraic closure of m and i e ~ a

square root of -1; thus i is defined only up to sign. A

choice of i determines an orientation of ~ as a real manifold

we take that for which I 1\ i > 0 -- and hence an orientation of

any complex manifold. Complex conjugation on ~ is denoted by

or by z ~ z . Recall that the category of abelian varieties

up to isogeny is obtained from the category of abelian

varieties by taking the same class of objects but replacing
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Hom (A,B) by Hom (A,B) 8 ~. We shall always regard an abelian

variety as an object in the category of abelian varieties

up to isogeny: thus Hom(A,B) is a vector space over m.
If (Va) is a family of rational representations of an

algebraic group Gover k and ta,s e Va' then the subgroup

of G fixing the t S is the algebraic subgroup H ofa,

G such that, for all k-algebras R, H(R} = {g e G(R) I g(ta ,S8l)

t S8 1 , all a,S}. Linear duals are denoted by a superscripta,
v. If X is a variety over a field k and a is an

embedding a: k Co+ k' , then aX denotes X 8 k'k,a

(= Xx (k) spec (k' » •spec

1. Review of cohomology

Let X be a topological manifold and F a sheaf of

abelian groups on X. We define

where F ~ F· is any acyclic resolution of F ; thus

Hn(X,F) is uniquely defined, up to a unique isomorphism.

When F is the constant sheaf defined by a field K,

these groups can be identified with singular cohomology groups

as follows. Let S.(X,K} be the complex in which Sn(X,K)

is the vector space over K with basis the singular n-simplices

in X and the boundary map sends a simplex to the (usual)

alternating sum of its faces. Set S-(X,K) = Hom(S.(X,K),K)

with the boundary map for which
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(a , cr ) t--> a (cr): S· (X, K) 8 S. (X, K). ~ K

is a morphism of complexes, namely that defined by (da) (a)

(-1 ) deg (a ) +1a (dcr) •

Proposition 1.1. There is a canonical isomorphism
n = n

H (S· (X,K» -> H (X,K) •

Proof: If U is a unit ball, then HO(S·(U,K» = K and

o for n > o. Thus K ~ S· (U,K) is a

resolution of the group K. Let Sn be the sheaf on X

associated with the presheaf V ~ Sn(V,K). The last remark

shows that K ~ S· is a resolution of the sheaf K. As

each Sn is fine (Warner [1,5.32]), Hn(X,K) = Hn(r (X,~·» •

But the obvious map S· (X,K) ~ r(x,~·) is surjective with an

exact complex as kernel (loc. cit.), and so

Now assume X is a differentiable manifold. On replacing

"singular n-simplex" by "differentiable singular n-simplex" in

the above definitions, one obtains complexes S~(X,K) and

S':'(X,K) •

morphism

The same argument shows there is a canonical iso-
n df n 00 ~ nHoo (X,K) = H (S. (X,K» ~ H (X,K) (loc. cit.).

Let 0xoo be the sheaf of COO real-valued functions on

the 0xoo-module of COO differential n-forms on X I and

n~OO the complex
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Thede Rharncohomology groups of X are defined to be

~R(X) = Hn{r(X,n~~» = {closed n-forms} /{exact n-forms} •

If U is the unit ball, Poincare's lemma shows that ~R(U) m

and ~R (U) = 0 for n > o. Thus lR -+ n~Q)

of the constant sheaf m, and as the sheaves

(Warner [1,5.28]) I we have Hn(X,lR) = ~R(X) .

is a resolution

nn are fine
X

oo

For

< w,a > =

w e r(X,nn) and
XOO

n(n+l)

(-1) 2 fa w e lR •

a e gOO <x,JR) , define
n

Stokes's theorem states that

fa dw = fda w, and so < dw,a > + (-l)n<w,da > = o. The pairing

< , > therefore defines a map of complexes f: r(x,n e
) -+ Soo·(X,E).xoo

Theorem 1.2 (de Rham): The map ~R(X) -+ H~(X,m)

is an isomorphism for all n e

defined by f

etc. violate the

Proof: The map is. inverse to the map H~ (X, lR) ~ Hn (X, lR) = ~R (X)

defined in the previous two paragraphs (Warner [1,5.36]). (Our

signs differ from the usual because the standard sign 90nventions

fa dw = fda W , fxxY priw A pr 2n = Ix w fy n

standard sign conventions for complexes.)

A number fa w, a e Hn (X,(D) , is called a period of w •

The map in (1.2) identifies HD(X,(D) with the space of classes

of closed forms whose periods are all rational. Theorem 1.2

can be restated as follows: a closed differential form is exact

if all its periods are zero; there exists a closed differential

form having arbitrarily assigned periods on an independent set

of cyclese
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Remark 1.3 {Singer-Thorpe [1,6.2]}. If X is compact then it has

a smooth triangulation T. Define S. (X,T,K) and S· (X,T,K)

as before, but using only simplices in T. Then the map

r{x,n- ) ~ S· (X,T,K), defined by the same formulas as f above,XQ)

induces isomorphisms ~R(X) ~ Hn(S· (X,T,K)} _

Next assume that X is a complex manifold, and write

n- an for the complex
X

in which nn is the sheaf of holomorphic differential n-forms.
X

an

(Thus locally a section of on is of the form w =
Xan

~ Ct. • dz . A... A dz . wi th
~l-··~n 1 1 ~n

and the zi local coordinates.)

Ct. • a holomorphic function
~l • • .1n

The complex form of Poincare's

is a resolution of the constantlemma shows that ~ ~ n·
xan

sheaf ~ I and so there is a canonical isomo~phism

(hypercohomology) •
n ..., n

H (X, a:) -=-> JH (X, n-an)
X

If X is a compact Kahler manifold, the spectral sequence

EP,q = Hq(nP ) ~ JHp+q(n· )
1 xan xan

degenerates, and so provides a canonical splitting Hn(X,~)

p+~=nHq(Xln~an) (the Hodge decomposition); moreover

HP,q df Hq(X gP ) is the complex conjugate of Hq,P relative, xan

to the real structure HD (X, JR) ~ ~ ~ Hn (X ,<c) (Weil [2])_
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The dec0mposition has the following explicit description:

the complex n·~8« of sheaves of complex-valued differential
X

forms on the underlying differentiable manifold is an acyclic

resolution of ~, and so Hn(X,~) = Hn(r(X,n·~~ ~» ; Hodge
X

theory shows that each element of the second group is represented

by a unique harmonic n-form, and the decomposition corresponds

to the decomposition of harmonic n-forms into sums of harmonic

(p,q)-forms, p + q = n

Finally, let X be an algebraic variety over a field k.

If k = ~ then X defines a compact complex manifold xan ,

and there are therefore groups Hn(Xan,m> , depending on the

map X + spec(~> , that we shall write ~(X> (here B abbreviates

Betti). There exist canonical Hodge decompositions:

H~(X) = • HP,q(X), HP,q = Hq,P. If X is projective,
p+q=n

then the choice of a projective embedding determines a Kahler

structure on xan , and hence a Hodge decomposition (which is

independent of the choice of the embedding because it is determined

by the Hodge filtration, and the Hodge filtration depends only

on X; see 1.4). In the general case we refer to Deligne

[1,5.3,5.5] for the existence of the decompositions.

For an arbitrary k and an embedding cr: k~ ~ we

write H~(X) for ~(crX) and H~,q(X) for HP,q{crX) • As

defines a homeomorphism crxan
+ 10Xan , it induces an isomorphism

n - n
Hta(X) ~ Hcr{X) •

Let nX/k be the complex in which n~/k is the sheaf of

algebraic differential n-forms, and define the (algebraic)
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de Rham cohomology group ~R (X/k) to be mn (Xzar ,OX/k)

(hypercohomology relative to the Zariski topology). For

any map a: k ~ k' there is a canonical isomorphism

~R(X/k) 8 k ,cr k' ~ ~R(X 8 k k'/k'). The spectral sequence

EP,q - Hq(X nP) "IUp+q( n·)
1 - Zar'~'X/k ~ ~ xzar,uX/k

defines a filtration (the Hodge filtration) FP~R(X) on

~R(X) which is stable under base change.

If k = ~ the obvious maps xan
~ Xzar,O·an ~ Ox '

X

induce an isomorphism ~R(X) ~ ~R(Xan) Hn(Xan,~) under

which FP~R (X) corresponds to FPHn (Xan , ~) df ED HP ',q , •
pi ~p

Proof: The initial terms of the spectral sequences

Hq (X nP) => HP+Rq (X)Zar' X --0

are isomorphic. (See Serre [1] for the projective case, and

Grothendieck [2] for the general case.) The theorem follows

from this because, by definition of the Hodge decomposition,

the filtration of defined by the above spectral

sequence is equal to the filtration of Hn(Xan,~) defined

in the statement of the theorem.

It follows from the theorem and the discussion preceding

it that any embedding 0: k ~ ~ defines an isomorphism

n - nHOR(X) 8k ,cr ~ ~Hcr(X) 8~ ~ and, in particular, a k-structure on
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nHcr(X) ew~. When k = W , this structure should be distinguished

from the W-structure defined by

by the periods (see below).

the two are related

prime, with respect to the

n fWhen k is algebraically closed we write H (X,]A ) , or
n nAn.A n

Het{X), for H (Xet,~)(g2ZW, where H (Xet ,2Z)= l~mH (Xet,1l/m~)

m
(etale cohomology). If X is connected, HO{X,lAf ) = lAf , the

ring of finite adeles for m , which justifies the first

notation. By definition, H~t(X) depends only on X (and

not on the map X -+ spec k). The map H~t(X) -+ Hn (X 8 k' )et

defined by an inclusion of algebraically closed fields k~ k'

is an isomorphism (special case of the proper base change

theorem, Artin et.al. [1, XII]). The comparison theorem

(ibid. XI) shows that, when k = ~ , there is a canonical

isomorphism H~ (X) €9 lA
f ~ H~t (X) • It follows that

H~ (X) 8 ]Af is independent of the map X -+ spec ~ , and that,

over any (algebraically closed) field, H~t(X) is a free

Af-module.

Hn(X,lAf ) can also be described as the restricted

product of the spaces

subspaces Hn (X, 2Z 1) •

Next we define the notion of a "Tate twist" in each of

our three cohomology theories. For this we shall define objects

W(l) , and set Hn(X) (m) = Hn(X) 8 m(l)em. We want ~(l)

(realization of the Tate motive in the

cohomology theory) but to avoid the possibility of intro-

ducing sign ambiguities, we shall define it directly:
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(DB(l) = 27Ti m

lDet (1) :m.f (1) df (lim J.Im(k» ~lD, J.Im(k)
~

m

and so

1}

H~(X) (m) = H~{X) 8
W

(27Ti)mm = Hn(Xan , (27Ti)mm) (k = ~)

H:t(X)(m) = H:t(X) 0 f (JA
f

(l»0m=(lim Hn (X
et

,J.I
r

(k)8m» 0
2Z

111

]A ~

(k a1g. c1.)

These definitions extend in an obvious way to negative m i

for example we set m (-1) = Hom (Jl (1) ,lA
f ) and define

et JAf

H~t(X) (-m) = H~t(X) ~ (Qet(-1)8m •

There are canonical isomorphisms

lD
B

(l) 8
11I

:J1\.f

(DB (1) 8mct

(k alg. c1., k C (t)

(k C <1:)

and hence canonical isomorphisms (the comparison isomorphisms)

(k alg. cl., k C. <1:)

H~ (X) (m) 8 a: ~ agR (X) (m) Ok a: (k C a:) •

To define the first, we note that exp defines an isomorphism

27Ti ~/m27Ti 7l ~ 11m(k) i after passing to the limit over

ro, and tensoring with m , we obtain the required isomorphism

21Ti]Af ~;> Jl\f (1) • The second isomorphism is induced by the
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inclusions 21fi <D ~> « ~ k. Although the Tate twist

forde Rhamcohomology is trivial, it should not be ignored. For

example,

H~(X) 8 (t ----> H~(X) (m) e ~ (1 ~ (21Ti)m; defined up to sign)

:::: 1canon. ~ 1 canon.

~R(X) ~
n (k ~)H
OR

(X) em)

fails to commute by a factor of (21Ti)m.

In each cohomology theory there is a canonical way of

associating a class cl(Z) in H2p(X) (p) with an algebraic

cycle Z on X of pure codimension p. Since our cohomology

groups are without torsion, we can do this using Chern classes

(Grothendieck [1]). Starting with a functorial homomorphism

c1:Pic(X) ~ H2 (X) (1) , one use the splitting principle to

define the Chern polynomial Ct(E) = E Cp(E)tP , Cp(E) e H2p (X) (p),

of a vector bundle E on X. The map E r-+ Ct(E) is additive,

and therefore factors through the Grothendieck group of the

category of vector bundles on X. But, as X is smooth, this

group is the same as the Grothendieck group of the category of

coherent Ox-modules, and we can therefore define

cl(Z)

(loc. cit 4.3).

In defining c l for the Betti and etale theories, we

begin with the maps
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Pic (X)

Pic (X)

arising (as boundary maps) from the sequences

o --..... 21Ti 2Z

o ~ 0 .

For the de Rham theory, we note that the

defines a map of complexes

dlog map , f df
T

and hence a map

x
0 --.-.. Os ~ 0 ~ ...

I jdlO9 I
Ox JL. 0 1 ~ n2 d

~ ...
X X

]H2 (X 0 ......... Ox) ......... E 2 (X, f'\x· ), -r X -+ ••• -r ~,

It can be checked that the three maps c l are compatible

with the comparison isomorphisms and it follows formally

that the maps cl are also compatible. (At least, it does

once one has checked that Gysin maps and multiplicative

structures are compatible with the comparison isomorphisms.)

When k = ~ , there is a direct way of defining a class

cl(Z) e H2d_2p(x(~),m} (singular homology; d = dim(X) ,

p = codim(Z»: the choice of an i determines an orientation
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X and of the smooth part of Z , and there is therefore a

topologically defined class cl(Z) e H2d_2p(X(~),W) • This class

has the property that for [W] e H2d- 2p(Xco ,lR) = H2d-2P(r(x,n·co»
X

represented by the closed form w,

< c 1 (Z), [w] > = Iz W •

By Poincare duality, cl(Z) corresponds to a class

cltop(Z) e ~p(X), whose image in H~P{X) (p) under the map

induced by 1 ~ 2;ri: (Q ---.. (J) (1) is ~nown to be c1B (Z)

The above formula becomes

There are trace maps (d = dim X)

TrB: H2d (X) (d) --:::..-.. mB

H2d (X) (d)
~ ]AfTret : --..et

TrDR : I£~ (X) (d) -=---.. k

that are determined by the requirement Tr(cl(point» = 1 ;

they are compatible with the comparison isomorphisms.

When k = a: , TrB and TrDR are equal to the composites

TrB: H2d (X) (d) ~ H2d (X) -+ H2d
(f en· » -+ a:B B co

X

1 t---+- 21Ti [w] t-----+- fxU)

~d (X) ---=--.. H2d (r en· » -+ a:
-~R XCO

[wl .--.. 1 d f,xw
(2n i)
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where we have chosen an i and used it to orientate X. (Note

that the composite maps are obviously independent of the choice

of i.) The formulas in the last paragraph show that

A definition of Tret can be found in (Milne [1, VI.ll]).

We now deduce some consequences concerning periods.

Proposition 1.5. Let X be a variety over an algebraically

closed field k C ~ and let Z be an algebraic cycle on X~

of dimension r • For any COO differential r-form w on

Xa: whose class [ w ] in ~r(X ) lies in ~~(X)R ct

fz w e (21Ti) r k .

Proof: We first note that Z is algebraically equivalent to

a cycle Zo defined over k. In proving this we can assume

Z to be prime. There exists a smooth (not necessarily complete)

variety T over k, a sUbvariety Z C X x T that is flat

over T , and a point spe.c a: ~ T such that Z = ~ xT spec ct

in X xT spec a: = XCI: . We can therefore take Zo to be

Z x spec k ex x
T

spec k = X for any point spec k ~ T .T

From this it follows that clOR(Z) = clDR (Z 0) e H~: (X) (r) and

TrOR (clDR (Z) U [w] ) e k . But we saw above that Jz w =

(21Ti)r TrOR(cloR(Z) \J [w]) •

We next derive a classical relation between the periods

of an elliptic curve. For a complete smooth curve X and an

open affine subset U, the map
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_{meromorphic differential·S', holomorphic on U}
- {exact differentials}

is injective with image the set of classes represented by

forms whose residues are all zero (such forms are said to be

of the second kind). When k = a:, TrDR ( [a] lJ [B]) , where a.

and B are differential I-forms of the second kind, can be

computed as follows. Let L be the finite set of points

where a or 6 has a pole. For z a local parameter at

peL , a can be written a = (I a. zi) dz, with
-(1)« i 1.

There therefore exists a meromorphic function a defined near

P such that da = a. We write fa for any such function;

it is defined up to a constant. As RespB = 0 , Resp (fa )8 is

well-defined, and one proves that

Now let X be the elliptic curve

There is a lattice A in ~ and corresponding Weierstrass

function tp(z) such that z t--+' (~(z), ~. (z) ,1) defines an

isomorphism Cf./A
~

X(ct) Let and be generators~ . YI Y2

of A such that the bases {Yl'Y 2} and {l,i} of a= have

the same orientation. We can regard YI and Y2 as elements

of HI (X,:ll) , and then YI.Y2 = I . The differentials
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pull back to dz and ~{z)dz

respectively on ~; the first is therefore holomorphic and

the second has a single pole at = (O,l,O) on X with residue

(b 0 e ll" t e X and ~('z) -- 12 + a 2z 2 + ••• ).zero ecause ~ maps 0 = r
z

We find that

Tr
DR

(Iwl U [n]) = Resa(f dz) tp {z)dz ReS a (z ~(z)dz) 1 .

oo·
~

(i=1,2)

be the periods of wand n •

w maps to oo1Yi + w2
y i and

{Yi,yi} is the basis dual to

and ~.
1

xdx
-- =

Y ~.
1

xdx
n· (i=I,2)

1

Under the ~R{X)
2map -+ H (X,CJ:) ,

n maps to nlYi + n2Yi ' where

{Y I ' Y2} . Thus

1 TrDR ([oo] U In])

Hence oo l n2 - w2nl = 2~i. This is the Legendre relation.

The next proposition shows how the existence of algebraic

cycles can force algebraic relations between the periods of

abelian integrals. Let X be an abelian variety over a subfield

k of ~. Recall that Hr (X) = Ar (HI (X) and HI (X x X x ••• ) =
1 1

H (X) $ H (X) e ... (any cohomology theory). Let v e ~m(m} act
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on mB(l) as v-li there is then a natural action of

I r nGL(HB(X» x ~m on HB(X) (m) for any r,n, and m. We define

G to be the subgroup of GL(H~(X» x ~m fixing all tensors

of the form cIB(Z} , Z an algebraic cycle on some xn •

(See Notations for a precise description of what this means.)

Consider the canonical isomorphisms

{a.} and {a.}
1 1

m respectively.

The periods

where

k and

p ..
1)

of X are defined by the equations

ai = I Pjiaj

are bases for H~R(X) and ~(X) over

The field k(p .. ) generated over k
1J

by the p ..
1)

is independent of the bases chosen.

Proposition 1.6. With the above definitions

tr.degk k(p .. ) < dim(G) .
1) -

Proof: We can replace k by its algebraic closure in ~ ,

and hence assume that each algebraic cycle on X~ is equivalent

to an algebraic cycle on X (see the proof of 1.5). Define P

to be the functor of k-algebras such that an element of peA)

is an isomorphism p: ~ 0 mA ~ ~R 0k A mapping clB(Z) 0 1

to clDR(Z) 8 I for all algebraic cycles Z on a power of X.

When A = ~ , the comparison isomorphism is such a p, and so

P(~) is not empty. It is easily seen that P is represented

by an algebraic variety that becomes a Gk-torsor under the
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{a.} and {a.} can be used to
~ ~

identify the points of P with matrices. The matrix (p .. )
~J

is a point of P with coordinates in ~ , and so the proposition

is a consequence of the following well-known lemma.

Lemma 1.7. Let ]AN be an affine space over k, and let

z €:JA
N «t) ; the transcendence degree of kCzl, .•• ,zN) over

k is the dimension of the Zariski closure of {z} .

Remark 1.8. If X is an elliptic curve then dim G is

2 or 4 according as X has complex multiplication or not.

Chudnovsky has shown that tr degk k(Pij) = dim (G) when X

an elliptic curve with complex multiplication. Does equality

hold for all abelian varieties?

One of the main purposes of the seminar was to show

is

(1.5) and (1.6) make sense, and remain true. if "algebraic cycle"

is replaced by "Hodge cycle" (in the case the X is an

abelian variety).

2. Absolute Hodge cycles; principle B.

Let k be an algebraically closed field of finite

transcendence degree over m, and let X be a variety over

k Write H~ (X) (m) = ~R (X) (m) x H~t (X) (m) it is a free

k x :JAf -module. Corresponding to an embedding a : k c:..--.. (t

there are canonical isomorphisms
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whose product we write a*. The diagonal embedding

n n n
Ha (X) em) ~ HDR (aX) (m) x Het Co-X) (m) induces an isomorphism

n f - n
Ho (X) (m) 6) (a= x]A ) --=:....... HOR (aX) (m) x H~t (aX) (m) (product of the

comparison isomorphisms, §l). An element t e H2p (X) (D) is al1\ ..

Hodge cycle relative to 0' , if

(a) t is rational relative to 0', i.e., a*(t) lies

in the rational subspace H~P(X) (p) of

H~~ (aX) (p) x H~i (aX) (p)

(b) the first component of t lies in FO~~{X) (p) df

FP~~(X) •

Under the assumption (a), condition (b) is equivalent to

requiring that the image of t in H~~{X) {p} is of bidegree

(0,0). If t is a Hodge cycle relative to every embedding

(J: k e-........ a= then it is called an absolute Hodge cycle.

Example 2.1 (a) For any algebraic cycle Z on X , t =
(clDR(Z),clet{Z» is an absolute Hodge cycle. (The Hodge

conjecture asserts there are no others.) Indeed, for any

a: k ~ a= , a*{t) = clB{Z) , and is therefore rational,

and it is well-known that clDR(az) is of bidegree (p,p)

in ~~ (aX) •

(b) Let X be a variety of dimension d , and consider

the diagonal ~ C X x X. Corresponding to the decomposition

2d
H2d (X x X) (d) = • H2d- i (X) 8 Hi{X)

i=O

(Kunneth formula)
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2d
we have cl(~) = I n

i • The n i are absolute Hodge cycles.
i=O

(c) Suppose that X is given with a projective embedding,

and let y e ~R(X) (1) x H~t(X) (1) be the class of a hyperplane

section. The hard Lefschetz theorem shows that

is an isomorphism. The class x is an absolute Hodge cycle

if and only if 'Y d-2P.x is an absolute Hodge cycle.

(d) Loosely speaking, any cycle that is constructed from

a set of absolute Hodge cycles by a canonical rational process

will again be an absolute Hodge cycle.

Dpen Question 2.2. Does there exist a cycle rational relative

to every a but which is not absolutely Hodge?

More generally, consider a family (Xa)aeA of varieties

over a field k (as above). Choose (m (a» e :N (A) , (n (a» e IN (A) ,

and m e 2Z , and write

TDR ~a Ifl (a) (X )88 ~(a) (X )V (m)
DR a a R a

T = 8 !flea) Hn(a) (X ) V (m)
et a et (Xa )88a et a

T:m. = TDR x T
et

To = 8 ~(a) (X )08 Hn(a) (X )V (m) , 0: k C-...+ a= .a 0 a a o a

Then we say that t e T~ is rational relative to a if its image
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in TlA 0 f a: x lA
f

is in To ' that it is
k x ]A J (a ,I)

a Hodge cycle relative to a if it is rational relative to

a and its first component lies in FO
, and that it is an

absolute Hodge cycle if it is a Hodge cycle relative to

every C1.

Note that, for there to exist Hodge cycles in T~ it is

necessary that L mea) - L neal = 2m •

Example 2.3. Cup-product defines a map T~n(p) x T~,n' (pi)

~ml ,n+n' (P+p') , and hence an element of T~ S T~ 9 TJri ;

this element is an absolute Hodge cycle.

Open Question 2.4. Let t e ~~(X) (p)

t e FO~~(X) (p) and that, for all a:

and suppose that

* 2pk e::...-+ <t , C1DR (t) e Ha (X) (p) •

Do these conditions imply that t is the first component of an

absolute Hodge cycle?

In order to develop the theory of absolute Hodge cycles,

we shall need to use the Gauss-Manin connection (Katz-Oda [1],

Katz [1], Deligne [2]). Let k O be a field of characteristic

zero and S a smooth kO-scheme (or the spectrum of a

finitely generated field over k O). A kO-connection on a

coherent Os-module ~ is a homomorphism of sheaves of abelian

group

such that
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v(fe) = fV(e) + df @ e

for sections f of Os and e of t. The kernel of

V , eV, is the sheaf of horizontal sections' .of ( ~ , V) • Such

a V can be extended to a homomorphism of abelian sheaves,

V :
n

w ~ e ~ dw 6 e + (-1) n w " V (e) ,

and V is said to be integrable if VI 0 V

V gives rise to an OS-linear map

O. Moreover

One checks that V is

integrable if and only if D .~ VD is a Lie algebra homomor

phism.

Now consider a proper smooth morphism n: X ~ S , and write

~R(X/S) for ~nTI*(nx/s). This is a locally free sheaf of

OS-modules and has a canonical connection V , the Gauss-

Manin connection , which is integrable. It therefore defines

a Lie algebra homomorphism Der(S/kO) --+ Endk (~R(X/S») •
o

If k O ~ k O is an inclusion of fields and X· Is' =

(X/S) ~k k O ' then the Gauss-Manin connection on ~R{X'/S')
o

is V ~ l. In the case that k O = ~ , the relative form of

Serre's GAGA theorem [1] shows that ~R(X/S)an = ~R{Xan/san)
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and ~ gives rise to a connection ~an on ~R(Xan/san).

(Rn
1T* CC) 0} 0 a -=::....-..s n

~gR(Xan/san) , and it is known that Van is the unique

connection such that

Proposition 2.5. Let k O C ~ have finite transcendence degree

over W, let k be a field which is finitely generated over

kO ' let X be a variety over k, and let ~ be the

Gauss~anin connection on HgR(X) relative to X + spec k +

spec k O • If

embeddings of

n
t e HDR(X)

k into a=

is rational relative to all

then ~t = 0 •

Proof: Choose a regular ko-algebra A of finite type and

a smooth projective map n: XA + spec A whose generic fibre

is X + spec k and which is such that t extends to an

element of r(spec A, ~R(x/spec A» • After a base change

relative to k O <--+ a= , we obtain maps

Xs ~ s ~ spec ~ , S = spec A~ ,

and a global section t l

to show that (~0 1) t l 0 o~ equivalently, that t' is

a global section of Hn(X~n,~) df Rnn:n ~ •

An embedding a: k ~ ct gives rise to an injection

A e::...-... CC (i.e. a generic point of spec A in the sense of

Weill and hence a point s of S. The hypotheses show that, at
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t(s) e Hn(Xsan,m) CHn (Xan) Locally
DR s -

on S , ~~R (~n/san) will be the sheaf of holomorphic sections

of the trivial bundle, S x ~ , and ~n(Xan,~} the sheaf of

locally constant sections. Thus, locally, t' is a function

S -+ S x ~, S t--+ (t
l

(s) , •._• , t
m

(s» _ Each t
i

(s) is a

holomorphic function which, by hypothesis, takes real (even

rational) values on a dense subset of S. It is therefore con-

stant.

Remark 2.6. In the situation of (2.5), assume that

is rational relative to one 0 and horizontal for V. An

argument similar to the above then shows that t is rational

relative to all embeddings that agree with 0 on k O •

Corollary 2.7. Let k O C k be algebraically closed fields

of finite transcendence degree over I , and let X be a

nvariety Qver k
O

• If t e HOR (~) is rational relative to

all 0: k ~ a= then it is defined over k O ,/ i.e. it

is in the image of

Proof: Let k' be a subfield of k which is finitely generated

k O and such that n 8
k

k'} • The hypothesis showsover t e HDR(X
0

that Vt 0 , where V is the Gauss-Manin connection for

Xk , -+ spec k' -+ spec k
O . Thus, for any D e Der(k'/kO)'

VO(t) = 0 . But ~, arises from a variety over kO , and so

the action of Der(k'/kO) n n 8
k

k' ison HDR (Xk ,) = HOR(X)
0

through k' : Vo = 1 8 0 . Thus the corollary follows from the

next well-known lemma.
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Lemma 2.8. Let k O C k' be as above, and let V = Vo 8
k

k'
o

where Vo is a vector space over k O • If t € V is fixed

(i.e. killed) by all derivations of k/kO ' then t e vo .

Let CiH(X) denote the subset of Hif(X) (p) of absolute

Hodge cycles; it is a finite-dimensional vector space over ~ •

Proposition 2.9 (a) Let X be a variety over an algebraically

closed field k O ' let k be an algebraically closed field

containing k O ' and assume that k O and k have finite

transcendence degree over m. Then the canonical map

~p(X) (p)

induces an isomorphism

(b) Let k be an algebraically closed field of finite

transcendence degree over m, and let Xo be a variety defined

x = Xo 8k k.
o

finite quotient.

over a subfield k O

Then

of k whose algebraic closure is k; write

Gal (k/kO) acts on CiH(X) through a

Proof (a) The map is injective, and a cycle on X is absolutely

Hodge if and only if it is absolutely Hodge on Xk ' and so

the only non-obvious step is to show that an absolute Hodge

arises from an element of

cycle t on Xk

shows that tOR

arises from a cycle on X. But (2.8)

2pHOR(X) (p) , and



H~~(X) (p) + H~~(Xk) (p) is an isomorphism.

(b) It is obvious that the action of Gal (k/kO) on

H~~(X) (p) x H~~(X) (p) stabilizes cia (X) • We give three

proofs that it factors through a finite quotient.

(i) Note that CAH
P (X) ~ H2p (X) is injective. Clearly

DR

H2p(X) = U H2p(X ~ k;) , where the k run through the finite
DR DR 0 • i

extensions of k O contained in k, and hence all elements

of a basis for ciHex) lie in H~~(XO @ ki ) for some i.

(ii) Note that ciH(X) + H2P (Xet ,Wt(p) is injective for

any 1. The subgroup H of Gal (k/kO) fixing cia (X) is

closed. Thus Gal(k/kO)/H is a profinite group, which is

countable since it is a subgroup of GLm(;) for some m.

It follows that it is finite.

(iii) A polarization on X gives a positive definite

form on CAH(X) , which is stable under Gal(k/kO). This shows

that the action factors through a finite quotient.

Remark 2.10 (a) All of the above is still valid if we work

with a family of varieties (X
a

) rather than a single X.

(b) Proposition (2.9) would remain true if we had defined

an absolute Hodge cycle to be an element t of FOH~~(X) (p)

such that, for all a: k ~ ~ , a;R(t) € H~P(X).

Proposition (2.9) allows us to define the notion of an

absolute Hodge cycle on any (complete smooth) variety X over

a field k (of characteristic zero). If k is algebraically

closed then we choose an algebraically closed subfield k O

that is of finite transcendence degree over m and such that
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X has a model Xo over k O ; then t e H~{X) (p) is an

absolute Hodge cycle if it lies in the subspace H~(XO(P» and is

an absolute Hodge cycle there. The proposition shows that this

definition is independent of the choice of k O and Xo . (This

definition is forced on us if we want (2. ga) to hold without

restriction on the transcendence degrees of k and k O
.) If

k is not algebraically closed we choose an algebraic closure

k of k and define an absolute Hodge cycle on X to be an

absolute Hodge cycle on X 9k K that is fixed by Gal(k/k).

One can show that if k is algebraically closed and of

cardinality not greater than that of ~ , then t e H;~(X) (p) x

H;i<X) (p) is an absolute Hodge cycle if it is rational

relative to all embeddings a: k C-.+ It and

If k = ~ then the first condition has to be checked only

for isomorphisms a. (Provided the axiom of choice is assumed!)

When k = ~ we define a Hodge cycle to be a cycle that is

Hodge relative to a = id: ~ C-...+. CC •

Main Theorem 2.11. If X is an abelian variety over an

algebraically closed field k , and t is a Hodge cycle on

X relative to one embedding a: k e....-.. ct , then it is an

absolute Hodge cycle.

The proof will occupy most of the rest of these notes.

We begin with a result concerning families of varieties

parametrized by smooth (not necessarily complete) algebraic

varieties over ~. Let S be such a parameter variety and

let n: X ~ S be a smooth proper map. We write ~t(X) (r) for

lim (Rnn;t~&r ) 8
22

(D •
... m
m
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Theorem 2.12 (Principle B). Let t be a global section of

~~(x/S) (p) x ~~~(X) (p) such that VtDR = 0 and (tDR)S e

FOH~~(Xs) (p) for all s € S. If t s € H~(Xs) (p) is an absolute

Hodge cycle for one s, it is an absolute Hodge cycle for

all s.

Proof: Suppose that t s is an absolute Hodge cycle for

s = sl ' and let s2 be a second point of S. We have to show

that t is rational relative to an isomorphism a: ~ ~ ~ •
s2

On applying a we obtain a map aX ~ as and a global section

at of ~~~(ax/as) (p) x ~~(ax) (p) • We know that a(t)a(s)
1

is rational and have to show a(t)O(s) is rational. Clearly
2

a only translates the problem, and so we can omit it.

First consider the component t
DR

of t. By assumption

vtDR = 0 , and so t
DR

is a global section of ~2p(Xan,~) . Since

it is rational at one point, it must be rational at every point.

Next consider As and

are local systems (i.e. are locally constant) , for any point

s of S there are isomorphisms

r (S ,H~P (X) (p) )

r (S ,H;~ (X) (p) )

Consider,

1f (S,s)
H2p(X ) (p) 1

B s
1T (S,s)

H2p (X ) ( ) 1et s p

and
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r (S, !!~p (X) (p) } ~ r (S ,H~P (X) (p) ) ~ JAf reS,E:i (X) (p) )

l~ 1~
H2p (X ) (p) 1T l H2p (X ) (p) 'TTl

iT

~ S ~f H2p (X ) (p) 1
B s B s et s

f f
H;P (Xs ) (p) C-..-+ 2p 8 mf

H:i (Xs ) (p)HB (Xs ) (p)

We are given t et e r (S,~~(X) (p» and are told that its image

in 2p is in H~P (Xs ) (p) if s = sl • The next easyHet (Xs ) (p)

lemma shows that t et lies in r (S , !!~p (X) (p) ) and therefore

is in 2p for allH
B

(Xs ) (p) s .

Lemma 2.13. Let V ~ W be an inclusion of vector spaces,

and let Z be a third vector space. Then V e z ~ W 9 Z ,

and (V S Z) n w = V •

Remark 2.14. The assumption in the theorem that

(tdR)s e FOH~~(Xs) (p) for all s is unnecessary; it is

implied by the condition that VtDR = 0 (Deligne [4, 4.1.2,

Theoreme de la partie fixe]).

We shall also need a slight generalization of (2.12).

Theorem 2.15. Let iT: X ~ S be as in (2.12) , and let V

be a local subsystem of R2Pn*mCp) such that Vs consists

of (O,O)-cycles for all s and of absolute Hodge cycles

for at least one s. Then Vs consists of absolute Hodge

cycles for all s.
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preserves the form, the image of
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Proof. If V is constant, so that every element of Vs

extends to a global section, then this follows from (2.12).

The following argument reduces the general case to that case.

At each point s € S , R2p n* m(p)s has a Hodge structure.

Moreover R2p n*m(p) has a polarization, i.e., there is a form

$: R
2p

n* m(p) x R
2p

n* m(p) ~ m which at each point s defines

a polarization on the Hodge structure R
2p

n* m(p)s. On

R
2p

n* ;(p) ~ (R2p n* ~(p»o,o the form is symmetric, bilinear,

Since the action of nl(s,sO)

n1 (S,sO) in Aut(V ) isSo
finite. Thus, after passing to a finite covering we can

assume that V is constant.

Remark 2.16. Both (2.12) and (2.15) generali~e, in an

obvious way, to families n a,-

3. Mumford-Tate groups; principle A.

Let G be a reductive algebraic group over a field k of

characteristic zero, and let (Va)a€A be a faithful family of

finite-dimensional representations over k of G, so that the

map G ~ nGL (Va) is injective. For any m € IN (A) , n € IN (A)

we can form TM,n ~ vQm(a,) ~ ~~n(a) which is again a
a a'

representation of G. For any subgroup H of G we write

HI for the subgroup of G fixing all tensors, occurring in some

TID'~ that are fixed by H. Clearly He HI, and we shall need

criteria guaranteeing their equality_
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Proposition 3.1. The notations are as above.

(a) Any finite-dimensional representation of G is

contained in a direct sum of representations Tm,n.

(b) (Chevalley's theorem). Any subgroup H of G is

the stabilizer of a line D in some finite-dimensional

representation of G.

(c) If H is reductive, or if Xk(G) + Xk(H) is

surjective (or has finite cokernel), then H H'. (Here

Xk(G) denotes Homk(G'~m».

Proof. (a) Let W be a representation of G, and let Wo
be the trivial representation (meaning gw = w , all g.e G,w e w)

with the same underlying vector space as W. Then G x W + W

defines a map W + Wo 8 keG] which is G-equivariant

(Waterhouse [1, 3.5]). Since Wo 8 k[G] Z k[G]dim W, it

suffices to prove (a) for the regular representation. There

is a finite sum V = • V such G + GL(V) is injective (because
a

G is Noetherian). The map GL(V) + End(V) x End(VV) identifies

GL(V) (and hence G) with a closed subvariety of End (V) x End(VV)

(loc. cit.). There is therefore a surjection Sym(End(V» x

sym(End(VV» --* k[G], where Sym denotes a symmetric algebra,

and (a) now follows from the fact that representations of

reductive groups are semisimple (see 11.2).

(b) Let I be the idea of functions on G which

are zero on H. Then, in the regular representation of

G on kIG] , a is the stabilizer of I. Choose a finite-

dimensional subspace W of k[G] that is G-stable and
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contains a generating set for the ideal I. Then H is the

stabilizer of the subspace I n W of W, and of Ad(I ~ W)

in Adw , where d is the dimension of I n W (Borel [1, 5.1]).

(c) According to (b), H is the stabilizer of a line

D in some representation V of G and it follows from (a)

that V can be taken to be a direct sum of ~,n s •

Assume that H is reductive. Then V V' e D for
v V V

some H-stable V' and V = VI e D . Thus H is the group
V V

fixing a generator of D 8 D in V8V .
Assume that Xk(G) ~ Xk(H) is surjective, i.e. that any

character of H extends to a character of G. The one-

dimensional representation of H on D can be regarded as

the restriction to H of a representation of G. Now H
V v

is the group fixing a generator of D ~ D in V 8 D •

Remark 3.2 (a) It is clearly necessary to have some condition

on H in order to have HI = H . For example, let B be

a Borel subgroup of the reductive group G and let v e V be

fixed by B . Then g ...-.. gv defines a map of algebraic

varieties G/B ~ V which is constant because G/B is

complete. Thus v is fixed by G , and B' = G .
However, the above argument shows the following: let HI

be the group fixing all tensors occurring in subquotients of

~,ns that are fixed by H; then H = H' •

(b) In fact, in all our applications of (3.1c), H will

be the Mumford-Tate group of a polarizable Hodge structure,

and hence will be reductive. However the Mumford-Tate groups

of mixed Hodge structure (even polarizable) need not be
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reductive, but may satisfy the second condition of (3.lc)

(with G GL)

(c) The Theorem of Haboush (Demazure II]) can be used

to show that the second from of (3.Ic) holds when k has

characteristic p.

Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over m.
Am-rational Hodge structure of weight n on V is a

decomposition V = $ vp,q such that vp,q = vq,p •
ct p+q=n

Such a structure determines a map

~: mm + GL(V~) such that ~(A)VP,q = A-PvP,q, vp,q e vp,q •

The complex conjugate ~ of ~ satisfies ~(A)vp,q = X-qvP,q. Since

~ and ~ commute, their product determines a map of real algebraic

groups h: ~x + GL(V
lR

) , h(A)vP,q = A-Px-qVP,q. Conversely, a

x x x
homomorphism h: (C + GL(Vm) such that lR ~ a: ---+ GL(V

lR
)

is A~ A-n.id defines a Hodge structure of weight n on V.

We write FPV = e vP ' ,q' , so that ••• :::> p'PV ':) FP+lV ::t

p'>p
is a decreasing filtratIon on V.

Let mel) denote the vector space m with the unique

-1 -1Hodge structure such that m(l}a: = mel) , ; it has weight

-2 and h(A)l = AXl. For any integer ro, mel)Qm df mem}

~(m)-m,-m has weight -2m. (Strictly speaking, we should

define m(l) = 2ni ~ •••• )

Remark 3.3. The notation heAl vp,q = A-P~-qvP,q is the

negative of that used in Deligne [2] and Saavedra [1]. It

is perhaps justified by the following. Let A be an abelian

variety over a:. The exact sequences,
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o ---.. Lie (Av) V --.-.. HI (A,«) ~ Lie (A) ---.. 0

and

--+ ao --+ FIHl (A, cr)

II
HI,O = HO(Ol)

F1/F2

II
HO,l = H1 (Ox>

are canonically dual.

structure o£ weight 1

Since Hl{A,~) has a natural Hodge

o 1with (l,O)-component H (n ), Hl{A,~)

has a natural Hodge structure of weight -1 with (-l,O)-component

Lie (A) • Thus h(A) acts as A on Lie (A) I the tangent space

to A at zero.

Let V

h of weight

be a vector space over m

n. For .InI,m2 e IN and

with Hodge structure
@)m1m3 e 2Z, T = V 0

v@)m2 @m
V @ to (1) 3 has a Hodge structure of weight (m1-m2 ) n - 2m

3
.

An element of To: is said to be rational of bidegree (p,q)

if it lies in T"TP,q We let \) e mm act on to (1) as

-1 there is then a canonical action of GL{V) x Sm on Tv .
The Mumford-Tate group G of (V,h) is the subgroup of

GL(V) x ~m fixing all rational tensors of bidegree (0,0)

belonging to any T. Thus projection on the first factor

identifies G«U} with the set of 9 e GL(V) for which there

exists a v (g) e x
with the property that gt \>{g)ptm =

for any t e
~l Vfm

2 of bidegree (P,P)V 8 V .

Proposition 3.4. The group G is the smallest algebraic sub-

group of GL{V} x ~m defined over m for which ~(~m) c G~ •
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Proof: Let cl(ll) be the intersecti.on of all (I)-rational

algebraic subgroups of GL(V) x ~m which, over ~, contain

~(~m). For any t e T, t is of type (0,0) if and only if

it is fixed by ll(~m) or, equivalently, it is fixed by cl(ll).

Thus G = cl(p)' in the notation of (3.1) and the next lemma

completes the proof.

~ 3.5. Any m-rational character of cl(~) extends to

a m-rational character of GL(V) x ~m •

Proof: Let x= cl(p) ~ GL(W) be a representation of dimension

one defined over m, i.e. a ;-rational character. The restriction

of the representation to ~m is isomorphic to men) for some

n. After tensoring W wi~~ m(-n), we can assume that

X 0 lJ = 1 ~ ~ .e. lJ (CGm) acts trivially. But then cl (lJ) must

act trivially, and the trivial character extends to the trivial

character.

Proposition 3.6. If V is polarizable then G is reductive.

Proof: Choose an i and write C = h(i). (C is often called

the Weil operator. ) For vP,q e vp,q , Cvp,q = i-P+q vp,q , and so

C2 acts as (_l)n on V ( n = p+q is the weight of (V, h) ) •

We choose a polarization 1lJ for V. Recall that 1IJ is

a morphism 1IJ: V 8 V ~ (D(-n) of Hodge structures such that the

real-valued form ~(x,Cy) on -VlR is symmetric and positive

definite. Under the canonical isomorphism Hom(V 8 V,;(-n}) ~

VV 8 VV(-n) , ~ corresponds to a tensor of bidegree (0,0)

(because it is a morphism of Hodge structures) and therefore
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it is fixed by G: lP(glv,91 V ') = g~ljJ (v,v') for

(gl,g2) e G C GL(V) x C& and v,v' e V •
.In

Recall that if H is a real algebraic group and a is

an involution of H~, then the real-form of H defined by

a is a real algebraic group H together with an isomorphism
a

H~ ~ (Ha)~ under which complex conjugation on H(~)

corresponds to a 0 (complex conjugation) on Ha(~) • We are

going to use the following criterion: a connected algebraic

group Hover ]R is reductive if it has a compact real-form

Ha . To prove the criterion it suffices to show that Ha is

reductive. On any finite-dimensional representation of V

of H there is an Ha-invariant positive-definite symmetric

form, namely < u,v > = J < hu,hv > dh where < , > is any° Ha
positive-definite symmetric form on V. If W is an Ha-stable

subspace of V, then its orthogonal complement is also

Ha-stable. Thus every finite-dimensional representation of

Ha is semisimple, and this implies Ha is reductive (see [II.2]).

We shall apply the criterion to the special Mumford-Tate

group of (V,h), GO df Ker(G + ~m). Let GI be the smallest

W-rational subgroup of GL(V) x ~ such that GI containsm lR

h(UI ) , where UI(lR) = {z e ~xlz z I}. Then GI
C G , and

in fact GI
C GO. Since GI ·h(~x) = G and h(UI ) =

IR :m
Ker(h(~x) + ~ ) , it follows that GO = Gl , and thereforem

GO is connected.

Since

Its square

C = h(i) acts as

c2 acts as (_l)n

i'f

on

1

v

on

and therefore lies in the
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centre of GO(IR). The inner automorphism ad C

defined by C is therefore an involution. For

and 9 e GO(~) we have

of Gm.

u,v e v~

lIJ(U,CV) 1lJ(gu,gCv) -1 - $ (gu,Cg*v)= tP(gu,CC gCv) =

where g* -1-
(ad C) <9> • Thus the positive definite formC gC

<P(u,v) df
W(u,Cv) on Vm is invariant under the real-form of

GO defined by ad C , and so the real-form is compact.

Example 3.7. (Abelian variety of CM-type). Let F be a finite

product of totally real number fields Fi , and E a product

of fields, each of which is a quadratic imaginary extension of

exactly one of the fields Fi • Let S = Hom(E,~) =

a € S,\a a1 E/ F I where

E with fixed algebra F.

Hom(E,m) spec Ea: Gal (i/W) acts on S and for any

1E/F is the canonical involution of

A CM-type for E is a subset

1: Co S such that S 1: U 11: (disjoint union) Correspondingly

we define A to be erE /r.(OE) where °E , the ring of integers

in E ,is embedded in 0:1: by u -t (au) aeE Obviously

E acts on Ai moreover HI (A, al) = E , and

HI (A) 0 er E ~ a: ..-:~ a:S = (Cr. e a: l r., wi th 0:1: the

u 8 1 ---+ (au) aes

(-l,O)-component of

Thus ~(A) acts as

and er
lL

the (O,-l)-component.

and 1 on a: lL •
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Let G be the Mumford-Tate group of Hl(A) • The actions

of )l(a:x) d EX xan on Hl(A) 8 ~ commute. As E is its

own commutant in GL(Hl (A» this means that J1 (a:
x

) c. (E ~ 0:) x

and G = cl()l) C EX. In particular G is a torus, and can be

dfdescribed by its cocharacter group Y(G) == Homm(~m,G) •

Clearly Y(G) G Y(Ex) x Y(~m) 2Z S
x 2Z. Note that

l.l e Y(G) is equal to L e s + eO ' where {es } C ZZS is the
seE

basis dual to S {s} C X(Ex) and eO is the element 1 of

the last copy of 2Z. The following are obvious:

(a) (2Z S x 2Z) /Y (G) is torsion-free.

(b) 1J e Y(G) •

(c) Y(G) is stable under Gal(i/~); thus Y(G) is the

Gal-module generated by II •

(d) Since l.l + lP 1 on S, Y (G) c::. {y e 2Z S x 2Z Iy

Th O G(m) C K (N EX ~ FX/mx ) x mX ~1S means w er E/F: ~ ~ w·

Theorem 3.8 (Principle A) Let (Xa)a be a family of varieties

over ~ and consider spaces T obtained by tensoring spaces
na n

of the form HB (X
a

) , HBa(Xa)v I and ~(l) • Let t i e Ti '

i = 1, ••• ,N , (Ti of the above type) be absolute Hodge cycles
n

and let G be the subgroup of IT GL(HBaeXa» x ~m fixing thea,na

t i • If t belongs to some T and is fixed by G, then it is

an absolute Hodge cycle.

Proof: We remove the identification of the ground field k

with a:. Let cr: k ~ a: be the isomorphism implicit in
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statement of the theorem and let T: k ~ ~ be a second

isomorphism. We can assume that the t i and t all belong

to the same space T. The canonical inclusions of cohomology

groups

Thus {tl , ••• ,~,t} c:

To show that t

induce maps

We shall regard these maps as inclusions.

Ta c: T @(G: x lAf ) and {tl' ... ,~} G T, •

is rational we have to show that t e TT

Let P be the functor of m-algebras such that

P (R) {p: ~ H.,. ~ Rip maps t. (in T )
~ ~ (J to

The existence of the canonical inclusions mentioned above

shows that p (Ci: x ]Af)

that P is a G-torsor.

is non-empty, and it is easily checked

Lemma 3.9 Let P be am-rational G-torsor of maps

where (Ha ) and (~)a are families of ;-rational representa-(J a

tions of G . Let T(J and T be like spaces of tensors
L

constructed out of Ha and H respectively. Then P
L

defines a map TG .... Ta l'
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Proof: Locally for the etale topology on spec(~), points of

P define maps To ~ TT The restriction to T~ of such a

map is independent of the point. Thus, by etale descent

theory, they define a map of vector spaces

On applying the lemma (and its proof) in the above

situation we obtain a map T~ --+ TT such that

commutes.

T o

This means that TG C T , and thereforeo l'
t e T

l'

It remains to show that the first component ~R of

t lying in T 8 ~ TDR , is in FOT
DR

. But in general, if

s is rational and s e TDR ' where TDR is constructed out of
n n 0

spaces HD~ (Xa ) HD~(Xa)V' ~(l) then s e F TDR is

equivalent to s being fixed by ~ (~x) • Thus (ti)DR e

FO, i = l, ••• ,N, implies G ~ v(~x) , which implies ~R e FO •

4. Construction of some absolute Hodge cycles

Recall that a number field E is a CM-field if, for any

embedding E ~ ~ , complex conjugation induces a nontrivial

automorphism e ~ e of E that is independent of the embedd

ing. The fixed field of the automorphism is then a totally real

field F over which E has degree two.

A bi-additive form

<1>: V x V ----+ E
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on a vector space V over such a field E is Hermitian

if ~(ev,w) = e~(v,w) and ~(V/W) = ~(w,v) for v/we V,

e e E. For any embedding T: F C-..+ lR we obtain a

Hermitian form ~T in the usual sense on the vector space

VT = V 0F , TJR I and we let aT and b T be the dimensions

of maximal subspaces of VT on which ~T is positive definite

and negative definite respectively. If d = dim V then ~

defines a Hermitian form on Adv that, relative to some basis

vector, is of the form (x,y) ~ fxY. The element f is

in F , and is independent of the choice of the basis vector up
x

to mUltiplication by an element of NE/FE It is called the

discriminant of ~. Let {vI, ••• /vd } be an orthogonal basis

for a
T

is the number of i

the number offor which TCi > 0, b
t

x
and f = TIci (mod NE/FE ) Note that

i for which TC. < 0 ,
b l.

sign(Tf) (-1) T

Proposition 4.1. Suppose given integers (aT I b T) for each

and an element
x x = d allT , f e F /NE/FE , such that a + b

b T T
and sign(Tf) (-1) T Then there exists a non-degenerateT .

Hermitian form ~ on a vector space V of dimension d with

inv.ariants (aT/bT) and f; moreover (V,ep). is unique up to

isomorphism.

Proof: This result is due to Landherr [1]. Today one prefers

to regard it as a consequence of the Hasse principle for simply

connected semisimple algebraic groups and the classification

of Hermitian forms over local fields.
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Corollary 4.2. Assume that the Hermitian space (V,~) is

non-degenerate and let d = dim (V) . The followi.ng are equivalent:

(al a b for all L , and disc (f) = (_l)d/2
t' 't

(b) there is a totally isotropic subspace of V of

dimension d/2 .

Proof: Let W be a totally isotropic subspace of V of

dimension d/2. The map v t-+ 4> (- ,v): V -+ WV induces an anti-

of W can be extended to a basis {vi} of

linear isomorphism V/W ~ W Thus a basis

V

vI' · · · , vd/2

such that

ep (v. , v .) = 0, j ~ i :!:. d/2 •
~ J

It is now easily checked that (V,~) satisfies (a). Conversely

d(E , ep), where

L a.od/ 2+· + L ad / 2+·5.,
1 . d/2 ~ ~ d/2<;~d ~ ~
~~~ .I.

i~ up to isomorphis~the only Hermitian space satisfying (a),

and it also satisfies (b).

A Hermitian form satisfying the equivalent conditions

of the corollary will be said to be split (because then

AutE(V,ep) is an E-split algebraic group).

We shall need the following (trivial) lemma.

Lemma 4.3. Let k be a field, let k' be an etale k-algebra (i.e., a

finite product of separable finite field extensions of k), and

let V be a free k'-module of finite rank.
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(a) For any k'-linear map f: V -.. k l
, define

(b)

to be the k-linear map v ~ Trk'/k{f(v»: V -.. k ;

....--.. Trk'/kf: HO~, (V,k') -.. HO~(V,k) is an isomorphism.

An V is, in a natural way, a direct summand of
k'

Proof: (a) Since the pairing Trk'/k: k' x k' -.. k is

non-degenerate, it is obvious that f ~ Trk'/kf is injective,

and the two spaces have the s~e dimension over k.

(b) There are obvious maps

and

V
where V is the k'-linear dual of V. But

and so the second map gives rise to a map

v V
(AV) = (AV) ,

---+- An V,
k'

which is inverse to the first. (More elegantly, descent

theory shows that it suffices to prove the proposition with

S -k' = k , S = Ho~(k',k). Then V = $ Vs and the map in (a)
ses

sends f = (fs > to Lfs ' which is obviously an isomorphism.

For (b) , note that

Et
Ln =n

s

( 0
ses

n
A Sv ) ::::> e Ar1.v

s ses s
ADv .)
k'

Let A be an abelian variety over ~, E a eM-field,

and v: E --+ End (A) a homomorphism (so, in particular,

vel) = idle Let d be the dimension of Hl{A,m> over E,
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so that d[E:W] = 2dim(A) • When HI (A,JR) is identified

with the tangent space to A at zero it acquires a complex

structure; we denote by J the]R- linear endomo"rphism "multi

plication by in of HI (A, JR). If h: o:X -.. GL (HI (A, JR) ) =

GL(Hl(A,JR» is the homomorphism determined by the Hodge

structure on HI (A,lR) then h{i) = J •

Corresponding to the decomposition

e 9 z t--+ ( ••• ,a{e)z, ••• ): E 9(0 ~

there is a decomposition

~

---.. e a: , S = Han (E ,0:)
aes

~ (B

aes
(E-linear isomorphism)

such that e e E acts on the complex vector space HB,a

as a(e) • Each HI has dimension d , and (as EB,a

respects the Hodge structure on H~{A» acquires a

Hodge structure,

Let a
a

dim HI,a
B,a and b

a dim HO,l ; thus a + bB,a cr a d •

Proposition 4.4: The sUbspace of

purely of bidegree

Ad Hl(A)
E B

if and only if a
(j

is

Proof: Note that Hd{A,W) = Ad H1(A/W) I and so (4.3)
to

canonically identifies Ad ~(A) with a subspace of H~(A) •
E
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As in the last line of the proof of (4.3) we have

$
cr€S

ED
aes

and

and

$ Aaa HI,O @ Aba HE,1
o€ S B , a -l3 , a '

A
aa

HI,O and Aba HO,1 are purely of bidegree (a~,O)
B,a B,a v

(O,ba ) respectively.

Thus, in this case, (Ad H1CA» (~) consists of Hodge cycles,
E B 2

and we would like to show that it consists of absolute Hodge

cycles. In one special case this is easy.

Lemma 4.5. Let AO be an abelian variety of dimension

and let A = AO @lI! E. Then AdHI (A,lI!) (~) C Hd (A,lI!) (~)
E

consists of absolute Hodge cycles.

~: There is a commutative diagram

d
2"

d d
~(D E d dHB (AO) (2") HJA (AO) (2") 9(0 E

l~ l~
(Ad HI (A Sm E) ) (~) ---4 ( Ad HI (A @ E» (~) d

8 E) (~)
E B 0 EelA]A 0

c: HJA (AO

in which the vertical maps are induced by HI (A
O

) @ E ~

HI(AO @ E) • From this, and similar diagrams corresponding to

isomorphisms a: a: ~ a: , one seesthat ~ (AO) (~) @ E c.-
d d d d

HJA (AO 8 E) (2') induces an inclusion CAB (AO) 9 E ~ CAB (Ao a E) •
d d d d d

But CAH(AO) = HB(AO) (2) since HB(AO) (2) is a one-dimensional

space generated by the class of any point on AO •
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In order to prove the general result we need to consider

families of abelian varieties (ultimately, we wish to apply

<.2.15», and for this we need to consider polarized abelian

varieties. A polarization e on A is determined by a

Riemann form, i.e. a W-bilinear alternating form $ on

Hl(A,;) such that the form (z,w) ~ $(z,Jw) on Hl(A,m)

is symmetric and definite; two Riemann forms ~ and $' on

Hl(A,~) correspond to the same polarizaton if and only if
x

there is an a e m such that $' = a$. We shall consider only

triples (A/e,v) in which the Rosati involution defined by e

induces complex conjugation on E.(The Rosati involution

e ~ te:End{A) -+- End(A) is determined by the condition

t$(ev,w) = $(v, ew), v,w e Hl(A,W).)

Lemma 4.6. Let f e EX be such that f -f, and let lJJ

be a Riemann form for A. There exists a unique E-Hermitian

form $ on Hl(A,W) such that W(x,y) = TrE/W(f$(x,y» •

Proof: We first need:

Sublemma 4.7. Let V and W be finite-dimensional vector

spaces over E, and let $ :V x W -+- m be a m-bilinear form

such that ~(ev,w) w(v,ew) • Then there exists a unique

E-bilinear form ~ such that ~(v,w) = TrE/m~(v/w) •

Proof: $ defines a m-linear map V @E W + m I i.e. an element

of v
(V 9E W) • But identifies the m-linear dual of

V ~E W with the E-linear dual, and ~ with a ~ •
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To prove (4.6), we take V to be H1 {A,;) and w to

be HI(A,~) with E acting through complex conjugatio~and

apply (4.7). This shows that llJ (x,'y) = TrE/m<P I (x,y) with

~l sesquilinear. Let $ = f-l~l ' so that llJ{x,y) =

TrE/W{f~(x,y». Since ~ is sesquilinear it remains to show

that ~(x,y) = ~(y,x) • As ~(x,y) = -~(y,x) for all

x,ye HI(A,(D), Tr(f~{x,y» = - Tr{f${y,x» = Tr{f${y,x».

On replacing x by ex with e e E , we find that

Tr{fe~(x,y» = Tr{fe$(y,x». On the other hand Tr{fe$(x,y»

Tr(fe~(x,y» and, as fe is an arbitrary element of E , the

non-degeneracy of the trace implies $(x,y) = $(y,x) •

The uniqueness of ~ is obvious from (4.7).

Theorem 4.8. Let A be an abelian variety over ~, and let

V: E ~ End (A) be a homomorphism, where E is a eM-field.

Assume there exists a polarization e for A such that:

(a) the Rosati involution of e induces complex

conjugation on E ;

(b)

and on

there exists a split E-Hermitian form ~ on Bl(A,;)

x - df
feE , with f - f , such that w(x,y) == TrE/~{f~(x,y»

is a Riemann form for e.
d 1 d d dThen the subspace (A H (A,an) ('2) C H (A,Q).) ('2) , where

B
d = di~ HI(A,~), consists of absolute Hodge cycles.

Proof: In the course of the proof we shall see that (b) implies

that A satisfies the equivalent statements of (4.4). Thus

the theorem will follow from (2.15), (4.4), and (4.5)

once we have show there exists a connected -smooth (not necessarily

complete) variety S over ~ and an abelian scheme Y over S
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together with an action v of E on Y/S such that:

(al for all s e S ,(Y ,v) satisfies the equivalents s
statements in (4.4);

(b) for some So e S , Y
So

acting as id & e ;

(c) for some sl e S , (Y IV ) = (A,v) •
s 51

We shall first construct an analytic family of abelian varieties

satisfying these conditions, and then pass to the quotient

by a discrete group to obtain an algebraic family.

Let H = Hl(~,m) , regarded as an E-space, and choose

a a, $, f, and W as in the statement of the theorem. We

choose i such that W{x,h(i)y) is positive definite.

Consider the set of all quadruples (AI,al,vl,kl ) in

which Al is an abelian variety over ct, VI is an action of

E on AI' 81 is a polarization of A , and kl is an

E-linear isomorphism HI (AI,(Q)
~ H carrying a Riemann---+

form for 81
into cw for some c e (OX . From such a

quadruple we obtain a complex structure on H(~) (corresponding

via k l to the complex structure on Hl(AI'~)

such that:

Lie (AI) )

(a) the action of E commutes with the complex structure;

(b) ~ is a Riemann form relative to the complex structure.

Conversely, a complex structure on H 9 m satisfying (a) and
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(as an E-module), Lie(Al ) = H 0 lR (provided with the given

complex structure), 61 the polarization with Riemann form W,

and k1 the identity map. Moreover two quadruples (Al ,6l ,v1 ,k1 )

and (A2 ,6 2,v2 ,k2) are isomorphic if and only if they define

the same complex structure on H. Let X be the set of

complex structures on H satisfying (a) and (b). Our first

task will be to turn X into an analytic manifold in such a

way that the family of abelian varieties that it parametrizes

becomes an analytic family.

A point of X is determined by an lR- linear map

J: H e lR .. H 8 :m, J2 = -1 I such that

(a l
) J is E-linear, and

(b l
) W(x,Jy) is symmetric and definite.

Note that W{x,Jy) is symmetric if and only if W(Jx,Jy)

~(x,y). Fix an isomorphism

(T = Hom (F , :m) , F real subfield of E)

such that f 8 1 ......... (if
T

) with f
T

e lR, f
T

> 0 •

Corresponding to this isomorphism there is a decomposition

H 8(1) lR H
"['

in which each H
T

is a complex vector space. Condition (a l
)

implies J = S J T ' where J
T

is a ~-linear isomorphism



H ..::..... H such that J2
T T T

-1
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Let

are the eigenspaces of J with eigenvalues
1:

+1 and -i respectively. The compatibility of ~ and v

implies

--=--+ (9 (H , llJ )
TeT T T

with tlJ T an lR -bilinear alternating from on H such that
T

~T(zx,y) = tIJ (x,zy) for z e (t . The condition tIJ(Jx,Jy)
T

lIJ(x,y} implies that H+ is the orthogonal complement of
T

H
T

We also have

(H,Q» ~ lR ~ ED (HT,<P
T

)
TeT

As tIJ(x,y}

~
T

Tr"'/lR (if <I> (x ,y » , we find
\10 T T T T

all x
T'

T,

~ Tra=/lR (i<P T (xT ,JxT ) ) > 0 all xT' T,

{ $,
is positive definite on H+ and

~
T '

is negative definite H-<P T
on

T

This shows, in particular, that and

each have dimension d/2 (cf. 4.4). Let x+ and X- be the
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sets of J e X for which W(x,Jy) is positive definite and

negative definite respectively. Then X is a disjoint union

X = X+ UX- As J is determined by its +i eigenspace

we see that x+ can be identified with

a maximal subspace of H
T

such that

<P L > 0 on VT } •

This is an open connected complex submanifold of a product of

Grassman manifolds

Moreover, there is an analytic structure on x+ x V(m) such

that x+ x V (lR) -+ x+ is analytic and the inverse image of

J e x+ is V(lR) '-lith the complex structure provided by J.

On dividing V (lR) by an 0E-stable lattice V (2Z) in V,

we obtain the sought analytic family B of abelian varieties.

Note that A is a member of the family. We shall next

show that there is also an abelian variety of the form

AO 8 E in the family. To do this we only have to show that

there exists a quadruple (AI,el,vl,kl ) of the type discussed

above with Al = AO 8 E. Let AO be any abelian variety of

dimension d/2 and define vI: E -+ End(A08E) so that e e E

acts on HI (A08E) = HI (AO) 8 E through its action on E •

A Riemann form ~O on AO extends in an obvious way to

a Riemann form ~l on Al that is compatible with the action
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of E • We define 81 to be the corresponding polarization,

and let $1 be the Hermitian form on H1 (A08E,m>

such that lP l = TrE/m(f$l) (see 4.6) • If I O CHl(AO,an

is a totally isotropic subspace of HI (AO,m) of (max~um)

dimension d/2 then I O 8 E is a totally isotropic subspace

of dimensiona d/2 over E, which (by 4.2) shows that the

Hermitian space (Hl<A09E,~),$l) is split. There is therefore

an E-linear isomorphism k 1 : (Hl(A09E,~),$1> ~ (H,~) ,

which carries lP1 = TrE/;(f~l) to ~ = TrE/;(f$) This completes

this part of the proof.

Let n be an integer ~ 3, and let r be the set of

°E-isomorphisms g: V(2Z) -+ V(2Z) preserving 1P and such

that (g-I)V (2Z) c nV (2Z) • Then r acts on x+ by

J J--+. g 0 J 0
-1 and (compatibly) B On formingg on .

the quotients, we obtain a map r'B -+ r'X+ which is an

algebraic family of abelian varieties. In fact r\x+ is the

moduli variety for quadruples (AI ,8 1 ,v
l

,kl ) zn which

AI,Sl and vI are essentially as before, but now k 1 is a level

n structure k l : An<CC) = Hl (A,2Z/n2Z) -~ V(2Z)/nV(2Z) the

map x+ -+ r\x+ can be interpreted as "regard k
l

modulo n" •

To prove these facts, one can use the theorem of Baily-Borel [1]

to show that r\x+ is algebraic and a theorem of Borel [2] to

show that r\B is algebraic -- see §6 where we discuss a

similar question in greater detail.

Remark 4.9. With the notations of the theorem, let G be the

;-rational algebraic group such that
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x
G(W) = {g e GLE(H) I 3v(g) e m such that W(gx,gy) =

v(g)lP(x,'Y), Yx,y e H}. The homomorphism h: a=x -+ GL(H ~ JR)

defined by the Hodge structure on Hl(A,m> factors through

GJR' and X can be identified with the G(lR) -conjugacy

class of homomorphisms a=x -+ Gm containing h. Let K be

the compact open subgroup of G(JAf) of g such that
A A +

(g-l)V(2Z) c nV(2Z). Then r'x is a connected component of

the Shimura variety S~(G,X) • The general theory shows that

S~(G,X) is a fine moduli scheme (see Deligne (3,§4] or

V. 2 below) and so, from this point of view, the only part of

the above proof that is not immediate is that the connected

component of S~(G,X) containing A also contains a variety

A O 8 E •

Remark 4.10. It is easy to construct algebraic cycles on

AO 8 E any m-1inear map A: E -+ m defines a map AO 8 E -+

AO 8 m AO I and we can take cl(A) = image of the class of a

point in HdCAO) ~ HdCAO 8 E) • More generally we have

sym*(Homm_1inear(E,m» -+ {algebraic cycles on AO 8 E}. If

E = ;r , this gives the obvious cycles.

Remark 4.11. The argument in the proof of (4.8) is similar

to, and was suggested by, an argument of B. Gross [1].

5. Completion or the proof for ·abelian varieties of CM-type.

The Mumford-Tate, or Hodge, group of an abelian variety

A over a= is defined to be the Mumford-Tate group of the
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of GL{Hl(A,W» x ~m fixing all Hodge cycles (see §3). In

the language of the next article, the category of rational

Hodge structures is Tannakian with an obvious fibre functor,

and the Mumford-Tate group of A is the group associated with

the sUbcategory generated by Hl(A,~) and mel).

An abelian variety A is said to be of CM-type if its

Mumford-Tate group is commutative. Since any abelian variety

A is a product A ITAa of simple abelian varieties (up

to isogeny) and A is of CM-type if and only if each Aa

is of CM-type (the Mumford-Tate group of A is contained in

the product of those of the A) , in understanding this concept
a

we can assume A is simple.

Proposition 5.1. A simple abelian variety A over ~ is.of

CM-type if and only if E = End A is a commutative field over

which Hl(A,W) has dimension 1. Then E is a CM-field,

and the Rosati involution on E = End(A) defined by any

polarization of A is complex conjugation.

Proof: Let A be simple and of CM-type, and let

~: mm + GL(Hl(A,~» be defined by the Hodge structure on

Hl(A,~) (see §3). As A is simple, E = End(A) is a field

(possibly noncommutative) of degree < dim Hl(A,W) over ;.

As for any abelian variety, End (A) is the subalgebra of

End(Hl(A,W» of elements commuting with the Hodge structure

or, equivalently that commute with ~(~m) in GL(Hl(A,~».
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If G is the Mumford-Tate group ·of A then G~ is

generated by the groups {a~(mm) la e Aut(~>} (see 3.4).

Therefore· E 1.s the commutant of G in End (HI (A,(D> )

By assumption G is a torus, and so HI(A,~) e H
XeX (G) X

The commutant of G therefore contains etale commutative

algebras of rank dim H1 (A,(D) over m. It follows that E

is a commutative field of degree dim HI (A,(D> over ~ (and

that it is generated, as a (D-algebra, by G(~)i in particular,

h (i) e E 8 lR) •

Let W be a Riemann form corresponding to some polarization

on A. The Rosati involution e t--+- e* on End (A) E is

determined by the condition $(x,ey) = ~(e*x,y), x,y e H1(A,m>.

It follows from W(x,y) = ~(h(i)x,h(i)y) that h(i)* =

h(i)-l(= -h(i». The Rosati involution therefore is non-trivial

on E , and E has degree 2 over its fixed field F. We

can write E F[!al , a e F , Ia* -IQ ; a is uniquely

E 9F ,olR = lR x :m with

condition is impossible.

determined up to multiplication by a square in F. If E

is identified with H1 (A,m> through the choice of an

appropriate basis vector, then ~(x,y) = TrE/m axy* , x,y e E

(cf. 4.6). The positivity condition on W implies

TrE0lR/ lR Cah (i) -lxx*) > 0, x ':f 0, x e E 0c» lR. In particular,

2'1'rF9lR/::JR (fx ) > 0 , x ~ 0, x e F 9 lR, f = alh (i) which implies

that F is totally real. Moreover, for every embedding

a: F ~ lR we must have a(a) < 0 , for otherwise

(rl ,r2)* = (r2,rl ) , and the positivity

Thus a(a) < 0, and * is complex

conjugation relative to any embedding of E in ~ •
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For the converse we only have to observe that ~(Gm)

commutes with E ~ lR in.

Hl(A,~) is of dimension

and G C EX •

End (HI tA, JR» , and so if

I over E then II (Gm) C (E 8 lR)x

Let (Aa ) be a finite family of abelian varieties over

~ of CM-type. We shall show that every element of a space

0m V8n
Tm, = (0

a
Hi (X

a
) a) 0 (0aH~ (X

a
) a) (m)

that is a Hodge cycle (relative to id
----+ 0=) is an

absolute Hodge cycle. According to (3.8) (Principle A) to

do this it suffices to show that the following two sUbgroups

of GL(ITHI(Aa ,;» x ~m are equal:

GH group fixing all Hodge cycles;

GAH group fixing all absolute Hodge cycles.

Obviously GH
C GAH •

After breaking up each Aa
into its sim~le factors, we

can assume Aa itself is simple. Let Ea be the CM-field

End (Aa ) and let E be the smallest Galois extension of m

containing all E ; it is again a CM-fie1d. Let B = A 8 Ea a a Ea

It suffices to prove the theorem for the family (B
a

) (because

the Tannakian category generated by the H1 (B
a

) and (Q (1)

contains every HI(Aa ); cf. the next article).

In fact we consider an even larger family. Fix E ,

a CM-field Galois over m, and consider the family (A)
a

of all abelian varieties with complex multiplication by E
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(so HI (A
a

) has dimension lover E) up to E-isogeny. This

family is indexed by J , the se"t of eM-types for E. Thus,

if S = Hom (E ,et) then each element of .J is a set ~ c S

such that S = ~ U 1~ {disjoint union}. We often identify

~ with the characteristic function of ~, i.e. we write

~ (s)

~(s)

1

o

s e ~

With each ~ we associate the isogeny class of abelian varieties

~containing the abelian variety ~ /~(OE) where 0E = ring of

~integers in E and ~(OE) = {(ae)ae~ e ~ 10 e 0E} •

With this new family we have to show that GH GAH •

We begin by determining GH (cf. 3.7). The Hodge structure

on each Hl(A~,W) is compatible with the action of E. This

implies that

commutes with x
II~E •

~e""

It is therefore contained in

In particular G
H is a torus, and can be described

by its group of cocharacters or

its group of characters X(GH) • Note that

Y (GH) C y ( II J EX x (J;m) = zS x .J x 2Z • There is a canonical
~e

basis for X(Ex
), namely S , and therefore a canonical basis

for which we denote «x ~) ,xO) •s, We denote
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the dual basis for Y(IIE
x

x (G ) by (ys, ~'YO) . The element
m

II € Y(GH} equals l ~(S)Ys,~ + YO (see 3.7) . As GH is
s,~

~

generated by {all (CGm1a e Aut a=} , Y(GH) is the Gal (Oi/an-

submodule of Y(IIE
x

x CG ) generated by II . (Gal (m/m) acts
m

=1l
sxJ

xon S by as -1 it acts Y(TIE
x

x (Gm) ~= s 0 a ; on

through its action on s: aYsl~ = Yas,~; these actions factor

through Gal(E/m».

To begin the computation of GAH , we make a list of

tensors that we know to be absolute Hodge cycles on the Aa

(a) The endomorphisms E C End(A~) for each ~. (More

precisely we mean the classes ellA (re) e HJA (A4» 0) H]\ (A~) ,

r e graph of e ,ee E.)

(b) Let (At' \I: E c:.- End (At) ) correspond to t e J ,
and let cr e Gal(E/;). Define o~ = {osls e ~} . There is an

isomorphism A~ ~ Aa~ induced by

( ••• , Z (T ) , ••• ) ( ••• , z (aT) , ••• )

whose graph is an absolute Hodge cycle. (Alternatively, we

could have used the fact that (A~,av: E ~ End(A~», where

-1
ov = v 0 a , is of type a~ to show that A4> and Aa~ are

isomorphic. )

(c) Let (~i) 1 < i < d be a family of elements of ~

d
and let A ED A. where A. A4>. Then E acts on A and

i=l ~ ~
~
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d
H1 (A,m) = $ HI(Ai~) has dimension dover E. Under the

i=l

assumption that t~. = constant (so that ~~. (s) = d/2,
i 1 i 1

all s e S) we shall apply (4.8) to construct absolute Hodge

cycles on A.

For each i, there is an E-linear isomorphism

such that seE acts on H1(Ai)s as· see) • From the

definitions one sees that

H CA.) -1,0
1 1 S

H CA.) 0,-1
1 1 s

s e ~i

s ~ ~i

Thus, with the notations of (4.4),

a = \ ~. (s)s L l.
i

b = L (l-~. (s)) = l ~i (lS) = a
lS

•
S i 1 i

The assumption that I~i = constant therefore implies as

d/2 , all s .

b s

For each i , choose a polarization e.
1.

for A. whose
1

Rosati involution stablizes E , and let lIJ·1.
be the corresponding

Riemann form. For any totally positive elements f i in F

(the maximal totally real subfield of E) e = • f.e. is a
1. 1.

polarization for A . Choose vi ~ 0, v . e Hl(Ai,W); then
1

{Vi} is a basis for HI (Ai ,(1) over E . There exists a

Z;i e EX such that Z;i = -Z;i and lIJi(xvi,yvi ) = TrE/m(Z;iXY)
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for all x,y e E. Thus ~i' where ~i(xvi,yvi) = (~i/~l)xy ,

is an E-Hermitian form on Hl(Ai'~) such that W(v,w)

TrE/(D(~l$i(v,w» • The E-Hermitian form on Hl(A,(D)

$<Lx.v.,IY.v.) = ~ f.$.(x.v.,y.v.)
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~

is such that W(v,w) = TrE/W(~l~(v,w}) is the Riemann form

of e The discriminant of ~ is ~ fi(~i/~l). On the other

hand, if s e S restricts to T on F ,then sign(Tdisc($»

(_l)bs = (_1)d/2. Thus disc ~ = f(_1)d/2 for some totally

let A

positive element f

fi/f , we have that

Hence (4.8) applies.

In summary:

of F. After replacing one

disc(f) = (_l)d/ 2, and that

d
e A~. be such that

i=l ~

f. with
~

<t> is split.

constant;

then (Ad H1 (A,(D))(d/2} C.Hd(A,W> (d/2) consists of absolute
E

Hodge cycles.

Since

GAH C II EX

~

inclusion

X (G
m

fixes the absolute Hodge cycles of type (a),

It is therefore a torus, and we have an

and a surjection,

ZZ;sx J x 2Z

Let W be a space of absolute Hodge cycles. Under the

action of the torus IIE
x

x (S , W ~ ct ~ $ W where the sum ism X
over X e X(IIE

x
X CGm) and the torus acts on W through X·X
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Since GAH fixes the elements of W , the X for which

W "# a map to zero in X (GAH ) •
X

On applying this remark with W equal to the space of

absolute Hodge cycles described in (b) , we find that

x
s,~

- xas,a~ maps to zero in X (c;AH) , all a e Gal(E/(D),

s e S, and ~ e J. As Gal (E/<D) acts simply transitively on

S , this implies that, for a fixed So e S , X (GAH ) is

generated by the image of {x ~,xol~ e j}
sO'

Let d(~) > 0 be integers such that L d(~)~ = d/2 (constant-
function on S) where d = Ld(~) • Then (c) shows that

8Ed(~) d d(~)
W = 9E Hl(A~,<D) (-d/2) = A HI ( e A~ ,(D) (~d/2)

E

C H
d

(ED A~ (~) ,al) (-d/2) •

consists of absolute Hodge cycles. The remark then shows that

L d(~)x ~ - d/2 maps to zero in X(~) for all s.
S,'i'

Let X = X (llE
x

x (Gm) / L2Z (x ail. -x ",), and regardas, 'i' S,'i'

{x 4fxJ ~ e ~} as a basis for X. We know that
sO'

X(llE
x

x (Gm) ~ X(GAH
) factors through X, and that therefore

y ":) Y (GAB) (::> Y (GH) ) where Y is the submodule of Y (llE
x

x (Gm)

dual to X.

Lemma 5.2. The submodule Y(GH)~ of X orthogonal to

H d d
Y(G) is equal to n:d(~)Xso'~ - "2 xol Ld(CjI)~ = 2,L d(~) d}:

it is generated by elements L d(~)x ~ - (d/2)xO' 2 d(~)~ = d/2,
so'

d(~) > a all ~.
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Proof:

by l.l we s.ee that
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is the Gal(E/m)-submodule of Y generated

x I d(~) x ~ - d/2 Xo e Y(GR)L if
sO'

o all a e Gal(E/W) But

l.l = I ~(slYs,~ + Yo and crp = l ~(s}Yas,~ + x o ' and so

<a~,x> = r d(~)~(a-lso) - d/2. The first assertion is now

obvious.

As ~ + 1~ = 1, x ~ + X - x e Y(GH)l and has
sO'~ SO,l~ 0

positive coefficients d(t) • By adding enough elements of
H1.

this form to an arbitrary element x e Y(G) we obtain an

element with coefficients d(~) > 0 , which completes the

proof of the lemma.

The lemma shows that Y (GH)1. c Ker (X --++- X(GAH ) )

Y(GAH)L. Hence Y(GH) C Y(GAH ) and it follows that GH

GAH ; the proof is complete.

6. Completion of the proof; conseguences.

Let A be an abelian variety over ~ and let t a ' a e I,

be Hodge cycles on A (relative to ~ id+~). To prove the

Main Theorem 2.11 we have to show the t a are absolute

Hodge cycles. Since we know the result for abelian varieties

of eM-type, (2.15) shows that it remains only to prove the

following proposition.

Proposition 6.1. There exists a connected, smooth (not

necessarily complete) algebraic variety S over ~ and an

abelian scheme ~: Y ~ S such that
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Ca) for some So € S, y = AiSo
(b) for some 51 e S, Ys is of CM-type;

I

(c) the t extend to elements that are rational and of
a

bidegree (0,0) everywhere in the family.

The last condition means the following. Suppose that

t a belongs to the tensor space T a = ~ (A) &In (a.) & ••• ,

,1 &mCa)
then there is a section t of R ~*m &... over the

universal covering S of S (equivalently, over a finite

covering of -S) such that for So mapping to

and for all s e S , t_ e H~(y_)9m(a) 9 ••. is a Hodge cycle.
s s

We sketch a proof of (6.1). (See also V.2). The parameter

variety S will be a Shimura variety and (b) will hold for a

dense set of points sl.

We can assume that one of the t a
is a polarization e

for A. Let H = HI (A,m) and let G be the subgroup of

GL(H) x mm fixing the t a The Hodge structure on H

defines a homomorphism h O: a: x -+- G(lR). Let GO

Ker(G -+- mm); then ad(hO(i» is a Cartan involution on G~

because the real form of G~ corresponding to it fixes the

positive definite form lIJ(x,h(i)y) on H e ::JR where lIJ is a

Riemann form for e. In particular, G is reductive (see 3.6).

'Let X = {h: a=x -+- G(lR)1 h conjugate to h O under G(lR)} .

Each heX defines a Hodge structure on H of type

{(-I,D), (0,-1)} relative to which each t is of bidegree
a
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Let FO (h) = aO,-l C H f9 ct • Since G (JR) /Kco.
,.

----.. X ,

where Km is the centralizer of h
O

' there is an obvious real

differentiable structure on X, and the tangent space to

X at h O ' tgth (X) ~ Lie (G':m) /Lie (Km ).. In fact X is a
o

Hermitian symmetric domain.
df

The Grassmanian, Grassd (H~~) ==

{w C H ~ ct f W of dimension d} , d = dim (A), is a complex analytic

manifold (even an algebraic variety). The map ~: X ~

Grassd (H ~ CC), h J-+ F
O (h), is a real differentiable map, and

is injective (because the Hodge filtration determines the Hodge

decomposition). The map on tangent spaces factors into

tgth (X)
o

Lie(GlR) /Lie(Km ) c....... Er.d(:fBt)/F%m(Im) = tgt<l>(h ) (Grass)

~ 0

l~ ~

the maps being irduced by G (R) C-.-+ G(CC) c::....... GL (H8CC). (The

filtrations on Lie(G~) and End (H8CC) are those corresponding

to the Hodge structures defined by hOle Thus d$ identifies

tgth (X) with a complex sUbspace of tgt~(h) (Grass), and
o 0

so X is an almost-complex submanifo1d of Grassd (H8ct) It

follows that it is a complex manifold (see Deligne [6,1.1]

for more details). (There is an alternative, more group-

theoretic description of the complex structure; see Knapp [1 ,

2.4, 2.5]).

To each point h of X we can associate a complex

torus F O {h)'\H8Ct/H(2Z), where H(2Z) is some fixed lattice

in H

tgto(A) /H (1l ) which is an abelian variety representing A •
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From the definition of the complex structure on X it is

clear that these tori form an analytic family B over X.

Let r = {g e G (<D) I (9-1) H (?l ) C. nH (?l )} some fixed

integer n. For a suitably large n > 3, r will act

freely on X, and so r,X will again be a complex manifold.

The theorem of Baily and Borel [1] shows that S = r, X is

an algebraic variety.

r acts compatibly on B, and on forming the quotients we

obtain a complex analytic map ~: Y ~ S with Y

For s e s, Ys is a polarized complex torus (hence an

abelian variety) with level n structure (induced by

HI (Bh , 2Z) ~ H (2Z) where h maps to s). The solution Mn of

the moduli problem for polarized abelian varieties with level

n-structure in the category of algebraic varieties is also a

solution in the category of complex analytic manifolds. There

is therefore an analytic map S such that Y is the

pull-back of the universal family on Mn A theorem of

Borel [2,3.10] shows that W is automatically algebraic, from

which it follows that Y/S is an algebraic family.

For some connected component SO of S, n-1 (So) + SO

will satisfying (a) and (c) of the proposition. To prove (b)

we shall show that, for some heX close to h O ' Bh is

of eM-type (cf. Deligne [3,5.2]).

Recall (§S) that an abelian variety is of CM-type if and

only if its Mumford-Tate group is a torus. From this it

follows that Bh , hex , is of CM-type if and only if h

factors through a subtorus of G defined over m.
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Let T be a maximal torus, defined over lR, of the

algebraic group K~ (See Borel-Springer [1] for a proof

that T exists.) Since ho(~x) is contained in the centre
x

of K~ , h O(~ ) C T (m). If T' is any torus in G
IR

con-

taining T then T' will centralize h
O

and so TiC Koo

T is therefore maximal in Gm . For a general (regular)

element A of Lie(T); T is the centralizer of A. Choose

a AI € Lie(G) that is close to A and let

T I be the centralizer of A' in G. Then T' is a maximal

torus of G that is defined over ~ and T' gTg- I where

g is an element of G(lR) that is close to I. Thus

h ad{g}oh
O

is close to h a and Bh is of CM-type.

This completes the proof of the main theorem. We end

this section by giving two immediate consequences.

Let X be a variety over a field k and let

2p
y € H (Xet'~~) (p), i 1 char{k) ; then Tate's conjecture

asserts that y is algebraic if and only if there exists a

subfield ka of k finitely generated over the prime field,

a model Xo of X ka and a 2p -over , YO € H (XO~kO'~i) (p)

mapping to Y that is fixed by Gal (ko/ka) . (Only the last

condition is not automatic.)

Corollary 6.2. Let A be an abelian variety over ~. If

Tate's conjecture is true for A then so also is the Hodge

conjecture.

Proof: We first remark that, for any variety X over ~,

Tate's conjecture implies that all absolute Hodge cycles on

X are algebraic. For (2.9) shows that there exists a subfie1d

k O of ~ finitely generated over Wand a model Xo of
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X over kO such that Gal (kO/kO> acts trivially on

C~(Xo 8 kO> . If we let C~lg(XO 8 kO> be the ;-linear
p -subspace of CAH(XO 8 k O> of algebraic cycles, then Tate's

conjecture shows that the images of ciH and C~lg in
2pH (Xet,l t ) (p) generate the same mt-linear subspaces.

Thus C~lg 8 ;1 = cia 8 ;1 ' and ~lg = cia ·
Now let A be an abelian variety over ~ and let

t e H2p(A,~) be rational of bidegree

maps to t, then the image t I of

Hodge cycle relative to CC~ cr •

(p,p) • If to e H2p (A,I>

to in H~(A) (p) is a

The main theorem shows

that t l is an absolute Hodge cycle, and the remark shows

that it is algebraic.

Remark 6.3. The above result was first proved independently

by Piatetski-Shapiro [1] and Deligne (unpublished) by an

argument similar to that which concluded the proof of the

main theorem. «6.2) is easy to prove for varieties of

CM-type1 in fact, Pohlmann [1] shows that the two conjectures
v

are equivalent in that case.) We mention also that Borovoi [1]

shows that, for an abelian variety X over a field k, the mt 

subspace of H2P{Xet,Wi) (p) generated by cycles that are Hodge

relativ~ to an embedding Cj: k C-...+. a: is independent of

the embedding.•

Corollary 6.4. Let A be an abelian variety over a: and

let GH be the Mumford-Tate group of A. Then dim(GH) >

tr .de9kk (p .. )
1.J

where the p ..
1.J

are the periods of A •

Proof: Same as that of (1.6).
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7. Algebraicity of values of the r-function

The following result generalizes (1.5)

Proposition 7.1. Let k be an algebraically closed subfield

of ~, and let V be a variety of dimension n over k.

If cr e H~r(V) maps to an absolute Hodge cycle y under

. -r
HB

2r
(V) (21r~) ) HB (V) {_r)~H2n-2r (V) (n_r)~H2n-2r(V ) (n-r)

2r B ~ ~

then, for any

class [00] in

c~ differential r-form w

H2r(v/~) lies in H2r (V/k)
DR DR

J r-cr 00 e (21Ti) k.

on whose

Proof: Proposition 2.9 shows that y arises from an absolute

Hodge cycle Yo on V/k. Let (YO)DR be the component of

Y in H~~-2r(V/k) • Then, as in the proof of (1.5),

In the most important case of the proposition, k will

be the algebraic closure Qi of m in a: , and it will then

be important to know not only that the period

P(cr,CIJ) dJ (21ri)-r fa CJ)

is algebraic, but also which field it lies in. We begin by

describing a general procedure for finding this field and then

illustrate it by an example in which V is a Fermat hyperspace

and the period is a product of values of the r-function.

Let V now be a variety over a number field kc a=

and let S be a finite abelian group acting on V over k •
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If
x

a: S -+ ct is a character of S taking values in k
X

and

H is a k vector space on which S acts k-linearly, then

we write

Ha = {v e H I sv = a(s)v, all s e S} •

and is of bidegree

are absolutely Hodge and

v = V 8 k ~ , has dimension

k. The actions of Sand Gal (m/k) on

2r -HDR (V/k) 8 k (D commute because the latter acts through

one over

Assume that all Hodge cycles on Vet

that H2r (V«t),ct)a has dimension I

(r,r) • Then (C~(V) 8 k)a ' where

its action on ~; they therefore also commute on C~(V) 8 k ,

which embeds into H2r (V/;) It follows that Gal(~/k) stabilizesDR

(C~(V) 8 k)a and, as this has dimension I , there is a character

X: Gal(;/k)--+ k
X

such that

Proposition 7.2. With the above assumptions, let cr e H~r (V)

and let be a
00

differential 2r-form V (Cl~)w C on whose

class [w] in H2r (V/ct) lies in H2r (V/k) then P(cr,w)DR DR a
lies in an abelian algebraic extension of k , and

T(P(cr,W» = X(T) P(cr,w) , all T e Gal (i/k)

Proof: Regard [l.\3] e H2r (V/ct) (C
AH
r

(V) 8 ct) tv ; thenDR a \AI

[w] = zy for some z € (t , y e (C~(V) ~ k)a. Moreover

df I
P(cr,l.\3) = (-2.)r f 0,)= zy(cr ~ (21Ti)-r) € zk , where we are

11'1 cr

regarding y as an element of H~r (V) (r) 8 k = H~r (V) (_r)V ~ k .

Thus P«(],w)-l[w] € (C~(V) ~ k) • As [w]€ H~~(V/ijj) ==c~(V) ~ijj ,
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- -1this shows that P(cr,oo) e ~. Moreover, l(P(cr,~) [00]) =

X (T) -1 (P (<1,00) -1 [00]) • On using that T [wJ = [w] ,. we deduce

that T(P(cr,oo» = X(T) P(cr,w) •

Remark 7.3 (a) Because C~(V) injects into

X can be calculated from the action of Ga1(~)k) on

2r -
H (Vet'~l)a(r) •

(b) The argument in the proof of the proposition shows that

-r B -1 2r - -cr 8 (2ni) e H2r (V) (-r) and P(cr,oo) [00] e HDR(v/m) are

different manifestations of the same absolute Hodge cycle.

The Fermat hypersurface

We shall apply (7.2) to the Fermat hypersurface

V: xg + x~ + ... + X~+l 0

of degree d and dimension n , which will be regarded as

a variety over k ~f (D (e2ni/ d ) . As above we write

V V 8 k OJ , and we shall often drop the subscript on Vet .
It is known that the motive of V is contained in the

category of motives generated by motives of abelian varieties

(see (II 6.26», and therefore (2.11) shows that every Hodge

cycle on V is absolutely Hodge (cf. (II 6.27» .
Let lld be the group of dth roots of 1 in a: ,

and let
n+1

V/kS = .(9 IId/ (diagonal) . Then S acts on
.1.=0

according to the formula:

The character group of S will be identified with
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n+21 )}xes) {~e (Tl/d2Z) ~=(ao, ••• ,an+l' Eai =0

a e XeS) corresponds to the character

( )
L-......... _rg d:! IT r a. iZ;o: ••• ,----r ":> ":>~

For a e 2Z/d 2Z we let <a> denote the representative of a

in 2Z with 1 < <a> < d , and for ~e XeS) we let- -
<a> = d- l L <ai > e :IN.

If H(V) is a cohomology group on which there is a

natural action of k, we have a decomposition

H(V) = e H(V)a ' H(V)a = {vl5,.v = i~v, i e S}

Let (2Z/d 2Z) x act on XeS) in the obvious way,

u(ao '···) = (uao ' • • • ) , and let [~] be the orbit of a .
The irreducible representations of S over (D (and hence

the idempotents of mrS]) are classified by these orbits,

and so (D [S] = IT (0 [~] where en [~] is a field whose degree

over to is equal to the order of [g]. -The map I.-+ If!: S -+ II:

induces an embedding m[~]~ k. Any cohomology group

decomposes as H (V) = e H (V) [~] where H (V) [~] ~ (£ =~.'~ [~] (H (V) ~ 0:) ~ I •

Calculation of the cohomology

Proposition 7.4 The dimension of Hn(V'~)a is 1

or if all ai = 0 ; otherwise Hn(V'~)a = 0 .

Proof: The map

if no a. = 0
~
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defines a finite surjective map 1T: V .... pn where pn(~lPn)

is the hyperplane L X. = 0 •
~

There is an action of S on

1T*~ which induces a decomposition 'Tr*~~$(1T*a:)a' and

Hr(V,~) ~ Hr(pn,'Tr*~) , being compatible with the actions of

S , gives rise to isomorphisms Hr(V,a:) ~t Hr(pn,('Tr*~) )
a ~

The sheaf (1T*~)a is locally constant of dimension 1 except

over the hyperplanes Hi: Xi = 0 corresponding to i for

which a; ~ 0 , where it is ramified. Clearly (1T*~) = a: ,.- " £
and so Hr(pn,(1T*~)o)~Hr(lPn,a=) for all r. It follows that

r nH (P , (1T *~) a) = 0 , r ~ n , ~ ~ £ = (0, ••• , 0) , and so

(_l)n dim Hn(pn,(1T*~)a) ~ # £ ' is equal to the Euler-Poincare

characteristic of ('Tr*~)a. We have

EP (pn , ('Tr*a=) a) = EP(pn - U Hi ,~)
ai~o

Suppose first that no a. is zero. Then
J.

(xo : .... x : -LXi) ~ (xo : .... x n ) : pn«~ ) pn
n

induces

n+1
U H (~)
i=o i

n
.U
1=0

H.upn-l
1

where H.
1

denotes the coordinate hyperplane in or

and lPn-UH
i

, being topologically isomorphic to (a=x)n,

has Euler-Poincare characteristic zero, we have
n n+1 n-l n n n

EP{P - U H.) = -EP(P - UH.) = ••• = (-1) EP(po) = (-1) •
1 1

If some, but not all, are zero, then pn _ VB. -;::, (~x) r x a=n-ra i 1
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EP (pn - UH.)
~

o .

Remark 7.5. The above proof shows also that the primitive

cohomology of V,

n
H (V,(t)prim

The action of S on Hn(V,~) respects the Hodge decomposition,

and so Hn{V/~)a is pure of bidegree (p,q) for some p, q

with P + q = n •

(p,q) with P = <a> - 1 •

Proposition 7.6. If no a.
~

is of bidegree

Proof: We apply the method of Griffiths [l,§8]. When V is

a smooth hypersurface in ~n+1, Griffiths shows that the maps

in

Hn+1 (pn+l, a=) ~ Hn+1 (pn+1 _ V,a=)~ ~+2 (~n+l, a=)~ Hn+2 (lPn+l , et)

! =

induce an isomorphism

Hn(V) (-1) has the following

Hn+l(lPn+l _ v,et) with

and that the Hodge filtration on

explicit interpretation: identify

r (lPn+1 - V, nn+1) /dr (lPn+l - V,nn) and let

nn+1 (V) = {oo e r (]pn+l_ v,nn+l) I w has a pole of order ~p on V}
p
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then the map determined by

<a, R(w»

induces an isomorphism

·(For example, if p

HO(V,nn».

1 I R is the residue map

Let f be the irreducible polynomial defining V. As

nn+l (n + 2)~ 0 n+l has basis
lPn+l ]I?

1\

00
0

L(-l)i Xi dXo 1\ ••• /\dXi /\ ••• l\dXn

any differential form

polynomial of degree

00 = P w IfP with
o

p deg(f) - (n + 2)

P a homogeneous

lies in

In particular, when V is our Fermat hypersurface,

00o

lies in For

.fW = ,f-!! w. This shows that Hn(V'~)_aC.Fn-<~>+lHn(V,CC) •

Since <-a> - 1 = n + 1 - <a> , we can rewrite this inclusion

as an (V, lr) a C F<~>-l an (V ,II:) • Thus an (V ,11:) a is of bidegree

(p,q) with p > <a> - 1. The complex conjugate of Hn(V'~)a

is Hn(V,~ta' and is of bidegree (q,p) • Hence

n - p

and so p < <a> - 1 •

q 2 <-~> - 1 = n + 1 - <a>
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n nRecall that HB(V) [_a] e HB(V) I thus (7.4)
~'e[~) ~

nshows that HB(V} [~] has dimension I over m[~] when no

a.
~

is zero and otherwise n n
HB (V) [ ] f\ HB (V) . = 0 •

~ pr~m

Corollary 7.7. Assume no is purely of

bidegree (¥,~) if and only if <ua> is independent of u.

Proof: As <a> + <-a> = n + 2 , <ua> is constant if and only

if <ua> = !!. + I
2

for all u e(2Z/d 2Z) x , i.e. if and only if

<a'> = n/2 + I for all a ' e [~] • Thus the corollary follows

from the proposition.

Corollary 7.8. If no a. = 0 and
~

<ua> is constant, then

n -CAH(V) [~] has dimension one over m[~] •

Proof: This follows ~ediately from (7.1) since, as we have

remarked, all Hodge cycles on V are absolutely Hodge.

The action of Gal(;/k) on the etale cohomology.

Let 1 be a prime ideal of k not dividing d, and let

a.
~

and reductiondlq -1ThenIF be the residue field of 1q

modulo ~ defines an isomorphism lJd ,;;::, J lF~ whose inverse

we denote t. Fix an ~ = (ao, ••• ,an+l ) e XeS) with all
x

nonzero, and define a character E i : IFq ~ lld by

As II e: i = I , n E i (xi) is well-defined for ~

lPn+1 (lFq > , and we define a Jacobi smn
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where pn is the hyperplane l:X. = 0
]"

in (As usual,

we set Ei(o) = 0.) Let $ be a nontrivial additive

character $: IF ~ CC
X

q and define Gauss sums

g(~ ,a. ,$) = -l: E. (x) $ (x)
f ]" ]"

xelFq

Lemma 7.9. The Jacobi sum J(Eo , .•• ,En+1 ) <a> -1
q - g('f'~)

Proof:
n+1

<a>
q - g(1 ,~) = n

i=o
(-L £. (x) 1IJ (x) )
xeJE' 1.

q

0+1
( -1) n L L (II £. (Ax.) lIJ (ALx. » •

• J. 1. J.
xa>n (F ) ASJE'x 1.=0

q q

We can omit the A from II Ei (Axi ) , and so obtain

<a>
q - g(~ ,~)

Since
n+1

I II Ei (Xi)
~ i=o

n+1
II

i=o
(l: E. (x» = 0 , we can replace
xE;lF ]"

q

the sum over A e IF; by a sum over A elF.q From
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if

if

i:x. = 0
~

i:xi F 0

Note that this shows that g(~,~) is independent of

~ and lies in k

Let R. be a prime such that t X d , 'I X R, , and d)R.-l

Then <DR, contains a primitive d th root of 1 and so, after

choosing an embedding k ~ <DR. I we can assume 9 (7 ,~) e (DR. .

Proposition 7.10. Let F1 e Ga1(W/k)ab be a geometric Frobenius

element of ~ I d ; for any

F1- v
<a>-l

q - 9 (~ ,~) v

Proof: As 1%d , V reduces to a smooth variety V~ over

and the proper-smooth base change theorem shows that there is

compatible with the actionn - n -an isomorphism H (V,WR,) = H (V~IWR.)

of S and carrying the action of F~

action of the Frobenius endomorphism

on

Frob

Hn(V, mR,) into the

n -on H (V=,, (D R. ) •

The comparison theorem shows that 1 ,

~nd so it remains to compute
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Let TI: v~ + pn be as before. Then Hn(V~,~~)~ = Hn(pn,(TI*~~)a) ,

and the Lefschetz trace formula shows that

(_l)n Tr(Frobl H
n

(pn, (n*m~)a) = I Tr(Frobl «n*mt)a)x)
X€pn(JF) --
- q

l7.10.1)

where «n*(Dt)a)x is the stalk of (n*W~)a at x ·

Fix an x e pn (IFq> with no xi zero, and let X e v" (iFq)

map to ~; thus y~ = xi all i Then TI-l(~) {Illf e s} ,
m,rl (x)

and (TI*(Dt)x is the vector space Wi

If ~ denotes the arithmetic Frobenius automorphism

(i.e., the generator Gal (lF / JF » thenq q

y~
J.

and so

a-I
dt(x. )y.,
J. J.

o < i < n + 1

Frob(~) = ~ ~ where ~

l-q
d( ... : t (xi ): ... ) e s •

Thus Frob acts on (TI*Wt)x as ~, and for v €«n*Wt)a)x

we have

Frob (v)

Consequently

!Lv
a!l-v

a
!L-

n+l
II E:i(xi) e kcW~.

i=o

Tr {Frob I ( (n *(Do) ) )
N a x

n+l
II E:. (x. )

i=o J. J.

If some X. = 0
J.

then both sides are zero is ramified

over the coordinate hyperplanes), and so on summing over ~

and applying (7.10.1) and (7.9), we obtain the proposition.
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Corollary 7.11. Assume that no a i is zero and that <ua>

n - nis constant. Then, for any v e H (Vet ,W i )a(2) ,

F1. v = g (y. ,~) v •

Proof: The hypotheses on ~ Xmply that <~> = n/2 + 1 ;

therefore, if we write

then

v with

Calculation of the periods

Recall that the r-function is defined by

res) = s > 0 ,

and satisfies the following equations

r (s) r (1 - s)

r (1 + s)

-17T (sin 7T s)

s r (s)

The last equation shows that, for s e WX
, the class of res)

in cc/m
x

depends only on the class of s in m/2Z. Thus, for

a e XeS) , we can define

N -<a>
r(~) = (27Ti) -

n+1 x
n r(a./d) e ~/m •

i=o ~

Let Vo denote the open affine subvariety of V with

equation

yd + + d -11 ... Yn+1

Denote by 6 the n-simp1ex

L t. = I} and define cr : 6 -+
~ °

{(tI , ... ,tn+
1

) e IRn+llti~o,

vOCa:) to be
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d
(t t) 1---+ ( t l/d t l / d ) e: = e2rri/2d = C=-l , t 1. /d > 0 •l' • · ., n+l e: 1 ' • .. , e: n+1 ' Y-.l 1.

Lemma 7.12, Let a o I ••• , a n+1 be positive integers such

that I:a.=o.
J.

a
J y 1
0

0
(h.) 1

Then

where ~ = e 2tti/ d •

Proof: Write ~ for the integrand. Then

a a dt1 dtn
f co = J 0* (cu ) = f (e: t 1 / d ) 1... (e: t 1 / d ) n+1 d-n --:r-I\. · .I\-:r-

o A 0 0 A 1 n+l 1 n
0o(~) L.\ L.\

On multiplyingwhere

by

obtain

= c

and
al+···+a +1 1 n

c = e: n (-)
d

00 -t b l +. • .+b +1
Jet n dt
o

we

If, on the inner integral, we make the change of variables

si = tti ' the integral becomes

00 f -t b l bn+l dS1 dSn
c f ~ (t)e sl •.• sn+l -1\ ••• 1\ --I\dt

o 51 Sn

where , 1: 5. = t} •
J.

We now let

t = I: 5 i , and obtain

00 00 -51 -52··· -5n+1 b l l+bn+l d d5 1
r (1 - b o ) IC1 (A) w = c J0 ••• foe 51 ••• 5 n+

l
--!...I\ ...I\---!!:t-

o 51 5 n+l

= c r (b
l

) r (b2 ) ••• r (bn ) r (1 + b
n
+

l
)

= cb
n

+
l

r(bl ) ••• r(b
n

+
l

} •
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The formula recalled above shows that r (1 - bo) = Tr/ (sin 'IT bo > r (bo ) ,

and so c r (1 - b
o
)-l

-a sin Tr b
E 0 'IT 0 r(bo )

1 -21Tib /2( Tribo -Tribo- e 0 e - e ) r (b )
1T 2i 0

1 -2a
2'ITi (1 - e: 0) r (bo > •

The lemma is now obvious.

The group algebra mrS] acts on the ;-space of

differentiable n-simplices in V(~) For ~ € XeS) and

S-i = (I, ••• ,!;;, ••• ) (!;; e 21ri/ d in i th position) , define

n+1
(J = n (1- fi)-l(Jo(~> C Vo(~)

i=l

where (Jo and ~ are as above.

Proposition 7.13. Let ~ e XeS) be such that no a.
~

is zero,

and let 00
0 be the differential

a'
y 1

1

a'
y n+1

n+1

on VO
, where al.

~
represents -a i ' and a'. »0 •

~
Then

(a)

(b)

o a 0foo = ~-oo i

o 1 n+1 a. (-a. )J CAl =~ n (1 -; ~) r d ~ •
(J 1T~ i=o

1 n+l a. ( a.)
2'IT~ n (1 - ~ ~) r - t

i=o
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Remark 7.14. From the Gysin sequence

we obtain an isomorphism Hn(V,~) . ~ Hn(Vo,~) , which
prJ..m

shows that there is an isomorphism

The class of the differential lies in

Correspondingly we get a COO differential n-form w on

V{~) such that

(a) [wl of in n lies in nthe class w HDR(v/a:) HDR(V/k)a

and

JCJ W = 2~i
n+1 a.

r (_ a~)
n+1

(b) II (1 - E; J..) , where a = II (l-~.)-lcr (~) .
i=o i=l -J.. 0

Note that, if we regard V as a variety over m, then [00]

even lies in n
HDR (Vim) •

The theorem

i=o

Recall that for ~ € XeS) , we set

n+1
(21Ti)-<~> II

and for 1- a prime of k not dividing d, we set

1-9 a.
g(~,~) = q-<a> ~ g(1 ,a i ,1/!) , gC"t,a i ,1/!) = -L t(x d ) J.1/!(x)

x€ lFq

where q is the order of the residue field of 1 .

Theorem 7.15. Let a e XeS) have no a i = 0 and be such that

<ua> <a> (= n/2 + 1) for all u € (2Z/d 2Z) x •
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Ca) Then r(~) 8 i and generates an abelian extension of

k = (DCe 211'i/d) •

(b) If F~ e Gal(m/k)ab

at ttj, then

NF"i (r (~) )

is the geometric Frobenius element

Cc) For any lies in k

moreover, for any u e (2Z/d ?l)x ,

where Tu is the element of Gal (k/m) defined by u •

Proof: Choose 0 e HB(V) and 00 as in (7.14). Then all
n

the conditions of (7.2) are fulfilled with a the character a •

Moreover, (7.14) and (7.11) show respectively that

and

~

P (0,00) = ~ (~) r (-~) , where
n+l. a.

~ (~) = II (1 _ ~ 1.)
i=o

-1
X (F'f. ) = g ('1 ,~) ·

tv
As ~(~) e k , (7.2) shows that r(-~) generates an abelian

tV -1 tV
algebraic extension of k and that F-, r (-~) = g(1'~) r (-~) .

It is clear from this equation that g(1'~) has absolute

value 1 (in fact, it is a root of 1); thus

-1
g(1'~) = g(1'~) = g(1'-~)· This proves (a) and (b) for

-a and hence for a •

To prove (c) we have to regard V as a variety over W.

If S is interpreted as an algebraic group, then its action

on V is rational over ~. This means that
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-r (i~) = -r (~) -r (~) , T e Gal (m/au ,.i.eS(Q) , ~e V(W)

and implies that

-r (f y) = -r (i) -r (y) Gal (m/OJ) S (CD) , n -, T e , fe y e CAH (V) .
- n -Therefore Gal(~/;) stabilizes CAH(V) [~] and, as this is

a one-dimensional vector space over m[~] , there exists for

such

any

map

-r(y

n - - xy e CAH (V) [~.l a crossed homomorphism A: Gal (;/~) -+- (D [~.l

that -r(y) = A(-r)y for all -r. On applying the canonical

n - n -CAH(V) [~] -+- (CAH(V) 0 k)a to this equality, we obtain

o l} = A(-r) ~ (y 0 l) •

in

We take y

n -
CAB (V) [~]

to be the image of cr @ (2~i)-n/2 e H~(V) (-~)

-1 .Then (c f. 7. 3), (y ~ I) DR = P (cr , w) [co], 1f

[w] is as in (7.14). Hence

A(-r)~ = P(cr,w)/-r P(cr,w)

On canparing

-ua
A (L) -(or ~ (-u~) /~ (-u~» ,

and using that L(;(-U~» = -r(-ru(~(-~})

obtains (c) of the theorem.

-r (or ~ (-a)) ,one
u -

Remark 7.16 (a) The first statement of the theorem, that
tV
T(~) is algebraic, has an elementary proof; see the appendix

by Koblitz and Ogus to Deligne [7].

(b) Part (b) of the theorem has been proved up to sign by

Gross and Koblitz [1, 4.5] using p-adic methods.
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Remark 7.17 Let I d be the group of ideals of k prime to

d , and consider the character

r i df r i x
~ = II4\P. ~ g (01 , a) = II g (I\O. , a) : I d -+ k

I' 1. -,1. -

When ~ satisfies the conditions in the theorem, then this

is an algebraic Heeke character (Wei! [1], [3]; see also

Deligne [5, §6]). This means that there exists an ideal

m of k (dividing a power of d) and a homomorphism

Xalg : k
X
-+ k

X
that is algebraic (i.e., defined by a map of

tori) and such that, for all x e k
X

totally positive and

== 1 (mod m) , g ( (x), ~) = Xalg (x) . There is then a unique

character Xa : GalCW/k)ab-. k
X

such that X~ (F"1) = g (1- ,~)

for all ~ prime to d. Part (b) of the theorem can be

stated as

,v

Xa (0) r (!.) , all a e Gal (k/k)

(There is an elegant treatment of algebraic Heeke characters

in Serre [2, II]. Such a character with conductor dividing

a modulus m corresponds to a character X of the torus

Sm(loc. cit. p 11-17). The map

One defines from X a character

is k
X 4T~S kkx

m m

of the idele class group

as in (loc. cit., II 2.7). Weil's determination of

shows that X~ is of finite order; in particular it is trivial

on the connected component of the idele class group, and so

gives rise to a character X : Gal(~/k)ab -+ k
X
.)a
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Restatement of the theorem

For b € d- l 2Z/2Z, we write <b> for the representative

of b in d- l 2Z with lid < <b> < 1 • Let £ = 1: neb) 0b be

an element of the free abelian group generated by the set

d-l 2Z/ 2Z - {oJ , and assume thqt 1: n (b) <ub> = c is an

integer independent of u € 7l,/ d 2Z. Define

1 II r«b»n(b)
b

Let '1a be a prime of k, not dividing d , and let lFq be

the residue f"ield at '1". For tV a non-trivial additive

character of F q , define

g Crt ,!?) = I
c

II g ( 7" b , 1lJ) n (b) , where g (?l ' b , lJJ) = - I t (xb (l-q) ) 1JJ (x) .
q b x€JFq

As in (7.17), 'Jt+ g(~,£) defines an algebraic Hecke character of

for all l' lb ·

k and a character such that

Theorem 7.18. Assume that b = L neb) 0b satisfies the condition

above.

(a) Then f(£) e kab , and for all a € Gal (m/k)ab ,

rJ ,.J

(b) For or e Gal «(D/CD) let Ab (or) = r (£) IT r (!?) then

Ab (T) e k , and, for any u e (2Z/d 2Z) x ,

Proof: Suppose first that neb) > 0 for all b. Let

n + 2 L n (b) , and let ~ be an (n+2) -triple in which

each a e ZZ/d 2Z occurs exactly n (aid) times. Write
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a = (ao ' •.• ,an+l ) • Then l: a i = del: n(b)b) = dc (mod d) 0,

and so ~ e XeS) • Moreover,

<ua> <ua.>
J.

l: neb) <ub> = c

for all u e 2Z/d 2Z. Thus <ua> is constant, and c = <a> •

We deduce that r (~) = r(~) , 9 (1 ,~) = 9 (~,E.) , and Xa Xb ·

Thus in this case, (7.18) follows immediately from (7.15) and

(7.17) •

Let b be arbitrary. For some N , b + Nb
- -0

has positive

coefficients, where ~ = I: 0b. Thus (7.18) is true for

£ + N~. Since r (£1 + ~2) = r"(~l) 'f{£2) (mod mX
) and

g('1'!?l +~2) = g('1'£l) g(~'!?2) this completes the proof.

Remark 7.19. (a) Part (b) of the theorem determines r(u~)

(up to multiplication by a rational number) starting from

r (~) .

(b) Conjecture 8.11 of Deligne [7] is a special case of part

(a) of the above theorem. The more precise form of the

conjecture, Deligne [7, 8.13], can be proved by a modification

of the above methods.

Final Note. The original seminar of Deligne comprised fifteen

lectures, given between 29/10/78 and 15/5/79. The first

six sections of these notes are based on the first eight lectures

of the seminar, and the final section on the last two lectures.

The remaining five lectures (which the writer of these notes

was unable to attend) were on the following topics:
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(6/3/19) review of the proof that Hodge cycles on abelian

varieties are absolutely Hodge; discussion of the expected

action of the Frobenius endomorphism on the image of an

absolute Hodge cycle in crystalline cohomology;

(13/3/79) definition of the category of motives using absolute

Hodge cycles; semisimplicity of the category; existence of

the motivic Galois group G;

(20/3/79) fibre functors in terms of torsors; the motives of

Fenmat hypersurfaces and K 3-surfaces are contained in the

category generated by abelian varieties;

(27/3/79) Artin motives; the exact sequence

identification of GO with the Serre group, and description

of the GO-torsor n-l(T} ;

(3/4/79) action of Gal «(D/(D) on GO study of G ~ (Q <D1
Hasse principle for Hl(<D,Go ) •

Most of the material in these five lectures is contained in

the remaining articles of this volume (especially IV).

The writer of these notes is indebted to P. Deligne and

A. Ogus for their criticisms of the first draft of the notes

and to Ogos for his notes on which the final section is largely

based.
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Introduction:

In the first section it is shown how to introduce on an

abstract category operations of tensor products and duals having

properties similar to the familiar operations on the category

veck of finite-dimensional vector spaces over a field k. What

complicates this is the necessity of including enough constraints

so that, whenever an obvious isomorphism {e.g.,

U 0 (V 0 W) ~ (V 0 U) 0 W) exists in veck ' a unique isomorphism

is constrained to exist also in the abstract setting.

The next section studies the category RePk(G) of finite

dimensional representations of an affine group scheme Gover k

and demonstrates necessary and sufficient conditions for a category

C with a tensor product to be isomorphic to RePk(G) for G;

such a category C is then called a neutral Tannakian category.
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A fibre functor on a Tannakian category C with values

in a field k':Jk is an exact k-linear functor C ~ veck ,

that commutes with tensor products. For example, the forgetful

functor is a fibre functor on RePk{G) . In the third section it

is shown that fibre functors on RePk{G) are in one-to-one correspon

dence with the torsors of G. Also, the notion of a (non-

neutral) Tannakian category as introduced.

The fourth section studies the notion of a polarization

(compatible families of sesquilinear forms having certain

positivity properties) on a Tannakian category, and the fifth

studies the notion of a graded Tannakian category.

In the sixth section, motives are defined using absolute

Hodge cycles, and the related motivic Galois groups discussed.

In an appendix, some terminology from non-abelian cohomology is

reviewed.

We note that the introduction of Saavedra [1] is an excellent

summary of Tannakian categories, except that two changes are

necessary: Theoreme 3 is, unfortunately, only a conjecture; in

Theoreme 4 the requirement that G be abelian or connected can

be dropped.

Notations: Functors between additive categories are assumed to

be additive. In gene.ral, rings are commutative with I except

in §2. A morphism of functors is also called a functorial or

natural morphism. A strictly full subcategory is a full sub

category containing with any X, all objects isomorphic to X.

The empty set is denoted by ~.
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Our notations agree with those of Saavedra [1] except that

we have made some simplifications: What would be called a

0-widget ACU by Saavedra, here becomes a tensor widget, and

Hom0,l becomes Hom0 •

veck : Category of finite-dimensional vector spaces over k;

Category of finite-dimensional representation of G
over k;

ModR: Category of finitely generated R-modules;

projR: Category of finitely generated projective R-modules;

Set: Category of sets
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§l. Tensor categories

Let C be a category and

8: £ x £ -to £. ' (X,Y) -to X 8 Y

a functor. An associativity constraint for (£,8) is a functorial

isomorphism

such that, for all objects X,Y,Z,T, the diagram

(1.0.1)

.L ({X8Y)8Z) 8 T

i cjl 8 1

-------------...+ (X8 (Y8Z» 8 T

X 8 (Y8(ZeT)} .L (X8Y) 8 (Z8T)

1 1 8 cjl

X 8 «Y8Z)8T)

is commutative (this is the pentagon axiom). Here, as in sub-

sequent diagrams, we have omitted the obvious subscripts on the

maps; for example, the ~ at top-left is ~X,y,Z8T. A

commutativity constraint for (£,&) is a functorial isomorphism

such that, for all objects X,Y,~y,X 0 ~X,y = idX8Y : X 8 Y -to X 8 Y.

An associativity constraint $ and a commutativity constraint

~ are compatible if, for all objects X,Y,Z, the diagram

X 8 (Y8Z) --L. (X8Y) ~ z -L Z 8 (X8Y)

(1.0.2)

X 8 (Z8Y) --L. (X8Z) 8 Y ~ (Z8X) 8 Y
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is commutative (hexagon axiom). A pair (U,u) comprising an

object U of C and an isomorphism u: U ~ U 8 U is an

identity object of (£,,8) if X ....-.... U 8 X: C ~ C is an

equivalence of categories.

Definition 1.1. A system (~,8,~,~) , in which ~ and ~ are

compatible associativity and commutativity constraints, is a

tensor category if it has an identity object.

Example 1.2. The category ModR of finitely generated modules

over a commutative ring R becomes a tensor category with the

usual tensor product and the obvious constraints. (If one

perversely takes ~ to be the negative of the obvious isomorphism,

then the pentagon (1.0.1) fails to commute by a sign.) A pair

(U,uo) comprising a free R-module U of rank 1 and a basis

element determines an identity object (U ,U) of ModR -

take u to be the unique isomorphism U -+ U 8 U mapping U o to

Uo 8 uO • Every identity element is of this form.

(For other examples, see the end of this section.)

Proposition 1.3. Let (U,u) be an identity object of the tensor

category (£,8).

(a) There exists a unique functorial isomorphism

1x: X
::::=

U 8 X-+

such that 1u is u and the diagrams

X 8 Y 1
U 8 (X8Y)~

II 1~
X ~ Y ..!!.L (UaX) 8 Y

are connnutative.

X 8 Y ~ (UaX) 8 Y

11/1 e 1

X a (U8Y) ..JL.. (X8U) 8 Y
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(b) If (U',u') is a second identity object of (£,8)

then there is a unique isomorphism a: U ~ U' making

u ~ U 8 U

la 1a8 a
U' ~U'8U'

commute

Proof (a) We confine ourselves to defining i x (See Saavedra

[1,I2.~.5.l,2.4.l] for details.) As X ~ U 8 X is an

equivalence of categories, it suffices to define

1 8 1x: U 8 X .. U 8(U8X)i this we take to be

U & X (U8U) 8 X
-1

.-t.-.. U 8 (U8X) •

(b) The map u
1U

---.-... U' 0 U L U 0U' has

the required properties.

The functorial isomorphism r x df 1lJ 0 1 X .. X 0 U hasU,X X

analogous properties to 1x . We shall often use (l,e) to

denote a (the) identity object of (£,8).

Remark 1.4. Our notion of a tensor category is the same as

that of a "8-categorie AC unifere" in (Saavedra [1]) and,

because of (1.3), is essentially the same as the notion of a

"8-categorie ACU" defined in (Saavedra [1, 1.2.4.1]> (cf.

Saavedra [1,I.2.4.3]).

Extending &

Let ~ be an associativity constraint for (£,8). Any

functor Cn
+ C defined by repeated application of ~ is called
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an iterate of ~ . If F ,F' : Cn
-+ C are iterates of ~ , then

it is possible to construct an isomorphism of functors

F ~ F' out of <f> and -1 The significance of thel' : <f> .
pentagon axiom is that it implies that l' is unique: any two

iterates of ~ to C
n are isomorphic by a unique isomorphism

of functors constructed out of ~ and <f>-l (MacLane [I],

[2,VII.2]). In other words, there is an essentially unique
n

way of extending ~ to a functor ~ Cn
-+ C when n > 1 .

i=l

Similarly, if (£,8) is a tensor category, then it is possible

to extend 8 in essenotially one way to a functor 8 : CI
-+ C

iSI

where I is any finite set: the tensor product of any finite

family of objects of C is well-defined up to a '!'nique isomor-

phism (MacLane [1] ) • We can make this more precise.

Proposition 1.5. The tensor structure on a tensor category

(£,8) can be extended as follows. For each finite set I there

is to be a functor

and for each map a: I -+ J of finite sets there is to be a

functorial isomorphism

x(a) : ~ X;
iSI '"'"

~ (. 8 .Xi )
jeJ J. \--+' J

satisfying the following conditions:

(a) if I consists of a single element, then 0 is
i€I

the identity functor X ~ X if a is a map between single-

element sets, then X(a) is the identity automorphism of the

identity functor;
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(b) the isomorphisms defined by maps I ~ J L K

give rise to a commutative diagram

8 X. x(a) 8 8 X.)
ieI l. jeJ it+ j l.

j x(Ba) 1X (a)

8 <x(aIIk »
8 ( s Xi) .... 8 ( & ( a Xi» .

keK it+ k keK j t+ k it+- j

where

Proof:

-1
I

k
= (Ba.) (k).

Omitted.

By (8 ,X) being an extension of the tensor structure on
iel

C we mean that when I = {1,2} and that the

isomorphisms X 8 (Y8Z) --+ (X8Y) 8 Z and X 8 y --+ Y 8 X

induced by X are equal to , and ~ respectively. It is

automatic that (8 Xi'X(~ + {1,2}»
~

that X({2} ~ {1,2}) is 1x: X +

such extension, then

is an identity object and

1 8 X. If (8',X') is a second
ieI

there is a unique system of isomorphisms 8
ier

patible with X and X' and such that, when

X. +l.

I

8' Xl.. com
ieI
{i} , the

isomorphism is idx.
l.

When a tensor category (£,8) is given, we shall always

assume that an extension as in (1.5) has been made. (We could,

in fact, have defined a tensor category to be a system as in (1.5).)
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Invertible objects

Let (£,~) be a tensor category. An object L of C is

invertible if x ~ L ~ X: £ + £ is an equivalence of cate-

gories. Thus, if L is invertible, there exists an L' such

that L 8 L' - !; the converse assertion is also true. An

inverse of L is a pair where 0: X.
1.
~l

-1X+ = L, X_ = L . Note that this definition is symmetric:

(L, 0) is an inverse of -1L . If and

are both inverses of L, then there is a unique isomorphism

a: L
1

...::.... L 2 such that 0
1

= 02 0 (18a): L 8 L
1

+ L ~ L
2

+ 1 •

An object L of ModR is invertible if and only if it

is projective of rank 1. (Saavedra [1,0.2.2.2]).

Internal Hom

Let (£,8) be a tensor category.

Definition 1.6. If the functor T r-+ Hom(T~X,Y): £0+ Set

is representable, then we denote by Hom(X,Y) the representing

object and by evX,Y: Hom(X,Y) 8 X + Y the morphism correspond-

ing to idHom(X,y) •

Thus, to a g there corresponds a unique f such that

ev 0 (f8id) g:

T
,
If
1-

H.Qm.(X, y)

T 8 X

lf8id~
Hom(X,Y) 8 X~ Y

(1.6.1)
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For example, in ModR ' Hom{X,Y) = HO~(X,y) regarded as an

R-module, and ev is f 0 x ~ f(x), whence its name.

Assume that in (£,~), ~(X,Y) exists for every pair

(X,Y) • Then there is a composition map

Hom(X,Y) ~ Hom(Y,Z) + Hom(X,Z) (1.6.2)

(corresponding to Hom(X, Y) 0 Hom(Y,Z) 0 X ~ Hom{Y,Z) 0 Y ev .. z)

and an isomorphism

Hom(Z,Hom(X,Y» -~ Hom(Z0X,Y) (1.6.3)

(inducing, for any object T,

Hom (T, Hom (Z, Hom (X, Y) » ..::.... Hom (T8Z, Hom (X, Y) ) ..::..... Hom (T"Z~X, Y)

--+ Hom(T,Hom(Z8X,Y»)

Note that

The dual

Hom(!,Hom(X,Y» = Hom(!8X,Y) = Hom(X,Y)

XV of an object X is defined to be Hom (X,!) •

(1.6.4)

There is therefore a map evx: xV 8 X + 1 inducing a functorial

isomorphism

Hom{T,XV) ......:...... Hom(T8X,JJ

The map X ~ XV can be made into a contravariant functor: to

f: X + Y we associate the unique map t f : yV
+ xV rendering

commutative

(1.6.5)
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yV o x
t f 0 id xV 0x)

1id 0 f Ievx (1.6.6)

yV
~ y

evy
+ 1

For example, in ModR ' xV HO~(X,R) and t f is determined

by the equation <tf(y),x>x=<y,f(X»y, y e yV, x ex, where

If f is an isomorphism, we let

we have written < >x and < , >y for evx and

fV = (tf)-l: , so

that

(1.6.7)

(E.g. in MO~, <fV(x'),f(x) >y = <x',x>x' x' e xV,xex.)

Let i x : X + xVV be the map corresponding in (1.6.5) to

evx 0 ljJ: X 8 xV ~ 1 If i x is an isomorphism then X is said to

be reflexive. If X has an inverse (X-I, 0: x-I ~ X~ 1)

then X is reflexive and 0 determines an isomorphism

x-l--.:...-.xV as in (1.6.1).

For any finite families of objects (Xi)ieI and (Yi)ieI

there is a morphism

8 Hom(X; ,Y;) + Hom( 8 X., 8 Y.)
ieI ~ ~ --- ieI .:L ieI .:L

corresponding in (1.6.1) to

(1.6.8)

(8 Hom(X.,Y.» 0 (8 X;)
iSI --- .:L.:L ieI ~

~ 8 (B.om (X. , Y . ) ~x .) 8ev-+ 8
ieI --- 1 .:L.:L ieI

Y. •
1.
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In particular, there are morphisms

and

8
ieI

vX.
~

( @ X.) V
ieI ~

(1.6.9)

(1.6.10)

obtained respectively by taking

Rigid tensor categories

Y.
~

1 all i , and

Definition 1.7. A tensor category (£,8) is rigid if Hom(X,Y)

exists for all objects X and Y, the maps (1.6.8) are

isomorphisms for all finite families of objects, and all

objects of C are reflexive.

In fact, it suffices to require that the maps (1.6.8)

be isomorphisms in the special case that I = {1,2} •

Let <£,8) be a rigid tensor category. The functor

is an equivalence of categories because its composite with

itself is isomorphic to the identity functor. (It is even

an equivalence of tensor categories in the sense defined below~note

that CO has an obvious tensor structure for which ~Xi = (0Xi)~)

In particular

Hom(X,Y) v V
~ Hom(Y ,X ) (1.7.1)

is an isomorphism. There is also a canonical isomorphism
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namely Hom(X,Y) <: 1.~.lO XV ~ Y ~XV ~ y VV ~

y VV fg xV 1. ~.10) Hom (yV ,XV) •

For any object X of £, there is a morphism

(1.7.2)

Hom(X,X)

On applying the functor Hom(l,-) to this we obtain (see 1.6.4»

a morphism

Trx: End(X) -+- End(.!)

called the trace morphism. The rank, rk(X), of X is

defined to be Trx(idx). There are the formulas (Saavedra

[1,1 5.1.4]):

Tr! (f) = f

In particular,

(1.7.3)

(1.7.4)

rk(.!) id1

Tensor functors

rk (X 8 XI) rk (X) rk (X I )

(1.7.5)

Let (£,8) and (£.1,8 1) be tensor categories.

Definition 1.8. A tensor functor (f,8) -+- (£1,8 1) is a pair

(F,c) comprising a functor F: £ -+- C I and a functorial

isomorphism CX,y: F(X) 8 F(y) ~ F(X 8 Y) with the

properties:
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(a) for all X,Y,Z e ob(£), the diagram

FX e (FY8FZ)

1 ~.

(FX8FY) 8 FZ

is commutative;

id~c:> FX e F (Y8Z) ~ F (X8 (Y8Z) )

1F (ljl)

c8id > F (X8Y) 8 FZ ~ F ( (X8Y) 8Z)

(b) for all X,Ye ob(£), the diagram

FX 8 FY
c F(X8Y)--:>

11/1' 1F (1/I)

FY 8 FX ~ F(Y8X)

is commutative;

(c) if (U,u) is an identity object of C then

(F(U),F(u» is an identity object of C' •

In (Saavedra [1,I4.2.4]) a tensor functor is called a

"~-foncteur ACU".

Let (F,c) be a tensor functor C ~ C' • The conditions

(a), (b), (c) imply that, for any finite family {Xi)ieI of

objects of C , c gives rise to a well-defined isomorphism

c: 8 F (X. ) ~;> I!' (8 XJ...)
ier]" ieI

moreover, for any map a: I ~ J , the diagram
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~ F (Xi)
c ;> F( EO Xi)
~ ieIieI

z 1x' (a)
:::; I F(x(a)

1
~ ( Q9 F (x. ) )

c
€O (F ( ~ Xi) )

c F( 0 ( ~ Xi) )
~ ~

jeJ i~j J. jeJ i t-»j jeJ i~j

is commutative. In particular, (F,c) maps inverse objects to

inverse objects. Also, the morphism

F(ev): F(Hom(X,Y» 0 F(X) ~ F(Y) gives rise to morphisms

FX,y: F(Hom(X,Y)) + Hom(FX,FY) and FX: F(*) + F(X)V.

Proposition 1.9. Let (F,c): £ ~ £' be a tensor functor. If

C and C' are rigid, then FX,y: F(Hom(X,Y» ~ Hom(FX,FY)

is an isomorphism for all X,Y S ob(C)

Proof: It suffices to show that F preserves duality, but this

is obvious from the following characterization of the dual of X

it is a pair (Y,Y 0 X ev) !) , for which there exists

E : 1 ~ X 0 Y such that X 1 0 X E0id) (X0Y)~X=X0(Y0X) id0ev) X

and the same map with X and Y interchanged, are identity maps.

Definition 1.10. A tensor functor (F,c) : £ ~ £' is a tensor

equivalence (or an equivalence of tensor categories) if F: C ~ C'

is an equivalence of categories.

The definition is justified by the following proposition.
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Proposition 1.11. Let (F,c): C ~ C' be a tensor equivalence;

then there is a tensor functor (F',c'): C' ~ e and

isomorphisms of functors F' 0 F --=-> ide and F 0 F' -=-> ide I

commuting with tensor products (i.e. isomorphisms of tensor functors;

see below).

Proof: Saavedra [1,14.4].

A tensor functor F: C ~ C' of rigid tensor categories

induces a morphism F: End (1) -+ End (.! ') . The following

formulas hold:

rk(F{X»

Morphisms of tensor functors

F (rk (X» •

Definition 1.12. Let (F,c) and (G,d) be tensor functors

.£ -+ £' ; a morphism of tensor functors (F,c) ---+ (G,d) is

a morphism of functors A: F ~ G such that, for all finite

families (Xi)ieI of objects in £, the diagram

~ F (Xi) ~ F ( ~ X.)
ier iSI J.

!~AXi !\'Xi

~ G(Xi ) c
G( ~ X.)--:>

ie1 iSI 1.

is commutative.

In fact, it suffices to require that the diagram (1.12.1)

be commutative when I is {1,2} or the empty set. For the

empty set, (1.12.1) becomes

(1.12.l)
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:::
l' -----.,. F (.!)

II ~Al (1.12.2)

l' ~ G(.!}

in which the horizontal maps are the unique isomorphisms

compatible with the structures of !' , F(!), and G(!) as

identity objects of C' • In particular, when (1.12.2)

commutes, Al is an isomorphism.

We write Hom8 (F,F') for the set of morphisms of tensor

functors (F,c) + (G,d).

Proposition 1.13. Let (F,c) and (G,d) be tensor functors

£. + £... If .£ and C' are rigid, then any morphism of tensor

functors A: F + G is an isomorphism.

Proof: The morphism 1..1: G + F , making the diagrams

V AXV V
F(X) > G(X)

1= t(1..1 ) 1=
F(X)V X > G{X)V

commutative for all X e Ob(f) , is an inverse for A •

For any field k and k-a1gebra R, there is a canonical

tensor functor 'R: Veck + ModR ' V~ V 8 k R. If (F ,c)

and (G,d) are tensor functors £ + Veck ' then we define

Hom
8

(F,G) to be th~functor of k-a1gebras such that

(1.13.1)
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Tensor subcategories

Definition 1.14. Let C' be a strictly full subcategory of a

tensor category C. We say C' is a tensor subcategory of C

if it is closed under the formation of finite tensor products

(equivalently, if it contains an identity object of C and if

Xl ~ X2 € ob(£') whenever Xl 'X2 € ob(£'» . A tensor subcategory

of rigid tensor category is said to be a rigid tensor subcategory

if it contains XV whenever it contains X.

A tensor subcategory becomes a tensor category under the

induced tensor structure, and similarly for rigid tensor sub

categories.

When (£,~) is abelian (see below), then we say that a

family (Xi)i€I of objects of C is a tensor generating family

for C if every object of C is isomorphic to a subquotient

of P(Xi ) , P(ti ) € IN [ti]i€I ' where in P(Xi ) multiplication

is interpreted as ~ and addition as $.

Abelian tensor categories; End (~)

Our convention, that functors between additive categories

are to be additive, forces the following definition.

Defintion 1.15. An additive (resp. abelian) tensor category is a

tensor category <£,0) such that C is an additive (resp. abelian)

category and ~ is a bi-additive functor.
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If (C,0) is such a category, then R = End(l) is a

ring which acts, via 1x : X ~ ! 0 X , on each object X. The

action of R on X commutes with endomorphisms of X and

so, in particular, R is commutative. The category C is

R-linear and 0 is R-bilinear. When C is rigid, the trace

morphism is an R-linear map Tr: End(X) ~ R .

Proposition 1.16. Let (£,0) be a rigid tensor category. If

C is abelian then 0 is bi-additive and commutes with direct

and inverse limits in each factor; in particular it is exact.

Proof: The functor X ~ X ~ Y has a right adjoint, namely

z ~ Hom(Y,Z), and therefore commutes with di~ect limits and is

additive. By considering the opposite category £0 , one deduces

that it also commutes with inverse limits.

is also a left adjoint for X1-+ X ~ Y) .

(In fact, Z r+ Hom(Y,Z)

Proposition 1.17. Let

If U is a subobject of

(£,~) be a rigid abelian tensor category.
l 1 V

.!. ' then 1 = U e U where U ker (1 ~ U ).

Consequently 1 is a simple object if End(l) is a field.

Proof: Let V = coker (U ~.!.> . On tensoring 0 + U + 1 + V + 0

with itself, we obtain an exact commulative diagram
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U 0 v > v :> v 0 v

i /=::f i i0/ /

/

U / > 1 ) v

i t /'::7 tall
./

U 0) U C ) u",. :>:> v 0) U ,

from which it follows that U 0) V

subobject of 1 0) 1 = 1 .

a and that U 0) U U as a

For any X, the largest subobject Y of X such that

U 0 Y = 0 is also the largest subobject for which the map

U 0) yc.. y (={U 4 !) 0) Y) is zero or, equivalently, such that

y~ Y Q) uV ker(X-il)X 0'U
V)

.1
is zero; hence Y = X 0) U On

applying this remark with X V , and using that U 0) V 0 ,
1

findwe find that V 0 U = V ; on applying it with X = U , we

1
U 0 U = 0 . From

1 ! 1o + U 0) U + 1 0) U + V 0 U + 0

we deduce that
J. ..

U + V , and that 1
.L

U e U

Remark 1.18. The proposition shows that there is a one-to-one

correspondence between subobjects of land idempotents in

End{!) • Such an idempotent e determines a decomposition of

tensor categories C = C' x C" in which ob(~') is the set of

objects of C on which e acts as the identity map.
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Proposition 1.19. Let C and C' be rigid abelian tensor categories

and assume that End{!) is a field and that !' ~ 0 , where 1 and

l' are identity objects in C and C' • Then any exact tensor

functor F: C + C' is faithful.

Proof: The criterion in C,

x ~ 0 ~ X 0 ~ + 1 surjective

is respected by F.

A criterion to be a rigid tensor category

Proposition 1.~O. Let C be a k-linear abelian category,

where k is a field, and let 8: C x C + C be a k-bilinear

functor. Suppose there are given a faithful exact k-linear

functor F: £. + veck , a functorial isomorphism

<l>x,y,z: X 8 (Y8Z) + (X8Y) 8 z , and a functorial isomorphism

1Px,y: X 8 y + Y 8 X with the following properties:

(.a) F 0 8 80FXFi

(b) F(<I>X,y,z) is the usual associativity isomorphism

in vec
k

(c) F($X,y) is the usual commutativity isomorphism in

(d) there exists a U e ob {£} such that k + End (U) is an

isomorphism and F(U) has dimension 1

(e) if F (L)

object L- l in C

has dimension 1 , then there exists an

such that L 8 L- l
z U .

Then (C,8,<I>,~) is a rigid abelian tensor category.
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Proof: It is not difficult to prove this directly -- essentially

one only has to show that the object U of (d) is an identity

object and that (e) is sufficient to show that C is rigid -

but we shall indicate a more elegant approach in (2.18) below.

Examples

(1.21) veck , for k a field, is rigid abelian tensor

category and End(~) = k. All of the above definitions take

on a familiar meaning when applied to veck • For example,

Tr: End(X) + k is the usual trace map.

(1.22) ModR is an abelian tensor category and End(~) = R •

In general it will not be rigid because not all R-modules will be

reflexive.

(1.23) The category projR of projective modules of

finite type over a commutative ring R is a rigid additive tensor

category and End(~) = R. The rigidity follows easily from

considering the objects of ProjR as locally-free modules of

finite rank on spec(R) •

(1.24) Let G be an affine group scheme over a field

k and let RePk(G) be the category of finite-dimensional

representations of Gover k. Thus an object of RePk(G)

consists of a finite-dimensional vector space V over k and a

homomorphism gr-+ gv : G + GL(V) of affine group schemes over

k. Then RePk(G) is a rigid abelian tensor category and

End(!) = k. These categories, and more generally the categories

of representations of affine gerbs (see §3), are the main topic

of study of this article.
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(1.25) (Vector spaces graded by 72J/2 ZZ). Let C be the

category whose objects are pairs (VO,Vl ) of finite dimensional

vector spaces over a field k. We give C the tensor structure

whose commutativity constraint is determined by the Koszul rule

of signs, i.e., that defined by the isomorphisms

v 0 w ~ (_l)ij W 0 v

Then C is a rigid abelian tensor category and End(!)=k , but it

is not of the form RePk (G) for any G because rk(Vo,Vl )

dim(VO) - dim(vl) may not be positive.

(1.26) The rigid additive tensor category freely generated

by an object T is a pair (f,T) comprising a rigid additive

tensor category C and that End (1) = 2Z [t] and an object T

having the property that

F ....... F(T)

is an equivalence of categories for all rigid additive tensor

categories ~' (t will turn out to be the rank of T). We show

how to construct such a pair (f,T) -- clearly it is unique up to

a unique equivalence of tensor categories preserving T .
Let V be a free module of finite rank over a commutative

ring k and let Ta,b (V) be the space v0a 0 ~&b of tensors

with covariant degree a and contravariant degree b . A map

f : Ta,b(V)' + Tc,d(V) can be identified with a tensor "f" in

Tb+c,a+d(V) . When a+d = b+c, Tb+c,a+d(V) contains a special
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element, namely the (a+d)th tensor power of "id" € Tl,l(V) ,

and other elements can be obtained by allowing an element of the

symmetric group Sa+d to permute the contravariant components of

this special element. We have therefore a map

S + Hom(Ta,b Tc,d)
a+d ' (when a+d b+c) •

The induced map k[Sa+d] + Hom(Ta,b,Tc,d) is injective provided

rk(V) ~ a+d. One checks that the composite of two such maps

abc d c d e f
E (0') : T ' (V) + T ' (V) and E (T) : T ' (V) + T ' (V) is given

by a universal formula

e: (T) • e: ( 0') (rk V) N e: (p) (1.26.1)

with p and N depending only on a,b,c,d,e,f,O', and T.

We define C' to be the category having as objects symbols

Ta,b (a,b, e IN) , and for which Hom(Ta,b,Tc,d} is the free

~ [t]-module with basis Sa+d if a+d = b+c and is zero otherwise.

Composition of morphisms is defined to be ~ [t]-bilinear and to

agree on basis elements with the universal formula (1.26.l) with

rk V replaced by the inderterminate t. The associativity law

holds for this composition because it does whenever t is replaced

by a large enough positive integer (it becomes the associativity

law in a category of modules). Tensor products are defined by

abc d a+d b+d . .T' 0 T' = T' and by an obv1ous rule for morph1sms.

We define T to be Tl,O.

The category C is deduced from C' by formally adjoining

direct sums of objects. Its universality follows from the fact

that the formula (1.26.1) holds in any rigid additive category.
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(1.27) (GLt ). Let n be an integer, and use

t ~n : 2Z [t] -+ a: to extend the scalars in the above example

from ~ [t] to ~. If V is an n-dimensional complex vector

space, and if a+d ~n, then

is an isomorphism. For any sum T' of Ta,bs and large enough

integer n, End(T') 0 ~ [t]~ is therefore a product of matrix

algebras. This implies that End(T') ~ ~[t]W(t) is a semisimple

algebra.

After extending the scalars in C to Wet) (i.e., replacing

Horn(T' ,T") with Horn(T' ,T") ~ 2Z [t]m(t» and passing to the

pseudo-abelian (Karoubian) envelope (i.e., formally adjoining

images of idempotents), we obtain a semisimple rigid abelian tensor

category GLt . The rank of T in GLt is t¢IN and so,

although End (!.) = met) is a field, GLt is not of the form

RePk (G) for any group scheme (or gerb) G •

§2. Neutr~l Tannakian categories

Throughout this section, k will be a field.

Affine group schemes

Let G = spec A be an affine group scheme over k. The

maps mult: G x G -+ G , identity {l} -+ G , inverse: G -+ G

induce maps of k-algebras
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€: A" k , s: A -+ A

(the cornu1 tip1ication, coidentity, and coinverse maps) such that

(id 8 ~)6 = (~ 8 id) ~: A -+ A 0) A
--1>

--:> A 9 A 9 A

(coassociativityaxiom),

id (€8id)~: A + A & A .. k e A = A (coidentity axiom), and

(A -lL->A 9 A (5, id» A) (A --L> k ~ A) (coinverse axiom).

We define a bia1gebra over k to be a k-algebra A together

with maps 6, €, and S satisfying the three axioms. (This

terminology is not standard).

Proposition 2.1. The functor A ~ spec A defines an

equivalence between the category of k-bialgebras and the

category of affine group schemes over k.

Proof: Obvious.

If A is finitely generated (as a k-algebra) we say that

G is algebraic or that it is an algebraic group.

We define a coalgebra over k to be a vector space Cover

k together with k-linear maps ~: C -+ C 9
k

C and E: C -+ k

satisfying the coassociativity and coidentity axioms.

A comodule over C is a vector space V over k together with a

k-linear map p: V -+- V 8 C such that (i~)p: V -+ V 8 C -+ V 8 k = V

is the identity map and (id8~)p = (p8id)p: V -+ V 8 C 8 C •

For example, ~ defines an C-comodule structure on C •

Proposition 2.2. Let G = spec A be an affine group scheme over

k and let V be a vector space over k. There is a canonical

one-to-one correspondence between the A-comodule structures on V

and the linear representations of G on V.
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Let G -+ 'GL(V) be a representation. The element

id e Mor(G,G) G(A) maps to an element of GL(V ~ A} whose

restriction to V = V eke V e A is a comodule structure

on V. Conversely, a comodule structure p on V determines

a representation of G on V such that, for R a k-algebra

and 9 € G(R), the restriction of gV: V ~ R -+ V 9 R to

V = V ~ k C V ~ R is

(ide»g) p: V -+ V ~ A -+ V e R •

Proposition 2.3. Let C be a k-coalgebra and (V,p) a comodule

over C. Any finite subset of V is contained in a sub-comodule

of V having finite dimension over k.

Proof: Let {ail be a basis for Cover k. If v is in

the finite subset, write p(v} r vi 9 a i (finite sum). The

k-space generated by the v and the v.
1.

is a sub-comodule.

Corollary 2.4. Any k-rational representation of an affine group scheme

is a directed union of finite-dimensional subrepresentations V .•
1.

Proof: Combine (2.2) and (2.3) •

Corollary 2.5. An affine group scheme G is algebraic if and

only if it has a faithful finite-dimensional representation over k.

Proof: The sufficiency is obvious. For the necessity, let V

be the regular representation of G , and write V = UV.
1.

with

the Vi as in (2.4). Then n Ker(G -+ GL(Vi » = {l} because
i

V is a faithful representation, and it follows that
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Ker(G ~ GL(V. » = {l} for some i O because G is
~O

Noetherian as a topological space.

Proposition 2.6. Let A be a k-bia1gebra. Any finite subset

of A is contained in a sub-bialgebra that is finitely

generated as an algebra over k.

Proof: According to (2.3), the finite subset is contained in

a finite-dimensional subspace V of A such that ~ (V) C V 8 A •

subalgebra k[Vj,aij,svj,saij]

(See Waterhouse [1,3.3]).

Let {v.} be a basis for V
~

and let

of A

~ (v .) = r v. 8 a.. •J ~ ~J

is a sub-bialgebra.

The

Corollary 2.7. Any affine group scheme Gover k is a

directed inverse limit G = lim G.
~

of affine algebraic groups

over k in which the transition maps G. + G. , i < j , are
1 J

surjective.

Proof: The functor spec transforms a direct limit A = U A. = lim A.
1 ~ 1

into an inverse limit G lim G. • The transition map G. + G.
+- 1 1 J

is surjective because A. is faithfully flat over its sUbalgebra
J

Ai (Waterhouse [1, 14.1]).

The converse to (2.7) is also true; in fact the inverse limit

of any family of affine group schemes is again an affine group

scheme.

Determining a group scheme from its representations.

Let G be an affine group scheme over k and let w ,

or w
G , be the forgetful functor Repk(G) + veck . For R a
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k-algebra, Aut~(W} (R) consists of families (Ax)' X e ob(RePk(G»,

where AX is an R-linear automorphism of X ~ R such that

Al is the identity map (on R) , and

for all G-equivariant k-linear maps a: X ~ Y (see 1.12).

Clearly any g e G(R) defines an element of Aut0(w) (R) .

Proposition 2.8. The natural map G ~ Aut0(w) is an isomorphism

of functors of k-algebras.

Proof: Let X € RePk(G) and let £X be the strictly full

subcategory of RePk(G) of objects isomorphic to a sUbquotient

Vof P(X,X) , P e IN[t,sl (cf. the discussion following (1.14» .•

The map A ~ AX identifies Aut8 (wIQx) (R) with a subgroup

of GL(X 8 R). Let Gx be the image of G in GL(X)i it is

a closed algebraic subgroup of G, and clearly

If V € ob(f-x } and t e V is fixed by G , then

a ~ at: k ~> V is G-equivariant, and so AV(t ~ 1) =
(a 8 l)A l (l) = t 8 1 . Now (1.3.2) shows that Gx = ~e(wl£x) .

If X' = X ED Y for some representation y of G ,

then £x c£x' , and there is a commutative diagram

:: 8
Gx ' ~ Aut (wl£x')

..J. ..J.

:: 8Gx
) ~t (wl~x)
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It is clear from (2.5) and (2.7) that G = lim Gx' , and so,
+

on passing to the inverse limit over these diagrams, we obtain

isomorphism G
~ Autfg(W)an --:>

A homomorphism f: G ~ G' defines a functor

fw: ~k(G') + RePk(G), namely

G f G'such that Wow = W •

(G' + GL(V» t-> (G ~>G' ... GL(V»,

Corollary 2.9. Let G and G' be affine group schemes over k

and let F: ~k(G')+~k(G) be a tensor functor such that

wG 0 F = WG' Then there is a unique homomorphism f : G + G'

such that F = wf

Proof: For A e Aut~ (wG) (R) , R a k-algebra, define

F*{A) e Aut~(wG') (R) by the rule F*{A)X' = AF (X' ) . The

proposition allows us to regard F* as a homomorphism G + G' ,

and clearly F t--? F* and f t--> wf are inverse maps.

Remark 2.10. Proposition 2.8 shows that G is determined by

the triple (RePk{G),S,wG) ; it can be shown that the coa1gebra

of G is already determined by (RePk{G) ,wG)

of Theorem 2.11}.

The main theorem

(cf. the proof

Theorem 2.11. Let C be a rigid abelian tensor category

such that k = End(!) , and let w: C + veck be an exact faithful

k-1inear tensor functor. Then,

(a) the functor ~Aut (w) of k-a1gebras is representable

by an affine group scheme G;
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(b) w defines an equivalence of tensor categories

c ~ Repk(G} •

Proof: We first construct the coalgebra A of G without

using the tensor structure on C. The tensor structure then

enables us to define an algebra structure on A , and the

rigidity of C implies that spec A is a group scheme (rather

than a monoid scheme). The following easy observation will

allow us to work initially with algebras rather than coalgebras:

for a finite-dimensional (not necessari~y commutative) k-algebra

A
v dfA and its dual coalgebra == Hom(A,k}, the bijection

Hom (A ~kV, V)
- V

<:-~ Hom(V,A ~kV)

determines a one-to-one correspondence between the A-module

structures on a vector space V and the AV-comodule structure

on V •

We begin with some constructions that are valid in any

k-linear abelian category C. For V a finite-dimensional

vector space over k and X and object of C , we define V ~ X

Note that-1Boa e GL
n

(k) •is defined by

n«X )a,$a,a) where a runs through the

~ V , (Xn ) = xn df X ED ••• $ X (n copies), and
a

to be the system

isomorphisms kn

<P s :,a

<Py,a o~S,a <Py,a· A morphism V 0 X ~ T or T ~ V 8 X ,

where T e ob(f) , is a family of morphisms compatible with the

<P S ·,a

which

There is a canonical k-linear map V ~ Hom(X,VSX) under
l/Ja n

v e V maps to (X ~ (X) a) where 1JJ a is defined by

a-l(V)"e kn . This map induces a functorial isomorphism
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Hom (ViOX,T) ~ Hom{V,Hom(X,T», T e ob(£). Any k-linear functor

F: C ~ C' has the property that F(VeX) = V 8 F(X) • When C

is Veck ' V @ X can be identified with the usual object.

For V e ob{Veck ) and X e ob(~) , we define Hom(V,X)

to be vV 8 X. If W C-V and y ex , then the subobject of

Hom{V,X) mapping W into Y is defined to be

(Y:W) = Ker(Hom(V,X) ~ Hom(W,X/Y» •

Lemma 2.12. Let C be a k-linear abelian category and

00: ~ ~ Vec
k

a k-linear exact faithful functor. Then, for any

X e ob{f), the following two objects are equal:

(a) the largest subobjeet P of Hom(w(X),X) whose

image in Hom(w(X)n,Xn ) (embedded diagonally)

(Y: w(Y» for all Y C Xn ;

is contained in

(b) the smallest sUbobject pi of Hom(w(X),X) such that

the subspace wept) of Hom(w(X) ,00(X» contains id: 00 (X) ~ W(X).

Proof: Clearly w(X) = 0 implies End (X) = 0 , which implies

X = o. Thus if X C Y and w(X) = w(y) then X = Y , and it

follows that all objects of C are both Artinian and Noetherian.

The objects P and P' therefore obviously exist.

The functor w maps Hom(V,X) to Hom{V,oo(X» and

(Y:W) to (w (Y) :W) for all W eve ob (vec
k

) and Y C X e ob (~) •

It therefore maps P df n (Hom (00 (X) ,X) n (Y:oo (Y) ) ) to

n (End (00 (X) )"{wY:wY» • This means wP is the largest subring

of End (00 (X» stabilizing w (Y) for all Y C X
n • Hence

id € w (P) and P::> P' •
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Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over k

there is an obvious map Hom(oo(X),X) ~ Hom (00 (V8X) ,V0X)

(inducing f ~ 1 0 f: End(w(X» ~ End(V0w(X» and

w(P) C End (w (X» stabilizes

applying this remark to a

oo(Y) for all Y C V 0 X. On

V
Q CHom(w(X),X) = w(X) a x , we

find that oo(P) , when acting by left mUltiplication on

End(oo(X», stablizes w(Q). Therefore, if w(Q} contains 1,

then w(P} C oo(Q) , and PC Q ; this shows that PCP' ·

Let Px C Hom(w(X),X) be the subobject defined in (a)

(or(b» of the lemma, and let Ax = w(Px); it is the largest

subalgebra of End(w(X» stabilizing w(Y) for all Y C xn .

Let < X > be the strictly full subcategory of C such that

ob ( < X » consists of the obj ects of C that are isomorphic

to sUbquotients of xn , n e :N • Then wi < X > :

factors through Mod:A .
X

Lenuna 2.13. Let 00: C ~ veck be as in (2.12) •

< X > ~ veck

Then w

defines an equivalence of categories < X > ~ Mod
A

carrying
X

00 I < X > into the forgetful functor. Moreover AX End (00 I < X > ) •

Proof: The right action f ~ f 0 a of Ax on Hom (w (X) ,X)

stabilizes Px because obviously (Y:w(Y» (w(Y) :w(Y» C (Y:w(Y».

If M is an Ax-mOdule we define

Then Recall that
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of objects of C with given

is full.

compatible isomorphisms Y
a

-+ Ya ·0 If we choose one a ,

then w(Y) ~ M , which shows that w is essentially surjective.
a

A similar argument shows that < X > ... Mod
Ax

Clearly any element of Ax defines an endomorphism of

wi < X> On the other hand an element A of End (w I < X » is

d.etermined by AX e End(w(X»i thus End(w(X» ~ End(wl < X > ) :> Ax·

But AX stabilizes w(Y) for all Y C Xn , and so

End(w I < X > ) CAx· This completes the proof of the lemma.

Let The remark at the start of the proof

allows us to restate (2.13) as follows:

equivalence

w defines an

( < X > , w1< X » -+ (ComodB ,forget)
X

where ComodB is the category of Bx-comodules of finite
X

dimension over k.

On passing to the inverse limit over X (cf. the proof of

(2.8», we obtain the following result.

Proposition 2.14. Let (£,w) be as in (2~l2) and let

B = 11m End (w I < X > ) V. Then w defines an equivalence of

categories C -+ ComodB carrying w into the forgetful functor.

Example 2.15. Let A be a finite-dimensional k-algebra and

let w be the forgetful functor Mod
A

-+ vec
k

• .For R
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a commutative k-algebra, let ~R be the functor

R 8 -: veck + ModR . There is a canonical map a: R 0 k A +

End(~ROw) , which we shall show to be an isomorphism by

defining an inverse S For A e End(~ROw) , set SeA) AA(l).

Clearly Sa = id , and so we have to show as = id. For

M e ob{Mod~) , let MO = w(M) • The A-module A 8 k MO is

a direct sum of copies of A, and the additivity of A shows

that AA8M = AA 0 idM • The map a 8 m ~ am: A ~k MO + M
o 0

is A-linear, and hence

is commutative. Therefore AM(m)

meR8M.

-In particular, A ~ End(w) , and it follows that, if in

(2.13) we take C = ModA so that £. =< A >, then the equivalence

of categories obtained is the identity functor.

Let B be a coalgebra over k and let w be the

forgetful functor ComodB + veck . The above discussion shows

that B = lim End(wl < X> ) V. We deduce, as in (2.9) , that
+

every functor ComodB + ComodB , carrying the forgetful functor

into the forgetful functor arises from a unique homomorphism

B + B' •
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Again let B be a coa1gebra over k. A homomorphism

u: B ~k B ~ B defines a functor

Comod
B

x Comod
B

sending (X,Y) to X 8 k Y with the B-comodu1e structure

X ~ Y

Proposition 2.16. The map u ~ ~u defines a one-to-one

correspondence between the set of homomorphisms B 8 k B ~ B

and the set of functors ~: comodB x comodB ~ comodB such

that $(X,Y) = X ~k Y as k vector spaces. The natural

associativity and commutativity constraints on Veck induce

similar contraints on (ComodB"u) if and only if the

mUltiplication defined by u on B is associative and commuta

tive; there is an identity object in (COmodB"u) with

underlying vector space k if and only if B has an identity

element.

Proof: The pair (ComodB x ComodB, wSw) , with (00 8 w) (X0Y)

00 (X) 8w(Y) (as a k vector space), satisfies the conditions of

(2.14), and lim End (wew I < (X, Y) > ) v = B 8 B. Thus the first
~

statement of the proposition follows from (2.15). The remaining

statements are easy.

Let (£,00) and B be as in (2.14) except now assume that

C is a tensor category and 00 is a tensor functor. The

tensor structure on C induces a similar structure on
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ComodB and hence, because of (2.16) , the structure of an

associative commutative k-algebra with identity element on B •

Thus B lacks only a coinverse map S to be a bialgebra,

and G = spec B is an affine monoid scheme. Using (2.15) we

find that, for any k-algebra R, End(w) (R) df End(~ROw)

lim HO~_lin(Bx,R) = HO~_lin(B,R). An element

A e HO~_lin(B,R) corresponds to an element of

End(w) (R) commuting with the tensor structure if and only if

A is a k-algebra homomorphism; thus Ende
(00) (R) = Homk 1 (B,R)

--- -a g

We have shown that if in the statement of (2.11) the rigidity

condition is omitted, then one can conclude that End8 {w)

is representable by an affine monoid scheme G = spec B

and 00 defines an equivalence of tensor categories

C ~ ComodB = RePk{G). If we now assume that <£,8) is rigid,

then (1.13) shows that End8 {w) Aut8 (w) and the theorem

follows.

Remark 2.17. Let (£,00) be (RePk(G),wG). On following

through the proof of (2.11) in this case one recovers (2.8):

Aut6 (wG) is represented by G.

G (R) •

Remark 2.18. Let (£,0,~,W,F) satisfy the conditions of

(1.20). Then (£,8,~,$) is obviously a tensor category,

and the proof of (2.11) shows that F defines an equivalence

of tensor categories £ ~ RePk(G) where G is an affine group

monoid representing End8 (w) • We can assume that C = ~k<G) •
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Let A e G(R) • If L C RePk(G) has dimension 1 , then

AL: R 8 L ~ R 8 L is invertible, as follows easily from the

existence of a G-isomorphism L ~ L- l ~> k. It follows

that AX

det(A ) df
X

is invertible for any

AdAx AAdX' where

X e ob(~(G» because

d = dim X, is invertible.

Definition 2.19. A neutral Tannakian category over k is a rigid

abelian k-linear tensor cateqory C for which there exists an exact

faithful ~-linear tensor functor w: £ + veck • Any such

functor w is said to be a fibre functor for C.

Thus (2.ll) shows that any neutral Tannakian category is

equivalent (in possibly many different ways) to the category of

finite-dimensional representations of an affine group scheme.

Properties of G and of ~k(G) •

In view of the last remark, it is natural to ask how

properties of G are reflected in RePk(G) •

Proposition 2.20. Let G be an affine group scheme over k.

(a) G is finite if and only if there exists an object X

of RePk(G) such that every object of ~(G) is isomorphic

to a sUbquotient of xn , some n > 0 •

(b) G is algebraic if and only if there exists an object

X of RePk(G) that is a tensor generator for RePk{G) •

Proof (a). If G is finite then the regular representation

of G has the required properties. Conversely if, with the

notations of the proof of (2.ll), RePk (G) = < X > , then G spec B

where B is the linear dual of the finite k-algebra AX.
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(b) If G is algebraic, then it has a finite-dimensional

faithful representation X (2.5), and one shows as in (I.3.1a) that

X $ XV is a tensor generator for RePk(G) . Conversely, if

X is a tensor generator for RePk(G) then it is a faithful

representation of G.

Proposition 2.21. Let f: G ~ G' be a homomorphism of

affine group schemes over k , and let f
00 be the correspond-

ing functor RePk(G') ~ Repk(G).

f(a) f is faithfully flat if and only if 00 is fully

faithful and every subobject of wf(X') , for X· e ob(RePk(G ' »,
is isomorphic to the image of a subobject of Xl •

(b) f is a closed ~ersion if and only if every object

of Repk{G) is isomorphic to a subquotient of an object of the

form oof(X'), X' e ob(RePk(G ' ») •

"Proof Ca). If G k G I is faithfully flat, and therefore

is an epimorphism, then RePk(G') can be identified with the

subcategory of RePk(G) of representations G ~ GL(V) factoring

through G I
• It is therefore obvious that f

00 is fully

faithful etc. Conversely, if f
00 is fully faithful, it defines

an equivalence of RePk(G') with a full subcategory ,of

Repk(G) , and the second condition shows that, for

X' e ob (RePk (G ' », < X' > is equivalent to < wf (X') > Let

G = spec Band G' = spec B' ; then (2.l5) shows that

B' lim End (00' I < X' > ) V
~

lim End {oo I < wf (X I) > ) v C lim End (00 I < X > )V =B,
~ ~
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and B' ~ B being injective implies that G + G' is faithfully

flat (Waterhouse [1,14]).

(b) Let C be the strictly full subcategory of ~(G)

whose objects are isomorphic to sUbquotients of objects of

the form wf(x.) • The functors

correspond (see (2.14,2.15» to homomorphisms of k-coalgebras

B' ~ Btl + B

where G = spec Band G' spec B' • An argument as in the

above proof shows that B" + B is injective. Moreover,

for X· e ob(~{G'» , End(wl <wf(X) » + End(w'j <X' » is

injective, and so B' + B" is surjective. If f is a closed

immersion, then B' ~ B is surjective and it follows that

Btl ~ B, and £. = RePk (G) • Conversely, if ~ = RePk (G),

then B" = Band B' ~ B is surjective.

Corollary 2.22 Assume k has characteristic zero; then G is

connected if and only if, for any representation X of G

on which G acts non-trivially, the strictly full subcategory

of RePk(G) whose objects are isomorphic to sUbquotients of

xn , n ~ 0 , is not stable under 8.

Proof: G is connected if and only if there is no non-trivial

epimorphism G + G' with G' finite. According to (2.2la),

this is equivalent to ~(G) having no non-trivial subcategory

of the type described in (2.20a).
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Proposition 2.23. Assume k has characteristic zero and that

G is connected; then G is pro-reductive if and only if

Repk(G) is semisimp1e.

Proof: As every finite-d£mensional representation G ~ GL(V)

of G factors through an algebraic quotient of G, we can

assume that G itself is an algebraic group.

Lemma 2.24. Let X be a representation of G; a subspace

y ~X is stable under G if and only if it is stable unaer

Lie(G).

Proof: Standard.

~ 2.25. Let k be the algebraic closure of k; then

RePk(~)

Proof:

is semisimple if and only if Rep (G) is semisimple.
k k

Let U(G) be the universal enveloping algebra of

Lie(G) , and let X be a finite-dimensional representation of

G . The last lemma shows that X is semisimple as a representa-

tion of G if and only if it is semisimple as a representation

of Lie(G) , or of U(G) . But X is a semisimple U{G)-module

For the

k ~ U(G)-modu1e

k 8 U(G)

is a semisimple

Since

if and only if k 8k X

(Bourbaki [1,13.4]). U{G ) , this shows that
it

if ~ _ (G_> is semisimple then so is ~ (G)
k k

converse, let X be an object of ~_(G_) • There is a
k k

finite extension k' of k and a representation X' of

Gk , over k' giving X by extension of scalars. If we regard

Xl as a vector space over k then we obtain a k-representation X

of G. By assumption, X is semisimple and, as was observed above,

this implies that k 8 k X is semisimple. Since X is a quotient

of k 0 k X, X is semisimple.
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Lemma 2.26 (Weyl). Let L be a semisimple Lie algebra over

an algebraically closed field k (of characteristic zero). Any

finite-dimensional representation of L is semisimp1e.

Proof: For an algebraic proof, see for example (Humphries [1,

6.3]). Weyl's original proof was as follows: we can assume

k = ~ ; let LO be a compact real form of Land

simply-connected real Lie group with Lie algebra

a connected

as GO is

compact, any finite-dimensional representation of it carries a

positive-definite form (see (13.6» and therefore is semisimple;

thus any finite-dimensional (real or complex) representation of

LO is semisimple, and it is then obvious that any (complex)

representation of L is semisimple.

For the remainder of the proof, we assume that k is

algebraically closed.

Lemma 2.27. If N is a normal closed subgroup of G and

p : G ~ GL(X) is semisimple, then piN is semisimple.

Proof: We can assume X is a simple G-module. Let Y be

a nonzero simple N-submodule of X. For any 9 € G(k) ,

gY is an N-module and is simple because S ~ g-ls maps

N-submodu1es of gY to N-submodu1es of Y. The sum

r gY , g e G(k) , is G-stable and nonzero, and therefore equals

X. Thus X, being a sum of simple N-submodules, is semisimple.
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We now prove the proposition. If G is reductive, then

G = Z.G' where Z is the centre of G and G' is the

derived subgroup of G. Let p: G ~ GL(X) be a finite-

dimensional representation of G. As Z is a torus, plz is

diagonalizable~ X = $ Xi as a Z-module, where any z e z acts

on X.
1

as a scalar Each X.
1

is G'-stable and, as

G' is semisimple, is a direct sum of simple G'-modules.

It is now clear that X is semisimple as a G-module.

Conversely, assume that RePk(G) is semisimple and choose

a faithful representation X of G. Let N be the unipotent

radical of G. Lemma 2.27 shows that X is semis~ple as

an N-module: where each X.
1

is a simple N-module.

As N is solvable, the Lie-Kolchin theorem shows that each

Xi has dimension one, and as N is unipotent, it has a

fixed vector in each Xi. Therefore N acts trivially on

each Xi ' and on X, and, as X is faithful, this shows that

N = {l} •

Remark 2.28. The proposition can be strengthened as follows:

assume that k has characteristic zero; then the identity

component GO of G is pro-reductive if and only if

RePk(G) is semisimple.

To prove this one has to show that RePk(G) is semisimple

if and only if RePk(GO) is semisimple. The necessity follows

from (2.27). For the sufficiency, let X be a representation

of G (where G is assumed to be algebraic) and let Y be a

G-stable subspace of X. By assumption, there is a GO-equivariant
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id. Define

q k e X ~ key, q 1 -1- r gyPgx
n 9

where n = (G(k): GO(k» and 9 runs over a set of coset

representatives for GO(k) in G(k) One checks easily that

q has the following properties:

(i) it is independent of the choice of the coset representatives;

(ii) for all a e Gal(k/k), a(q) q

(iii) for all y e k 0 Y , q(y) = q

(iv) for all g € G(k), 9 y-q = q-g X •

Thus q is defined over k, restricts to the identity map on

Y , and is G-equivariant.

Remark 2.29. When, as in the above remark, RePk(G) is

semisimple, the second condition in (2.21a) is superfluous;

thus f : G ~ G' is faithfully flat if and only if fw is fully

faithful.

Examples.

(2.30) (Graded vector spaces) Let C be the category

whose objects are families (~)ne~ of vector spaces over

k with finite-dimensional sum V = e vO There is an obvious

rigid tensor structure on C for which End(~) = k and

w : (~) r-+ e vO is a fibre functor. Thus, according to (2.11),

there is an equivalence of tensor categories ~ ~ RePk(G) for
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some G . This equivalence is easy to describe: Take G = CGm

and make (Vl) correspond to the representation of CGrn on

EDvD. for which ISm acts on Vl through the character A"--" An.

(2.31) A real Hodge structure is a finite dimensional

vector space V

V 8 ~ = ED vp,q
p,q

over lR together with a decomposition

such that vp,q and vq,p are conjugate

complex subspaces of V 8 ~. There is an obvious rigid tensor

structure on the category HodlR of real Hodge structures and

w : (V, (Vp,q}) ~ V is a fibre functor. The group corresponding

to HodlR and w is the real algebraic group S obtained from

CGm by restriction of scalars from ~ to lR : S = Res~/lR~m •

The real Hodge structure (V, (Vp,q» corresponds to the

representation of S on V such that an element A e S (lR ) ctX

acts on

vD- ED a: =

vp,q

ED
p+q=n

as A-PX-q • We can write V = ED vD. where

vp,q The functor (V, (Vp,q)} r-+ (vO) from

HodlR to the categor~ of real graded vector spaces corresponds

to the homomorphism ISm ~ S which, on real points, is tr-+ t-l

mK
~ cr .

(2.32) The preceding examples have a common generalization.

Recall that an algebraic group G is of multiplicative type if

Gx ' where k is the separable algebraic closure of k, is

diagonalizable in some faithful representation, and that the

character group of such a G is a finitely

generated abelian group on which r Gal (k/k) acts continuously.

Write M = X(G), and let k'<: k be a Galois extension of k over
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which all elements of M are defined. For any finite-dimensional

representation V of G V 0 k' = e vm where
, k meM

vm = {v e V 0k k l Igv = m(g)v , all g e G(k')}. A finite-

dimensional vector space V over k together with a decomposition

k' 0 V = $ vm arises from a representation of G if and only if

vo(m) = ovm(df ~ k'} for all m e M and a e r. Thus an
~k' ,a

object of RePk(G) can be identified with a finite-dimensional

vector space V over k together with an M-grading on V 0kk'

that is compatible with the action of the Galois group.

(2.33) (Tannakian duality) Let K be a topological group.

The category RePlR (K)' of continuous representations of K on

finite-dimensional real vector spaces is, in a natural way, a neutral

Tannakian category with the forgetful functor as fibre functor.

There is therefore a real affine algebraic group K, called the

real algebraic envelope of K, for which there exists an

equivalence RePlR (K) ~ RePlR (K) • There is also a map K ~ K(lR)

which is an isomorphism when K is compact.

In general, a real algebraic group G is said to be compact

if G(lR} is compact and the natural functor RePlR (G(lR}) ~

RePlR (G) is an equivalence. The second condition is equivalent

to each connected component of G(~) containing a real point

(or to G(lR) being Zariski dense in G} • We note for reference

that Deligne [1, 2.5] shows that a subgroup of a compact real

algebraic group is compact.

(2.34) (The true fundamental group). Recall that a vector

bundle E on a curve C is semi-stable if for every sub-bundle

E'C E , (deg E'}/(rank E I
) ~ (deg E)/(rank E). Let X be a
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complete connected reduced k-scheme, where k is assumed to

be perfect. A vector bundle E on X will be said to be semi

stable if for every nonconstant morphism f: C ~ X with C

a projective smooth connected curve, f*E is semi-stable of

degree zero. Such a bundle E is finite if there exist

polynomials g,h € m [t] , g ~ h , such that geE) ~ heEl • Let

C be the category of semi-stable vector bundles on X that are

isomorphic to a subquotient of a finite vector bundle. If X

has a k-rational point x then C is a neutral Tannakian

category over k with fibre functor w E~ Ex The group

associated with (£,w) is a pro-finite group scheme over k ,

called the true fundamental group TIl(X,x) of X, which classifies

all G-coverings of X with G a finite group scheme over k •

The maximal pro-etale quotient of TII(X,x) is the usual etale

fundamental group of X. See Nori [1].

(2.35) Let K be a field of characteristic zero, complete

with respect to a discrete valuation, whose residue field is

algebraically closed of characteristic p ~ o. The Hodge-Tate

modules for K from a neut~al Tannakian category over mp (see

Serre [2]).

§3. Fibre Functors; the general notion of a Tannakian category

Throughout this section, k denotes a field

Fibre functors

Let G be an affine group scheme over k and let

U spec R be an affine k-scheme. A G-torsor over U (for the
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f.p.q.c. topology) is an affine scheme T, faithfully flat over

S , together with a morphism T Xu G ~ T such that

(t,g) ~ (t,tg) : T Xu G ~ TxT is an isomorphism. Such a scheme

T is determined by its points functor, hT = (R' ~ T(R'» •

A non-vacuous set-valued functor h of R-algebras with

functorial pairing h(R') x G(R') ~ h(R') arises from a G-torsor

if

(3.la) For each R-algebra R' such that h(R') is non-

empty, G(R') acts simply transitively on h(R') , and

(3.lb) h is respectable by an affine scheme faithfully flat

over u. Descent theory shows that (3.lb) can be replaced by

the condition that h be a sheaf for the f.p.q.c. topology on

U (see Waterhouse [1,V]) • There is an obvious notion of a

morphism of G-torsors.

Let C be a k-1inear abelian tensor ·category; a fibre functor

on C with values in a k-algebra R is a k-1inear exact

faithful tensor func~or n: C ~ ModR that takes values in the

subcategory projR of ModR • Assume now that C is a neutral

Tannakian category over k. There then exists a fibre functor

00 with values in k and we proved in the last section that if

we let oG = Aut (00),00 defines an equivalence £ ~ RePk(G) • For

any fibre functor n with values in R, composition defines a

pairing

of functors of R-a1gebras. Proposition 1.13 shows that
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° ° °Hom (w,n) = 1som (w,n) , and therefore that Hom (w,n)

satisfies (3.1a).

Theorem 3.2. Let C be a neutral Tannakian category over k .

(a) For any fibre functor n on C with values in R,

Hom0(w,n) is representable by an affine scheme faithfully

flat over spec R ; it is therefore a G-torsor.

(b) The functor n~ Hom0(w,n) determines an equivalence

between the category of fibre functors on C with values in

R and the category of G-torsors over R.

Proof: Let X e ob(£) , and, with the notations of the proof of

(2.11), define

AxCEnd(w(X» , Ax =Q (w(Y) w(Y», YCx? ,
Y

PXLHom(w(X),X) , Px =11 (Y w(Y», YCx9 •
y

of maps respecting all

Then w(Px) = AX and

Hom (w I<X> , n I<X» (R')

Thus

Px e ob«X» . For any R-algebra R' ,

is the subspace of Hom(w(px)0k R',n(Px )3RR')

YCXn ; it therefore equals n(Px ) OR'.

Hom(wl<X>,nl<x» (R') ~ HomR_lin(n(P~),R')

Let Q be the ind-object v
(Px)x ' and let B I " V

l.m AX •
~

As we saw
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in the last section, the tensor structure on C defines an

algebra structure on B; it also defines a ring structure on

Q (i.e., a map Q ~ Q ~ Q in Ind(£» making w(Q) ~ B into an

isomorphism of k-algebras. We have

Hom (w, n) (R')

where n(Q) df lim n(p~)
~

lim Horn(wl<X>, nl<x» (R')
+

HomR_lin(n(Q), R)

Under this correspondence,

HOrnR_alg(n(Q),R') ,

and so Hom0(w,n) is represented by n(Q) • By definition

n(p~) is a projective R-module, and so n(Q) = lim n(p~) is
~

flat over R. For each X there is a surjection Px ~ ~ ,

and the exact sequence

gives rise to an exact sequence

As n(!) = R and V is flat, this shows that n (~~)n (~X/!) is

a faithfully flat R-module. Hence n (Q) is faithfully flat

R , which completes the proof that 0 is a G-torsor.over Hom (w,n)
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is an equivalence, we

construct a quasi-inverse. Let T be a G-torsor over R. For

a fixed X, define R'r-+ nT(x) (R') to be the sheaf associated with

R' f---+. Cw(X) 0 R') X T(R' )/G(R') •

Then X~ nT(X) is a fibre functor on C with values in R.

Remark 3.3

(a) Define

Axe Hom(X,X), ~X =n (Y:Y) , YC~ •

Then ~x is a ring in C such that w(~x)

Let B be the ind-object (~). Then

AX (as k-algebras).

End~ (00)

End0(n)

spec w (~)

spec nCB)

G

(b) The proof of (3.2) can be made more concrete by using

(2.11) to replace (f, w) with

Remark 3.4. The situation described in the theorem is analogous

to the following. Let X be a connected topological space and

let C be the category of locally constant sheaves of W vector

space's on X. For any x ex, there is a fibre functor

Wx : £ ~ vecw' and Wx defines an equivalence of categories
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of paths from x to

Let ITx,y

y i then
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be the set of homotopy classes

IT ~ Isom(wx'w ) , andx,y -- y

IT is a nl(X,x)-torsor.x,y

Question 3.5. Let C be a rigid abelian tensor category

whose objects are of finite length and which is such that

End(!)=k and a is exact. (Thus C lacks only a fibre

functor with values in k to be a neutral Tannakian category).

As in (3.3) one can define

~xc.Hom (X,X), ~X =n(y:y), YC~

and hence obtain a bialgebra B = "lim" ~ in Ind(f.> which

can be thought of as defining an affine group scheme G in Ind(£).

Is it true that for XC-X' I AX' ~ AX is an epimorphism?

in there is a morphism
p

whichFor any X C , X ~ X ~ B ,

can be regarded as a representation of G . Define xG , the

subobject fixed by G I to be the largest subobject of X such

that xG
-+ X 0 BX

factors through xG ~ Ie:...... X ~ Bx . Is it

true that Hom <,!.I X) 0 k ! -+ xG is an isomorphism?

If for all X there exists an N such that ANx = 0 ,

is C Tannakian in the sense of Definition 3.7 below? (See note

at the end of the article.)

The general notion of a Tannakian category

In this subsection, we need to use some terminology from

non-abelian 2-cohomology, for which we refer the reader to the
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of affine schemes over S = spec k and PROJ is the stack over

AffS such that PROJU = ProjR for R = r(u,Ou) • For any gerb

Gover Affk (for the f.p.q.c. topology) we let RePk(Q) denote

the category of cartesian functors ~ ~ PROJ. Thus an object

~ of RePk(G) determines (and is determined by) functors

~R : ~R ~ ProjR' one for each k-algebra R, and functorial

isomorphisms ~R' (g*Q) ~ ~R{Q) ~R R' defined whenever

g : R ~ R' is a homomorphism of k-algebras and Q e ob{~R) .

There is an obvious rigid tensor structure on RePk{G) , and

End(!) k.

Example 3.6. Let G be an affine group scheme over k, and

let TORS (G) be the gerb over Affs such that TORS{G)U is

the category of G-torsors over U. Let Gr be G regarded as

a right G-torsor, and let ~ be an object of RePk{TORS{G» •

The isomorphism G ~ Aut{Gr ) defines a representation of G on

the vector space ~k{Gr) , and it is not difficult to show that

~~ ~k(Gr) extends to an equivalence of categories

RePk{TORS{G» + RePk{G) •

Let C be a rigid abelian tensor category with End{!) = k .

For any k-algebra R, the fibre functors on C with values in

R form a category FIB(£)R' and the collection of these categories

forms in a natural way a fibred category FIB{£) over Affk .

Descent theory for projective modules shows that FIB{£) is a

stack, and ll.13) shows that its fibres are groupoids. There is a
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canonical k-linear tensor functor £ + RePk(FIB(C» associating

to X € ob(~) the family of functors wf~ w(X) : FIB(£)R + ProjR •

Definition 3.7. A Tannakian category over k is a rigid abelian

tensor category C with End(!) = k such that FIB(~) is an

affine gerb and £ + RePk(FIB(~» is an equivalence of categories.

Example 3.8. Let C be a neutral Tannakian category over k.

Theorem 3.2 shows that the choice of a fibre functor w with

values in k determines an equivalence of fibred categories

~
FIB(~) ~ TORS (G) where G represents Aut (w) • Thus FIB(£)

is an affine gerb and the commutative diagram of functors

C + RePk(FIB(~»

-~w ~-

shows that C is a Tannakian category. Thus a Tannakian category

in the sense of (3.7) is a neutral Tannakian category in the sense

of (2.19) if an only if it has a fibre functor with values in k.

Remark 3.9. The condition in (3.7) that FIB(£) is a gerb means

that C has a fibre functor w with values in some field k'J k

and that any two fibre functors are locally isomorphic for the

f.p.q.c. topology. The condition that the gerb FIB(£) be affine

means that Aut0(w) is representable by an affine group scheme

over k' .



an A-module in veck , , where

that is of finite dimension over

15

Remark 3.10. A Tannakian category Cover k is said to be

algebraic if FIB(£) is an algebraic gerb. There then exists a

finite field extension k' of k and a fibre functor w with

values in k' (App., Proposition), and the algebraicity of C

means that G = ~0(w) is an algebraic group over k' • As in

the neutral case (2.20), a Tannakian category is algebraic if and

only if it has a tensor generator. Consequently, any Tannakian

category is a filtered union of algebraic Tannakian categories.

Tannakian categories neutralized by a finite extension

Let C be a k-linear category, and let A be a commutative

k-algebra. An A-module in C is a pair (X, ax) with X an

object of C and aX a homomorphism A + End(X) • For example,

k'~ k , is simply an A 0 kk'-module

k' . With an obvious notion of

morphism, the A-modules in C form an A-linear category £(A) •

If £ is abelian so also is f(A) , and if C has a tensor

structure and its objects have finite length then we define

(X, ax) 0 (Y,ay ) to be the A-module in C with object the largest

quotient of X 0 Y to which ax(a) 0 id and id 0 ay(a) agree

for all a eA.

Now let C be a Tannakian category over k, and let k'

be a finite field extension of k. As the tensor operation on

C commutes with direct limits (1.16), it extends to Ind(£) ,

which is therefore an abelian tensor category. The functor

£ + Ind(f) defines an equivalence between C and the strictly

full subcategory Ce of Ind(£) of essentially constant ind-
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objects. In Ce it is possible to define external tensor

products with objects of veck (cf. the proof of (2.11» and

hence a functor

X I-+- i (X) (k' ~k X, a' ~ a' ~ id) e e
£ -+£(k')

This functor is left adjoint to

(X,a) f--+ j (X,a) x

and has the property that k' 0k Hom(X,Y) ~ Hom(i(X), iCY»~ •

Let w be a fibre functor on £e (or £) with values in k' .

eFor any (X,a) e ob(£(k'» (w(X), weal) is a k'-module in

veck , , i.e., it is a k' ~k k'-module. If we define

w' (X, a)

Then

(3.10.1)

commutes up to a canonical isomorphism.
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Proposition 3.11. Let C be a Tannakian category over k and

let W be a fibre functor on C with values in a finite field

extension k ' of

( 3 . lO • l) ; then

.£(k') -+ RePk I (G)

exact.

k ; extend Wi to ~(k') using the formula

Wi defines an equivalence of tensor categories

~where G = Aud (w) In particular, Wi is

Proof: One has simply to compose the following functors:

arising from the equivalence C -+ RePk(~) (~

definition (3.7);

FIB(~» in the

where ~k' denotes the restriction of G to Af~k' (the functor

sends (~,a) € ob(RePk(~) (k
'

» to ~' where, for any k'-algebra

Rand Q € ~R ' ~R(Q) = R ~k'0R~R(Q»

RePk' (§/k ' ) -+ RePk' (TORS (G) )

arising from TORS (G) -+ Q/k '

RePk I (TORS (G» -+ RePk' (G) (see 3.6).
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Remark 3.12. Let C RePk(G) and let k' be a finite extension

of k. Then £(k') Repk , (G) and i:C-+-£(k') is X'----+-k'~kX.

Let w be the fibre functor X~ k' ~k X : RePk(G) -+- veck , .

Then Gk , = Aut0(w) and the equivalence £(k') + Repk , (Gk ,) defined

in the proposition is

Repk , (G) -+- RePk' (Gk ,) •

Descent of Tannakian categories

Let k'/k be a finite Galois extension with Galois group r,

and let C' be a Tannakian category over k' • A descent datum

on C' relative to k'/k is

y ,

a family (By)yer of equivalences of tensor

C' -+- C' , By being semi-linear relative to

(3.13a)

categories B
y

together with

(3.13b) a family (~Y"Y) of isomorphisms of tensor functors

~Y',y : By'y ~ By,oB y such that

By"Y'y(X)
~y" ,y'y(X) >

lly" y' , y (X)

~y"Y' (By (X»
:>

commutes for all X e ob(£) .

A Tannakian category Cover k gives rise to a Tannakian

category C' = £(k') over k' together with a descent datum
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for which

category

-1By(X,aX) = (X,aXoy ) • Conversely, a Tannakian

C' over k' together with a descent datum relative

to k'/k gives rise to a Tannakian category Cover k whose

objects are pairs (X, (a» , where X e ob(C') and
y -

(ay : X + By(X»yer is such that (~y',y)xOay'y = By' (ay)oay ,

and whose morphisms are morphisms in C' commuting with the a y

These two operations are quasi-inverse, so that to give a Tannakian

category over k (up to a tensor equivalence, unique up to a

unique isomorphism) is the same as to give a Tannakian category over

k' together with a descent datum relative to k'/k (Saavedra

[1, ~ 1.2]). On combining this statement with (3.11) we see that

to give a Tannakian category over k together with a fibre functor

with values in k' is the same as to give an affine group scheme

Gover k' together with a descent datum on the Tannakian category

Repk , (G) •

Questions

(3.14) Let G be an affine gerb over k. There is a

morphism of gerbs

(3.14.1)

which, to an object Q of Gover S = spec R , associates the

fibre functor F ~ F(Q) with values in R. Is (3.14.1) an

equivalence of gerbs? If G is algebraic, or if the band of G

is defined by an affine group scheme over k, then it is (Saavedra
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[1, D[ 3.2.5]) but the general question is open. A positive

answer would provide the following classification of Tannakian

categories: The maps £ ~ FIB(£) and ~~ RePk(g) determine

a one-to-one correspondence between the set of tensor equivalence

classes of Tannakian categories over k and the set of equivalence

classes of affine gerbs over k; the affine gerbs bound by a given

band B are classified by H2 (S,B) , and H2 (S,B) is a pseudo

torsor over H2 (S,Z) where Z is the centre of B •

(3.15) In [1, ~ 3.2.1] Saavedra defines a Tannakian category

over k to be a k-linear rigid abelian tensor category C for

which there exists a fibre functor with values in a field k':)k.

He then claims to prove (ibid. 3.2.3.1) that C satisfies the

conditions we have used to define a Tannakian category. This is

false. For example, veck , for k' a field containing k is a

Tannakian category over k according to his definition but the

fibre functors V~ crV Qf V 0k',crk' for cr e Aut(k'/k) are not

locally isomorphic for the f.p.q.c. topology on spec k' • There

is an error in the proof (ibid. p. 197, 1.7) where it is asserted

that "par d~finition" the objects of Gs are locally isomorphic.

The question remains of whether Saavedra's conditions plus

the condition that End(!) = k imply our conditions. As we noted

in (3.8), when there is a fibre functor with values in k they

do, but the general question is open. The essential point is

the following: Let C be a rigid abelian tensor category with

End(!) = k and let w be a fibre functor with values in a finite

field extension k' of k is the functor w'
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x~ k' 0 k , 0k ' w (X)

exact? (See Saavedra [1, p. 195]; the proof there that w' is

faithful is valid.) The answer is yes if C = RePk(G) , G an

affine group scheme over k , but we know of no proof simpler

than to say that w' is defined by a G-torsor on k' , and

£(k') = Repk , (G) • (See note at end.)

§4. Polarizations

Throughout this section C will be an algebraic Tannakian

category over lR and C' will be its extension to ~: C' = f(~) •

Tannakian categories over lR

According to (3.13) and the paragraph following it, to

give C is the same as to give the following data:

(4.la) A Tannakian category C' over ~;

(4.lb) A semi-linear tensor functor X~ X : C' ~ £' ;

(4.lc) A functorial tensor isomorphism ~X: X + X such

that -
~X = llX •

An object of C can be identified with an object X of C' together

wi th a descent datum (an isomorphism a : X ;. X s' :h- that

aoa = ~X) • Note that C' is automatically neutral (3.10).

Example 4.2. Let G be an affine group scheme over ~ and let

a : G -.. G be a semi-linear isomorphism (meaning f t---.. aof :

r(G,oG) -.. r(G,oG) is a semi-linear isomorphism). Assume there is
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given c e G(~) such that

2a ad (c) , 0 ( c) = c (4.2.1) •

From (G,o,c) we can construct data as in (4.1):

(a) define C' to be Rep~(G) ;

(b) for any vector space V over ~ there is an (essentially)

unique vector space V and semi-linear isomorphism v~ v : V ~ V;

if V is a G-representation, we define a representation of G on

V by the rule gv = o(g)v ;

(c) define ~v to be the map cv ~ v v + v.
Let m € G(~) • Then a' = ooad(m) and c' = o(m)cm again

satisfy (4.2.1). The element m defines an isomorphism of the

functor V1--+ V (reI. to (a, c) ) with the functor V t--+- V (reI. to

(o' , c ' ) ) by mv 1-+ v : V (reI. to ( 0 , c» -+ V (reI. to (0' , c ' » .

This isomorphism carries ~V (reI. to (o,c» to ~V (reI. to

(a',e'» , and hence defines an equivalence C (reI. to (a,c»

with C (reI. to (a',c'».

Proposition 4.3. Let C be an algebraic Tannakian category over

lR , and let C' = £(~) • Choose a fibre functor w on C' with

values in ~ and let G = Aut0(w) •

(a) There exists a pair (a,c) satisfying (4.2.1) and such

that under the equivalence C' ; Rep~ (G) defined by w , XI-+- X

corresponds to Vr--+ V and W (llX) = ~w(X) .
(b) The pair (a, c) in (a) is uniquely determined up

to replacement by a pair (a',c') with a' = ooad(m) and

c' = a(m)cm , some m e G(~) •



Proof: (a) Let w be the fibre functor xr-+ w(X) ahd let

o -T = Hom (w,w) • According to (3.2), T is a G-torsor, and

the Nullstellensatz shows that it is trivial. The choice of

a trivialization provides us with a functorial isomorphism

w(x) ~ w(X) and therefore with a semi-linear functorial

isomorphism AX: w(X) ~ w(X) . Define a by the condition

-1
that a(g)x AxogxoAx for all g € G(~) , and let c be

-1such that c x = w(~x) OAXOAX .

(b) The choice of a different trivialization of T replaces

AX with Axomx for some m € G{~) , and a with aosg(m) and

c with a(m) em .

Sesquilinear forms

Let 1 (with e : 1 0 1 ~!) be an identity object for

C' • Then I (with e) is again an identity object, and the

unique isomorphism of identity objects a: 1 ~ I is a descent

datum. It will be used to identify 1 and I.
A sesquilinear form on an object X of C' is a morphism

On applying - , we obtain a morphism X 0 X ~ I , which can be

identified with a morphism
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There are associated with ~ two morphisms ~-,-~

determined by

ep - (x) (y) ~ (x 0 y)

~(y 0 x)

(4.3.1)

The form ~ is said to be non-degenerate if ep- (equivalently

-ep) is an isomorphism. The parity of a non-degenerate

sesquilinear form <p is the unique morphism €<p: X ~ X such

that

Note that

<P(x,y) (4.3.2)

~ (x,y) • (4.3.3)

The transpose u~ of u e End(X) relative to <p is determined

by

(4.3.4)

There are the formulas

(uv)~ (4.3.5)



and u ~ u~ is a semi-linear bijection End(X) ~ End(X) .

If ~ is a non-degenerate sequilinear form on X, then

any other non-degenerate sequilinear form can be written

~o(a0id) , ~a(x,y) ~(ax,y) (4.3.6)

for a uniquely determined automorphism a of X. There are

the formulas

-1 ~(aua ) , E~
a

(4.3.7)

When is in the centre of End(X) , ~a has the same parity as

~ if and only if a~ = a •

Remark 4.4. There is also the notion of a bilinear form on an

object X of a tensor category: It is a morphism X 0 X ~ 1 .

Most of the notions associated with bilinear forms on vector

spaces make sense in the context of Tannakian categories; see

Saavedra [1, V 2.1].

Weil forms

A non-degenerate sesquilinear form ~ on X is a Weil

form if its parity E~ is in the centre of End(X) and if for

all nonzero u e End(X) , Trx(uU~»O •
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Proposition 4.5. Let ~ be a Weil form on X.

(a) The map u~ u~ is an involution on End(X) inducing

complex conjugation on ~ = ~.idx ' and (u,v) ~ Tr(uv$) is

a positive definite Hermitian form on End(X) •

(b) End(X) is a semisimple ~-algebra.

(c) Any commutative sub-lR-algebra A of End(X) composed

of symmetric elements (i.e., such that u~=u) is a product of

copies of IR •

Proof. (a) is obvious.

(b) Let I be a nilpotent ideal in End(X) ; we have to

show that I 0 Suppose on the contrary that there is a

u ~ 0 in I . Then v df u u~ € I and is nonzero because

Tr(v) >0 v = vet> have Tr(v2 )>0 4. As , we , Tr(v»O, ••• ,

contradicting the nilpotence of I.

(c) The argument used in (b) shows that A is semisimple

and is therefore a product of fields. If ~ occurs as a factor

of A, then Trxl~ is a multiple of the identity map, and

Tr(u2 ) = Tr(uu~»O is impossible.

Two Weil forms, $ on X and W on Y, are said to be

compatible if the sesquilinear form ~$~ on X$Y is a Weil

form. Note that if Hom(X,Y)=O=Hom(Y,X) , then ~ and ~ are

automatically compatible.

Proposition 4.6. Let $ be a Wei! form on X

a ~ et> df et>oa~l induces a bijection betweena

then
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a, a is a square in lR [a]e End (X) }

and the set of Weil forms on X that have the same parity as

<P and are compatible with <p.

Proof: We saw in (4.3.6) that any non-degenerate sesquilinear

form on X is of the form <P a for a unique automorphism a

of X . Moreover, <P a has the same parity as <P if and only

if a = a<p. Assume a=a<P then u¢a = au<P a-I and so <P a is a Weil

form if and only if Tr(uau<Po.- I )>0 for all u ~ 0 . Let

(0 0) € End(X ~ X) then v<P~<Pa = (0 ucPa
and Tr (v<P~<Pav)v = u 0 ; 0 o ) X~X

Tr(u<Pau) . Therefore if <P a is compatible with <P , then

Trx(u<Pau)>0 for all u ~ 0 . One checks easily that the converse

statement also holds.

Now assume a to be symmetric and equal to S2 with

S € lR[a]. Then Tr(uaucPa- l ) Tr«uS)Su<pa - l ) = Tr(SucPa-l(uS»=

Tr«s-luS) <P S- I uS ) > 0 for u ~ 0 , and Tr(u<Pau) = Tr«Su)<P Su)>0

for u ~ 0 . Hence <P a is a Weil form and is compatible with

<P . Conversely, if <P a has the same parity as <P and is

compatible with it, then a is symmetric and Trx(u2a)>0 for

all u ~ 0 in lR [a] ; this last statement implies that a is

a square in lR [a] •

Corollary 4.7. Let <P and <P' be compatible Weil forms on X

with the same parity, and let ~ be a Weil form on Y. If

cP is compatible with ~, then so also is <P' . In particular,
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compatibility is an equivalence relation for Weil forms on X

having a given parity.

Proof: This follows easily from writing $' = $a •

Example 4.8. Let X be a simple object in C' , so that

End(X) = a: , and let £ € End(X} . If X is isomorphic to
V
X , then (4.3.6) shows that the sesquilinear forms on X form

a complex line; (4.3.7) shows that if there is a nonzero such

form with parity £, then the set of sesquilinear forms on X

with parity £ is a real line; (4.6) shows that if there is

a Weil form with parity £, then the set of such forms falls

into two compatibility classes, each parametrized by lR>O.

Remark 4.9. Let Xo be an object in C and let ~o be a non

degenerate bilinear form ~o: Xo ~ Xo ~ 1 The parity of ~o

is defined by the equation $o(x,y) ~o(y,£x} The form ~o

is said to be a Weil form on Xo if £ is in the centre of

End(Xo ) and if for all nonzero u € End(Xo ) , Tr(uu~O»O. Two

Wei! forms $0 and ~o are said to be compatible if ~o$~o is

also a Weil form.

Let Xo correspond to the pair (X,a) with X e ob(f') •

Then $0 defines a bilinear form $ on X, and

1" df (X~ -X 13a-l X ~ X ! !)~ ~ ~ ~ is a non-degenerate sesquilinear

form on X. If ~o is a Weil form, then 'IJ is a Weil form on

X which is compatible with its conjugate ~, and every such

~ arises from a ~o; moreover £('IJ) = £(~o) •
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Polarizations.

Let Z be the centre of the band associated with C

(see the appendix). Thus Z is a commutative algebraic group

over lR such that Z(~) is the centre of Aut~(w) for any

fibre functor on C' with values in ~. Moreover, Z represents

Aut0(id ) •
- C

Let E€Z(IR)

an equivalence class (for the relation of compatibility) of Weil

forms on X with parity E; we say that TI is a (homogeneous)

polarization on C if

(4.10a) for all X, ~ € TI(X) whenever ~ e n(X) , and

(4.10b) for all X and Y, ~ $ $ e n(X ~ Y) and

~ 8 $ € n(X@Y) whenever ~ e ~(X) and ~ e n(Y) •

We call € the parity of n and say that ~ is positive

for n if ~ e n(X) • Thus the conditions require that i, ~ $ W,

and ~ @ $ be positive for TI whenever ~ and $ are.

Proposition 4.11. Let TI be a polarization on c.

(a)

(b)

The categories C and

If ~ € n(X) and YC X

C' are semisimple.
1

then X = Y $ Y and the

restriction ~Y of ~ to Y is in TI(Y) •

Proof. (a) Let X be an object of C' let Y be a nonzero

simple subobject of X and let u : yc. X denote the inclusion

map. Choose <I> e n(Y) and 1J1 e n (X) . Consider v = (0 u) :0 0

and let u' be such that v lJ1$<I> o 0X $ Y -+- X ~ Y : X -+- Y (u'O)
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Then Try(u'u) = TrY$x(V~e~v»o , and so u'u is an auto

-1morphism w of Y. The map p = w out projects X onto

Y , which shows that Y is a direct summand of X, and X

·is semisimp1e.

The same argument, using the bilinear forms (4.9) shows

that ~ is semisimp1e.

Therefore Tr (p<l>p) = 0 and so p I and
~

<I> = <Py $ <l>y.1. •X = Y $ y and Let <1>1 e 1T (Y)

Then 4>1 $ 4>2 is compatible with $ , and this

1 l
is largest subobjectYrlY , where Y the

_1
<I> is zero on Y ~ Y , and let p : X -+- X

Y' (by which we mean that p(X)C Y' and

<I> is zero on Y' ~ Y' , o = <l>o(p~p) = <l>o(id~p<Pp),

(b) Let y'

of X such that

project X onto

ply' = id). As

and so p~p 0

Y', are zero. Thus
1.

and 4>2 e 1T(Y )

implies that 4>1 is compatible with 4>y.

Remark 4.12. Suppose C is defined by a triple (G,cr,c) , as in

(4.1), so that £' = Rep~(G) • A sesqui1inear form 4>: X ~ X -+- 1

defines a sesquilinear form $' on X in the usual, vector space,

sense by the formula

<1>' (x,y) $ (x ~ Y) I X, Y e X (4.12.1) •

The conditions that $ be a G-morphism and have a parity

€ e Z(lR) become respectively

<1>' (x,Y)

<P' (y, x)

<P' (gx, a-1 ( g) y) I g e G(ct) ,

$' (x, EC-ly )

(4.12.2)

(4.12.3) •
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When G acts trivially on X, then (4.12.3) becomes

CP' (y,x) CP' (x,y) ,

and so CP' is a Hermitian form in the usual sense on X. If

X is one-dimensional and ~ e n(X) , then ~' is positive-

definite (for otherwise ~ 0 ~ ~ n(X» • Now (4.1lb) shows that

the same is true for any X, and (4.6) shows that

{~' I~ e n(X)} is the complete set of positive-definite Hermitian

forms on X (when G acts trivially on X) • In particular,

vec lR has a unique polarization.

Remark 4.13. A polarization n on C with parity E defines,

for each simple object X of C' , an orientation of the real

line of sesquilinear forms on X with parity E (see 4.8), and

n is obviously determined by this family of orientations. Choose

a fibre functor w for C' , and choose for each simple object

If X is isotypic of type Xi ' so that w(X)

oAut (w) acts trivially on W, then

W 0 w (Xi) where

{w (~) , I~ e n (X) }

If X $ xCi) where the xCi) are the isotypic components of X,
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tMn

Remark 4.14. Let E e Z(lR) and, for each Xo e ob(£} , let

~(Xo) be an equivalence class of bilinear Weil forms on Xo

with parity E (see (4.9)) • One says that n is a homogeneous

polarization on C if ~o e Wo e n(X • Y)

whenever ~o e n(X} and ~o e n(Y) • As

and ~o ~ ~o e n(X~Y)

{xl (X,a) e ob(£)}

generates £' , the relation between bilinear and sesqui1inear

forms noted in (4.9) establishes a one-to-one correspondence

between polarizations in this bilinear sense and in the sesquilinear

sense of (4.10).

In the situation of (4.l2), a bilinear form $0 on Xo defines

a sesquilinear form ~' on X ~ 0 Xo (in the usual vector

space sense) by the formula

Description of polarizations

Let C be defined by a triple (G,a,c) satisfying (4.2.1),

and let K be a maximal compact subgroup of G(~) • As all

maximal compact subgroups of G(~) are conjugate (Hochschild

[1, xv. 3.1]), there exists m e G(~) such that a-l(K) = m K m-1 .

Therefore, after replacing a by aoad(m) , we can assume that
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O(K) = K. Subject to this constraint, (o,c) is determined

up to modification by an element m in the normalizer of K.

Assume that C is polarizable. Then (4.lla) and (2.28)

show that GO is reductive, and it follows that K is a compact

real form G , i.e., K has the structure of a compact real

algebraic group in the sense of (2.33) and K(C = G (see Springer

[1, 5.6]). Let OK be the semi-linear automorphism of G such

that, for 9 e G(~), 0K(g) is the conjugate of 9 relative to

the real structure on G defined by K i note that oK determines

K . The normalizer of K is K. Z (It) , and so c e K. Z (It) .
Fix a polarization 1T on C with parity E . If X is an

irreducible representation of G and lIJ is a positive-definite

K-invariant Hermitian form on X , then for any cf> e 1f(X) ,

(~(x 0 y df)~, (x,y) $(x,By)

for some B e Aut(X). Equations (4.12.2) and (4.12.3) can be

re-written as

°(g) X B , g e K ( IR)

-1
B EX c.x

(4.14.1)

(4.14.2)

where B* is the adjoint of B relative to lIJ: lIJ(Bx,y) = $(x,S*y).

As K(lR) is Zariski dense in K(It) , X is also irreducible as a

representation of K(lR), and so the set c(X,lT) of such B's

is parametrized by lR>O. An arbitrary finite-dimensional

representation X of G can be written
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where the sum is over the non-isomorphic irreducible represen-

tations X.
~

~!
~

of G, and G acts trivially on each Wi ; let

respectively be K-invariant positive-definite

Hermitian forms on Xi and Wi ' and let ~ = e ~l 0 Wi ; then for

any ~ € ~(X) ~'(x,y) $(x,8y) where B = $ 81 0 6i with

Bi € c(xi,n) and 81 is positive-definite and Hermitian relative

to $1. We let c{X,~) denote the set of 6 as ~ runs through

~(X) • The condition (4.l0b) that ~(Xl) 8 n(X2)~~(X1 0 X2)

becomes c(Xl,n) ~ c(X2,~)c:c(Xl 0 X2'~) •

Lemma 4.15. There exists a b € K with the following properties:

(a) bx € c(X,~) for all irreducible X;

-2a ,
It

(b) 0 = 0Koad b , where oK denotes complex conjugation on

G relative to K;

(c) €-lC ob.b b 2

Proof: Let a = €C-l € G(~) • When X is irreducible, (4.14.1)

applied twice shows that 82gx 02(g)62x = cgc-1 82x for 8 e c(X,n),

g e K , and x € X; therefore (c-1 a2)gx = g(c-1 82)x , and so

c-1 82 acts as a scalar on X. Hence aa 2 = € c-1 a2 also acts

as a scalar. Moreover, a2a = 6a* (by 4.14.2) and so

Trx (aa2) = Trx (B
2a»o we conclude that ax62 e lR>O

follows that there is a unique 6 e c(X,n) such that aX

6gx = o(g)xB (g e K), and 6* = 6-1 (so B is unitary).

For an arbitrary X we write X = $ Wi 0 Xi as before, and

set 6 = e id 0 6i ' where 8i is the canonical element of
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We still have

and a € c(X,TI). Moreover, these conditions characterize B if

a' € c(X,~) has the same properties, then a' = L Yi 0 Bi (this

expresses that B'gx = o(g)xa ', 9 e K) with Y~ 1 (as B,2 = a-i)
and Yi positive-definite and Hermitian; hence Yi =1 ·

The conditions are compatible with tensor products, and so the

canonical B are compatible with tensor products: they therefore define

an element b € G (ct) . As b is unitary on all irreducible represen-

tations, it lies in K The equations 2 -1 show that. B = aX

b 2 = a-I -1 Finally, agx = o(g)xB implies that °(g) = ad beg)E c .
for all g € K ; therefore ooad b-l fixes K and, as it has order

2, it must equal oK .

Theorem 4.16. Let C be an algebraic Tannakian category over lR

and let G = Aut0(w) where 00 is a fibre functor on C with values

in ~; let TI be a polarization on C with parity E. For any

compact real-form K of G, the pair (oK,E) satisfies (4.2.1),

and the equivalence £' + RePct(G) defined by w carries the descent

datum on C' defined by ~ into that on RePct(G) defined by

(oK,E) 00 (X) = w(X), oo(~x) ~ ~w(X) • For any simple X in C'

{w(CP) , Icp € ~(X)} is the set of K-invariant positive-definite

Hermitian forms on w(X}.

Proof: Let (£,00) correspond to a triple (G,Ol'cl ) (see (4.3a»,

and let b € K be the element constructed in the lemma. Then

01 = aKoad band c = E.ab.b = ob.E.b. Therefore (oK,E) has the

same property as (ol'cl ) (see (4.3b», which proves the first

assertion. The second assertion follows from the fact that

b € c(oo(X},~) for any simple X.
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Classification of polarized Tannakian categories

Theorem 4.17 (a) The category C is polarizable if and only if

its band is defined by a compact real algebraic group K.

(b) Let K be a compact real algebraic group, and let

E e Z(lR) where Z is the centre of K; there exists a Tannakian

category Cover lR whose gerb is bound by the band B{K) of K

and a polarization n on C with parity E.

(c) Let (£l,nl) and (£2,n2) be polarized algebraic Tannakian

categories over lR, and let B ~ Bl and B ~ B2 be the identific

ations of the bands of £1 and £2 with a given band B. If

E(nl ) = E(n2 ) in Z(B) OR) then there is a tensor equivalence

£1 ~ £2 respecting the polarizations and the actions of B (i.e.,

such that FIB (£2) ~ FIB(£l) is a B-equivalence), and this equi

valence is unique up to isomorphism.

Proof: We have already seen that if C is polarizable, then C'

is semisimple, and so, for any fibre functor w with values in ~,

(the identity component of) G = Aut8 (w) is reductive, and hence has

a compact real form K. This proves half of (a). Part (b) is proved

in the first lemma below, and the sufficiency in (a) follows from

(b) and the second lemma below. Part (c) is essentially proved by

(4.16) •

Lemma 4.18. Let K be a compact real algebraic group and let

G = K~ ; let a(g) a' (g) where a' is a Cartan involution for K,

and let E e ZOR) where Z is the centre of K. Then (a,E)

satisfies (4.2.l) and the Tannakian category C defined by (G,a,E)

has a polarization with parity E.
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fixes all elements of K, (4.2.1)

is obvious. There exists a polarization n on C such that,

for all simple X, {$' I ~ e n(X)} is the set of positive-definite

K-invariant Hermitian forms on X. (In the notation of (4.15),

b=l.) This polarization has parity €.

Let C correspond to (£', X~ X,~); for any z e ZQR) , where

Z is the centre of the band B of £, (~', X~ X, ~oz) defines

a new Tannakian category Zc over R .

Lemma 4.19. Every Tannakian category over E whose gerb is bound

by B is of the form Zc for some z e Z (:R) there is a tensor

(0,c1 ) respectively.

ide ' and so

equivalence ze ~ z'c respecting the action of B if and only if

z ' z-1 e Z (E) 2 •

Proof: Let w be a fibre functor on £ ' and let (£,w) correspond

to (G,a,c) we can assume that a second category £1 corresponds

to (G,01'c1 ) . Let Y and Yl be the functors vl-+-v defined

by (o,c) and (ol'cl ) respectively. Then -1 defines aYI 0 Y

tensor automorphism of w, and so corresponds to an element

m e G(~} • We have a = 0load(m) , and so we can modify (01'c1 )

in order to get 01 = a. Let ~ and ~1 be the functorial

isomorphisms V ~ V defined by (o,c) and

-1Then ~l o~ defines a tensor automorphism of

-1 -1
~ 1 0 1.l = z , Z € Z (E) • We have ~l = lJOZ •

The second part of the lemma is obvious.
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Remark 4.20. Some of the above results can be given a more

cohomological interpretation. Let B be the band defined by a

compact real group K, and let Z be the centre of B ; let

C be a Tannakian category, whose gerb is B.

(a) As Z is a subgroup of a compact real algebraic group,

it is also compact (see (2.33) ). It is easy to compute its

cohomology; one finds that

2 Z (R) df ker ( 2 : Z (:R) + Z~»

z OR) /Z CR) 2

(b) The general theory shows that there is an isomorphism

HlOR,Z) + AutB(f) , which can be described explicitly as the map

associating to z € ZQR)2 the automorphism Wz

{

(X, ax) ~ (X, aX zX)

ff-+- f.

(c) The Tannakian categories bound by B, up to B-equivalence,

are classified by H2 (R,B) , and H2 OR,B) if nonempty is an

H2 eE, Z) -torsor; the action of H2 OR, Z) = Z (:R) /Z (E) 2 on the categories

is made explicit in (4.19).

Cd) Let Pol(£) denote the set of polarizations on C. For

n € PolCf) and z € ZQR) we define zn to be the polarization such

that
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~(x,y) e ZTI(X) ~ ~(x,zy) e TI(X)

it has parity E(Z~)
2Z E(TI) • The pairing

(z,n) 1+ zn Z OR) x Pol (£) + Pol (£)

makes Pol(£) into a Z(:R)-torsor.

(e) Let ~ e Pol (£) and let E ~ E (n) ; then C

polarization with parity E' e ZOR) if and only if

some z e Z (:R) •

has a

E' = EZ
2 for

Remark 4.21. In Saavedra [1, V. 1] there is a table of Tannakian

categories whose bands are simple, from which it is possible to

read off those that are polarizable (loc. cit. V. 2.8.3).

Neutral polarized categories

The above results can be made more explicit when C has a fibre

functor with values in ~ .

Let G be an algebr~ic group over R, and let C e G(~) • A

G-invariant sesquilinear form ~: V x V + ~ on V e ob(Rep~(G» is

said to be a C-polarization if

C df
~ (x,y) == ~(x,Cy)
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is a positive-definite Hermitian form on V. If every object

of Rep~(G} has a C-po1arization then C is called a Hodge

element.

Proposition 4.22. Assume that GQR) contains a Hodge element c.

There is then a polarization 7TC on ~(G) for which the

positive forms are exactly the C-polarizations; the parity of

7TC is C2 fo·r any g e G(:R) and z € Z~) , where Z is the

centre of G, C' = zgCg-1 is also a Hodge element and

nc ' = Z7TC ; every polarization on

for some Hodge element C' •

~(G) is of the form

Proof: Let ~ be a C-polarization on V e ob(~(G» then

w(x, y)

1lJ(Cx,Cy)

has parity

2
~(gy,C gx)

c2 e Z (:R) •

if

W(Cx,Cy) because ~ is G-invariant, and

~c(Cx,y) = ~C(y,cx) = ~(y,C2x) This shows that ~

C2 • For any V ~(y,c2x) = ~(x,y) = ~(gx,gy)

= w(y,g-l C2gx), 9 e GQR), x , y e V ; this shows that
C

For any u e End(V) , u W uW and so Tr(uu~) > 0

u ~ o. This shows that ~ is a Weil form with parity c 2 •

The first assertion of the proposition is now easy to check. The

third assertion is straightforward to prove, and the fourth follows

from it and (4.19).

Proposition 4.23. The following conditions on G are equivalent:

(a) there is a Hodge element in GQR) ;

(b) the category ~(G) is polarizable;

(c) G is an inner form of a compact real algebraic group K.
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Proof: (a) ~ (b). This follows from (4.22).

(b) ~ (c) To say that G is an inner form of K is the same

as to say that G and K define the same band; this implication

therefore follows from (4.17a).

(c) ~ (a) • Let Z be the centre of K (and therefore also

of G) and let Kad = K/Z. The assumption says that the

isomorphism class of G is in the image of

According to Serre [1, In, Thm 6], the canonical map

(Kad(]R) )
2

is an isomorphism. From the cohomology sequence

K OR) -+- Kad (:R) -+- HI CR, Z) -+- HI CR, K) /

II II
2Z OR) c..,. 2K eE)

we see that K(E) ~> Kad
(:R) , and so G is the inner form of

K defined by an element C' e K(E) whose square is in Z (E) .
Let be isomorphism Ka= -+- Go: such that yoadC' - andy an = y ,

let C = y(e') ; then C = Y(C') = y (C') c and y-Ioad(C) = y-l

This shows that C € G(E) and that K is the form of G defined

by C; the next lemma completes the proof.
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Lemma 4.24. An element C e G(R) such that c2 e ZOR) is a

Hodge element if and only if the real-form K of G defined by

C is a compact real group.

-Proof: Identify K~ with G~ and let 9 and g* respectively

be the complex conjugates of 9 e G(~) relative to the real

structures defined by G and K. Then -1 - 1g* = ad(C ) (g) = C gC •

Let W be a sesquilinear form on V e ob(Rep~(G» • Then ~

is a G-invariant if and only if

~ (gx,gy) tP(x,y) , 9 e G(~) •

On the other hand, wC is K-invariant if and only if

lIJCCgx,g*y) C
~ (x,y) , 9 € G(~) •

These conditions are equivalent: V has a C-polarization if

and only if V has a K-invariant positive-definite Hermitian

form. Thus C is a Hodge element if and only if, for every

complex representation V of K, the image of K in Aut (V)

is contained in the unitary group of a positive-definite Hermitian

form; this last condition is implied by K being compact and

implies that K is contained in a compact real group and so is

compact (see (2.33».

Remark 4.25. (a) The centralizer of a Hodge element C of G

is a maximal compact subgroup G, and is the only maximal compact

subgroup of G ~ontaining C i in particular, if G is compact, then
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C is a Hodge element if and only if it is in the centre of G

(Saavedra [1, 2.7.3.5]).

(b) If C and C' are Hodge elements of G then there

exists a e G(R) and a unique z e Z (R) such that C'
-1

g = zgCg

(Saavedra [1, 2.7.4]). As 1TC' = Z1TC , this shows that
1TC' = 1TC

if and only if C and C' are conjugate in G(JR) .

Remark 4.26. It would perhaps have been more natural to express

the above results in terms of bilinear forms (see (4.4), (4.9),

(4.14»: a G-invariant bilinear form ~ : Vo x Vo + E on

Va e ob(~(G» is a C-polarization if $C(x,y) at ~(x,Cy) is

a positive-definite symmetric form on Va; C is a Hodge element

if every object of ~(G) has a C-polarizationi the positive

forms for the (bilinear) polarization defined by C are precisely

the C-polarizations.

Symmetric polarizations

A polarization is said to be symmetric if its parity is 1 •

Let K be a compact real algebraic group. As 1 is a Hodge

element (4.24), ~(K) has a symmetric polarization 1T for

which 1T(XO) , Xo € ob(~(K» , consists of the K-invariant

positive-definite symmetric bilinear forms on Xo (and 1T(X) ,

X € ob{Rep~(K» , consists of the K-invariant positive-definite

Hermitian forms on X).
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Theorem 4.27. Let C be an algebraic Tannakian category over

R , and let n be a symmetric polarization on C. Then C

has a unique (up to isomorphism) fibre functor 00 with values

in R transforming positive bilinear forms for n into positive-

definite symmetric bilinear forms; 00 defines a tensor equivalence

8£ ~ ~(K) , where K = Aut (00) is a compact real group.

Proof: Let 001 be a fibre functor with values in ~, and let

0 Since C is polarizable, G has a compact realG = Aut (001) .
form K • According to (4.16) , 00' : C' ~ Rep~(G) carries the1

descent datum on C' defined by C into that on Rep~ (G) defined

by (crK,l). It therefore defines a tensor equivalence w: C + ~(K)

transforming ~ into the polarization on ~(K) defined by

the Hodge element 1. The rest of the proof is now obvious.

Remark 4.28. Let n be a polarization on C. It follows from

(4.20d) that C has a symmetric polarization if and only if

€ (1T) e z CR) 2 •

Polarizations with parity € of order 2

For u = ~l , define a real u-space to be a complex vector space

V together with a semi-linear automorphism cr such that a2 = u •

A bilinear form ~ on a real u-space is u-symmetric if

4>(x,y) = ucp(y,x) such a form is positive-definite if ~(x,crx) > 0

for all x # o. Thus a I-symmetric form is symmetric, and a (-1)-

symmetric form is skew-symmetric.

Let ~ be the category whose objects are pairs (V,a) where

V VO ED vl is a 7l~Zl - graded vector space over a= and
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a : V + V is a semi-linear automorphism such that a 2x=(_1)deg(x)x.

with the obvious tensor structure, Yo becomes a Tannakian category

over ~ with ~-valued fibre functor (V,a)t-+ V. There is a

polarization n = ncan on Yo such that, if V is homogeneous,

then n(V,a) comprises the (-l)deg (v)-symmetric positive-definite

forms on V.

Theorem 4.29. Let C be an algebraic Tannakian category over lR,

and let n be a polarization on C with parity E where E2=1,

E ~ 1. There exists a unique (up to isomorphism) exact faithful

functor 00: £ + Yo such that

(a) 00 carries the grading on C defined by E into the grading

on Yo' i.e., WeE) acts as (_l)m on w(V}m

(b) 00 carries n into ncan ' i.e., ~ e n(X) if and only if

00(.) e wcan(w(X» •

Proof: Note that Yo is defined by the triple (~2,ao,Eo) where

ao is the unique semi-linear automorphism of ~2 and EO is the

unique element of ~2OR} of order 2. We can assume (by (4.3»

that C corresponds to a triple (G,a,E) • Let Go be the

subgroup of G generated by E; then (Go,aIGo,E) ~ (~2,ao,Eo) ,

and so the inclusion (Go,aIGo,E)~ (G,a,E) induces a functor

C + Yo having the required properties.

Let 00,00': £ ~ Yo be two functors satisfying (a) and (b).

It is clear from (3.2a) that there exists an isomorphism A : W + w·

from 00 to oo' regarded as functors to vec~. As AX: w(X) + w· (X)

commutes with the action of E, it preserves the gradingsi as A

commutes with w(~) , any • e n(X) it also commutes with a

it follows that A is an isomorphism of 00 and 00' as functors to Yo.
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§5. Graded Tannakian categories

Throughout this section, k will be a field of characteristic

zero.

Gradings

Let M be set. An M-grading on an object X of an additive

category is a decomposition X = $ xm; an M-grading on an
m€M

additive functor u : e ~ C' is an M-grading on each u(X),

X € ob(f) , that depends functorially on X.

Suppose now that M is an abelian group, and let D be the

algebraic group of multiplicative type over k whose character

group is M (with trivial Galois action; see (2.32». In the cases

of most interest to us, namely M = 2Z or M = 2Z /2ZZ, 0 equals

CGm or lJ2 (=2Z/21l) • An M-grading on a Tannakian category e

over k can be variously described as follows:

(S.la) An M-grading, X = $ xm, on each object X of C

that depends functorially on X and is compatible with tensor

products in the sense that (X 8 y)m $ xr 3 yS ;
r+s=m

(S.lb) An M-grading on the identity functor ide of ~

that is compatible with tensor products;

(S.lc) A homomorphism 0 ~ Aut3 (idc)

(S.ld) A central homomorphism D ~ G , G

one (or every) fibre functor w.

Definitions (a) and (b) are obviously equivalent. By a central

homomorphism in (d), we mean a homomorphism from 0 into the

centre of G defined over k ; although G need not be defined
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over k I its centre is, and equals AutO (ide) , whence follows

the equivalence of (c) and (d> • Finally, a homomorphism

w : D + Aut0(ide > corresponds to the family of gradings X = $ xm
for which wed) acts on xmcx as m(d) e k .

Tate triples

A Tate triple T over k is a triple (£,w,T) comprising

a Tannakian category Cover k, a 2Z -grading w:CGm -+ Aut~ (ide)

on e (called the weight grading), and an invertible object T

(called the Tate object) of weight -2. For any X e ob(f) and

n € 2Z, we write X(n) = X 8 TOn. A fibre functor on T with

values in R is a fibre functor w: £ + ModR together with an

· h' ( ) ~ (82). h f' d .~somorp 1sm w T + w T , ~.e., t e structure 0 an ~ ent1ty

object on weT) • If T has a fibre functor with values in k,

then T is said to be neutral. A morphism of Tate triples

(£l,Wl,Tl ) + (£2,w2 ,T2) is a tensor functor n : £1 + £2

preserving the gradings together with an isomorphism n(Tl ) ~ T2 .

Example 5.2 (a). The triple (~,w,~(l» in which ~ is

the category of real Hodge structures (see (2.31», w is the

weight grading on ~' and ~(1) is the unique real Hodge structure

with weight -2 and underlying vector space 2nilR, is a neutral

Tate triple.

(b) The category of 2Z- graded vector spaces over (D,

together with the object T = mB(l) (see I.l), forms a Tate triple

!a ; the category of 2Z-graded vector spaces over Wi' together
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with the object T = m1 (1), forms a Tate triple ~1 ; the

category of ~-graded vector spaces over k , together with the

object T = WDR(l) , forms a Tate triple !DR.

Example 5.3. Let V be the category of ~-graded complex

vector spaces V with a semi-linear automorphism a such that

a 2v = (-l)nv if v e vn. With the obvious tensor structure,

V becomes a Tannakian category over E, and

a fibre functor with values in ~. Clearly

w : (V,a) t---+ V

~
t&m = Aut (w) ,

is

and V corresponds (as in (4.3a» to the pair (g~ 9 ,-1).

Let w ~m ~ ~m be the identity map, and let T = (V,a) where

v is ~ regarded as a homogeneous vector space of weight -2

and a is z J-+- z
over :R •

Then (y,w,T) is a (non-neutral) Tate triple

Example 5.4. Let G be an affine group scheme over k and let

w : ~m ~ G be a central homomorphism and t: G ~ ~m a homo

morphism such that tow = -2 (df s~ s-2) • Let T be the

representation of G on k such that g acts as multiplication

by t(g) • Then (RePk(G),w,T) is a neutral Tate triple over k.

The following proposition is obvious.

Proposition 5.5. Let T = (£,w,T) be a Tate triple over k, and

let w be a fibre functor on T with values in k. Let

~G = Aut (00) , so that w is a homomorphism ~m ~ Z(G)C G. There

is a homomorphism t : G ~ ~m such that 9 acts on T as
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f : Repk(G) carries wand T into the weight grading and

Tate object defined by t and w.

More generally, a Tate triple T defines a band B , a

homomorphism w ~m + Z into the centre Z of B and a

homomorphism t B + ~m such that tow = -2 We say that

T is bound by (B,w,t).

Let G, w, and t be as in (5.4). Let Go = Ker(t : G + ~m) ,

and let E: ~2 + Go be the restriction of w to ~2 ; we often

identify E with E(-l) = w(-l) e Z(Go ) (k) . Note that E defines

a ~/2~-grading on fa = RePk(Go ) . The inclusion Gol:. G

defines a tensor functor Q: £ + fa with the following properties:

(S.6a) if X is homogeneous of weight n , then Q(X) is

homogeneous of weight n (mod 2) ,

(S.6b) Q(T) = I ;

(S~6c) if X and Yare homogeneous of the same weight, then

Hom(X,Y) + Hom(Q(X), Q(Y»

(S.6d) if X and Yare homogeneous with weights m and n

respectively and Q{X) ~ Q(Y), then m-n is an even integer 2k

and X(k) ~ Y

(S.6e) Q is essentially surjective.

The first four of these statements are obvious. For the last, note

that G = ~m x G/~2 ' and so we only have to show that any

representation of P2 extends to a representation of ~m' but

this is obvious.
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Remark 5.7 (a) The identity component of Go is reductive

if and only if the identity component of G is reductive; if

Go is connected, so also is G, but the converse statement is

false (e.g., Go = ~2' G ~m)

(b) It is possible to reconstruct (£,w,T) from (~o'€)--

the following diagram makes it clear how to reconstruct (G,w,t)

from (Go' €) :

!€ !w II
1~ Go~ G ~Gim~l

Proposition 5.8. Let ! = (£,w,T) be a Tate triple over k with

C algebraic. There exists a Tannakian category £0 over k, an

element € in Aut8 (idc ) with €2 = 1 , and a functor 0
..;.0

having the properties (5.6).

C ... £0

Proof: For any fibre functor w on C with values in an algebra

R , Isom(R,w(T» regarded as a sheaf on spec R is a torsor for

Gim This association gives rise to a morphism of gerbs

Q df FIB (£) !: TORS (a:m) , and we define ~ to be the kernel of

t ; thus ~ is the gerb of pairs (Q,;) where Q e ob(~) and

~ is an isomorphism teO) ~ (J;m,x' i.e., ~ is the gerb of fibre

which

Zo = Aut8 (idc ),
o

functors on !. Let £0
(see (3.14» is Tannakian.

be the category ~(Go)

If Z =Aut8 (idc) and

then the homomorphism z ... Aut(T) ~m ' ex 1-+ aT ' determined by

t has kernel Zo' and the composite tow = -2; we let €=w(-l)eZo •
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There is an obvious (restriction) functor Q: £ ~ £0 ·
In showing that Q had the properties (5.6), we can make a

finite field extension k ~ k' • We can therefore assume that

T is ne~tra1, but this case is covered by (5.5) and (5.6).

Example 5.9.

then (Yo' e:)

(4.29) •

Let (y,w,T) be the Tate triple defined in (5.3);

is the pair defined in the paragraph preceding

Example 5.10. Let ! = (~,w,T) be a Tate triple over lR ,

and let 00 be a fibre functor on T with values in ~. On

combining (4.3) with (5.5) we find that (1,00) corresponds to a

quintuple (G,a,c,w,t) in which

(a) G is an affine group scheme over ~

(b) (a,c) satisfies (4.2.1);

(c) w: mm ~ G is a central homomorphism; that the grading

is defined over ~ means that w is defined over B, i.e.,

a(w(g» = w(g) •

(d) t: G ~ ~m is such that tow = -2; that T is defined

over ~ means that t(a(g» = t(g) and there exists a e mm(~)

such that t(c) = o(a)a •

-1Let Go = Ker(t) , and let m e G(~) be such that tern) = a

After replacing (a,c) with (aoadm, a(m)cm) we find that the

new c is in Go. The pair (£0,001£0> corresponds to

(Go,aIGo'c) •

Remark 5.11. As in the neutral case, T can be reconstructed from
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(£o,E) • This can be proved by substituting bands for group

schemes in the argument used in the neutral case (Saavedra

[1, V. 3.14.1]), or by using descent theory to deduce it from

the neutral case.

There is a stronger result: !~ <£o,E) defines an

equivalence between the 2-category of Tate triples and that of

ZZ /2ZZ -graded Tannakian categories.

Graded polarizations

For the remainder of this section, T = (f,w,T) will be

a Tate triple over ~ with C algebraic. We use the notations

of §4j in particular £' = £(~) • Let U be an invertible

object of C' that is defined over ~, i.e., U is provided

with an identification U ~ Uj then in the definitions and results

in §4 concerning sesquilinear forms and Weil forms, it is possible

to replace 1 with U.

For each X e ob(£'} that is homogeneous of degree n, let

~(X) be an equivalence class of Weil forms X 0 X~ !(-n) of

parity (_l)n j we say that ~ is a (graded) polarization on T

if

(S.12a) for all X ~ e ~(X) whenever ~ e ~(X)

(S.12b) for all X and Y that are homogeneous of the same

degree, ~ $ $ e ~(X $ Y) whenever

(S.12c) for all homogeneous X

whenever ~ e ~(X) and ~ e ~(Y)

(S.12d) the map T 0 T ~ T
a2

in ~ (T) •

~ e ~(X) and We n(Y) ;

and Y , ~ 0 we ~(X 0 Y)

!(2), defined by T ~ T is
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Proposition 5.13. Let (So,e) be the pair associated with T

by (5.8). There is a canonical bijection

from the set of polarizations on T to the set of polarizations

on So with parity e.

Proof: For any X e ob(£') that is homogeneous degree n,

(5.6b) and (S.6c) give an isomorphism

Q Hom (X 8 X, l(-n» ~ Hom(Q(X) 8 Q(X), !)

We define Qn to be the polarization such that, for any homogeneous

X, Q1T(QX)

bijection.

{QCPlcp e n(X)}. It is clear that nl-+ Qn is a

Corollary 5.14. The Tate triple T is polarizable if and only

if So has a polarization 1T with parity e(n)/:€ (mod Zo(E)2) •

Proof: See (4.20e).

Corollary 5.15. The map (z,n)~ zn : 2ZoOR) x pole!) ~ pole!)

(where CP(x,y) € zn(X)~~(x,zy) e n(X» makes pole!) into

a pseudo-torsor for 2ZoOR) .

Proof: See (4.20d).

Theorem S.16. Let n be a polarization on T, and let w be a
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fibre functor on C' with values in ~. Let (G,w,t) correspond

to (~,w) • For any real form K of G such that Ko = Ker (t)

is compact, the pair (oK,e) where € = w(-l) satisfies (4.2.1),

and w defines an equivalence between T and the Tate triple

defined by (G,OK,€,w,t) • For any simple X in C'

{w(~)' I~ e ~(X)} is the set of Ko-invariant positive-definite

Hermitian forms on w(X) •

Proof: See (4.16).

Remark 5.17. From (4.17) one can deduce the following: A triple

(B,w,t), where B is an affine algebraic band over ~ and

tow = -2, bounds a polarizable Tate triple if and only if

Bo = Ker(t:B ~ ~m) is the band defined by a compact real algebraic

group; when this condition holds, the polarizable Tate triple bound

by (B,w,t) is unique up to a tensor equivalence preserving the

action of B and the polarization, and the equivalence is unique

up isomorphism. The Tate triple is neutral if and only if

€ = w (-1 ) e z0 (:R) 2 •

Let (G,w,t) be a triple as in (5.4) defined over ~ , and

let Go = Ker(t) and € = w(-l) A Hodge element C e GoOR) is

said to be a Hodge element for (G,w,t) if c2 = £. A G-invariant

sesquilinear form 1P: V x V ~ ! (-n) on a homogeneous complex

representation V of G of degree n is said to be a c

polarizat.ion if

C df1P (x,y) == ~(x,Cy)

is a positive-definite Hermitian form on V. When C is a Hodge
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element for (G,w,t) there is a polarization TIC on the Tate

triple defined by (G,w,t) for which the positive forms are

exactly the C-polarizations.

Proposition 5.18. Every polarization on the Tate triple defined

by (G,w,t) is of the form TIc for some Hodge element C.

Proof: See (4.22) and (4.23) •

Proposition 5.19. Assume that w(-l)=l. Then there is a unique

(up to isomorphism) fibre functor w on T with values in R

transforming positive bilinear forms for ~ into positive-definite

symmetric bilinear forms.

Proof: See (4.27).

Proposition 5.20. Let (y,w,T) be the Tate triple defined in

(5.3), and let ~can be the polarization on V such that, if

(V,a) e obey) is homogeneous, then n(V,a) comprises the (_I)deg(V)_

symmetric positive-definite forms on V. If w(-l) ~ 1 for T

and n is a polarization on !, then there exists a unique (up to

isomorphism) exact faithful functor w: f ~ V preserving the

Tate-triple structures and carrying n into TIcan •

Proof: Combine (4.29) and (5.9).

Example 5.21. Let T be the Tate triple (~,w,E(l» defined

in (5.2). A polarization on a real Hodge structure V of weight

n is a bilinear form ~: V x V ~ R(-n) such that the real-valued

form (x,y)r+ (2~i)n~(x,cy) I where C denotes the element

i e lOR) = ~x , is positive-definite and symmetric. These

polarizations are the positive (bilinear) forms for a polarization
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n on the Tate triple T. The functor w: ~ + V

provided by the last proposition is V ~ (V 0 ~, v ~ Cv) •

(Note that (~,w,~(l» is not quite the Tate triple associated,

as in (5.4), with (S,w,t) because we have chosen a different

Tate objects; this difference explains the occurrence of (2ni)n

in the above formulai n is essentially the polarization defined

by the canonical Hodge element C • )

Filtered Tannakian categories

For this topic we refer the reader to Saavedra [1, IV.21.

§6. Motives for absolute Hodge cycles

Throughout this section, k will denote a field of characteristic

zero with algebraic closure k and Galois group r = Gal(k/k) •

All varieties will be projective and smooth, and, for X a variety

(or motive) over k, X denotes X 0k k. We shall freely use

the notations and results of Article Ii for example, if k = ~

ithen HB(X) denotes the graded vector space $ HB(X) •

Complements on absolute Hodge cycles

For X a variety over k, Cia (X) denotes the rational

vector space of absolute Hodge cycles on X (see I.2). When X

has pure dimension n , we write
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Mortr(X,y)

Then Mortt (X, y)C H2n+2p (X x Y) (p+n)

C~p(X x y) •

e H
r

(X) ~ If (Y) (p+n)
r+s=2n+2p

e
s=r+2p

e
r

The next proposition is obvious from this and the definition of an

absolute Hodge cycle.

Proposition 6.1. An element f of MOr~(X,y) gives rise to

(a) for each prime 1, a homomorphism f 1 : H1 (X) ~ H1 (Y) (p) of

graded vector spaces (meaning that f 1 is a family of homomorphisms

f~ : H~ (X) -+ H~+2P (Y) (p» ;

(b) a homomorphism f DR : HDR(X) -+ HOR(Y) (p) of graded vector

spaces;

(c) for each 0: k4 ~ , a homomorphism f o

of graded vector spaces.

These maps satisfy the following conditions:

(d) for all y e r and primes 1, y(f1 ) = f 1 ;

(e) fOR is compatible with the Hodge filtrations on each

homogeneous factor;

(f) for each 0: k4 ~ , the maps fo' f 1 , and f DR correspond

under the comparison isomorphisms (1.1).

Conversely, assume that k is embeddable in ~i then any family of maps

f i , f DR as in (a), (b) arises from f e Mor~H(X'Y) provided (f~) and

f DR satisfy (d) and (e) respectively and for every a : k4 ~
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such that (f1), f DR, and f o satisfy

condition (f) moreover, f is unique.

Similarly, a $ e c~-r (X x X) gives rise to pairings

Proposition 6.2. On any variety X (of dimension n) there exists

2n-ra ~ e CAH (X x X) such that, for every 0: k<+ ~ ,

~~ H~(X,R) x H~(X,R) ~ R(-r}

is a polarization of real Hodge structures (in the sense of (5.21».

Proof: Choose a projective embedding of X, and let L be a

hyperplane section of X. Let 1 be the class of L in H2 (X) (1),

and write 1 also for the map H(X) ~ H(X) (1) sending a class

to its cup-product with 1. Assume X is connected and define

the primitive cohomology of X by

Hr(X)
prim

Ker(ln- r + l

The hard Lefschetz theorem states that

is an isomorphism for r<n it implies that
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Thus any x € Hr(X) can be written uniquely, x = L~S(XS)' with

r-2s
Xs e H (X) (-s)prim i define

*x L (-1) (r-2s) (r-2s+1)/2 ~n-r+s x e H2n- r (X) (n-r) .
s

Then x ~ *x : Hr(X) ~ H2n- r eX) (n-r) is a well-defined map

for each of the three cohomology theories, ~-adic, de Rham, and

Betti. Proposition 6.1 shows that it is defined by an absolute

Hodge cycle (rather, the map H(X) ~ H(X) (n-r) that is x~ *x

on Hr and zero otherwise is so defined). We take ~r to be

Hr (X) 8H2n- r (X) (n-r) ~ H2n (X) (n-r) ~ (D (-r) •

Clearly it is defined by an absolute Hodge cycle, and the Hodge

Riemann bilinear relations (see Wells [1, 5.3]) show that it

defines a polarization on the real Hodge structure for

each (j

ProI?osition 6.3.

u' € Mor~ (X, Y)

For any

such that

there exists a unique

r r(~yey,u'x) , x e H (X), y € H Y)

where ~X and ~Y are the forms defined in (6.2); moreover,
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Tr(u'u) e (D

Tr(uu') > 0 if u ~ 0

Proof: The first part is obvious; the last assertion follows

from the fact that the Wx and Wy are positive forms for a

polarization in ~.

Note that the proposition shows that

semisimple W-algebra (see 4.5).

Construction of the category of motives

o
MorAH(X,x) is a

Let Yk be the category of (smooth projective, not

necessarily connected) varieties over k. The category CVk

is defined to have as objects symbols heX) , one for each

x e ob(Yk) , and as morphisms oHom(h(X),h(Y» = MorAH(X,Y) •

There is a map Hom(Y,X) ~ Hom(h(X),h(Y» sending a homomorphism

to the cohomology class of its graph which makes h into con-

travariant functor Yk ~ CVk •

Clearly CVk is a m-linear category, and heX lL Y) =

heX) ~ hey) • There is a m-linear tensor structure on ~

for which heX) a hey) = hex x Y) , the associativity constraint is

induced by (X x Y) x Z ~ X x(yxZ) , the commutativity constraint

is induced by Y x X ~ X x Y , and the identity object is h(point).

The false category of effective (or positive) motives

.+
Mk is defined to be the pseudo-abelian (Karoubian) envelope of

CVk · Thus an object of is a pair (M,p) with M e CVk and

p an idempotent in End(M) , and
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Hom( (M,p), (N,q» {f M -+ Nlfop qof}/- (6.3.1)

where f-O if fop o gof. The rule

(M,p) 0 (N,q) (M~N, p8q)

to identify

defines a

M -+ (M, id)

.+
;-linear tensor structure on Mk ' and

.+
CVk -+ ~ is a fully faithful functor which we use

CVk with a subcategory of ~. With this

identification, (M,p) becomes the image of p : M -+ M. The

category is pseudo-abelian: any decomposition of into

a sum of pairwise orthogonal idempotents

corresponds to a decomposition

is universal forThe functorwith eilMi = idM.
1

functors from CVk into pseudo-abelian categories.

For any X e ob(Yk) , the projection maps pr : H(X) -+ Hr(X)

define an element of MOr~(X,x) = End(h(X» • Corresponding to

the decomposition
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there is a decomposition (in ~)

This grading of objects of CVk extends in an obvious way to

objects of ~ , and the Kunneth formulas show that these gradings

are compatible with tensor products (and therefore satisfy (S.la».

Let L be the Lefschetz motive h 2 tpl) • With the notations

of (1.1), H(L) m(-l), whence it follows that Hom(M,N) ~

Hom (M8L,N8L) for any effective motives M and N. This means

that VI~ V ~ L is a fully faithful functor and allows us to

invert L. The false category ~ of motives is defined as

follows:

(6.4a) an object of ~ is a pair (M,m) with

M e ob (~) and m e 2:l ;

(6.4b) Hom«M,m), (N,n» = Hom(M 3 LN- m, N ~ LN-n),N ~ m,n

(for different N, these groups are canonically isomorphic);

(6.4c) composition of morphisms is induced by that in -+
~.

This category of motives is m-linear and pseudo-abelian and

has a tensor structure

(M,m) 8 (N,n)

and grading

(M,m)r

(MeN, m+n)

~-2m
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We identify
.+
Mk
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with a subcategory of

T is L- l = (!.,l) .

~ by means of M~ (M,O).

We abbreviate M0T0m=(M,m)

by M(m) .

We shall see shortly that ~ is a rigid abelian tensor

category, and End(!) = ~ It is not however a Tannakian category

because, for X e ob(Yk) , rk(h(X» is the Euler-Poincare

characteristic, L (_l)r dim Hr(X) , of X, which is not

necessarily positive. To remedy this we modify the commutativity

constraint as follows: let

M ~ N ~ N e M, ~ 49 ~r,s, ~r,s

by the commutativity constraint on ~k

constraint by

define a new commutativity

(6.4.1)

Then ~, with ~ replaced by W, is the true category ~k of

Proposition 6.5. The category ~k is a semisimp!e Tannakian

category over ~.

Proof: We first need a lemma.

Lemma 6.6. Let C be a m-linear pseudo-abelian cateogry, and

let w : £ ~ vec; be a faithful m-1inear functor. If every

indecomposable object ov C is simple, then C is a semisimple

abelian category and w is exact.

Proof: The existence of w shows that each object of C has

finite length and hence is a finite direct sum of simple objects.

For any map f: X + Y , Ker(f) is the largest subobject of X

on which f is zero, and Coker(f) is the largest quotient of
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Y such that the composite X + Y + Coker(f) is zero. The

rest of the proof is easy.

Proof of (6.5): We can replace ~ with the tensor subcategory

generated by a finite number of Objects, and consequently we

can assume that there exists an embedding a: kC+ ~. The

functor Ha : ~ + vecm is faithful and m-linear. Let M be

an indecomposable motive, and let i: N~ M be a nonzero simple

subobject of M. Clearly M is homogeneous, and after tensoring

it with a power of T we can assume that Nand M are effective,

and therefore

Me M' hr(X) with X e Yk and

N e N' hr(y) with Y e Yk .

Let u : hr (Y) + h r (X) be the morphism (i 0) and let u' = (a b)
0 0 c d

be its transpose (see 6.3) • As Tr(u'u) > 0 , and Tr(u'u) Tr(ai)

we see that ai ~ 0 It is therefore an automorphism of N ,

and (ai)-l a : M + N projects M on N. As M is indecomposable,

this shows that M = N , and M is simple. The lemma can therefore

be applied, and shows that ~ is a semisimple m-linear abelian

tensor category. It remains to show that it is rigid. Let X and Y

be varieties of pure dimension m and n respectively. Then

Hom(h(X),h(Y» Hom(h(Y) ,heX) (m-n»

Hom (h (Y) (n) ,h (X) (m) )
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The functor heX) ~ h(X)V gg heX) (m) extends to a fully faith

ful contravariant functor M~ MV : ~ ~ ~ , and we set

Hom(M,N) = MV 0 N. It is straightforward now to check that ~

is Tannakian (especially if one applies (1.20».

The following theorem summarizes what we have (essentially)

shown about ~k.

Theorem 6.7. (a) Let w be the grading on ~

is a Tate triple over m.
(b) There is a contravariant functor h: Yk ~ ~k

then (~,W,T)

every effective

motive is the image (h(X),p) of an idempotent p e End(h(X» for

some X e ob(Yk) i every motive is of the form M(n) for some

effective M and some n e zz •

(c) For all varieties X,Y with X of pure dimension m,

~+s-r(X xY) Hom(h(X) (r),h(Y) (s» i in particular, em (X x y) =
AH AH

Hom(h(X),h(Y» ; morphisms of motives can be expressed in terms of

absolute Hodge cycles on varieties by means of (6.3.1) and (6.4b).

(d) The constraints on ~ have an obvious definition, except

that the obvious commutativity constraint has to be modified by

(6.4.1) •

(e) For varieties X and Y,

hex Jl Y)

heX x Y )

h(X)v

heX) E9 hey)

heX) 0 hey)

heX) (m), if X is of pure dimension m.

(f) The functors H~, HDR, and Hcr define fibre functors on ~. i

these fibre functors define morphisms of Tate triples, ~ ~ !~,TDR,TB
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(see (S.2b»; in particular H(T) mel)

(g) When k is embeddable in ~, Hom(M,N) is the vector

space of families of maps

such that f DR preserves the Hodge filtration, y(f
t

)

y € r , and for any a: k~ ~ there exists a map

f~ for all

fa : Ha(M) + Ha(N) agreeing with f~ and fOR under the comparison

isomorphisms.

(h) The category ~ is semisimple.

(i) There exists a polarization on ~ for which TI(hr(X}) consists

of the forms defined in (6.2).

Some calculations

According to (6.7g), to define a map M + N of motives it

suffices to give a procedure for defining a map of cohomology groups

H(M) + H(N) that works (compatibly) for all three theories: Betti,

deRham, and i-adic. The map will be an isomorphism if its

realization in one theory is an isomorphism.

Let G be a finite group acting on a variety. The group

algebra m[G] acts on heX) , -and we define h(X)G to be the

motive (h(X),p) where p is the idempotent (ord G)-lEg.

Note that H(h(X)G) = H(X)G .
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Proposition 6.8. Assume that the finite group G acts freely

on X, so that X/G is also smooth; then heX/G) h(X)G

Proof: Since cohomology is functorial, there exists a map

H(X/G) ~ H(X) whose image lies in H(X)G = H(h(X)G) • The

Hochschi1d-Serre spectral sequence Hr(G,Hs(X» ~ Hr+s(X/G)

shows that the map H(X/G) ~ H(X)G is an isomorphism for, say

the ~-adic cohomology, because Hr(G,V) = 0 , r>O , if V is

a vector space over a field of characteristic zero.

Remark 6.9. More generally, if f : Y + X is a map of finite

(generic) degree n between connected varieties of the same

dimension, then the composite H(X) ~ H(Y) f$ H(X) is mu1ti-

plication by n there therefore exist maps heX) ~ hey) + heX)

with composite n, and heX) is a direct 'summand of hey)

Proposition 6.10. Let E be a vector bundle of rank m+1 over a

variety X and let p: peE) ~ X be the associated projective

bundle i then

Proof: Let y

h(P(E» = heX) e heX) (-1) ED·· ·EDh(X) (-m) •

be the class in H2 (P(E» (1) of the canonical line

bundle on peE) , and let p* : H(X) ~ H(P(E» be the map induced

by p. The map

H(X) ED ••. ED H(X) (-m) ~ H(P (E) )

has the requisite properties.

Proposition 6.11. Let Y be a smooth closed subvariety of codimension

c in the variety X, and let XI be the variety obtained from X
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then there is an exact sequence

o ~ hey) (-c) ~ heX) $ hey') (-1) ~ heX') ~ 0

where Y' is the inverse image of Y.

Proof: From the Gysin sequences

... ~

... ~

Hr
- 2c (y) (-c) ~ Hr(X) ~ Hr(X-Y) ~

... ... II
Hr - 2 (Y') (-1) ~ Hr (X ' ) ~ Hr (X' - Y' ) ~ ...

we obtain a long exact sequence

But Y' is a projective bundle over Y I and so Hr - 2c (y) (-c) ~

Hr - 2 (y') (-1) is injective. Therefore there are exact sequences

which can be rewritten as

o ~ H{Y) (-c) ~ H(X) ED H(Y') (-1) ~ H(X') ~ 0 •

We have constructed a sequence of motives, which is exact because

the cohomology functors are faithful and exact.
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Corollary 6.12. with the notations of the proposition,

heX' )
c-l

heX) E& E& hey) (-r)
r=l

Proof: (6.10) shows that h(Y')
c-l

E& hey) (r) •
r=O

Proposition 6.13. If X is an abelian variety, then heX) = A(h1(X}).

Proof: Cup-product defines a map A(Hl(X» + H(X) which, for

the Betti cohomology say, is known to be an isomorphism. (See

Mumford [1,1.1].)

Proposition 6.14. If X is a curve with Jacobian J, then

Proof: The map X + J (well-defined up to translation) defines

an isomorphism Hl(J) + al(x} •

Proposition 6.15. Let X be a unirational variety of dimension

d<3 over an algebraically closed field; then

(d=l) heX)

(d=2) heX}

(d=3) heX)

1 €I L ;

1 e rL E& L2 , some r e E ;

1 E& rL e hl(A) (-I) E& rL2 e L3 , some reE,

where A is an abelian variety.
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Proof: We prove the proposition only for d=3. According to

the resolution theorem of Abhyankar [1], there exist maps

with v surjective of finite degree and u a composite of

blowing-ups. We know hoP3) 1 $ L ~ L2 e L3 (special case of

(6.10». When a point is blown up, a motive L e L2 is added,

and when a curve Y is blown up, a motive L e hl(y) (-1) e L2 is

added. Therefore

heX' )

where M is a sum of motives of the form hl(y) , Y a curve.

A direct summand of such an M is of the form hl(A) for A an

abelian variety (see (6.21) below). As heX) is a direct summand

of heX') (see (6.9» and Poincare duality shows that the multiples

of L2 and L3 occurring in heX) are the same as those of L

and 1 respectively the proof is complete.

Proposition 6.16. Let

dimension n and degree

denote the Fermat hypersurface of

Td + Td + ••• + Td 0o 1 n+l·

Then
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h h th n-1 x Xlw ere ~d' t e group of d roots of 1 , acts on Xd d

according to

Proof: See Shioda-Katsura [1, 2.5].

Artin Motives

Let ~ be the category of zero-dimensional varieties over

k , and let evo be the image of VO in ~ . The Tannakian-k -k
subcategory ~ of ~ gene-rated by the objects of evo is-k
called the category of (E.) Artin motives.

For any X in Ob(~) , X(k) is a finite set on which r

acts continuously. Thus WX(k) is a finite-dimensional continuous

representation of r. If we regard r, in the obvious way, as

a Cconstant, pro-finite) affine group scheme over k, WXCk) e ~cr).

For

Thus hCX) ~ WXCk) : cv~ ~ RePWCr) is fully faithful, and Grothendieck's

formulation of Galois theory shows that it is essentially surjective.

Therefore evO

-k is abelian and ~ We have shown:

Proposition 6.17. The category of Artin motives ~ = cv~ ; the

functor h{X)~ mX(k) defines an equivalence of tensor categories

~ :;. ~(r) •

Remark 6.18. Let M be an Artin motive, and regard M as an
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object of Repm(r). Then

Ha(M) M (underlying vector space) for any a

Hl. (M) M ~mtQl.' as a r -module;

-r
HDR(M} = (M Q mk)

Note that, if M = heX) where X spec A , then

(A ef}r A •

Remark 6.19. The proposition shows that ~ is equivalent to

the category of sheaves of finite-dimensional m vector spaces

on the etale site spec(k}et.

Effective motives of degree 1

A m-rationa1 Hodge structure is a finite-dimensional vector

space V over m together with a real Hodge structure on V 8 R

whose weight filtration is defined over m. Let Hod
m

be the

category of ;-rationa1 Hodge structures. A polarization on an

object V of HOd(Q is bilinear pairing lIJ: V x V .... (Q(-n) such

that ~ 0 R is a polarization on the real Hodge structure V 8 R .

Let Isabk be the category of abelian varieties up to isogeny

over k. The following theorem summarizes part of the analytic

theory of abelian varieties.

Theorem 6.20. (Riemann) The functor H~ : Isab~ + HodW is fully

faithful; the essential image consists of polarizable Hodge structures

of weight 1.
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Let ~l be the pseudo-abelian subcategory of ~

generated by motives of the form h 1 (X) for X a geometrically

connected curve; according to (6.14), ~l can also be described

as the category generated by motives of the form hl(J) for J

a Jacobian.

Proposition 6.21. (a) The functor 1h : Isabk -+ ~ factors

through ~l and defines an equivalence of categories,

Isabk :;. ~l •

1 +1(b) The functor H : M~ -+ Hodm is fully faithful; its

essential image consists of polarizable Hodge structures of weight

1.

Proof: Every object of Isabk is a direct summand of a Jacobian,

which shows that hI factors through ~1. Assume, for simplicity,

that k is algebraically closed. Then,for any A,B- e ob(Isabk ) ,

and (6.20) shows that Hom(B,A) = Hom(Ha(A),Hcr(B» • Thus hI

is fully faithful and (as Isabk is abelian) essentially surjective.

This proves (a), and (b) follows from (a) and (6.20).

The motivic Galois group

Let k be a field that is embeddable in ~. For any

a : kC+ ~ , we define Thus G (<1) is an affine

group scheme over m, and HB defines an equivalence of tensor

categories ~ ~ RePm(G(a» • Because G(cr) plays the same role

f ~ r Gal (k/k) plays for ~_o_, it is called theor =k as =-"K

motivic Galois group.
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Proposition 6.22. (a) If k is algebraically closed, then

G(a} is a connected pro-reductive affine group scheme over m.
(b) Let k c k' be algebraically closed fields, let a' : k'~ a: ,

and let cr = a' Ik. The homomorphism G(a'} ~ G(a) induced by

~k +~, is faithfully flat; if k has infinite transcendence

degree over ~, then G(a'} + G{a) is an isomorphism.

Proof: (a) Let X € ob(~) , and let £x be the abelian tensor

subcategory of ~ generated by X, xv, T, and TV. According

to (I 3.4), Gx gf Aut~(Hal£x) is the smallest subgroup of

Aut(Ha(X)-) x (bm such that (Gx)a: contains the image of the

homomorphism ~ : ~ma: + Aut{Ha(X,a:» x ~ma: defined by the Hodge

structure on Ha(X) • As Im(~) is connected, so also is GX •

As £x is semisimple (see (6.5» , Gx is a reductive group (2.23).

Therefore G = lim Gx is connected and pro-reductive.
-+-

(b) According to (I 2.9), ~ +~, is fully faithful, and so

(2.29) shows that G(a') + G(a) • When k has infinite

transcendence degree over m , ~ +~' is essentially surjective,

and so G{a') ~ G(a) •

Now let k be arbitrary, and fix an embedding a: k~ a: •

The inclusion ~ + ~ defines a homomorphism n : G{a) + r because

r Aut~(Hal~} (see (6.l?)), and the functor ~k + ~ defines

a homomorphism i: GO(a) + G(a) where GO(a) df Aut~(Hal~) •

Proposition 6.23. (a) The sequence

is exact.
(b) The identity component of G(a} is GO(a)
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(e) For any. e r , w-1 (.) =Hom0(Hcr ,H. cr ), regarding Hcr and

Hia as functors on ~ •

(d) For any prime 1, there is a canonical continuous homo-

morphism sPl : r + G(a) (~1) such that ~osPl = id •

Proof: (a) As ~ + ~ is fully faithful, n is surjective

(2.29). To show that i is injective, it suffices to show that

every motive heX) , X e Yk ' is a subquotient of a motive h(X I )

for some XI e Yk ; but X has a model Xo over a finite extension

k l of k, and we can take Xl The exactness of

G(a) is a special case of (c) •

(b) This is an immediate consequence of (6.22a) and (a).

(c) Let M, N e ob(~k) • Then Hom(M,N) e ob(~(r» , and so

we can regard it as an Artin motive over k. There is a canonical

map of motives Hom(M,N)C-+ Hom(M,N) giving rise to

Ha(Hom(M,N»

Let l' e r ; then Ha(M) = Ha (M) HTC1 (M) HTC1 (M) and, for

f e Hom(M.,N), Ha{f) = HTa{Tf) .
Let g e G{R) ; for any f M + N in ~ , there is a

commutative diagram

Ha (M, R)
gM

Ha (M, R)~

1Hcr(f)
gN

IHcr(f)

Ha (N, R) ---+ Ha(N,R)

Let '1' = neg), so that g acts on Hom(M,N)c Hom(M,N) as T •

Then for any f : M+N in ~
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Ha (M, R)
gM

Ho (M, R) HTO (M,R)~

1H:(f)

gN

1H:(,-lf ) 1H'C1(f)

Ha (N, R)
~

Ho (N, R) H-ro (N, R)

commutes • The diagram shows that gM: Ho (M, R) -+- HTa (M, R)

depends only on M as an object of ~. We observed in the

proof of (a) above that ~ is generated by motives of the

form M, M e ~ Thus defines an element of ~. 9 Hom (Ho,H-ro) (R) ,

where Ho and H-ra are to be regarded as functors on ~ . We

have defined a map 1T-1 (T) ~ and it is easy to.... Hom (Ha , H-ro) , see

that it is surjective.

(d) After (c) , we have to find a canonical element of

Hom~(HR..(OM), HR, (-roM) ) depending functorially on M e ~ . Extend

automorphism - of ct any variety X itT to an T . For over ,

there is a :r-1-linear isomorphism aX -+- TaX which induces an

The "espoir" (Deligne [2, 0.10) that every Hodge cycle is

absolutely Hodge has a particularly elegant formulation in terms

of motives.

Conjecture 6.24. For any algebraically closed field k and

embedding a: kG+ ct , the functor Ha : ~ .... Hodm is fully

faithful.

The functor is obviously faithful. There is no description,

not even conjectural, for the essential image of Ha •
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Motives of abelian varieties

Let be the Tannakian subcategory of generated by

motives of abelian varieties and Artin motives. The main theorem

of I has the following restatement.

Theorem 6.25. For any algebraically closed field k and

embedding a: k~ ~ , the functor Hcr : ~v ~ Hodm is fully

faithful.

Proposition 6.26. The motive heX) e Ob(~V) if

(a) X is a curve;

(b) X is a unirational variety of dimension ~3

(c) X is a Fermat hypersurface;

(d) X is a K3-surface

Before proving this, we note the following consequence.

Corollary 6.27. Every Hodge cycle on a variety that is a

product of abelian varieties, zero-dimensional varieties, and

varieties of type (a), (b), (c) and (d), is absolutely Hodge.

Proof of 6.26. Cases (a) and (b) follow immediately from (6.14)

and (6.15), and (c) follows by induction (on n) from (6.16). In

fact one does not need the full strength of (6.16). There is

a rational map

---->

(Xo:···:Xr +l ), (Yo:···:Ys+l)~ (xoYs+1:···:xrYs+1:Exr+lYo:··~Exr+1Ys)

where E is a primitive 2mth root of l. The map is not defined

on the subvariety Y : xr +l = Ys+l = 0 • On blowing up
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along the nonsingular centre Y, one obtains maps

By induction, we can assume that the motives oi

are in ~v Corollary (6.12) now shows that

and (6.9) that h(X~+s) e Ob(~v) •

For (d), we first note that the proposition is obvious if

X is a Kummer surface, for then X = A/<a> where A is an

abelian variety A with its 16 points of order <2 blown up and

a induces a 1--+ -a on A.

Next consider an arbitrary K3-surface X, and fix a projective

embedding of X. Then

heX) h (p2) • h 2 (X)
prim

and so it suffices to show that h 2 (X)prim is in Mav • We can

assume k = ~. It is known (Kuga-Shimura [1], Deligne [1,6.5])

that there is a smooth connected variety S over ~ and families

f : Y + S , a A + S of polarized K3-surfaces and abelian varieties

respectively parametrized by S having the following properties:

(a) for some 0 e S , y gf f-l(O) is X together with itso

given polarization;

(b)

(c)

for some 1 e S , Yl

there is an inclusion

is a polarized Kummer surface;

u R2f*;(1) . ~ End(Rla*~)pr1m --
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ccmpatible with the Hodge filtrations.

2 1The map Uo : HB(X) (l)primC-+ End(H (Ao ';» is therefore defined

by a Hodge cycle, and it remains to show that it is defined by

an absolutely Hodge cycle. But the initial remark shows that ul '

being a Hodge cycle on a product of Kummer and abelian surfaces,

is absolutely Hodge, and principle B (I2.12) completes the proof.

Motives of abelian varieties of potential eM-type

An abelian variety A over k is said to be of potential

eM-type if it becomes of CM-type over an extension of k. Let

A be such an abelian variety defined over m, and let MT(A) be

the Mumford-Tate group of A~ (see r.5). Since A~ is of CM

type, MT(A) is a torus, and we let L~~ be a finite Galois

extension of splitting MT(A) • Let be the Tannakian

subcategory of ~ generated by

motives split by Lab, and let

A , the Tate motive, and the Artin

GA be affine group scheme associated

with this Tannakian category and the fibre fun~tor HB •
f

Proposition 6.28. There is an exact sequence of affine group schemes

the affine group scheme associated with

Proof: Let ~ be the image of in ~; then MT(A) is

~ , and so the above

sequence is a subsequence of the sequence in (6.23a).

Remark 6.29. If we identify MT(A) with the subgroup of

Aut(H~(A» , then (as in 6.23c) n-l(T) becomes identified

with the MT(A)-torsor whose R-points, for any m-algebra R, are the
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1 1R-linear isomorphisms a: H (A~,R) ~ H (LA~,R) such that

a(s) = TS for all (absolute) Hodge cycles on AW • We can also

identify MT{A) with a subgroup of Aut(H~(A» and then it

becomes more natural to identify n-l(T) with the torsor of

R-linear isomorphisms

Hodge cycles.

preserving

On passing to the inverse limit over all A and L, we

obtain an exact sequence

with SO and S respectively the connected Serre group and the

Serre group. This sequence plays an important role in the next

three articles.

Appendix: Terminology from non-abelian cohomology

We review some definitions from Giraud [1].

Fibred categories

Let a: F ~ A be a functor. For any object U of A we

write !u for the category whose objects are those F in F

such that a(!) = U and whose morphisms are those f such that

a(f) = idu • For any morphism a : a(Fl ) ~ a(F2 ) , we write

Homa (FI ,F2) for the set of f : Fl
~ F 2 such that a (f) = a .

A morphism f : FI ~ F2 in F is said to be cartesian, and Fl

is said to be the inverse image a(f)*F2 of F2 relative to

aCf) , if, for any F' e Ea(F
l

) and h e Homa(f) (F',F2 ) , there
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is a unique g € Homid (F',F1 ) such that fg=h:

a (f)

We say that a: F + A is a fibered category if

(a) for any morphism a: U1 + U2 in A and F2 e ob(!u )
2

the inverse image a*(F2 ) of F2 exists;

(b) the composite of two cartesian morphisms is cartesian.

(Existence and transitivity of inverse images.) Then a* can be

made into a functor

isomorphic to b*a*.

+ F ,and
-U1

(ab)* is canonically

Let a F + A and a' : F' + A be fibred categories over

A , and let B:!: + F' be a functor such that a 1(" B = a; one says

B is cartesian if it maps cartesian morphisms to cartesian

morphisms.

Stacks (Champs)

Let a: K+ AffS be a fibred category where Affs is

the category of affine schemes over S = spec R. We endow AffS

with the f.p.q.c. topology. Let a T' + T be a faithfully

flat map of affine S-schemes and let F € ob(KT ,) ; a descent

datum on F relative to a is an isomorphism ~: pi{F) + p~(F)

where are the
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Pro]" ections Til = T' x T':: T' and the p are theT ij

projections T'" = T' xT T' xT T' ~ T' xT T' • With an

obvious notion of morphism, the pairs (F,~) form a category

Des(T'/T) • There is a functor ~T ~ Des(T'/T) under which

F e ob(!T) maps to (a*(t),~) where ~ is the canonical

morphism pla*(F) ~ (Pla)*F = (P2a)*F ~ p~a*F. The fibred

category a : 1: ~ AffS is a stack if, for all faithfully flat

maps a: T' + T I ~T + Des(T'/T) is an equivalence of categories.

For example, let a: MOD ~ AffS be the fibred category such

that MOOT is the category of finitely presented r(T,OT)-modulesi

descent theory shows that this is a stack (Waterhouse [1,17.2],

Bourbaki [2,1.3.6]). Similarly, there is a stack PROJ ~ Affs
for which PROJT is the category of finitely generated projective

r(T,OT)-modules (ibid.) and a stack AFF + AffS for which

AFFT = AffT •

Gerbs (Gerbes)

A stack G + AffS

(a) each fibre ~T

~T are isomorphisn~) i

(b) there is a faithfully flat map T + S such that ~T

is nonemptYi

(c) any two objects of a fibre ~T are locally isomorphic

(i.e., their inverse images relative to some faithfully flat map

T' + T are isomorphic).

By a morphism of gerbs over AffS we mean a cartesian functor.

A gerb G + AffS is said to be neutral (or trivial) if §s is

nonempty.
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Let F be a sheaf of groups on S for the f.p.g.c.

topology. The fibred category TORS (F) ~ Affs for which

TORS{F)T is the category TorsT{F) of right F-torsors on

T is a neutral gerb. Conversely, let G be a neutral gerb

and let Q e ob(§g)i then F = Aut(Q) is a sheaf of groups

on AffS and Q ~ TORS (F) , p ~ ISo~ (a*Q,p) (for a : T ~ S)

is an equivalence of gerbs.

Bands (Liens)

Let F and G be sheaves of groups for the f.p.g.c.

topology on S, and let Gad be the quotient sheaf G/Z where

Z is the centre of G. The action of Gad on G by conjugation

induces an action of Gad on the sheaf Isom(F,G) and we set

Isex(F,G) r(S,Gad\ISom(F,G». As Gad acts faithfully on

Isom(F, G) ,

. ad I I ad I IIsex(F,G) = 1m Ker(G (T)',Isom(F T,G T) * G (T XT),Isom(F T x T,G TXT»
~

where the limit is over all T ~ S faithfully flat and affine.

A band B on S is defined by a triple (S',G,,> where

S' is an affine S-scheme, faithfully flat over S, G is a sheaf

of groups on S' , and , e Isex(piG, piG) is such that

P31 (<p) = p 3·2 (<p) p ~ I (~) . (AS before, the p. and p .. are the
J. J.]

various projection maps S" * S' and S'" ~ S") • If T is also

a faithfully flat affine S-scheme, and a T -+- S' is an S-morphism,

then we do not distinguish between the bands defined by (S',G,<p)

and (T,a*(G),(a x a)*(,» • Let B1 and B2 be the bands defined

by (S' ,GI"I) and (S',G2 ,$2)i an isomorphism BI ~ B2 is an
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element We Isex(Gl ,G2} such that

If G is a sheaf of groups on

*P~ (w) 04>1 = $2 0 Pl (1lJ) •

S , we write B(G} for the

band defined by (S,G,id). One shows that !Som(B(GI },B(G2)}

!sex(GI ,G2 ) • Thus B(Gl ) and B(G2 ) are isomorphic if and

only if G2 is an inner form of Gl , i.e. G2 becomes isomorphic

to Gl on some faithfully flat S-scheme T, and the class of

G2 in Hl(S,Aut(Gl )} comes from Hl(S,G~d) When G2 is

commutative, then !Som(B(Gl ),B(G2» = !sex(Gl ,G2 ) Isom(GI ,G2),

and we usually do not distinguish B(G2 ) from G2 •

The centre Z(B) of the band B defined by (5' ,G,~) is

defined by (S',z,$lpiZ) where Z is the centre of G. The

above remark shows that cplp!z lifts to an element

$1 € Isom(pIZ, p~Z) , and one checks immediately that P3l($1)

P32(CPI) P~l($l) • Thus (S' ,z,eplpiZ) arises from a sheaf of

groups on S, which we identify with Z(B) .

Let G be a gerb on Affs . By definition, there exists

an object Q e §S. for some 5' + S faithfully flat and affine.

Let G = Aut(O); it is a sheaf of groups on S' • Again by

definition, piQ and P~Q are locally isomorphic on ~/, and

the locally-defined isomorphisms determine an element

~ e !sex(pi(G),p~(G» • The triple (S',G,ep) defines a band

B which is uniquely determined up to a unique isomorphism.

This band B is called the band associated with the gerb G,

and G is said to be bound by B. For example, the gerb

TORS (G) is bound by B(G) •
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A band B is said to be affine (or algebraic) if it can

be defined by a triple (8',G,~) with G an affine (or algebraic)

group scheme over 5'. A gerb is said to be affine (or algebraic)

if it is bound by an affine (or algebraic) band.

Cohomology

Let B be a band. Two gerbs ~l and Q2 bound by Bare

said to be B-equivalent if there~ an isomorphism m : ~l + ~2

with the following property: for some triple (8',G,~) defining

B there is an object Q e Ql8' such that the automorphism

G ~ Aut(Q) ~ Aut(m(Q» ~ G defined by m is equal to id in

Isex (G, G) . The cohomology set H2 (8,B) is defined to be the set

of B-equivalence classes of gerbs bound by B. If Z is the

centre of B, then H2 (8,Z) is equal to the cohomology group of

Z in the usual sense of the f.p.q.c. topology on 8, and

either H2 (S,B} is empty or H2 (S,Z) acts simply transitively

on it (Giraud [1, IV. 3.3.3]).

Proposition: Let 8 = spec k, k a field, and let G be an

affine algebraic gerb on 8; then there is a finite field extension

k' of k such that GS ' I 8' = spec k' , is nonempty.

Proof: By assumption, the band B of G is defined by a triple

(8',G,~) with G of finite type over S' . Let S' = spec R'i

R' can be replaced by a finitely generated subalgebra, and then

by a quotient modulo a maximal ideal, and so we may suppose 8' =

speck' where k' is a finite field extension of k. We shall
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show that the gerbs G and TORS (G) become B-equivalent

over some finite field extension of k' • The statement

preceding the proposition shows we have to prove that an element

of H2 (S',Z) , Z the centre of B , is killed by a finite

field extension of k' • But this assertion is obvious for

elements of H1CS',Z) and is easy to prove for elements of
v v

the Cech groups :Hr(S',Z), and so the exact sequence

completes the proof. (See Saavedra [1, III 3.1] for more details.)

~: (Added July, 1981): It seems likely that the final

question in (3.5) can be shown to have a positive answer when

k has characteristic zero. In particular this would show that

any rigid abelian tensor category C with End(!) = k having

a fibre functor with values in some extension of k is Tannakian,

provided k is a field of characteristic zero.
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Introduction: In this article we give a detailed description

of Langlands's construction of his Taniyama group. The first

section reviews the definition and properties of the Serre

group, and the following section discusses extensions of Galois

groups by the Serre group. The construction itself is carried

out in the third section, which also contains additional material

required for V.

We mention that in [1] Langlands is using the opposite sign

convention for the reciprocity law in class field theory from us

and hence the opposite notion of the Weil group (although his

statement at the bottom of p. 224 is misleading on this point) •

Thus, there are many sign differences between his article and

ours.

Notation: Vector spaces are finite-dimensional, number fields

are of finite degree over (j (and usually contai.ned in a=),

and ; is the algebraic closure of (j in ~. For L a number

field, LabC tv denotes its abelian closure. For the Weil

group, we follow the notations of Tate [2]. In particular,

for a topological group r , rC denotes the closure of the

commutator subgroup of rand r ab = rlr
c

•
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§l. The Serre group.

Let L C ~ be a finite extension of m, let r be the

set of embeddings of L into ~ , and write LX for ResL/w~m •

Any p e Gal (m/(Q) defines an element [p] of r , which may

be regarded as a character of LX • Then r is a basis for

X* (Lx) • An element a of Gal (101m) acts on X* (Lx) by

a(Lbp[p]) = Eb rap] = Eb 1 [p] • The quotient of LX by the
P a- p

Zariski closure of any sufficiently small arithmetic subgroup

has character group X*{L
x

) n (yO $ Y-) where

X , all (1 e Gal (m/a) }{x e X*{L
x

) e mlax

{X e X*(L
x

) e mlcx -X, all c of the form -1c = 01.0 }

(Serre [1, II-3l, Cor.l]). Thus this quotient is independent of

the arithmetic subgroup; it is called the Serre group SL of

L (or, sometimes, the connected Serre group). One checks easily

that X*(SL) is the sUbgroup of X*(L
x

) of X satisfying

( 1.1) (a-I) (1.+1) X= 0 (1.+1) (a-1)X , all a e Gal(W 1m) .

There is a canonical homomorphism

corresponding hom0morphisms wh : ~m + S~ and ~ = ~L: ~m + S~ ·

They determine the following maps on the character groups:

X*(h) = (i:b [p] ~ (b1 ,b ): X* (SL) ~ X*(S) =1l e 2Z)
p 1.

X*(Wh ) = (Ebp[p] ~ - b 1 - b
t

)

X*(~) = (i:bp[p] ~ b l )
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Note that wh is defined over W. The pair (SL/~L) is

universal: for any m-rational torus T that is split over

Land cocharacter u of T satisfying (1.1) there is a

SL~ T P 0 l..lLunique (Q-rational homomorphism ---~ such that ~.
1..1

L LIn particular there are no nontrivial automorphisms of (S,u) .

For a::J L ':> L:> m and L' of finite degree over

~ , the norm map induces a homomorphism SL' ~ SL sending

hL ' to hL • The (connected) Serre group S is defined to be

the pro-algebraic group lim SL . There is a canonical
-Eo-

homomorphism h = h lim hL: 9) ~ 8 m and correspondingcan +

cocharacter II = llcan: (& ~ Set . For any L , SL is them

largest quotient of S that splits over L •

We review the properties of S that we shall need to use.

(1.2). The topology induced on sLeW) by the embedding

SL«D) ~ SL{ JAf) is the discrete topology; th~s sL(an is

closed in SL ( ]Af) This is a consequence of, Chevalley I s

theorem, which says that any arithmetic subgroup of the m-rational

points of a torus is open relative to the adelic topology, because

the subgroup {l} of SL Cm ) is arithmetic.

(1.3) • Make Gal (G2/(D) act on the group A of locally constant

functions Gal «[/(Q) ~ ~ by transport of structure: thus

(0 A) (p) = A(o-lp) . The map X*(SL) ~ A that sends X = Ebp[p]

to the function p ~ b p identifies X*(SL) with the subset

AL of A comprising those functions that are constant on

left cosets of GalCW(L> in Gal (W/W) and satisfy (1.1). On
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passing to the limit over L, we find that X*(S) becomes

identified with the subgroup of A of functions satisfying (1.1).

(1.4). Let mcm be the union of all subfields of i of eM-type;

it is the largest subfield on which and a commute for all

a e Gal(m/(D)

conditions:

(1.1 1
)

The condition (1.1) is equivalent to the following

A is fixed by Gal (W/;cm) and A(la) + (a)

is independent of cr.

In particular, for a given L , AL AF where F = L (DCIn is

the maximal CM-subfie1d of L (or is an . Since obviously

AL AF , they must be equal: SL ~ SF .

(1.5). (De1igne) Let F be a eM-field with maximal real

subfie1d FO • There is an exact commutative diagram (of algebraic

groups)

1 1

i i
x x
~ SF/hw <<D

x
)1 --> Ker ---> F /FO

i f
~

x SFF ~ 1

T ~w
x norm> <D

x
1 --> Ker --> Fa --> 1

t l'
1 1
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To prove this it suffices to show that the square at bottom-right

commutes, and the top horizontal arrow is injective, but both

of these are easily seen on the character groups. Thus there

is an exact sequence

1 ~ 1 .

We can deduce that, for any field k ~ W , there is an injection

H1(k,SF) ~ Br(FO ~ k) where Br denotes the Brauer group.

It follows that, when k is a number field, the Hasse principle

1 F 1 F 1 F.holds for H (k,S ): the map H (k,S ) -+ $ H (kv'S) J.S

injective. The remark (1.4) shows that this is also true with-

out assuming F to be a CM-field.

(1.6) Let A e X*(S) and let TA be the W-rational torus

such that X*(TA) is the Gal(i/~)-submoduleof X*(S) generated

by A. Thus TA is a quotient of Sand hcan defines a

homomorphism h: $ -+ TA • For any m-rational representation of

TA, TA ~ GL(V), (V,h) is a m-rational Hodge structure with

weight n=-(A(l)+A(t» and Mumford-Tate group MT(V,h) =TA

(See II). The condition (1.1') shows that acts as -1

on Ker(A' ~ A'(l)+A'(t): X*(TA) -+ 2Z); thus (TA/Wh(CGm»{:JR)

is compact, and (V,h) is polarizable (Deligne [1,2.8]). It

follows easily that S = lim MT(V,h) where the limit is over
-+-

the m-rational polarizable Hodge structures (V,h) of CM-type.

In other words, S is the group associated with the Tannakian

category of Hodge structures of this type.
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(1.7) (Serre). It is an easy combinatorial exercise to show

that X*(S) is generated by functions A such that A(cr)

is 0 or 1 and A(a) + A(ta) = l. If A is of this type

then, for any representation TA ~ GL(V) of TA ' (V,h)

is a m-rational polarizable Hodge structure of CM-type and

weight -1; it therefore corresponds to an abelian variety. Thus

S = lim MT(A) where the limit is over abelian varieties (over ~)
-+-

of CM-type. In other words, the Tannakian category of ;-rational

polarizable Hodge structures of eM-type is generated by those

arising from abelian varieties.

(1.8) If L is Galois over ;, then Gal (L/;) acts on

LX ResL/~mm and this action induces an action on the quotient

SL. Thus there is an action of Gal (W/;) on the ;-rational

pro-algebraic group S. It is important to distinguish carefully

between the two natural actions of Gal(~/m) on SeW) , the

first of which arises from the (algebraic) action of Gal (i/;)

on S and the second from the (Galois) action of Gal (w/m)

on <D. See Langlands [1, p.220].

2. Extensions of Gal (;/m) ~ S .

By an extension of Gal(i/~) by S we shall mean a

projective system

1 --7 L'
~

L'
~ Gal (L'ab/;) ~ 1S T

Yft'III

lNL1 / L 1 1can (L c:. L')

1 ~ SL ~ TL
~ Gal (Lab/a» ~ 1

#ININ
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of extensions of W-rational pro-algebraic groups; the indexing

set is all finite Galois extensions of ~ contained in W.
The group Gal (Lab/W) is to be regarded as a pro-system of

finite constant algebraic groups in the obvious way, and the

action of Gal (Lab/01) on determined by the extension is

to be the algebraic action described in (1.8). On passing

to the limit we obtain an extension

1 --4 5 ~ T ~ Gal (Qi/(D) --7 1 •
IIIW"

We shall always assume there to be a splitting of the extension

over ~f , i.e., a compatible family of continuous homomorphic

sections spL: Gal (Lab/(0) -+ TL ( ~f). In the limit this defines
~

- fa continuous homomorphism sp: Gal (W/Q) -+ !..( ~ ) .
Fix an L. The general theory of affine group schemes

(Demazure-Gabriel [l,V.2]) shows that, for some finite quotient

cf of f = Gal (Lab/01> I;!L will be the pull-back of an extension

of " by SL:

1

1

Since SL splits over L, Hilbert's theorem 90 shows that

H
1

(L,SL) 0, and so Z' (L)-~' is surjective. Thus we can

choose a section a': "J' -+ Zi, , which will automatically be a

morphism of algebraic varieties. On pulling back to " we
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get a section La = a : Gal (Lab1m> ~ zt which is a morphism

of pro-algebraic varieties. The choice of such an a gives

us the following data.

for Gal (Lab/W> with values(2.l). A 2-cocycle (d )
T l,T 2

in the algebraic group st, defined by

(2.2) . A family of l-cocycles c (1') e Zl(L/<o,SL(L» , one

for each T e Gal (Lab1(1) , defined by ccr(T)a(T) '= cra(L} .
(Gal (LiOn acts on SL(L) through its action on the field L. )

(2.3). A continuous map b: Gal(Lab/(l) ~ SL( JT{) defined by

b (T ) spL (L) = a (L) •

These satisfy the following relations:

(2 • 5) • d
Ll,L2

(2 .6) •

for ab and (j e Gal(L/m) (We have used theT1 ,L2,T e Gal(L /W) .
convention that .L e Gal (Lab/m) acts on SL(L) through its

action on SL , and a e Gal (Lim) acts on SL(L) through its

action on the field L. ) In fact, the first relation is a

consequence of the other two.

Note that b determines

and that the image beT) of b( L) in SL( JT{)/SL(L) is
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uniquely determined by the extension and

of the choice of a) .

Lsp (independently

Proposition 2.7. A mapping b: Gal(Lab/Ql> ~SL( ~)/SL(L)

arises (as above) from an extension of SL by Gal (Lab/m)

and a splitting if and only if it satisfies the following conditions:

(a) a(b(T» = b(T), all T e Gal (Lab/an , a e Gal(L/(D)i

(c) b lifts to a continuous map b: Gal (Lab/al) .. SL(~) such

that the map (Tl,T2)~d df b(Tl)aTlb(T2)'b(T1T2)-1 is
TI ,T 2

locally constant. Moreover, the extension (together with the

splitting) is determined by b up to isomorphism.

Proof. We shall only show how to construct the extension

from b , the rest being easy. Choose a lifting b of b

as in (e) The family is a 2-cocycle which takes

values in the algebraic group

an extension

It therefore defines

I
L

~ ~L ~ Gal (Lab/(D> 1

of pro-algebraic groups over L together with a section

a: Gal (Lab/W> + TL that is a morphism of pro-varieties .
..L

Define TL to be the pro-algebraic group scheme over m such
"""

that rem> = Z~(Qj) with Gal (W/(D) acting by the formula:
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a(s·a(T» = Ca(T) • as • aCT), a e Gal(m/<D) , s e sL(m)

t e Gal(Lab/~) , Ca(T) ~~ b(t)-l ab(T) e SL (L) There is an

exact sequence

For each T e Gal(Lab/(Jl , b(T}-la(T} € SL(lAi}Gal(L/(Jl} SL(lAf }

and t ~ speLl df b(T)-la(T) is a homomorphism. As b is

continuous, so also is sp.

Corollary 2.8. To define an extension of Gal (mtm) by S

(together with a splitting over ~f) it suffices to give maps

SL: Gal(Lab/~) ~ SL(~i)/SL(L) satisfying the conditions of

(2.7) and such that, whenever L C L' ,

Gal (L,ab/CD)
i)L'

) SL' (:lAi,)/SL' (L')

can 1NL'/L

Gal (LablaU SL
SL(:lA f)/SL(L)C • SL (]A i')/SL (L ' )) L

conmtutes.

Remark 2.9. Let ~ be an extension of Gal (m/CD) by S.

For any T e Gal(;/<D) , multiplication in ].. makes n-1(T) into

a torsor for S, and Sp(T) is a point of the torsor with values

in :m.f (i.e. a trivialization of the torsor over A
f ) • In

the above we have implictly regarded 1T-
l (T) as a left torsor,

because that is the convention of Langlands [1]. It is however
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both more convenient and more conventional to regard -1
1f (T )

as a right S-tors.or. With this point of view it is natural to

associate with :£., cocycles (y cr (:r) ) and a map 8 defined as

follows: let L be a finite Galois extension of m and choose

a section

of pro-algebraic varieties; then

cra(T) = a(~cr(T), for cr e Gal (L/m), T e Gal(Lab/m) , and

sp (T ) 8 (T) = a (T ) for T e Gal (Lab1m) •

The following relations hold:

Ycr (T) = 8 (T)-1 · cr (8 (T» ,

The new objects are related to the old as follows:

y cr (T)

B(T)

Define

with

Then

c' (T) and b' (T) by the formulas (2.2) and (2.3) but

-1 -1aCT) replaced by the section T~ a' (T) = a(T) •

B (t: )

In particular, we see that yeT) and C(T-1)-1 are cohomologous

and SeT) = b(T-l)-l .
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In the preceding discussion there is no need

to take the base field to be m. We shall use this method to

construct for any number field L~i, a canonical extension

1 ----7 SL ~ ~l

of pro-algebraic groups over ; , together with a splitting

over ~f. According to (2.7), such an extension corresponds to

a map b: Gal (Lab/L) ... SL(~)/SL(L) satisfying conditions

similar to (a), (b), and (c) of that proposition. In fact

we shall define a map b: Gal (Lab/L) -+ SL( lAf)/SLC(D) C

SL( ~)/SL(L) and so (a) will be obvious (and the cocycles

C(T) trivial). Note that Gal (Lab/L) acts trivially on SL

and so (b) requires that b be a homomorphism.

The canonical element ~L e x*CSL) is defined over L,

and so gives rise to a homomorphism of algebraic groups}

x
NR: L

Consider

L
ResL/W(lJ )

)'
NL/ m L

_~'M=--~) S •

NR( ~):

NR(L) :

]A ~ --4 SL (~)

U U
L x ----7 SL «ID

The reciprocity morphism (Deligne [2,2.2.3])
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is defined to be the reciprocal of the composite of the

following maps: the reciprocity law isomorphism
ab - x x x L L

Gal (L /L) E---7 1T 0 (~/LX) , the map 11" 0 (~/L ) + 11" 0 (S (]A) /S «(D»

defined by NR, and the projection 'If 0 <SL < Jl\) /SL <al» + SL <]/) /SL <al) ) •

We define beT) = rL(T)-l It satisfies (a) and (b) of (2.7).

According to (1.2), sLew) is a discrete sUbgroup of

SL ( ]Af), and hence of sL ( ::fA). Thus there is an open subgroup

x
U C ~ , then there is a commutative

u

If

of ~

F ::> L

such that NR:

corresponds to

is 1 on

diagram

1 ~ Gal (Lab/F) ~ Gal (Lab/L) --7 Gal (F/L) ~ 1

lb
b/

/

f,/

/

SL ( ]Af)
J(

SL ( ]Af) /S (L)?~

in which -1 Gal (Lab/F) SL (lA ) is induced byb : ~

U/U 1\
x SL(]A) • It is easy to extendNR: L + b to a

continuous map Gal (Lab/L) ~ SL(]Af) lifting b: choose a set

SI of representatives for Gal (F/L) in Ga1(Lab/L), choose an

element b (s) e SL ( ]Af) mapping to b(s) for each s e Sl ,

and define b(sg) = b(s)b(g) for s e S', 9 e Ga1(Lab/F). This

map b satisfies (c) of (2.7) because, when restricted to

Ga1(Lab/F), it is a homomorphism.
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The extension constructed in (2.10) is, up to sign,

that defined by Serre [1]. For a sUfficiently large modulus ~

the group T* = T/E~ of (ib.,p II-8) is the Serre group

SL , and C1IC.- = Gal (L~L) for some L..C Lab. Thus the sequence

(ib.,p II-9) can be written

On passing to the limit over increasing 1tV" this becomes

1 ~ SL ~ ~l.

The splitting (over ~~) is defined in (ib., 2.3).

§3. The Taniyama group.

We denote the Weil group of a local or global field L

by WL· Let v denote the prime induced on iD , or a subfield

L of i I by the fixed inclusion W~~, and let L denotev
the closure of L in Oiv = a: • According to Tate [2] there is

a homomorphism i v
such that the diagrams

r Wab ¢v
Gal «(i~(Dv)L __v_;>

W(D ~v ~ Lv v

! can ~ i:b ! i v r
r wab ~ Gal (0)/02)CL ---=-> L W<D

commute for all number fields L contained in Qi. The

constructions that follow will be independent of the choice of
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iv' but we shall ignore this question by fixing an i
v

. If

L c::. m is a finite Galois extension of (D then i
v

induces

a map from W
YWv

d=f WGlv/W~v to W
L

/\Il ~f WQl/W~ which makes

1->

! i v ( 3.1)

~ Gal (L Ion ---> 1

conunute.

We note that there is a commutative diagram

1 ~ CL~ WL/~

! i
1-+ Gal (LabIL)--.. Gal (Lab1(1»

Gal (Lim) ~ 1

II
Gal (Lim) ~ 1

(3.2)

in which the vertical arrows are surjective.

Let T be a torus over to i by analogy with T(L) =

X*(T) ~ LX, T(:~/)=X*(T) ~ lA
f

etc., we shall write T(C
L

)

for X*(T) 3 CL · If ~ e X*{T) and a belongs to a

m-algebra R (or e
L

) then we write all for ~ 3 a e T(R).

Fix such a torus T and an element ~ e X*(T), and let

LeW be a number field splitting T. For each T e Gal(Lab/W)

that satisfies

(1 + t) (T-1 - 1)~ = 0 (3. 3)

and lifting T of T to WL/W (using the map in (3.2» we shall

define an element bO(T'~) e T(CL)/T(L:>, where L~ = L Qmm ·

Choose a section a~ Wo to WL/W~ Gal (L/W) such that:
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I ;

W t € WL 1m c WL/(D
v v

for some choice of H containing I and such that

(3.4b)

(3.4c)

Gal (L/(D) HVH t (disjoint union) I w = w w
at a t

for all a e H.

Of course, the last two conditions are trivial if L ~lR.

Corresponding to

w w = a wa L a,L aT

w there is a 2-cocycle (a ), defined by
a,L

Let L e Gal(Lab/m) satisfy (3.3) and let

T e WL/W map to it. Choose c - e CLO,L
to satisfy w Ta

c _ w
a'L aT

Lenuna 3.5.

and define

TT
a€Gal(L/(D)

The element

c _o~ e T(CL)/T(L
co

).
a'L

baCT ,~) is independent of the choice

of the section Wi it is fixed by Gal(L/W).

Proof. (Langlands [1. p. 221; p. 223).) Suppose 0 t+ w~ =

to denote objects

defined using this section. It is easy to see that

c'
a,T

Therefore

-1
e

OT
eo co, T for all a e Gal (Lim) •

We have to show that the product in {} is congruent to I
x

modulo L co. Consider a e Gal(Lv/mv) • Because of (3.4b),
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x
we have eO' e Lv and hence p(eO' ) e L~ for all p e Gal (L/m) •

As

a'P,O'

x
(mod Leo) • Thus

and both and a'p,a belong to
x

Leo I we have

n
n e H

is congruent modulo
x

Leo to

~ iT enO'(I-T-I)l.l

n e H 0' e Gal (Lv/mv ) n

which is I , because in view of (3.3) ,

Next we show that bo(T,l.l) is fixed by Gal (L/m> • We
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have

and hence

for all p,a e Gal{L/W) I

We can write the product in { } as

1T
n e H

-1,-r a pncr{l-T )~

a e Gal{L 1m ) p,na
v v

In view of (3.4c) we have

n e Hand cr e Gal(Lv/Wv)
x

congruent modulo L~ to

- (d LX) for allaplna = ap,n rno ~

Hence the above product ~s

11
n e H

which is 1 because of (3. 3) .
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On tensoring

1
x fX f x/x

~ L ~ JA
L
-~ JA

L
L ~ 1

-1 ~ ~ t~

l~
x x

Leo ~ C
L
~ CL/Lco -> 1

with X*(T) we obtain an exact commutative diagram

( 3. Ga)

-:> T(~) /T(L) ~ 1

!=: (3.6b)

(The -1 reminds us that the map is the reciprocal of the obvious

inclusion.) We define b(T,~) to be the element of T(~)/T(L)

corresponding to bo(TI~). Lemma 3.5 shows that it lies in

(T(~f)/T(L»Gal(L/m) and hence gives rise to an element
L

C(T,~) e Hl(L/;, T(L» through the boundary map in the exact

sequence

(T (JAf) /T(L» Gal (L/a» ~ HI (L/(D,T(L» •
L

Lemma 3.7. The cohomology class C(T,~) depends only on the

image of T in Gal(L/(D).
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Proof. Suppose T 1 and T have the same image in Gal(L/W)i

C -I = a(u)c -. Thusa,l' a,T

NR(u), where NR is the
N

ResL/G! T
L

L/(JI) T. Choose

then T1 = u~ with u e C
L

, and

bO(T'~) is multiplied by na(u)a~

map of algebraic groups LX Res (lJ})

an element u e:i{ such that u and u

element in CL/L~. Then NR(u) e T(JAf)

NR(u) in T(CL)/T(L:), and we see that

where NR(u) denotes the image of NR(u)

T ( :i{) /T (L) • Hence c ("f , ll) = c C=1.' • , ll) •

represent the same

has the same image as

b (T 1 I ~) = NR (ti) b (T , ~)

in T ( ]Af) /T ((D) C

Thus we can write C(T,~) for C(T,~) where T e Gal (Lab/W)

(or even Gal(L/W».

Lemma 3.8. Up to multiplication by an element of the closure

T(W)A of T(m) in T(~f), E(T,~) depends only on l' (and

not T).

Proof. From (3.2) we see that T can be multiplied only by

an element u of the identity component of C
L

• An argument as

in the proof of (3.7) shows that multiplying T by u corre-

sponds to multiplying b(T,~) by NR(u) I where ii is a lifting

of u to ~. But it is in the closure of LX C(JAi,)x, and

so NR(u) is in the closure of T(eD).

Thus, for any L e Gal(Lab/m) satisfying (3.3), there

is a well-defined element b(T,ll) e T(JAi,)/T(L) T«(JI)A.
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For any T and ~ I b(t,~) is defined; we

We can take '1show that it is 1.

then wa1 = wwa 1

waW1Wl = w aa 1,1

b O(t,ll) = 1.

and

= a(a )w
l,t a

W. I f a e H (see 3. 4) ,
1

ca,l Ii moreover wall =
and c ..., = a(a ) € LX. Clearlyal,l 1,1 00

Proposition 3.10. Let h : $ -+- TJR be a homomorphism and

~ = ~h be the corresponding cocharacter. Assume that ~ is

defined over EeL. Then b(T,ll) is defined for all T e

Gal (Lab/E) and there is a conunutative diagram

Gal (LabIE) be-,ll) ) T(JAi )/T(L) T«(D)'"

!rest -1 J
Gal (Eab/E)

rE(T,h)
T(Fif) IT (m) A

in which rE(T,h) is the reciprocity morphism (Deligne [2,2.2.3]).

In particular, C(T,ll} is trivial.

Proof. Let T € Gal (LabIE) • Then T fixes lJ, and so (3.3)

is satisfied and b(T,ll) is defined. We may choose the section

w to W
L/W

-+- Gal(L/tQ) in such a way that w = T maps to TT
in Gal (LabIan . Then c ..., = a Let R be a set of repre-a,T a,T

sentatives for Gal(L/W)/Gal(L/E). We have

bO(T,lJ) TT IT a PlJ (since alJ lJ)
peR a e Gal (LIE)

pa,T

IT (lTC pa ·
-1 )Plla . a )

peR a a, T p,aT p,a

TT (pa)Pll , where a = 11 a
peR a a,T
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To evaluate a, we use the commutative diagram" (Tate[2, W
3

])

CE

r E wab
~ E

r Lt
r L wabCL
~ L

where t is the transfer map arising from the inclusion

Clearly

is an element of CE

rL(a) lfrL(aO,T) = t(:rw~>. Thus a

that maps to TIEab in Gal(Eab/E). Let

a e ]Af
E

represent the same element in C lEx as a. ThenE 00

b(,,\.I) is the image ofa under :u{x ~ T(:m.f )/T(QU", and

ab -1
this equals rE(T,h) (TIE ) •

We now apply the above theory to construct the Taniyama

group of a finite Galois extension L of W, L c.i . To do so,

we take the torus T to be SL and ~ to be the canonical co

character of SL (see §l). Since sL(m> is closed in SL(JAf)

the above constructions give a map Gal (Lab/W> ~

(SL~)/sL(L»Gal(L/W) which we denote by b(or bL).

Proposition 3.11. The map b satisfies the conditions of (2.7)

and so defines an extension

h . h . 1" "",ftoget er W1t a cont1nuous sp 1tt1ng over ~ •
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Proof. We have already observed (Lemma 3.5) that beT) is

fixed by Gal(L/~) for all T. To show b satisfies (2.7b),

let

of

Then we have

and lift Ll and L2 to elements Tl

to be the lift of T = T1T 2

~nd

Hence

The first factor is b (T
l

~) , and the second one is

IT -1 0,

(c _ )crT l ~, which is Tl(bo(T2'~» (recall that the action
cr cr,T 2

of Tl on SL is the 'algebraic' one, see §1.8). Thus

b(T1 T2 ) = b(T 1) Ll(b('r
2

» • To prove C2.7c), consider the

diagram

t
Gal (Lab/L)

_b_;> SL (p{ )/SL (Ll

t

where b is the map defined in (2.10). The diagram commutes

because of (3.10). It is easy to extend b to a continuous

map Gal (Lab/;) ~ sL(mf ) lifting b (see the proof of 2.10).

Then b satisfies (2.7c) because its restriction to Gal (Lab/F)

is a homomorphism, where F is the finite extension of L

defined in the proof of (2.10) •
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The extension, together with the splitting, is the Taniyama

group of L. The next lemma implies that the Taniyama groups

for varying L form a projective system: we have an extension

of Gal (;/;) by S in the sense of §2.

Lemma 3.12. If L':::> L then

Gal (L' ab/m)
"bL '

_______________~) SL' (lA~,) /SL' (L')

rest. NL'/L

commutes.

Proof. We discuss the case Gal(L'/L)() Gal(L~/mv) = {ll first.

Let R be a set of representatives for the coset space

Gal(L'/L)\Gal(L'/m)/Gal(L~/~V) .

We choose R such that 1 € R. For elements ; in

r; € Gal(L'/L) , n € Rand p e Gal(L;/(Dv) ,

Gal(L'/L) tJ R U Gal(L~mv) , choose wk € WL'/m lifting ~;

and for p € Gal (L~/(Dv) , choose w'p to

Write an element a of Gal (L'/(D) uniquely

we choose w' = 11

be in WL ' /tOv .
v

as a = r;np with

and put
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w' w' w' w'a c; n p

Then a ~ w~ is a section of WL'/W ~ Gal(L'/W) satisfying

(3.4). We choose a section cr ~ wa of WL/(D ~ Gal(L/(D) as

follows: for cr € Gal (L/(D) , a extends to a unique np in

Gal(L'/W) with n € Rand p e Gal(L~/Wv) ; we take wa to

be the image of w' w' w' in wL/(D .np n p

Let T be an element of Gal (L' abIan We lift TIL'

to T' in WL'/m , and let T be the image of T' in

wL/(D . Suppose a € Gal (L/aU lifts to np € Gal (L' Ian and

aT e Gal(L/(D) lifts to n'p' e Gal (L'/(D) . Then

d' w', w'n p

with d' € WL , /L C WL , /<0 . This shows that under the homomorphism

WL'/(D ~ WL/(D , the image d of d' belongs to WL/ L
- wab and- L

is the image of c a (T) under the isomorphism r L : C L
~ wab

L

On the other hand, for c; e Gal(L'/L), there is a unique

c;' e Gal(L'/L) such that ~npT = ~'n'p' • By definition

w' w' w' =t'
~ n p

It follows that

w' d'
Z;

( -' ) ,
c~np T we;' (3.13 )
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h
o ° to ° W L ab - ( )abT 1S 1S an equa 10n 1n L'/L. et t: WL = WL'/L +

~ (WL'/L,)ab be the transfer homomorphism arising from

WL I IL I '+ WL I IL. We have an exact sequence

----~) Gal (L'/L) --~)1

and Z; to+- Wi
Z;

shows that

is a section of WL'/L + Ga1(L ' /L)

ted) = r L , ( n Cz;np(T I
)'"') •

z; e Gal (L IlL) /

thus (3.13)

Since

~I

t
___r_L_' -~) w~~

Tt
__r_L__~) ~b

commutes (Tate [2, §l, W3]) and rL(ccr(T» = d , Ccr(T) regarded

as an element of eL, is IT C (1"). Now under
Z; e Gal(L'/L) Z;np

L ' LNL' / L : X*(S ) + X*(S ) , z;np~ maps to a~ for all

Z; e Gal(L ' /L) • Therefore

maps to
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But

IT (TICz;np(T,»all =-'1 (Ca(T»all
n, p Z; a

np-+a

Hence the diagram in the Lemma commutes.

Now suppo$e Gal{L'/L) () Gal(L'v/~v) ~ {I} . This happens

only if Lv = lR • Thus in this case X* (SL) ~ 1l and the

Galois group acts on it trivially. Let 0 * wa be an arbitrary

section of WL/; -+ Ga1(L/m) , not necessarily satisfying (3.4).

Define c € CL by WaT = Co w Then ITcall = IT c ll e CLo aT • cr a cr a

is independent of the choice of the section 0 ~ Wcr for

in replacing wcr by e cr wa ' eo e CL ' 1J c ~ is multiplied

by the factor lJ (eOeaT-1) ll, which is 1. In particular,

b o ('r, ll) = 1] c
a

all Similarly, let p .... WI~ be an arbi trary

section of WL'/m -+ Gal(L'/;) , and define c~ e CL , by

w' :r' = c' w' Then the image of ~(c,)Pll in SL(CL ,) is
p P pT P P

independent of the choice of p ~ w~ ; in particular, it is

the image of bO(T,ll) . For our purpose, we choose a '+ Wcr

and p 1+ w
p as follows. Let R be a set of representatives

for the coset space Gal(L'/L)~Gal(L'/;) . Fix wk e WL'/(D

projecting to ; for each ~ in Gal(L'/L) U R • For

p e Gal(L'/m> , write p = z;n with Z; e Gal(L'/L) and

n e R , then put w'
p

W' w'. For
Z; n a e Gal(L/~) , let n be
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extending a , and let w
o

be the

image of Wi in WL/ CD
As before, we have CoTl

IT c~n
~ e Gal (L'/L) if n e R maps to (J in Gal (L/W) It

follows that the image of bo (=( I,ll) is boC=r,lJ) .

Proposition 3.14. Let T be a torus over m, let p e X*(T) ,

and let T be an automorphism of ~. Assume (3.3) holds,

so that C(T,p) e H1 (L/m , T(L» is defined for L a suffi-

ciently larger number field. The image of C(T,p) in

HI(Lv/mv,T(Lv » is represented by p(-1)/T-1~(-I) e

Ker (l + 1 : T (a:) -+ T (a:» •

Proof. The image of C(T,~) in HI (O:/lR , T (0:) ) is the cup-

product of the local fundamental class in H2 (O:/JR , ~x) with

the element of H- l (a:/lR , X*(T» represented by (1 - T-l)ll

(See Lang1ands [1, p. 225]). Thus the proposi~ion is a conse-

quence of the following easy lemma.

Lemma 3.15. For any torus T over lR , the map H-1 (<I:/lR ,X* (T) )

-+ H1 (<I:/lR,T) induced by cupping with the fundamental class in

H2 (<I:/lR,a:
x

) sends the class represented by X e X*(T) to the

class represented by x(-l) •

Remark 3.16. Thus C(T,ll) has the following property: For

any finite prime p of CD and extension of p to L , C(T,lJ)

has image 1 in HI (L~/Glp , T (L"f) ) , and the image of C(T,ll)
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in HI (a:/lR, T (G:» is represented by (I-or -1) l..I (-1) .

When L
T = S ~ (2.5) shows that this property determines

C{T,l..I) uniquely. On the other hand, it is not difficult to

construct directly a cohomology class having the property.

Consider the exact commutative diagram

Hl(L/lJl,T(L» ~ alp Hi (L
iJ

/lJlp ,T(L1» ---? Hl(L/lJl,T(CL»

1= f=

in which the vertical maps are the Tate-Nakayama isomorphisms

-1(Tate [1]). For a finite group G and G-module M, H (G,M)

{Ker N : M + M)/~(cr-l)M. Thus (3.3) shows that (l-T-l)l..I

-1defines an element Q co e H (a:/lR, X* (T» , and we let

a = (ap ) € alp H-l(L1/lJlp,X*(T») with ap = 0 for p ~ = and

a co the element just defined. Note that the image of a co in

H1<CI:/lR,T{a:» is represented by (1-T-1)l..I{-1) • The image of

Q in H-l(L/;,X*(T» is represented by (l-T-l)l..I, and is

1therefore zero. It follows that the image of Q in ~p H (Lf/mp ,

T(L1» arises from an element of Hl(L/lJl,T(L», and this is the

class sought.

The next property of the ~niyama group will be needed in

showing that the zeta function of an abelian variety of potential

CM-type is the L-series of a representation of the Weil group.
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Proposition 3.17. For any finite Galois extension L of m

that is not totally real, there is a homomorphism ~:WL/m ~ ~(~)

making

WL/(D

~ / !
L L ~ ~1 ----) S (~) _._....._..-;... T (o:) _ .._-) Gal (L leD) _._~ 1

ww·

commute. If ~I is a second such homomorphism then ~I ~·a

with a a l-cocycle for WL/; with values in SL(~) •

definingWe have to show that the 2-cocyc1e (d )
1'1,1'2

the extension (see 2.1) becomes trivial when inflated to

Proof.

H2 (WL/;, SL(~» • Choose a section

Gal (L/;) as in (3.4) and a map b

a to+- wa to WL/(D ~

Gal (LabICD)+ SL (ll{, )
defined above and satisfying (2.7c).

T e Gal(Lab/m) define c e C
1M a,w L

lifting the map D
w e WL/; mapping to

the condition wcrw c w and seta,w aT

For

by

A calculation as in the proof of (3.11) shows that bo (wl w2)

bo(wl ) • 1'l(bo (w2", where 1'1

Ga1(Lab/;) • Choose a mapping

as the image of wI in

b : WL/; + SL(~) making
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commute. Then -1b(w1 ) • T 1b(w2 ) • b(w1w2 )

, and projects onto d
T1 ,T 2

lies in

in

It is therefore equal to Let v be an infinite

prime of L such that Lv = ~ , and let bv(w) e SL(L
v

) =

SL(~) be the component of b(w) at v. Then w ~ bv(w)

is a l-cochain whose coboundary is

Remark 3.18. In V we shall need to use the following

notations. For any m-rational torus T, split by L , and

cocharacter ~ satisfying (3.3) relative to T e Ga1(Lab/m)

we have defined an element b(T,~) e T(~i)/T(L) T(W)A. It

- - -1 -1is natural also to define B(T,~) = beT ,~} and Y(T,lol)

-1 -1
C(T ,lol) (c.f. 2.9). If ~ satisfies the stronger

condition (1.1) then there is a unique homomorphism

Y(T,~) = P (Y(T}) •
~

such that L = 11 , and we havePlJ 0 ~ ....
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IV. MOTIFS ET GROUPES DE TANIYAMA

*par P. Deligne

•.• j'ai fait quelques progres quant a la relation de ton groupe de Taniyama

T avec les motifs. Je m'interesserai aux structures suivantes dont on dispose sur

T .

(1) Un morphisme surjectif T ~ Gal(~/~) (ou ~ designe la cloture algebrique

de ~ dans ~). On notera TO son noyau.

(2) Un morphisme lJ, defini sur 11:, de a; dans TO. Le systeme (1"', ll)
m

n'a pas d'automorphisme non trivial. C'est Ie groupe de Serre connexe (c~vol.9III,§1)

(3) Une section continue r(/A t) ~ Gal (<Q,an •

Prendre gard~ que ~ n'est pas defini par un morphisme de schemas en groupes

(cf. C) : les homomorphismes continus

image Zariski-dense. Le systeme (T,~)

~ i, : Gal ({ij/(Q) ~ T(~ ~ deduits de 11"

n'a pas d'automorphisme non trivial.

ont une

Je ne considererai des motifs que sur des corps de caracteristique o. II ne

s'agira pas des motifs de Grothendieck, tels qu'il les definissait en termes de cycles

algebriques, mais des motifs de Hodge absolus, definis de meme en termes de cycles

de Hodge absolus. La categorie des motifs sur un corps k est semi-simple et tanna

kienne. De meme pour toute sous - categorie, stable par produits tensoriels, dualite,

sommes et facteurs directs.

Pour F un corps de caracterisque 0, je noterai (CM)F la categorie tanna

kienne de motifs sur F engendree par les motifs d'Artin,i.e. par les HO de varie

tes algebriqu~finies (la terminologie est celIe de [1] §6)et par les varietes

abeliennessur F, potentiellement de type CM (i.e., qui deviennent de type CM

sur une extension de F). La categorie de motifs qui m'interesse est (CM)~.

Cette categorie, munie du foncteur fibre HB (cohomologie rationnelle, sur 11:)

donne lieu a un groupe M, muni de structures (1')(2')(3') paralleles a
(1)(2)(3) • Le morphisme (I') : M~ Gal(~/~) provient de ce que la restriction de

HB a la categorie des motifs d'Artin identifie cette derniere a celIe des represen

tations rationnelles de Gal{~/~) •

Pour chaque representation V de M, correspondant a un motif VI ' on a

*) Cet article reprend et complete une lettre a Langlands datee du 10 avril 1979,
ou etait obtenu un resultat partiel.
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v = HB(V
I
) , et VQ9 test muni d'une bigraduation de Hodge, et en particulier de

l'action ~ de ~ donnee z*vp,q = z-p.vp,q pour vp,q de type (p,q) . Cette
m

action, etant compatible au produit tensoriel, provient d'un morphisme ~) defini sur

E , de £ dans M. C'est 1a structure (2') . De meme, V€) Af est la Af -cohomo1ogic
m

de VI ' et, en tant que tel, est muni d'une action de Gal(~/~) . Ces actions fournis-

sent (3').

Theoreme. T, muni de (1)(2)(3), est isomorphe aM, muni de (1')(2')(3') .

Remarque I. T, muni des structures (1)(2)(3), n'a pas d'automorphisme autre que

l'identite. L'isomorphisme dont l'existence est garantie par Ie theoreme est done

unique.

Remarque 2. II resulte du theoreme que la fonction L d'une variete abe1ienne sur

~ potentiellement de type CM est une fonction L de Weil, definie par une repre

sentation complexe du groupe de Weil. H. Yoshida a recemment donne de ce theoreme

une demonstration directe, dont Ie point essentie1 est l'observation suivante :

supposons qu'une ~1 - representation V de Gal(~/~) , restreinte ~ un sous-groupe

d'indice.fini Gal(~/F) , soit somme de representations de dimension I definies par

des caracteres de Hecke algebriques. Alors, Vest la somme directe de representations
Gal(~/<Q)

induites IndGal~/Fi)(XiSVi) avec Xi caractere de Hecke algebrique de Fi et Vi

representation d'un quotient fini de Gal(~/F.) •
1

Ma demonstration donne l'information additionnelle que 1a representation complexe

du groupe de Weil requise se deduit par Ie procede de (III §3.17) d'une representation

definie sur <Q du groupe de Taniyama.

Remarque 3. Soient K et E des corps de nombres. Un motif potentiellement de type

CM sur K, a coefficients dans E est un objet H de (CM)K' muni de E + End(H) .

Choisissons une cloture a1gebrique K de K. Pour chaque place A de E, H defi

nit une representation A-adique de Gal(K/K) . II resulte du theoreme que ces repre

sentations forment un systeme strictement compatibles (au sens de [3] 1.13). Je vois

ce resultat comme un premier pas dans l'etude des representations l-adiquesmysterieusE

introduites par. G. Shimura ([4] § 11), qui sont des representations l-adiques attachees

a des motifs dans 1a ~categorie engendree par toutes les varietes abe1iennes.

Prenons pour simplifier K c W et K = <Q . Choisissons un plongement complexe

a de E de H se deduit a10rs une fonction L C'est une fonction L de Weil

attachee a une representation lineaire definie sur E du groupe de Taniyama KT

image inverse de Gal(~/K) dans T.
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Remarque 4. Implicite dans Ie theoreme est une regIe disant comment

sur l'ensemble des classes d'isomorphie de varietes abeliennes de type

agit

sur II:

munies de polarisations et de structures de niveau. En particulier, pour K un corps

CM , d'anneau d'entiers 0, et L un isomorphisme K e E --+ a;g , on dispose de la

variete abelienne Eg/L(O) a multiplication par. 0 , et munie d'une structure de

niveau ~ a : T~ 0 ; il faut determiner ses conjugues. Essentiellement, pour

a E Aut(E) , il faut determiner la cl~sse d'isomorphie du O-module inversible

La .= H1(a(a:g/L(O») , muni de la structure, deduite de celIe de niveau,

<la : L: ~ VA. J. Tate a su rendre plus explicite la regIe donnant (La,c\j).

Remarque 5. Je montrerai que la classe d'isomorphie de M, muni de (1') (2') (3') ,

est uniquement determineepar les proprietes de M exprimees par les lemmes 1 a 5

qui suivent. Le theoreme resulte de ce que Ie groupe T a ces memes proprietes.

Pour K une extension finie de ~, ~/~(Em) est Ie groupe multiplicatif de

la ~-algebre K vu comme groupe algebrique sur ~. Pour F une extension algebri

quement close de ~, Ie groupe RK/~(~) ~ F qui s'en deduit par extension des

scalaires a F s'identifie a ~Hom(K,F): c'est Ie groupe multiplicatif de la
~ Hom(K F) m ~ .

F-algebre K ~~ F --+ F ' , vu comme groupe algebr1que sur F. Pour K muni

d'un plongement dans F, on dispose done, apres extension des scalaires a F,

de morphismes 'm ~ ~/~(tm ) ~ 'm : l'injection et la projection d'indice 1.

Ces morphismes proviennent par extension des scalaires de K a F de morphismes

definis sur K .

Je dirai "K est CM" pour "K est une extension quadratique totalement

imaginaire d'un corps totalement reel" • Pour indiquer que ce corps totalement reel

s'appelle L, je dirai "(K,L) est CM". Pour (K,L) CM , posons

Pour K c ~ , on definit un morphisme ~ , defini sur 11:, de

comme etant Ie compose

K
(G dans S
m

(G
m

K
Le groupe de Serre connexe S est la limite projective des S, pour (K,L) CM ,

avec K c ~ , les morphismes de transitions etant deduits par passage au quotient des

morphismes surjectifs NK'/K: ~,/~«(Gm)-+~/~«(Gm) • II est muni de ~: ~m ~ S ,

defini sur t, limite projective des morphismes ~ construits plus haute

Soit MO Ie noyau de (l'):M ~ Gal (~/~) • Le morphisme (2'), defini sur
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Em + M se factorise par MO.

Lemme 1. (Mo,~) est isomorphe a (S,~) •

Le groupe de Serre connexe, muni de ~ , n'a pas d'automorphisme non trivial. Le

lemme 1 determine done (Mo,~) a isomorphisme unique pres. II est demontre dans la

section A. Puisque MO est abelien, l'action par automorphismes interieurs de M

sur MO se factorise par (1') : M + Gal(~/~) : Ie groupe de Galois Gal(W/~) agit

sur Ie schema en groupes M
O

Lemme 2. L'action de Gal (W/<Q) sur S (lemme 1) est celIe decrite dans la

inverse de a dans M C'est un torseur

tions a K K
gauche. Soit P Ie S-torseur

K a
a dans M • Je prouverai dans la section

miner sa classe d'isomorphie.

section B.

Pour K c~ , CM , et galoisien sur (Q, il resulte des 1emmes 1 et 2 que Ie
K

noyau de 1a projection de MO = S sur S est stable sous Gal(~/(Q) . Ceci permet
K

de passer au quotient et de definir M comme Ie quotient de M obtenu en remp1a~ant

o K
M par S.

Definissons w: ~m + M comme etant l'inverse du produit de ~ et de son

complexe conjugue ~. Definissons h E* + MQR) par h(z) = ~(z).~) • Pour toute

representation 1ineaire (V,p) de M , correspondant a un motif VI , poW et poh

s'expriment en terme de la decomposition de Hodge de V® t = HB(V1) (8) a: , et 1a deter-

minent : sur un vecteur de type (p,q) , w(z) agit par multiplication par zp+q ,
et h(z) par multiplication par z-Pz-q

Lemme 3. Quel que soit K c W galoisien sur ~ et CM, innh(i» est une involution
K -

de Cartan du groupe (pro-)algebrique reel [M/w(Em)]m.

Rappelons qu'une involution £ d'un groupe algebrique reel H definit une

nouvelle forme reel Ie de H, tordue de H par £, de conjugaison complexe Ie produit

de l'ancienne par £. Elle est dite de Cartan si cette tordue £H est compacte, i.e.

si £H(E) est compact et que chaque composante connexe complexe admet un point reel.

Le lemme 3 est prouve dans la section C. Pour a EGal(~/(Q) , soit Po I'image

sous S, pour l'action de Spar trans1a

qui s'en deduit; c'est l'image inverse de .

C que Ies Iemmes 1 a 3 suffisent a deter-

Pour K c ~ , on designera par un indice K a gauche une image inverse de

Gal(~/K) c Gal(~/~) . Par exemple : KM est I'image inverse de Gal(~/K) dans M.
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Ce schema est une extension de Gal{~/K) par S. La structure (3') induit une section
- fcontinue 'IT: Gal ((Q/K) -+ ¥!1{/A "), de composantes IT R. : Gal ((Q/K) -+ KM{(QR.). Notons encore

HB lefoncteur fibre de (CM)K : cohomologie rationnelle, apres extension des scalaires

a a:, par Ie plongement donne de K dans a:. Le schema en groupes KM est Ie schema

en groupes des automorphisnes de ce foncteur fibre. On a un diagramme commutatif

(CM)(Q

HBll
(representations de M)

extension des sca1aires ) (CM) H

H 1~~ vectoriels sur lQ
B ~blirestriction a KM -~

--------------~) (representations de KM)

Le morphisme defini sur 1:, lJ, de le
m

dans KM, et 1a section continue 'IT , provien-

nent respectivement de ce que pour VI dans (CM)K ' HB(V
l

) €) a: est muni d'une

structure de Hodge, et HB(V
l

) €) /Af d'une action de Gal{~/K) •

Soit E une extension fin~e de (Q. Les varietes abe1iennes A sur K, a isogenie

pres, munies de E -+ End(A) , tel1es que H
B

(A) soit de dimension 1 sur E (type CM),

correspondant, par Ie foncteur H
B

, a la donnee de (a) un espace vectoriel H de dimen

sion 1 sur E et (b) une representation E-lineaire de KM sur H, telle que la struc

ture de Hodge qui s'en deduit sur H~(Qa: soit de type {(O,l),(l,O)}. Ceci s'exprimeen

terme de lJ (cf. Ie laius qui precede Ie lemme 3). Se donner une representation line

aire de If1 sur H revient a se donner un morphisme defini sur E de KM dans C&m' soit

encore un morphisme p: If1-+ ~/(Q(~). Nous dirons que p est de type {(O,l),(l,O)}

si la structure de Hodge de H~(Q I: l' est.

Pour K non-necessairement de type CM, on peut encore definir KS comme Ie quotient

de ~/(Q (lem) par l' adherence de Zariski des sous-groupes d' indice fini assez petits du

* - Kgroupe des unites de K • Ce quotient est determine dans [3]. Pour Kc(Q, les S for-

ment encore un systeme projectif de limite S: si K contient un corps CM, et que K'

est Ie plus grand d' entre eux, la norme NK/ K,: ~/(Q (lem) -+ ~'/(Q(tm) induit un isomor

phisme de KS avec K'S.

II resul te du lemme 2 que KS est Ie plus grand quotient de S sur lequel Gal Q/K)

agisse trivialement. Puisque REI (Q(t
m

) est abelien, la restriction a S d 'un morphisme

p : KM -+ ~/(Q (t
m

) se factorise par KS . Nous noterons PIle morphisme compose

Lemma 4 • Quels que soient K c ~ et E, extensions finies de (Q, et

P : KM -+ RE/~(tm) de type {(O,l),(l,O)}, il existe un caractere de Heeke algebrique

X de K, a valeurs dans E, de partie a1gebrique PI ' tel que, notant $ l'en

semble fini des places ou X est ramifi€, pour tout nombre premier i et tout

ideal premier p t/. 4> de K, premier a R., P olT R. (Fp) E RE/Ul·(tmX~i) = (E ® (Qi) *
soit dans E* ,-et ega1 a x(p)

Je suis ici la terminologie de [2] Sommes trig. §S un caractere de Heeke
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X est regarde comme une fonction d' ideaux, sa partie algebrique Xalg : K* ~ E* est

caracterisee par une'identite x«a» = xalg(a) pour a: l(~) , et F~ est un

Frobenius geometrique.

Pour notre M, la va1idite du lemme est consequence de 1a theorie de Shimura

et Taniyama, qui implique que la representation R,-adique attachee. a une variete

abelienne A sur K, de type CM, a multiplication par E, est decrite par un

caractere de Hecke a1gebrique de K a valeurs dans E, de partie. algebrique determinee

par la classe d'isomorphie du K-E-bimodule Lie(A).

A pos teriori, Ie lemme vaudra pour tout morphisme p: KM~ REI <Q (Em) , quel que

soit son type de Hodge. Un cas particulier interessant est celui ou K = E = <Q , et

ou p correspond au motif de Tate ~(l) , de type de Hodge (-1,-1) ; l'action de

Galois sur HB(ll(I)~ CQR, est son action sur (Qt(l) • Le caractere de Hecke est

(p) -.. p-1 , car F (geometrique) agi t par p-1 • Sa part ie algebrique es t
-1 P

u --+ u <Q* + ~* . Cet exemple est un test qu'on a pris les bons signes.

Soit KC(Q CM . Dans les sections D et E , je montrerai que Ie lemme 4

determine uniquement l'extension ~M de 'Gal (<ilK) par :KS , munie de 11' • Elle

se deduit par inflation de Gal (lQ/K) ab a Gal «(Q/K) de l'extension E de Gal (W/K)ab

par ~S , limite projective des S introduits par J.-P~ Serre [3]
m

Lemme 5. Soit c E Gal(~/Q) la conjugaison complexe. Alors, 7T(C) E MeA
f ) est dans

M(CQ) •

En effet, quel que soit VI dans (eM)., l'action de c sur ~B(VI) G9 f~

provient d'une action de c sur HB(~I) • A savoir, si VI est Ie H1 d'une variete

a1gebrique X, l'automorphisme de H1(X(~),<Q) induit par la conjugaison complexe

X(I:) ~ X(~) •

(A) Preuve du lemme 1.

Disons qu'une (Q-structure de Hodge est de type CM si elle est polarisable et

que son groupe de Mumford-Tate est abelien. Si H est polarisable, pour que H soit

de type CM, i1 f'aut et il suffit que Ie commutant de End (H) dans End (HCQ) soit

commutatif. Soit (Hodge eM) la categorie tannakienne des a)-structures de Hodge de type

CM •

Proposition A..L Le foncteur ~ (CM)~ ~ (Hodge CM) est une equivalence de categories

II est pleinement fidele par la theorie des cycles de Hodge absolu.
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(a) Soit 1 la categorie filtrante des paires (T'll) ou T

(sur an et II (C ----+- T u·n morphisme defini sur a: tel quem
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Le foncteur fibre "<Q-espace vectoriel sous-jacent" de la categorie (Hodge CM)

a pour groupe d'automorphismes Ie groupe de Serre connexe deja introduit, dont on don

nera ci-dessous trois descriptions equivalentes. La premiere paraphrase la definition

de (Hodge CM) , et les autres s'en deduisent. La seconde est celIe deja donnee. Les

varietes abeliennes sur ~, prises a isogenie pres, s'identifiant aux structures de

Hodge poiarisables de type {CO, 1), (1,0) } , la troisieme description de S ramene

au lemme elementaire A.2 la preuve de ce que les varietes abeliennes de type CM

sur ~ (ou sur a: , ceia revient au meme) fournissent un systeme fidele de represen-

tations du groupe de Serre connexe. Cette fidelite implique Ia surjectivite essentielle

est un tore

W := (l.iii)-l

soit defini sur <Q et que [T/w«(Gm)]lR soit compact. Pour (T,ll) dans 1 et V

une representation de T, on definit une bigraduation de Hodge sur V~ a: par la

regIe ll(Z)*ll(Z)*VP,q = z-Pz-qvp,q . EIIe est dans (Hodge CM) , i.e. les composantes

isobares @V
pq sont definies sur (Q et definissent'des structures de Hodge de type eM. On a

p+q=n

S lim proj T (limite projective sur 1)

II est loisible de ne considerer que les tores T tels que II ne se factorise par

aucun sous-tore defini sur ~ . La categorie filtrante 1 se reduit alors a un ensem

ble ordonne filtrant.

(b) Voici un systeme cofinal de tores comme en (a), indexe par les sous-corps

eM de ~ • Soit (K,L) CM, avec K C ~ . On prend Ie tore

Le morphisme F: a ete defini avant Ie lemme 1 .

et on definit II

KS := ~/q(~m)/Ker(NL/~:~/~(~m)---+~m)

-1comme se factorisant par Ie morphisme € de (c dans
m

On a

S = lim proj KS (limite projective sur K);

les morphismes de transitions sont induits par les morphismes norme NK'/K. Le dia

gramme

fournit une suite exacte
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(A. I. I)

Pour K galoisien, HomE(~m,KS) est un Gal(K/~)-module. Crest Ie quotient

du ~[Gal(K/~)]-module libre engendre par ~ par les relations exprimant que e~+~

(c € Gal(K/~) est Ie eonjugaison complexe) est fixe par Gal(K/~) •

(e) Le groupe HomE(S'~m) des caracteres de S s'en deduit par passage a la

limite: l'app1ication X~ < x,o~ > I'identifie au groupe des fonctions n(o)

sur Gal(~/~) a valeurs dans ~, se factorisant par un Gal(K/~) , avec K c ~

galoisiens sur ~ et CM, et telles que la fonction a~ n(o)+n(co) soit cons

tante.

K
Soient KC~ galoisiens et CM, et X un caraetere, defini sur ~, de S

II est deja defini sur un corps de nombre. EC(Q, qu'on peut prendre CM (et meme egaI

a K) • Il fournit. Xl: KS - ~/CI/I&m) , (avec, sur a:, X = £' 0XI) • Soit H un

E-espace vectoriel de rang 1 • Le morphisme Xl fournit une representation de S sur

H • Pour que H~~ soit de type de Hodge {(O,I),(l,O)} , il faut et il suffit que

1a fonction n(o) qui definit X ne prenne que 1es va1eurs ° et 1, et verifie

n(a)+n(co)=l • Comme deja exp1ique, ceci ramene A~l au

Lemme A~2. Le groupe des fonctions n(o) sur Ga1(K/~) , tel1es que 1a fonction·

n(a)+n(ca) soit constante, est engendre par l'ensemble de ce1les qui ne prennent que

les valeurs 0 et 1 et verifient n(o)+n(co)= 1 .

Pour deduire Ie lemme 1 de 1a proposition A.I, on observe que Ie noyau MO

de (1') : M---+ Gal(W/~) est Ie schema en groupe des automorphismes du foncteur fibre

~ de (CM)W (cf. les explications precedant Ie lemme 4).

(B) Calcu1 de l'action de Gal (~/(Q) sur

Gal (W/(Q) sur MO est simplement l'action
o -M[F] , pour F = ~ . Ceci a un sens, puis-

Soit F une cloture algebrique de (Q. Chaque plongement complexe 0 de F

definit un foncteur fibre Ho de (CM)F ' et Aut (Ho ) , muni de Po defini par Hodge,

vient d'etre ealcule. C'est un groupe algebrique commutatif. D'apres la theorie gene

rale de Saavedra, il est done independant du foncteur fibre (a isomorphisme unique

pres) : e'est un groupe algebrique sur ~, ne dependant que de F. Notons Ie M[F] •

Pour tout foncteur fibre :(CMt~(vectoriels sur k), on a M°[F]@lQ k = Autk(Ul) .

On verifie que l'action eherchee de

par transport de s truc·ture de Aut (F) sur

que M1F] ne depend que de F.

NOlls allons utiliser Ie foncteur fibre HDR (cohomologie de De Rham)

(CM)F~(vectoriels sur F). Ce foncteur fibre est filtre, par 1a filtration de Hodge.
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Proposition B.. l. Le foncteur fibre H
DR

de (CM)F admet une unique bigradua;i~n,

H-R(V) = (i) H
D
P

R
q (V) , telle que la fil tration de Hodge soi t donnee par l+' HP q (V)--n pY~P DR

et que pour V de poids n on ai t H~i = 0 pour p+q~n.

Pour V dans (CM)F de poids n, montrons que la filtration de Hodge de

I1>R(V) admet un unique scindage stable sous End (H) • II suffit de Ie verifier pour

I1>R(H) ~F,a~ pour a un plongement de F dans E. Existence: les HPq convien-

nent. Unicite puisque ~ , donnant la p-graduation, est dans Ie commutant de

End (H) , done dans Ie centre de End(H)~~ puisque H est de type CM, les

End(H)~~-modules HPq sont disjoints. Ce scindage fournit la bigraduation cherchee.

Sa construction montre que :

Proposition B.2. Apres extension des scalaires a ~, relativement a n'importe quel

plongement complexe de F, la bigraduation ci-dessus devient celIe par les HPq

La proposi tion B.I fourni t

lloR G
m

o
) M IF] sur F canonique,

done fixe par Aut(F) , tel que pour chaque plongement complexe a de F, Ie ~a

correspondant soit a(~DR).

On aurait pu aussi invoquer la theorie generale de ~Saavedra des foncteurs fibres

filtres pour construire ~DR. Peu importee

Pour a un automorphisme de F, on a a(~a) = ~aa-l , et pour a E Gal(~/~)

( • (0 0ag1ssant sur Hom_ ~m,M[F]) car M[F] est defini sur ~) : a(~a) = aa(~DR) =~aa •

Ceci fournit Ie ca'cul du titre. Voici une bonne fa~on de l'ecrire.

o 0 , •
Le groupe Hom~(M[F]'~m) des caracteres de MF s identifie canon1quement

(par X~ < X'~o > ) au groupe des fonctions entieres sur l'ensemble des plonge

ments complexes de F dans ~

(a) factorisables par un Hom(K,~) , pour KeF un corps CM, et

(b) telies que n(a)+n(ca)=C
te

pour c la conjugaison complexe.

Dans cette description, l'action de Aut (F) est bien sur par transport de struc

ture celIe, galoisienne, de Gal(~/~) aussi.

Ceci acheve la preuve des lemmes 1 et 2 ; les troncations mentionn~a la suite

du lemme 2 ont maintenant un sensa

(C) Caicul de torseurs.

(a) Explicitons ce qu'est (3') • Le groupe M est limite projective de ses



Pour M' de plus en plus grand, on a

M est extension de Gal(~/~) par

mutatifs
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quotients de type fini. Un tel quotient, H' est extension d'un quotient fini' de

Gal(~/~) , Gal(E/~) , par un quotient de type fini M'o de S

M'o -+) M' ---..-+l Gal(E/~)

lim E = ~ et lim M'o=S . C'est en ce sens que
~ -+--

S . La structure (3') fournit des diagrammes com-

avec 11' continu pour les topologies de Krull et adeliques. C'est en ce sens que

1t' : Gal(~/aD~ M(A f
) est continu.

(b) La trivialite l-adique (a) a pour analogue reel l'existence sur (CM)~

d'une polarisation: pour tout motif M, de poids n, il existe ~: M€)M---+ ~(-n)

qui, apres extension du corps de base a ~, fournisse une polarisation de la struc

ture de Hodge HB(M) .

Traduisons et specialisons au poids o. Pour chaque representation lineaire

V de H, de poids 0, il existe une forme bilineaire symetrique invariante

~ : V~ V ----+ ~ , telle que

<t> (x, h (i)x) > 0 pour X:f 0 dans V(i)B

D'apres mon article "La conjecture de Weil pour les surfaces K3", Inv. Math. 15

p. 206-226, 1972, § 2, Ie lemme 3 en resulte.

Soit K c~ galoisien sur ~ et eM. Le lemme 3 assure que la forme tordue

de fM/W(~m)]E definie par l'involution int(h(i» a un point reel dans chaque

composante connexe reelle. D'apres Hilbert 90, la meme assertion vaut pour la forme

tordue de [~]~ definie par l'involution int h(i) . Noter que int(h(i» est bien

une involution, car h(-l) = w(-l) est central.

Montrons que les lemmes 1 a 3 suffisent a determiner la classe d'isomorphie

des KS-torseurs ~ definis dans Ie laius qui suit Ie lemme 3 • Soit 0 E Gal(~/~),
o

et fixons une cloture algebrique F de ~. La classe a determiner vit dans

Hl(Gal(F/~),So(F» • Sur ~i ,elle devient triviale, par (a) ci-dessus. Sur E, on

la calcule : par (b), il existe u E P (~) tel que int(h(i»(u) = u , i.e.
o

h(i)uh(:.)-l = h(i)uh(-i)u-lu = h(i)h(-i)ou: = u

uu-1 = h(i)h(-i)o
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11 ne reste qu'a invoquer la

Proposition C.l. Si (K,L) est CM, Ie groupe algebrique KS verifie Ie principe

de Hasse.

Preuve : La suite exacte de groupes algebriques sur ~

fournit une suite exacte

1
O~H (Gal(F/(Q),KSo(F»~Br(L) --~Br(K) xBr«Q) ,

et de meme localement, et Br(L) verifie Ie principe de Hasse.

(D) Calcul de M <8> <Q R..

Soient K une extension finie de <Q, K une cloture algebrique de K, et V

un espace vectoriel sur une extension finie E). de (QR. • Une representation

).-adique p : Gal (KjK)~ GL(V) est dite de type eM si elle se factorise par

Gal (K!K)ab et qu'il existe un conducteur ~, et un morphisme, defini sur EA ,Palg ,

de ~/m(~m) dans GL(V) tels que la representation p soit non ramifiee en dehors
~ n·

de m et des places divisant R. et que pour tout ideal a = n gi1 de K, premier

am, et engendre par un element ex == I (~) , on ai t n P(Fp . fi = p 1 (<1) • Ce mor-
=1 a g

phis.me Palg est unique. 11 est trivial sur les unites u= I (~). 11 se factorise

done par KS (defini avant Ie lennne 4) • Ces representations sont celles que J·.-P., Serre

[3] appelle localement algebriques. On dit que P
alg

est la partie algebrique de p •

Les F sont ici les Frobenius geometriques.
~i

La representation pest dite potentiellement de type CM si elle devient de

type CM sur une extension finie de K. On verifie qu'une representation potentiel

lement de type eM qui se factorise par Gal(K/K)ab est de type CM.

One representation lineaire p de M sur Vest un morphisme du groupe al-

gebrique M~EA ' deduit de M par extension des scalaires de (Q a E). , dans

GL(V) • Dne telle representation definit une representation ). -adique

Nous allons deduire du lemme 4 que :

GL(V)

Proposition D.I. Le foncteur P ,~poTIR. est une equivalence de la categorie des

representations lineaires de M~ E). avec celIe des representations ).-adiques po

tentiellement de type CM de Gal(~/<Q) .

Proposition D.2. Soient V un espace vectoriel sur E). , p une representation li

neaire de M sur V et K c W tel que po 'IT R. soi t de type CM sur K . Alors,
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pis et (Po~£)aIg se factorisent par Ie meme morphisme de KS dans GL(V) •

Montrons que, que1 queso~.nt K c~ et V, espace vectorie1 sur une extension

finie EA de ~A ' une representation lineaire p de M sur V definit une repre

sentation A-adique potentie11ement de type CM de Gal(~/K) • Deux reductions : (a)

pour Ie verifier pour p , il suffit de Ie verifier apres avoir remp1ace K par une

extension K' KM par K,M, E A par une extension E\ et V par V ~A E'A •

(b) i1 suffit de Ie verifier pour une famille de representations 1es engendrant toutes.

Combinant ces reductions, on voit qu'i1 suffit de verifier l'assertion pour une fami11e

de representations des KM, fidele sur S. Que celles considerees dans Ie lemme 4

(plutot, celIe qui s'en deduisent par extension des scalaires de Eases completes

EA) suffisent a la tache resulte du lemmeA.2, et des explications qui precedent.

Elles verifient par hypotheseD.letD.2 et ceci prouve deja D.2.

Soient (R,-eM) 1a (QR,-categorie tannakienne des representations R,-adiques

potentiellement de type CM de Gal(~/~) , et A Ie schema en groupe des automor

phismes du foncteur fibre "espace vectoriel sous-jacent". 11 s'envoie dans Ie groupe

profini (vu comme groupe pro-algebrique) Gal (l/(Q) , correspondant a la sous-categorie

des representations qui se factorisent par un quotient fini de Gal(~/(Q) •

Pour (V,p) dans (R,-CM), 1a construction "partie algebrique de 1a Testric

tion de p a Gal «(ij/K) , pour K assez grand'" fournit une action de S sur V. Cette

construction est compatible au produit tensoriel, et fournit done, sur ~R, , un

morphisme de S dans A Si la partie algebrique de p I Ga1(l/K) est trivia1e, p se

factorise par un quotient fini de Ga1(W/~) . De 1a resulte que A est une extension

---+) A ·-------+t Gal (~/CQ)

Au foncteur qui a une representation 1ineaire p de M€)~R, associe 1a repre

sentation i-adique Po1Tt de Gal ('ij/(Q) correspond un II' >rphisme de A dans M® CQR,.

D'apres D.2, Ie diagramme

est commutatif. Le morphisme A -----+ M~(QR,

D.I.

est donc un isomorphisme. Ceci prouve

Le fait que chaque representation 1ineaire de A soit une representation R,

adique de Ga1(l/~) fournit une section (dfimage de Zariski-dense)

wR, : Ga1(~/(Q)----+ A(CQR,) • Le diagramme

'lTR,
A(CQR,) -+-E------------F.&al(~/(Q)

" 'lTR, "M~(QR, + Gal (~/CQ)
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est cOIIDDutatif.

(E) Calcul de ~ .

Soient K une extension finie de ~, et Kab 1a reunion des extensions abe

liennes de K contenues dans une cloture algebrique K Le groupe Gal (Kab/K)

Gal (K/K) ab ne depend que de K, a isomorphisme unique pres. Dans [3 1,J.-p. Serre a in

troduit Ie schema en groupes de type multiplicatif SK' dont les caracteres. definis

sur un corps E s'identifient aux caracteres de Heeke algebriques de K a valeurs

dans E . Plus exactement, il a introduit des groupes Sm' dont SK est la limite

projective. Le groupe SK est une extension

KS~ S ·-----+1 Gal (Kab /K)
K

et on dispose d'une section continue 7T : Gal (Kab/K) ---+- Sl (/Af) , de composantes

K abLes morphismes S~ SK ' SK~ Gal(K /K) , et 7T sont caracterises

comme suit. Soit X un caractere de Hecke algebrique de K a valeurs dans E, non

ramifie en dehors d'un ensemble fini ~ de places de K et Xl Ie caractere defini

sur E correspondant de SK.

a) la partie algebrique

~/fQ (G:
m

) --+ Kg XllKS

de X est Ie compose (defini sur E)

b) Si Xalg est trivial, i.e .. si X est d'ordre fini, Xl est Ie compose de la pro

jection de SK sur Gal (Kab/K) , et du caractere X' de Gal(Kab/K) , non ramifie en

dehors de ~, tel que x'(F
E
) = X(~) pour P t ~

c) X~~i Gal(Kab/K)---+ (E:fQi)* est non ramifie en dehors de , et des places

divisant R, , et Xl o7T (F ) = X(p) pour ~ f. ~ , ~ ~ R, ·
R, P =

Supposons que K c ~ et faisons K ~ Soit KA I'image inverse de

Gal (W/K) dans Ie groupe A defini en (D) • Ses representations lineaires s'identi

fient aux representations R,-adiques potentiellement de type eM de Gal(~/K) • Chaque

representation lineaire de SK sur ~R, fournit, par composition avec 7TR, ,une

representation de type CM de Gal (~/K) • De 1a un morphisme de KA dans SK (8) CQR,

donnant lieu a des diagrammes commutatifs :

Le noyau de 1a projection de S dans KS est un sous-groupe invariant de

KM · Notons ~ Ie quotient correspondant de KM; c'est une extension de Gal(~/K)
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par KS . Rempla~ant KA par Ie groupe isomorphe KM@ (QR, , puis par son quotient

~~~R, on obtient des diagrammes commutatifs

1T
t

~--- Gal (~/K)

1
J,

Gal (Kab/K)

abSoit ~K Ie schema en groupe sur ~ produit fibre sur Gal(K /K) de SK

et Gal(~/K) . C'est l'inflation a Gal(~/K) de l'extension SK de Gal(Kab /K) par

K5 . On dispose cette fois de 1T t : Gal (W/K) -----+ SK(~t) , et d'isomorphismes

KS~(Qt--r ~~tQR, 1 Gal (~/K) ~«(QR,) ~
1T

t Gal(~/K)

11 f t l~ 11 1 1TQ,
11

K '" ) Gal «ilK) SK«(QR,) < Gal (~/K) .s<8>(QR,----+ SK®<QR,

Nous allons deduire du lemme 4 la

PropositionE.l. L'isomorphisme f t ~~(QR,~ SK€)(QR, ci-dessus est defini sur

~ , i.e. provient par extension des scalaires d'un isomorphisme de schemas en groupes

sur (Q: f : ?~ SK •

Lemme E.2. 11 existe des quotients de type fini abeliens ~, de ~ et ~~ de ~K'

fideles sur KS , tels que fR, induise par passage au quotient un isomorphisme

f' · M'®(Q -----+- S'(8)(Qi · R, K R,

Soit M1 un quotient de type fini de ~, fidele sur KS c'est une exten-

sion

S · E2 . d EI 1·· 2 1 . d Ku d'd·01t une extens10n e ga 01S1enne sur K et M e quot1ent e r~ e U1t

de M
I

par inflation de Gal(E1/K) a Gal (E 2/K) . Pour E2 assez grand, Ie sous

'schema en groupe des commutateurs de M2 ne rencontre pas K5 : c'est clair apres

extension des scal~ires a (QR, , vu la structure connue de ~(Qt ' et donc vrai sur

(Q · Passant au quotient, on obtient un quotient de type fini abelien M3 de ~,

fidele sur KS

KS ) M3 ) Gal(E3/K)

Soit 51 un quotient de type fini de SK ' fidele sur KSK

KS ) 51 ) Gal(F1/K)
K
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et

et

M'

Fl , et M'

assez grand,

et

EGal(E/K) • Pour

Sait enfin E une extension abelienne de K ~ contenant

S' deduits de M3 et Sl par inflation a
K

S' repondent aux exigences i.2.

Tout caractere, defini sur E, de KS , se prolonge a M' et est defini sur

un corps de nombre E. Pour E assez grand, Ie lemme A..2 et les explications qui

precedent, assurent done l'existence d'une famille fidele de caracteres

IX : M' ----+ ~/~(~m) , du type consideres dans Ie lemme 4 . Les representations i

adiques XO~i sont non ramifiees en dehors d'un ensemble fini $ de places de K,

et Ie lemme 4 assure qu'elles sont donnees par des caracteres de Hecke algebriques.

En particulier, pour p non dans S, X01l'1(Fp) E (E@(Q1)* est dans E*. La famille

(X) etant fidele, il en resulte que 1I'1(Fp) E M' (~1) est dans M'(~) . Pour S'

aussi, les 1I'.2,(Fp) E S'(~1) sont dans S'(~) • Les ~1(Fp) etant Zariski-dense,

fi envoie done une partie Zariski-dense de M'(~) dans S'(CQ) - et est defini sur

(Q • Le morphisme ft ,qui s'en deduit par inflation, l'est aussi, et ceci prouveE.l.

(F) Unicite de M.

Nous nous proposons de verifier que deux schemas en groupes M' et M", munis

de structures (1) a (3) , et verifiant les lemmes 1 a 5 , sont isomorphes.

~.~ ou on utilise les lemmes 1 et 2.

Soit ~l la difference des extensions M' et M" de Gal(~/CQ) par S.

Pour obtenir ~l' on prend l'image inverse dans MI x oM" de l'image diagonale de

Gal~/CQ) dans Gal(~/~) x Gal(~/CQ) , et on divise par l'image diagonale de S dans

S x S • Cette image est un sous-groupe invariant, car l'action de Gal(~/CQ) sur S

est la meme pour M' et M" . L'extension obtenue de Gal(CQ/~) par S est munie,

par d1fference, d'une section 11': Gal(~/CQ)----+ ~l(Af)

Pour Kc ~ galoisien sur <Q et CM, on notera K~ Ie quotient de ~l ex-
1

tension de Gal (~/an par Ie quotient KS de S . C'est la difference de ~' et

~'

Que M' et~' munis de (1)(2)(3), soient isomorphes equivaut a ce que ~

provienne d' un scindage Gal (~/(Q)--+- ~ 1 de l' extension ~ 1 ., faisant de A1 un pro

duit semi-direct. II revient au meme de demander que pour chaque K comme ci-dessus

et chaque nombre premier 1, l'application continue deduite de 11' ,

~1 : Gal «Q/(Q)~ K~ 1(\) , provienne d' un scindage Gal (~/aD'--' K~1 de K ~ 1 ' et

que celui-ci soit independant de .2, •

~.~ ou on ut~lise les lemmes 3 et 4 .

Pour K comme plus haut, on a vu 0=:.1) que

d'autres termes, l'image inverse ~~l de Gal(~/K)

~' et ~. sont isomorphes.. En

d K d • •ans "6 1 est un pro U1t sem1-
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direct de Gal (W/K) par KS , meme un produit, car Gal (W/K) agit trivialement sur

KS et les 1T R,: Gal <"ij"/K).~ ?1 «Q r.) proviennent tous d' un meme scindage
K (-/ KA , • K . . d KKW(Q : Gal ~ K)----+ KUl . L 1mage de K1T~ est un sous-groupe 1nvar1ant e ~l • Elle

est meme invariante dans K~ : il suffit de Ie verifier apres extension des scalaires

a (QR, , et, la, d'observer qu'elle est normalisee par 1TR, (Gal(~/~» , puisque 1TR,

prolonge ~~. Passons au quotient. On obtient un groupe algebrique K62 , extension

de Gal(K/(Q) par KS :

KS---~) K~ ------..) Gal (K/OD
2

muni de sections 1TR,: Gal(K/(Q)--r ~2(~R,) , dont

de Gal(K/~) a Gal("ij'/(Q) • Pour que M' et M"

K
( ~ I' 1T) se dedui t par inflation

munis de (1)(2)(3) , soient iso-

morphes, il faut et il suffit que ces sections 1TR, soient rationnelles et indepen

dantes de R, .

Le Iemme 3 implique (C) que pour chaque a E Gal(K/fQ) , Ie KS-torseur image

inverse de a a un point rationnel : K~2(CQ) est extension de Gal (K/(Q) par KS(~) •

Pour K' ~ K , on dispose de diagrammes commutatifs

(F.2.l)

(F.3) ou on utilise Ie lemme 5 •

Soient K comme plus haut, et c E Gal(K/(Q) la conjugaison complexe. Puisque
KK est CM, c est central dans Gal (K/CQ) . Le lemme 5 assure que 1T

t
(C) E ~2«(QR,)

est dans K~(~) et independant de ~ • On ecrira ~(c) pour ~~(c).

LemmeF.4. Le centralisateur K~3 de 1T(C) dans K~2«(Q) s'envoie sur Gal(K/~) .

No tons ~/2 Ie groupe {l,c} . II agit sur KS«(Q) • Quel que soit a dans

Gal(K/(Q) , l'image inverse Pa de a dans K~2«(Q) est un torseur sous KS«(Q) ,

agissant par translations a gauche. Elle est stable par 1T(c)-conjugaison, et l'acti~n

de n(c) en fait un KS«Q)-torseur ~/2-equivariant. II nous faut montrer que l'ac

tion par automorphismes interieu~de 1T(C) sur Pa a un point fixe, i.e. que la

classe de ce, tOrseur dans Hl (71/2,KS«(Q» est triviale. Quel que soit t, l'image

inverse de a dans K~2«(Q!) est Ie KS«(QR,)-torseur 7l/2 -equivariant P R, deduit
K K a,

de Pa en poussant par S«(Q)----+ S(CQR,) . Sa classe est triviaIe, car 1T
t

(a) commute
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a ~(c) • Le lemme F.4 resulte done du

Ecrivons H*(G) pour la cohomologie de ~/2 a valeurs dans un groupe abelien

G muni d'une action de ~/2. Soit L Ie corps totalement reel dont K est extension

quadratique totalement imaginaire. La suite exacte (A.l.l) est ~/2 -equivariante.

Elle fournit une suite exacte longue

* * * 0 Ko~ L ---+ L x (Q ----)- H ( S «(Q»-----+

1 * 1 * 1 * lK 2 *
.~ H (L ) ---+ H (K ) x H «(Q )~ H ( S (<Q)) ---+ H (L )

et

1 * * 1 * 1 *On a H (L ) = Hom(~/2,L) = 112(1) H (<Q ) = 112(~) , H (K ) = 0 par Hilbert 90

H
2 (1*) = L*/L*2 . Ceci ramene la suite exacte a

(F.5.l)
* 0 K NL I (Q 1 K * *2

0---+ (Q -----+- H ( S «(Q» ---)- 112 (1) --~4) 112 «(Q) ---4- H ( S «(Q» -+ L IL .

Pour K
S«(Q£) , on trouve de meme, notant L~ Ie complete R,-adique L @(Q R,

de L, une suite exacte

(F.5.2)

et des diagrammes commutatifs

1 K * *2o~ coker{1l2(1)~1l2«(Q»-----+ H ( S(~»-----+ 1 11

1 1 K 1 *1 *2
o ---+ coker(1l2{1£)~1l2(~i)---+H ( S(~t»~ Lt/L!

Le quotient L*/L*2 s'injecte dans Ie produit des L:/L:2 , car un element de

L* qui n'a pas de racine carree n'en a pas localement, en la moitie des places de L.

Le eonoyau eoker(1l2(L)--+ 112«(Q» est nul pour L de degre impair et, reduit a *1

pour L de degre pair. Si L es t de degre pair, il exis te R, tels que les completes

LA de 1 (Alt) soient de degres pairs sur ~t' et pour un tel R, Ie morphisme

est un isomorphisme. En partieulier, coker(1l2(L)--+ 112«(Q» s'injecte dans Ie produit

des eoker(1l2(LR,)'-- .... 112«(Qt» , et Hl (KS«(Q» s'injeete done dans Ie produit des

HI (KS «(Q ~) •

un lieu fixe par e .

, on a un diagramme

Notons par

sateur de ll"R,(c)

(F. 5.3)

c-l en exposant
K

dans f1 2«(Qt)

KS(Un e - I .--+

!
KS{IQ )c-~

t

K
~3' ) Gal (K/(Q)

i II
KA

3
~ Gal (K/Qt)

,R,

Si K
~ 3,£ est Ie centrali-
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KKK K
Soient ~4 = ~3/{I,TI(c)} et ~4,i = 63,i/{I'~1(c)} • Le diagramme

(F.s.3) se deduit par inflation de Gal (L/K) Gal(K/~)/{I,c} a Gal(K/~) de

(F.s.4) KS(~)c-1 ) K~4 ) Gal(L/~)

l 1 II
KS{~~)C-l------+ KA4.~ Gal(L/~)

KII s'agit encore de montrer que n
i

tombe dans .64 et est independant de L.

Pour K' ~ K , on a encore des diagrammes commutatifs de type (F.2.1).

(F.6) ou on conclut .

Fixons un corps quadratique imaginaire Ko ' par exemple ~(i) • II suffit de

verifier que ~i tombe dans K~4' et est independant de i , pour K~ Ko ces

corps K sont arbitrairement grands.

Pour K = K , on a L = ~ et Ie diagraume (F.s .4) est trivial. Pour K:::> K
o KKK 0

quelconque, on a done 11'£ (Gal(L/~)) c Ker( ~4 i --+- 064 1) · Posons ~s =
K K rr K ' Tl_ '

Ker( 64 --+ O~4) (resp. AS i = Ker( 64 i ---+- ·"'Q/).4 i) · C' est une extension de
K c-l' K i 'K c-l K c-l

Gal(L/~) par Ker( S(~) ---+ °S(~)C-) (resp. Ker( S(~l) ----+ O(S(~i) ».

La suite (F.5.1) fournit un diagramme commutatif

d'oll un isomorphisme

K
Ker(KS(~)c-l-----+ °S(~)c-l) = Ker(NL/~ ~2(L).---+ ~2(~»

Localement, on trouve de meme

et (F.s.4) se ramene au sous diagramme

(F.6.1)

Pour L' une extension totalement reelle de L, et K'

on dispose d'un diagramme commutatif

L'@K :::>K = L~Ko 0
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Gal(L'/CQ)

1
Gal (L/IQ)

Choisissons L' tel que pour chaque place A' de L' divisant t, se projetant

sur une place A de L, Ie degre [L~,: LA] soit pair. Le morphisme NL'IL de

1-12 (L 't) dans 1-1
2

(Lt ) est alors 0, et a fortiori Ie morphisme de

Ker(lJ2(L~) ~l-2«(Qt» dans Ker(lJ 2 (LR,) ---+-~(CQt» · Pour a E Gal(L/CQ) , image de
K'cr' E Gal(L'/IQ) , ~t(cr) est done l'image de n'importe quel element de ~5,R, au-

dessus de a' • En particulier, nR,(a) est l'image de n'importe quel element de
K' K

~5 au-dessus de a' : il est dans ~5 et, prenant L' convenant pour deux

nombres premiers a la fois, on voit qu'il est independant de t • Ceci termine la

demonstration.
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Introduction: In the first three sections we review the definition

of a Shimura variety of abelian type, describe how certain Shimura

varieties are moduli varieties for abelian varieties .with Hodge

cycles and level structure, and prove a result concerning

reductive groups that will frequently enable us to replace one such

group by a second whose derived group is simply connected.

To be able to discuss the results in the rernaininq sections

both concisely and precisely, we shall assume throughout the rest

of the introduction that a pair (G,X) defining a Shimura variety

Sh(G,X) satisfies the following additional
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conditions (De1igne [2, 2.1.1.4, 2.1.1.5]):

(0.1) for any heX, the weight wh

over CD ;

(;m -+ GlR is defined

(0.2) ~~ h(i) is a Cartan involution on (G/w(C&m»:m .

These conditions imply that for any special heX, the associated

cocharacter ~ = l-h factors through the Serre group: ~ = P~ 0 llcan '

P~ : S -+ G. Thus to any such h and any representation of G

there is associated a representation of S , and hence an object

in the category of motives generated by abelian varieties of CM-

type over a:.

Consider the Taniyama group

f ~T (]A) + Gal «D/an , 1T O sp 1.
¥AI 1T

For any T € Gal(m/m> , TS df 1T-
l

(T) is an S-torsor with a

distinguished ~f_point Sp(T) • If hex is special, we can

use Pll ' l.l = 1Jh , to transform the adjoint action of G on itself

into an action of S on G . We can then use TS to twist G ,

and so define T,llG = TS x SG Thus T'~G is a m-rational

algebraic group such that T,llG(m) = {s.g s e TSCi) , g € G(;)}/-

-1
where sSl.g - s.Pll(Sl)gp~(Sl) , all s1 € SCm> . Let T C G

be a m-rational torus through which h factors. Then

T'~T df TS x ST = T and so T is also a subgroup of T'llG

Define Th to be the homomorphism $ -+ T'llG WiL~ associated

cocharacter and let T,l.lX be the
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conjugacy class containing Th • The point Sp(T) provides us

with a canonical isomorphism g" T,llg df Sp(T).g: G(~f)-+-

T, llG (]Af). The pair (T , llG, T, llX) defines a Shimura variety,

and the first part of the Langlands's conjecture states the

following.

Conjecture c. (a) For any special heX, with llh = II ,

there is an isomorphism ~T,ll: T Sh(G,X) -+- Sh(T,llG, T,llX) such

that

~T,ll(T[h,l])

~ oT 1(g) = J(T,llg)oep I 9 e G(lAf ) , ""1(g)
T,ll Till

Hecke operator.

In order to compare the isomorphisms $ corresponding to

two different special points, it is necessary to construct some

isomorphisms. For this the following two lemmas are useful.

Lemma 0.3. Let G be a reductive group over m such that Gder

is simply connected. Two elements of H1(m,G) are equal if

their images in HI «(D,G/Gder ) and HI (lR ,G) are equal.

Lemma 0.4. Let (GI,XI ) and (G2 ,X2) define Shimura varieties,

and suppo$e there are given:
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f l Gl ~ G2 mapping Xl into X2

f 2 : G
l

(JAf) ~ G
2

(lAf)

B e Gl (JAf) such· that flo ~~
a-I f

2
.

Then 4>
df Sh (f 1) 0 -1 (B) Sh (Gl ,Xl) --=--t Sh(G2 ,X2 ) has the

following properties:

-14>[h,B ] = [f1
oh,ll, all heX

Moreover, if f l is replaced with fl0~ q, q e Gl(~) , and

B with Bq, then 4> is unchanged.

Let h and hi be special points of X with cocharacters

~I • A direct calculation shows thatII and

have the same image in HI (lR ,G) ,

T
Pll * (S) and

and they become

equal in Hl
(III,G/G

der ) because '1J and PlJ I define the same

map to G/Gder • There is therefore a m-rational isomorphism

f ( T ) ( T ) • h l' , llG df T S x SG =: PlJ * S -+ P
ll

, * S wh~c, because

T S x SG x GG = P * (TS) x GG , can be transferred into an iso-
II

morphism f
l

: T,~ G -+ T,llIG which is uniquely determined up to

composition with adq, q e T,lJ G(m); it maps T,llX into

T,j.l'X. Let f
2

T,lJG(lAf ) ... T,1.l'GClAf ) be Sp(T).g'" Sp(T) .g.

Then there is a 8 e L,llG(~f) satisfying f
1

0 ~ 8-1 = f 2

whose definition depends on the choice of f l : if f l is

changed to fl0~ q then B is changed to Bq. There is
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therefore a well-defined map ~(T;~',~) : Sh(T'~G,T,~X) ~

Sh(T'~'G, T,~,~ such that ~(Ti~',~)o J(T'~g) = J(T'~'g)o

<P(T;~',ll) •

Conjecture C. (b) For special h,h' ex, the maps $T,~

and <PT,~'

~
Choose elements

let v e G(<0) and

and P
JJ

(sp (T) ) = c(T)a •

is independent of the

If T fixes the reflex field E(G,X) of Sh(G,X) , then

Shimura's conjecture asserting the existence of a canonical model

for Sh(G,X) over E(G,X) shows that T Sh(G,X) ~ Sh(G,X)

canonically. This suggests that, for T fixing E(G,X), there

should exist a canonical isomorphism $(Till) : Sh(G,X) ~

Sh(T'~G, T,UX) Again (0.3) and the result in §3 enable one

to show that, in this case, p~*(TS) e Bl(W,G) is trivial. This

allows us to define an isomorphism f l : (G,X) ~ (T'~G, T,UX)

such that the conditions of (0.4) are satisfied for f l , f 2 =

(g ~ Sp(T).g) , and a certain B e G(~f) • Thus the canonical

isomorphism ~(Till) exists.

Theorem 0.5. Let T € Aut(~) fix E(G,X) •

(a) Let heX be special and let II

a (T) e TS (m) and c (T) € PlJ* (TS) (a» , and

a e G(]1\f) be such that PlJ (a (T» = c( T) v

Then the element [ad(v)oTh,a] of Sh(G,X)
~

choice of aCT) and C(T) .

(b) Assume that Sh(G,X) has a canonical model; then

conjecture C is true for T and Sh(G,X) if and only if
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[advo Lh, a]

for all special heX.

(c) If conjecture C is true for Sh(G,X) and all T

corresponding to a special

; moreover,

fixing E(G,X) then

f
(M(G,X),M(G,X)~ ~

for every

Sh(G,X)

Sh (G,X) )

has a canonical model

-1 -1
fo(Tf) = <I> (T,ll) o4>T,lJ

h •

Let A be an abelian variety over ~ with complex multi

plication by a CM-field F (so that V eli HI (A, an is of

dimension lover F) . Write T for ResF/m ~m ' and let

h : $ ~ TJR be the homomorphism defined by the Hodge structure

on V. The main theorem of complex multiplication describes

the action of Gal(m/E(G,X» on Sh(T, {h}) arising from its

identification with a moduli variety. From conjecture C for

Sh(CSp(V), S±) one can deduce a description of the action of

the whole of Gal (tD/(O) on U ~h (T, {'T.'h}) C Sh (CSp (V) , S:!:')
L € Hom(F ,an

This suggests a conjecture (conjecture CM) stated purely in terms

of abelian varieties of CM-type.

Proposition 0.6. Conjecture CM is true if and only if conjecture

C is true for all Shimura varieties of the form Sh(CSp(V),s:!:.) •

It is possible to restate conjecture C for connected

Shimura varieties. For this it is first necessary to show that,

for a connected Shimura variety ShO{G,G',x+) , special h, h' e x+ ,

and T e Aut(~) , there are maps
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compatible with those defined for nonconnected Shimura varieties.

Conjecture Co

Ca) For any special h e x+ I with p

isomorphism

lJh I there is an

such that °'T , 1J(T[h])

(b) For h' a second special element and lJ' llh' I

ep
T,ll'

Proposition 0.7. Conjecture C is true for Sh(G,X) if and

only if conjecture Co is true for ShO(Gad , Gder , x+)

Using 0.7) we prove the following.
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Theorem 0.8. If conjecture C is true for all Shimura

varieties of the form Sh(CSp(V) ,S~) then it is true for all

Shimura varieties of abelian type.

All of the above continues to make sense if the Taniyama

group is replaced by the motivic Galois group (II.6) except

that the maps ~(L; ~I,~) and ~(T;~) are (possibly) different

and the conjectures have a (possibly) different meaning. We

shall use a tilde to distinguish the objects associated with

the motive Galois group from those associated with the Taniyama

group. A new fact is that, almost by construction of the

motivic Galois group, conjecture eM is true.
-./

Thus (0.6) and
~

(0.8) show that conjecture C is true for all Shimura varieties

of eM-type. This has the following consequence.

Theorem 0.9. Let Sh(G,X) be a Shimura variety of abelian type

and let M(G,X) be its canonical model. For any ~ associated

with a -special h ,there is an isomorphism g, to+- g' : G(lAf
)-+

T'~G(lAf) such that, if g' € T,llG(JAf ) is made to act on

T M(G,X) as T ( J (g» , then T M(G,X) together with this action

is a canonical model for Sh(L'~G, T,llX) •

(0.9) is the original form Langlands's conjecture on Shimura

varieties. (T,llG is the same for the motivic Galois group and

the Taniyama group.) Such a result was first proved for Shimura

curves by Doi and Naganuma [1] and for Shimura varieties of

primitive type A and C by Shih [2]. A theorem of Kazhdan [1]

can be interpreted as saying that the conjugate T Sh(G,X) of
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a compact Shimura variety is again a Shimura variety but

unfortunately his method gives little information on the

pair (G' ,X') to which the conjugate corresponds.

We would like to thank P. Deligne and R. Langlands for

making available to us pre-prints of their work and D. Shelstad

for a letter on which we have based Proposition 4.2 and preceding

discussion. One of us was fortunate to be able to spend seven

months during 1975-79 at I.H.E.S. and have numerous discussions

with P. Deligne, which have profoundly influenced this paper.

Notations and conventions.

For Shimura varieties and algebraic groups we generally

follow the notations of Deligne [2]. Thus a reductive algebraic

"l t d "th d " d der d""group G 1S a ways connec e , W~· er1ve group G , a J01nt

group Gad, and centre Z = Z(G). (We assume also that Gad

has .no factors of type ES). A central extension is an

epimorphism G ~ G' whose kernel is contained in Z(G), and a

covering is a central extension such that G is connected and

the kernel is finite. If G is reductive, then p: G ~ Gder

is the universal covering of Gder

A superscript + refers to a topological connected component;

for example G(lR)+ is the identity connected component of G(JR)

relative to the real topology, and G«D)+ = G«D) f\ G(lR)+ • For

G reductive , G(lR) + is the inverse image of Gad (lR) + in

G(lR) and G(<D)+ = G(<D) f\ G(lR)+ • In contrast to Deligne [2],

we use the superscript to denote both completions and

closures since we wish to reserve the superscript - for certain
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negative components.

We write Sh(G,X) for the Shimura variety defined by a

pair (G,X) and Sh(G, G I
, x+) for the connected Shimura

variety defined by a triple (G, G I
, x+) . The canonical

model of Sh(G,X) is denoted by M(G,X) .

Vector spaces are finite-dimensional, number fields are

of finite degree over W (and usually contained in ~) ,

and ~ is the algebraic closure of m in ~. If V is

a vector space over m and R is the m-algebra, we often

write VCR) for V 0 R •

If x e X and g e G(lAf ) then [x, g] denotes the

element of Sh (G,X) = G(W)" X x G (:JAf) /Z (a» A containing (x,g) •

The Hecke operator [x,g] ~ [x,gg'] is denoted by J(g') .

The symbol A df B means A is defined to be B or that A

equals B by definition.

For Galois cohomology and torsors (= principal homogeneous

spaces) we follow the notations of Serre [1].

For the Taniyama group, we use the same notations as in

III; we refer the reader particularly to III. 2.9.

If A is an abelian variety, then

Vf (A) d=f (lim ker (n: A -+ A» 0 m
-E-

depends functorially on the isogeny class of A. Throughout

the article, an abelian variety will be regarded as an object

in the category of abelian varieties up to isogeny.
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1. Shimura varieties of abelian type.

A Shimura variety Sh(G,X) is defined by a pair (G/X) ,

comprising a reductive group Gover m and a G(lR) -conjugacy

class X of homomorphisms $ + GlR I that satisfies the

following axioms:

(l.la) the Hodge structure defined on Lie (GlR)

h € X is of type {( -1 I 1) I (0 ,0), (1, -I)};

by any

on

(l.lb) for any h € X, ~ h(i) is a Cartan involution

Gad •
lR'

(1. Ie) the group Gad has no factor defined over m whose

real points form a compact group. Then Sh(G,X) has complex

points GUD) " X ~ G(lA
f

) /Z (an A, where Z is the centre of

G and Z(W)A the closure of Z(m) in Z(lAf )

A connected Shimura variety Sho(G,G',x+) is defined by

a triple (G,G' ,x+) comprising an adjoint group G over (0 I

a covering G' of G, and a G (lR) + -conjugacy class of homo-

morphisms S + GlR such that G and the G (lR) -conjugacy class

of X containing x+ satisfy (1.1). The topology T(G') on

G(W) is that for which the images of the congruence subgroups of

G' (m) form a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of the identity

and Sho(G,G',x+) has complex points lim r\x+ where r runs

over the arithmetic subgroups of G(W)+ that are open relative to

the topology T (G' ) (Deligne [2, 2.1.8]).

The relation between the two notions of Shimura variety is

as follows: let (G,X) be as in the first paragraph and let

x+ be some connected component of X; then x+ can be regarded
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Sho(Gad , Gder , X+) can be identified with the connected com

ponent of Sh(G,X) that co~tains the image of x+ x {l} .

We recall that the reflex field E(G,X) of (G,X) is the

subfield of ~ that is the field of definition of the G(~) -

conjugacy class of ~h' any heX , (~h = restriction of h~

to ~m x 1 C S~) and that E(G,X+) is defined to equal E(G,X)

if X+ is a connected component of X (Deligne [2, 2.2.1]).

The following easy lemma will be needed in comparing the

Shimura varieties defined by (G,X) and (Gad, Gder , x+) •

Lemma l.~. Let Gl ~ G be a central extension of reductive

groups over ~ let M be a G(~)-conjugacy class of homomor-

phisms ~m + G and let Ml be a Gl(~}-conjugacy class lifting

M. Then Ml + M is bijective.

Proof. The map is clearly surjective and so it suffices to show

that, for ~l e Ml lifting ~ eM, the centralizer of ~l is

the inverse image of the centralizer of ~. Since the centralizer

of ~1 contains the center of Gl , we only have to show the

map on centralizers is surjective. We can construct a diagram
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in which the first map, and the composite G2 ~ G are coverings.

After replacing ~l and ~ by multiples, we can assume ~l

lifts to a homomorphism (~',~n): <&m ~ C x G2 . Then the

centralizer of (~',lJn) maps into the centralizer of ~l'

and onto the centralizer of lJ •

Let (G,X) be as in (1.1) with G adjoint and m-simple;

if every lR -simple factor 0'£ GlR is of one of the types A,B,

C, olR I DJH
I or E (in the sense of Oeligne [2 I 2.3.8]) then

G will be said to be of that type. When G' is a covering of

G I we say that (G,G' ) (or (G,G' ,X» is of primitive abelian

~if G is of type A, B, C, or D
lR and G' is the

universal covering of G , or if G is of type D
lH and G'

is the double covering described in Oeligne [2, 2.3.8] (see

Milne-Shih [1, Appendix]).

If (G,X) satisfies (1.1) and G is adjoint and (D-

simple, then there is a totally real number field Fo and

an absolutely simple group G
S over Fo such that G

s For any embedding Fo~JR let G = GS 8ResF ImG . v : ,
v

0

F0, v:JR, and write I c and Inc for the sets of embeddings

for which G",(lR) is compact and noncompact. Let F be a

quadratic totally imaginary extension of Fo and let

I: = (Cfv ) vel be a set of embeddi'ngs Cfv : Fe:.., ct such that
c

0vlFo = Vi we define hI: to be the Hodge structure on F

(regarded as a vector space over m) such that (F~m ~)-l,O ,

(F~m ~)O,-l and (F~m ~)O,O are the direct summands of

~m ~ = ~Hom(F,~) corresponding to L I lL I and
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Proposition 1.3. Let G be a m-simple adjoint group and assume

that (G,G',X) is of primitive abelian type. For any pair (F,r)

as above there exists a diagram

(G,X)

such that G Gder
, 1

x
E (G,X) E (F ,hr ) .

Proof. This is Deligne [2, 2.3.10].

Let (G,X) satisfy (1.1) with G adjoint, and let G'

be a covering of G. We say that (G,G') or (G,G' ,X) is of

abelian type if there exist pairs (Gi,Gi>i of primitive

abelian type such that G TIGi and G' is a quotient of the

covering TIGi of TIGi • If (G,X) satisfies (1.1), we say that

G or (G,X) is of abelian type if (Gad,Gder) is of this type.

Finally, we say that a Sh~ura variety Sho(G,G' ,x+) or Sh(G,X)

is of abelian type if (G,G') or Gis.
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2. Shimura varieties as moduli varieties.

We shall want to make use of the notion of an absolute

Hodge cycle on a variety (Deligne [3,0.7]) and the important

result (see I.2.l1) that any Hodge cycle on an abelian variety

is an absolute Hodge cycle. Let A be an abelian variety

over an algebraically closed field k~ ~i we shall always

identify a Hodge cycle on A with its Betti realization. By

this we mean the following. Let V = Hl(A~, W) (usual Betti

has a natural Hodge structure andhomology) and note that V

Vv = Ithat its dual H (A,W). If 1
HdR(A) denotes the de Rham

cohomology of A over k then there is a canonical isomor-

I - vphism HdR(A) 8 k ~ ~ V(~). There is also a canonical iso-

morphism vf
(A) ~ V(lA

f ). A Hodge cycle s on A is to be

an element of some space v8rn ~ V~n(p) such that:

(2.la) s is of type (0,0) for the Hodge structure defined by

that on Vi

(2.lb) there is an sdR € (HI (A)v)8m 8 HI (A)8n that corre-
dR dR

spends to s under the isomorphism induced by H~R(A) 0 k [ Z V([)

and ~ ~ 27Ticti

(2.1c) there is an Set e Vf (A)0m 0 (Vf (A)v)0n 0 (~ ~n(k»0P

that corresponds to s under the isomorphism induced by

V(lAf
) ::: vf (A) and 2ni Z~ l~ ~n ([).

Let T be an automorphism of cti then TA is an abelian variety

over Tk C a: and the above-mentioned result of Deligne shows that

TS is a well-defined Hodge cycle on TA: it has (Ts)dR = sdR 8 1

€ HdR(TA) = HdR(A) ak,T k and (TS)et = TSet -
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Certain Shimura varieties can be described as parameter

spaces for families of abelian varieties.

(1.1), and assume there is an embedding

Let (G,X) satisfy

+
(G/X) ~(CSp(V), S-)

where V is a vector space over ~, CSp(V) is the group of

symplectic similitudes corresponding to some non-degenerate skew
+

symmetric form ~ on V, and S- is the Siegel double space

(in the sense of Deligne [2, 1.3.1]). There will be some family

of tensors (sa)aeJ in spaces of the form vQm
9 V9n (p) such

that G = Aut(V, (s » c. GL(V) x IS (see I, Prop. 3.1). tie shall
a m

always take 1lJ to be one of the s ;
a

then the projection

G .... ISm is defined by the action of G on ~.

k

tofor eachs
a

Consider triples (A, (t
a

) a€J ' k) with A an abelian

variety over (t, (t) a family of Hodge cycles on A, and
a

is an isomorphism k: v f
(A) ~> (V ( ]Af) ) under which t

a

a e J. We define MG,X, V)corresponds to

be the set of isomorphism classes of triples of this form that

satisfy the following conditions:

(2.2a) there exists an isomorphism HI(A, ~) ~ V under which

(2.2b)

s
a

corresponds to

the map

for each a e J;

GL (HI (A, JR» defined by the Hodge

structure on HI (A, lR) I when composed wi th the map

GL(H
1

(A, lR» -+ GL(V(IR» induced by an isomorphism as in (a),

lies in X.

We let g e G(]Af) act on a class [A, (s ) I k] € cA.-(G,X , V) as
a

follows: [A, (t ) , k]g [A, (t ), -1
= 9 k].

a a
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Proposition 2.3. There is a bijection Sh{G,X) ~ A{G,X,V)

f
conunuting wi th the actions of G (lA ) •

Proof: Corresponding to [h,g] € Sh(G,X> = G(W>"X x G(~f)

we choose A to be the abelian variety associated wi th the Hodge

structure (V,h) Thus Hl(A, m) V and the sa can be regarded

as Hodge cycles on A. As v f (A) V(lAf > we can define k to
-1

be vf (A) V(JAf) ~ V(lA f ) It is easily checked that the

class [A, (ta ), k] € ~(G,X,V) depends only on the class

[h,g] € Sh(G,X) • Conversely, let (A, (ta ) , k) represent a

class in ~(G,X,V) . We choose an isomorphism f:Hl(A, w) + V

as in (2.2a) and define h to be f ~f-l (cf. 2.2b) and g
-1

to be V(lAf ) ~ v f (A) ~ V(lA f ) If f is replaced by

gf, then (h,g) is replaced by (~(q) 0 h, qg), and q e G(m) •

Remark 2.4. The above proposition can be strengthened to show

that Sh(G,X) is the solution of a moduli problem over ~. Since

the moduli problem is defined over E(G,X), Sh(G,X) therefore

had model over E(G,X) which, because of the main theorem of

complex multiplication, is canonical. This is the proof of Deligne

[2, 2.3.1] hinted at in the last paragraph of the introduction to

that paper. Let K and Kl be compact open subgroups of

G(lAf ) and CSp (V) (JAf) with K small and Kl such that

+ is injective (see .Deligne [1,1.15] ) •Sh(G,X)K + Sh(CSp(V),S-)K
l

The pullback of the universal family of abelian varieties on

+
Sh(CSP(V),S-)K~r ' constructed by Mumford, is universal for

families of abelian varieties carrying Hodge cycles (ta ) and

a level structure (mod K).
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3. A result on reductive groups; applications.

The following proposition will usually be applied to

replace a given reduction group by one whose derived group

is simply connected.

Proposition 3.1. (cf. Lang1ands [3, p 228-29]). Let G be

a reductive group over a field k of characteristic zero

and let L be a finite Galois extension of k that is sufficiently

large to split some maximal torus in G. Let G' ~ Gder

be a covering of the derived group of G. Then there

exists a central extension defined over k

such that GI is a reductive group, N is a torus whose group

of characters X*(N) is a free module over the group ring

1l [Gal (L/k) ] , and (Gder
--7 G

der ) = (G' ~ Gder ) .1

Proof: The construction of Gl will use the following result

about modules.

Lemma 3.2. Let "be a finite group and M a finitely

generated ~module. Then there exists an exact sequence of

f--modules 0 ~ PI ~ Po ~ M ~ 0 in which Po

is free and finitely generated as a ~-module and Pl is

a free 1l [~-module.

Proof: Write M
O

for M regarded as an abelian group, and

choose an exact sequence
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of abelian groups with Fa (and hence F 1 ) finitely generated

and free. On tensoring this sequence with 2l [~ we obtain

an exact sequence of ~modules

whose pull-back relative to the injection

(m t"'-7

has the required properties.

We now prove (3.1). Let T be a maximal torus in

G that splits over L and let T' be the inverse image of

T under G' + Gder
C G; it is a maximal torus in G' An

application of (3.2) to the ~= Gal(L/k)-module M = X*(T)/X*(T')

provides us with the bottom row of the following diagram, and

we define Q to be the fibred product of Po and X*(T)

over M:

0 0

J, J,
X* (T') X* (T' )

J, j,
0 )' PI

,.
Q~ X*(T) -----. a

II J, J,
0 ) PI )Po~ M ~a

~ J,
0 0
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Since the terms of the middle row of the diagram are torsion-

free, the ~-linear dual of the sequence is also exact, and

hence corresponds, via the functor X* I to an exact sequence

of tori. The map X*(T') ~ Q = X*(T l ) corresponds to a

map T' -7 Tl lifting T' ~ T Since the kernel of

T' -7 Tl is finite, the torsion-freeness of Po =

coker(X*(T') ~ X*(TI » thus implies that T' -7 Tl

is injective. On forming the pull-back of the above sequence

of tori relative to Z~ T , where Z = Z(G) , we obtain

an exact sequence

1 ~ N ~ Zl -4 Z ~ 1 .
As T' contains Z' = Z (G') , T' ~ Tl induces an inclusion

Z' ~ Zl . The group G can be written as a fibred sum,

G = G * Z Z , where G is the universal covering group of

Gder and -Z = Z (G) ( · [ ] ) .Del~gne 2,2.0.1 • We can 1dentify G'

-with a quotient of G. Define Gl = G * Z Zl. It is easy

to check that Zl ~ Z induces a surjection Gl ~ G

-with kernel N C Zl Z (GI ) and that G ~ Gl induces

an isomorphism G' ~ G~er. Finally, we note that

X* (N) is a free 2l r..,-J-module and X* (N) is the 7l-linear

dual of X*(N) •

Remark 3.3 (a) The torus N in (3.1) is a product of copies of

ResL/k~m. Thus H1Ck',Nk ,) = 0 for any field k'::> k , and
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the sequence 1 -+ N(k') -+ G
1

(k' ) -+ G (k' ) -+ 1 is exact.

(b) Let T be the inverse image of T (or T ' ) in G

Then the maps T -+ T ' ~ Tl and zl 4 Tl induce an
~

isomorphism T*t Zl ~ Tl • Thus Tl can be identified with

a subgroup of Gl ' and the diagram

1 --7 N ~ T1 ~ T ~ 1

II $ J
1 --7 N --7 Gl ~ G ~ 1

commutes. Obviously T1 is a maximal torus in G
1

•

Application 3.4. Let (G,X) satisfy (1.1) , let heX be

special, and let T be a maximal torus such that h factors

through T lR • Let GI -+- Gder be some covering. Take k to

be ; and L to split T, and construct TI C G
I

-+ G

as above. Choose some ~1 e X*(TI ) mapping to ~h e X*(T).

Then ~l obviously commutes with 1~1 and so defines a

homomorphism hI : :5 -+ TlR c.. G]R. We let Xl be the

G(lR)- conjugacy class of maps containing hI. The pair

(GI ,X1 ) satisfies (1.1) because, modulo centres, (GI,XI ) and

(G,X) are equal.

It is possible to choose PI so that E(G1,XI ) = E(G,X).

To prove this we first show that the image ~h of ~h in

M is fixed by Aut(~/E(G,X» , where M = X*~T)/X*(T') is as

in the proof of (3.1) .•



We have to show L'll h - l-h

for any T e Aut(~/E(G,X» •

where Tder = T ~ Gder , and

where Tad is the image of T

301

lifts to an element of X*(T')

der
Since T~h - llh e X*(T ),

X*(Tder ) ~ X*(T
ad

) is injective,

in Gad it suffices to show

that the image of Tllh - llh in X.(Tad) lifts to X* (T' ) or,

equivalently, to X. (G' ) . Let N - {~ad h e X} , where- h
ad is the composite (Gm

~h G --* Gad Then N is allh ~

G(CI:)-conjugacy class of homomorphisms defined over E = E(G,X) .
For any II eN, the identity component of the pull-back of

G' ~ G by II is a covering n:~~ ~ ~m that is independent of

lli it is therefore defined over E , and N lifts to a conjugacy

class of N' of maps (G~ ~ G' defined over E. Any two

elements of N' restrict to the same element on Ker(n) •

Thus if ll' € N' lifts ~ € N , then T~' - ll' factors through

~m by a map that lifts Tll - lJ •

We now use the fact that X*(N) is a free Gal(LE/E)-

module to deduce the existence of a

and whose image lJl in

III e X*(Tl ) mapping to

Po is fixed by Aut(~/E).

The map G1 ~ G induces an isomorphism W(Gl,T
1

) ~ W(G,T)

of Weyl groups. Let T e Aut(~/E) and suppose Tll = W 0 II

with W e W(G,T) • If

WI 0 lJl maps to TlJ

thus

WI € W(Gl,T1 )

in X*(T) and

It follows that

maps to w , then

III Tll 1 in Po

T fixes E(G1,XI ),

and so E(G,X)::> E(GI,XI ). The reverse inclusion is automatic.
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We can apply this to a triple (G,G' ,x+) defining a connected

Shimura variety. Thus there exists a pair (Gl,Xl ) satisfying

(1.1) and such that (G~d,G~er,X~) ~ (G,G',x+), E(Gl,Xl ) =

E(G,X+) , and X*(Z{Gl » is a free Gal(L/~)-module for some

finite Galois extension L of W (cf. Deligne [2,2.7.16]).

The last condition implies Gl(k) + G~d(k) = G(k) is surjective

for any field k~ W •

Application 3.5. Let G be a reductive group over a field

k of characteristic zero, and let p: ~ -+ Gder CG be the uni-

versal covering of Gder . When k is a local or global field

and k' is a finite extension of k , there is a canonical

norm map Nk'/k: G(k')/pG{k') -+ G(k)/pG(k) (Deligne [2,2.4.8]).

We shall use (3.1) to give a more elementary construction of

this map.

If G is commutative, Nk'/k is just the usual norm

map G(k') -+ G(k) .
Next assume Gder is simply connected and let

T G/Gder If in the diagram

1 --7 G(k) IG (k') ~ T (k') ---7 HI (k' ,C;)

1Nk'/k

1 ~ G(k)/G(k) ~ T (k) ---7 HI(k,G)

the map G(k ' ) /G (k ' ) 1 - is a zero, we can define-+ H (k,G)

NL'/k for G to be the restriction of Nk'/k for T .
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is local and nonarchimedean then 1 -H (k,G) = 0 ,

and so the map is zero. When k is local and archimedean we

can suppose k = lR and k' = a: ; then Nct/ lR : T (CC) -+ T (:IR) maps

into T (IR) + , and any element of T (JR) + lifts to an element

of G (lR) (even to an element of Z (G) (lR». When k is global,

we can apply the Hasse principle.

In the general case we choose an exact sequence

1 ~ N ~ Gl ~ G ~ I

as in (3.1) with ~er simply connected. From the diagram

N (k') ---+ Gl (k ' ) /G (k ' ) ~ G(k')/pG(k ' ) ~ I

1Nk'/k 1Nk'/k

N(k) ~ G1(k)/G(k) ---7 G (k) /pG (k) --t I

we can deduce a norm map for G.

Let k be a number field. If we take the restricted

product of the norm maps for the completions of k, and form

the quotient by the norm map for k , we obtain the map

of Deligne [2,2.4.0.1], where 11' (Gk ) = G( ~k)/(G(k) .pG(lAk » •

Application 3.6. Let G and G' be reductive groups over m

with adjoint groups having no factors over m whose real points

are compact. Assume G1 is an inner ~wist of G, so that for

some Galois extension L of W there is an isomorphism

G'L such that, for all a e Gal(L/Q}) ,
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ad C1 with C1
a

eGad (L)
'W'N a We shall show that

f induces a canonical isomorphism no~(f):

with ~(-) defined as in Deligne [2,2.0.15]

[1,2.3]) •

non (G) + 1T0 1T (G')

(not Deligne

If f is defined over m, for example if G is commutative,

then ~On(f) exists because nO~ is a functor.

Next assume that Gder is simply connected, and let f

be the isomorphism from T = G/Gder to T' = G'/G· der induced

by f. A theorem of De1igne [1,2.4] showsthat the vertical arrows

in the following diagram are isomorphisms

We define non (f) to make the diagram commute.

In the general case we choose an exact sequence

as in (3.1) with simply connected. Note that

so that we can use the same cocycle to define an inner twist

f l : GIL + GiL· The first case considered above allows us to

assume f l lifts f. Remark (3.3a) shows that TI 01T(G1 ) + ~01T(G)

is surjective, and we define TI 01T(f) to make the following

diagram commute:
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l1TQ1T(f,Nl

TroTr (N')
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J,

-----l1TOTr(G') ---~) L

Note that, if f : GL + G' and f' : GL+ Gil define G'L L

and G" as inner twists of G and G' , then Tr OTr(f')o1TOTr(f)

1TOTr(f ' of) . Also that if f is of the form ~sq : G + GLL

with q e Gad(L) , then TrOTr(f) = id . In the case that Gder

is simply connected this is obvious because ~q induces id

on T, and the general case follows. On combining these two

remarks we find that TrOTr(f) is independent of f , because f

can only be replaced by f 0 ~q with q eGad (L) , and

7TOTr(f) 0 7TOTr(~ q) = 7T
O

'IT (f)
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§4. The conjectures of Langlands.

Let (G,X) satisfy (1.1) • Before discussing the conjectures

of Lang1ands concerning Sh(G,X) we review some of the properties

of (G,X) over m .

Let heX be special (in the sense of De1igne [2,2.2.4]),

and let T be a W-rational maximal torus such that h factors

there is a decomposition(l.la)

~ = ~h be the cocharacter corresponding to

(l.lb) ~ h(i) is a Cartan involution on

~er. Thus gder ~ ED Eo where

Lie(9R)der and Ad h(i) acts as 1 on k

Let1JR.through

h According to

~d , and hence on

gder :0 Lie(~er)

and -1 on R. According to

where

acts as

+
~ = Lie(9R> , £ = Lie(Z(G)E) , 2~ = E $ £ ' and Ad ~(z)

+ 0 0 -1 1z on p and lZ on p- (Thus ~' = E~ + ~~ , 2 '
and gl,-l = p-.) As T~ is a maximal torus in G~ , we also have

a decomposition

where S = Lie <1JR) and is the set of roots of (G,T)

A root is said to be compact or noncompact according as

or

Remark 4.1. If Y e ~a then Ad(~(-l»Y = a(~(-1})Y = (_l)<a,~>y •

Since Ad~(-1) acts on 5« as +1 and on Ea as -1, this

shows that a is compact or noncompact according as <a,~> is
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even or odd.

Note that Tder df T f\ G
der is anisotropic because t der k- C-

Let N be the normalizer of T in G and let W = N(<t)/T(a:) be

the Weyl group. As acts as -1 on R~ t der , it conunutes
-=<t

with the action of any reflection sa. . Hence acts trivially

on Wand there is an exact cohomology sequence

where, for w e W lifting to w e N(a:) I o(w) is represented

by w- 1 .twe Ker(l + t: T(<t) ~ T(<t» .

Proposition 4.2. The class o(w) is represented by

(w-l~) (-l)/~(-l)e T(a:) •

-1Proof: Note that o (oo1w2 ) = w2 o(wl ).o(oo2 ) while

-1 -1 -1 -1
(ool w2 ) ~(-l)/~(-l) = 002 (WI ~(-l)/~(-l». (00 2 ~(-l)/~(-l»

and so it suffices to prove the proposition for a generator of w.

We make the identifications T(a:) = X*(T) 8 a:
x

, ~a: = X*(T) s <t I

and ~ = X*(T) 8 a:. If ~ is a coroot and Ha is the element

of ~ corresponding to a, then expniHa = tiC-I) • Let

Xa e 2a and X_aS' ~a be such that [Xa,X_a ] = Ha • As to. = -a. ,

and tc.d = 1 , and so c is real and d =

Xa by axa, then we must replace X_a. by

we have that

with e,dS a:

that cd = 1

If we replace

tHo. = -Ha. and that tX = cXa -a and

and

dXa

1 imply

c-1 .

±.x
a -a.

and c by 2
a c • Thus, for a given a, there are two possibilities:
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can be chosen so that lX =-Xex. -ex. or Xa can be

chosen so that 1 X = Xex. -a In the first case ex is compact

and in the second it is noncompact.

Assume that a is compact; then the map ~2-+~ such that

(1 O) t+-
O . o 0H , (0 ~) ~ Xa

, (-i 0) 1+ X_a lifts to a homomorphismo -1 ex

SU
2 -+G.R (defined over :R) The image w of ( 0 1) in G (R)

-1 0

represents s Thus <5 (So.) 1 in this case. On the othera

hand, So. (lJ}-lJ -<a,lJ>exv , and so Sall (-I)/ll(-l) = aV(_I)-<a,lJ> 1

{by 4.1} .
If ex is noncompact, then the map si 2 -+ g such that

(O -i) H !.(-i ~) * X lei 1) t+ X lifts to a
i o 1+ ex 2 I l. a

,
2 I -i -a

homomorphism SL2--4 G.R The image w of (i ?) in G «l)o -l.

represents Then w-1 lW is the image of -1 0) , whichs ( 0ex -1
is exp ~iH = aVe-I) . On the other hand

ex

s l.l (-1)/1l (-1) = a V (_l}-<a,ll> = ex V (-I) (by 4.1).
ex

Corollary 4.3. If the reflex field E(G,X} of (G,X) is real

then there exists an n e NCR) such that .~(n)OlJ = l·lJ .

Proof: Since 1 fix es E (G ,X) there is an element w in G (CI)

which we can choose to lie in N(~} , such that

The proposition shows that the image of ad w
~

in

llJ = ~Cw}olJ •

HI (CIj:R, T (<I) )

is represented by (l-l)ll(-l), and therefore is zero. Thus there

is an n e NCR) representing ad w •
.".,.

When the reflex field E(G,X) is real and Sh(G,X) has a

canonical model over E(G,X) then defines an antiholomorphic

involution of Sh(G,X) . One of the conjectures of Lang1ands gives

an explicit description of this involution.
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Let h , as before, be special and let t h be the element of

X corresponding to 111 . If n is as in the corollary, then

ad(n)oh = 1h . Since K is the centralizer of h (i) and of
w.y 00

l h (i) , we see that n normalizes Koo Thus 9 ~ gn G(lR) -+ G(R)

induces a map on the quotient G(lR) /Koo ' which we can transfer to

X by means of the isomorphism 9 ~ ~goh G (lR) /Koo :; X. Thus

we obtain an antiholomorphic isomorphism n = (~ggoh ~ ~(gn)oh : X-+X)

Conjecture B. (Langlands [1, p. 418], [2, p. 2.7, Conjecture B],

[3, p. 234]). The involution of Sh (G,x ) defined by is

[x,g] ~ [n (x) ,g] •

Remark 4.4. The conjecture is true for all special h if it is true for

one, and it follows from Deligne [1, 5.2] that to prove the con

jectureitsufficestoshow t[h, 1] = [n(h), 1] (=[t h , 1]) for

a single special h. Conjecture B is easy to prove if Sh(G,X)

is a moduli variety for abelian varieties over E(G,X). (More

generally, if it is a "moduli variety for motives" I see (IO. 7 ).

It is proved for all Shimura varieties of abelian type in Milne-

Shih [1].

The conjecture of Lang1ands concerning conjugates of Shimura

varieties is expressed in terms of the Taniyama group; thus let
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be the extension, and sp: Gal «DiaD ---) T f1-,f) the splitting ,
w\'

defined in (lII. 3). For any LeGal (tn/Q» , TS d f 1T-1 (L) is a

right S-torsor, and Sp(T) e TS~f) defines a trivialization

of TS over At.f. (For any fini te Galois extension L of ij)

and T e Gal (LablaD we can also define an SL-torsor

it corresponds to the cohomology class

(see III. 2.9).)

1 L
~ (L) e H (L/; , S ) ;

Let G,X,h,lJ,T be as at the start of this section. As

rr;d is anisotropic, ad dJ (C ..l4T -4Tad ) satisfies (III. 1.1)lJ. m

and so factors into C lJcan, S~ Tad eGad . Thus S actsm

on G , and we can use LS to twist G we define T
G (or T,lJG)

to be LS x SG. (If L ~ m splits T then there is an

isomorphism f such that adaf = fo ~ ~a (T , lJ ) .)

Note that the action of S on T is trivial, and so

T = T5 x S T C LG . Define lh to be the homomorphism S ....TG.R,

associated with em~ Ta c lGa: ' and LX (or L, lJX) to be the

G (R) -conjugacy class of maps S .... TG.R containing Th • The

element Sp(T) e LS~f) provides a canonical isomorphism

9~SP(L).g : G(&f)4 l G(Af) , which we write as

9~Lg(or g~T,lJg) • Langlands has shown [3, p. 231] that

(LG,TX) satisfies (1.1); he asserts [3, p. 233] that if hi

is a second special point of X and lJ-1 = llh
'

then there is

an isomorphism

I

Sh (T , lJ-G, T, lJX)~ Sh (l , lJ IG, L , lJ. IX)

such that
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Conjecture C. (Langlands [3, p. 232-33]) Ca) For any special

heX there is an isomorphism

ct> T = Q>T,llh

such that

ct>T(T[h,I]) = [Th,l]

CPT 0 T 7(g) = ~(T9) 0 CPT ' all 9 e G(&f).

(b) If h is a second special element of X and II llh'

ll' = llh" then

commutes.

Remark 4.5. For a given h there is at most one map <p.T,ll
satisfying the conditions in part (a) of the conjecture (this

follows from Deligne [1, 5.2]).

We note one consequence of conjecture C. Assume that Sh(G,X)

has a canonical model (M(G,X), f : M(G,X)~ ~Sh(G,X» , and let

h e X be special with associated cocharacter lJ . Then for

any automorphism T of ~ , T M(G,X) is defined over T E(G,X) ,

and obviously TE(G,X) = E(T,lJG,T,J,lX) . Moreover, if we make
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Tq e TG~f) act on TM(G,X) as T;(g) , then
<p °Tf l' T

(TM(G,X), TM(G,X)t 1',~ ) She '~G, ,~X) satisfies the condition,

relative to h, to be a canonical model. Part (b) of conjecture C

shows that everything is essentially independent of h, and so

TM(G,X) is a canonical model for Sh(T'~G,1',~X) For the sake

of reference, and because it is the original form of conjecture C,

we state another conjecture which is a weak form of this consequence.

Conjecture A. (Langlands [1, p. 417], [2, p. 2.5]) Assume that

Sh(G,X) has a canonical model (M(G,X),f), and let h be some

special point of X with associated cocharacter ~. Then there

exists an isomorphism 9H g' : G (&f)~ T'~G (Af) such that, if

q' e 1'G(&f) is made to act on 1'M(G,X) as T(~(g» , then TM(G,X)

is a canonical model for Sh(T'~G,T,~X)

Remark 4.6. Conjecture A appears to depend on the choice of h •

One can, however, use the maps <P(T;~',~) to show that if the

conjecture is true with one special point h then it is true

wi th any special h.

We shall need to use several properties of the maps <p(T;~',~) .

Thus we prove them for the Shimura varieties of interest to us,

namely those of abelian type. We begin by defining the maps

in an easy case.

Let (G,X) satisfy (1.1). Assume:

(4.7a) for all special heX and all T e Aut (~) ,

(4.7b) if h is special and Ph S ---iGis the map defined



According to (4.7b) there is a v e G (L)

~a (T I l.l' ) = -1
~0' (T , 1.l) • av The map f 1v • .

is defined over <D and sends 'X into
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by llh (see III.1) then the element l"(T,J.l)~f Ph(:I)(T»

of gl(m,G) is independent of h •

Now fix two special points h and h' of X and let II = llh

and ll' = ~h' We write 'G for TIllG I "G for TIll'G , etc ••

Let L be some large finite Galois extension of m and let a (T)

be a section to ~L ~ Gal (Lab/(1) • Then there are defined

f df fB{T) e S~) , B(T,ll) = Ph(8(T» e G(AL ) I and
df f dfB«, 1.l ') = Ph' (13 (T » e G CAL) , and cocyc Ies ?fa (T) , 1/0' (T , II ) = Ph (a'0' (T ) )

and ~O'(T,ll') . Moreover there are maps f' = (g~a(T).g) GL ~'GL

£" = (g~ aCT) .g) : GL~ nG
L

' and f = fn 0 f,-1 : 'G
L
~ "G

L
•

such that

f 0 ~ f' (v-I): 'G
L
~nGL

"X It therefore defines

an isomorphism Sh(fl) : Sh('G,'X) ~Sh(nG,"X) •

As B dJ S(T,ll') v-I B{T,l.l)-l is fixed by Gal (L/<D) it lies in

G (alf) , and hence 'B d=f T,ll8 = f' (8 (T ,ll) -1 8 (T Ill') v -1) lies

in 'G(Af ) . We define ~(Till',l.l) to be the composite

Sh (f1) 0 , ( , B) • Thus

Evidently,

<P(Til.l',l.l) [x,'g] [ flo x, II (Bg) ]

Replace by a(T)u with
Lu e S (L) , and let

and u 2 = Ph' (u) • This forces the following changes:
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f' f ~o (1',1l) V-I B (T)

f' ad f 0
-1 -1 l -1 -1 B(T) u .0 ul ~ (f' (u2u1 » ul o (T,ll)OUl u

2
v u

1,.,.,.,

Thus £1 and B are unchanged, and so also is <f>(T;ll' ,ll) . If

v-I is replaced by
-1 -1 where u e G (L) satisfiesv u

u = ~o(l',lJ).au , then [ad f' (u-1) 0 x , f' (u-l)g] = [ x,g] for
~

any [x,9] e 5h ('G, 'X) because f' (u) e 'G «ID . Again

<t>(T;lJ',~) is unchanged, and is therefore well-defined.

+
Example 4.8. Let (G,X) = (CSp (V), 5-) . For heX special,

we can use Ph: 5 ...... CS p(V) to define an action of 5 on V •

Let T,~V = T5 x S V ; clearly 1',llG = C5p(T,~) • The element

sp (T) e 5 (&f) defines an isomorphism sp (T ,ll) : V (&f) -4 T,llv (1&f) •

Under the bijections Sh(G,X) 4.4(G,X,V) defined in (2.3),

~(Till',ll) corresponds to the map [A,t, SP(T,ll) 0 kl--+[A,t,sp(T,lJ')ok]

Example 4.9. Suppose h' = ~ q 0 h with q e G(m) • Then

-1B = q and v = q Thus <f>(Till' ,ll) is the map

[ x, , g] ~ [f 0 ad f' (q) 0 x , "(qg)] •
~

Note that, even w~thout the assumption (4~7), this expression

gives a well-defined map.

To be able to apply the above discussion, we need to know when

(4.7) holds. Clearly (4.7a) is valid if G is an adjoint group
±

or if there is a map (G,X)~ (CSp (V), 5) such that the kernel

of G~ C5p(V) is finite.
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Lemma 4.10. The pair (G,X) satisfies (4.7) if it is of abelian

type and G is adjoint.

Proof. We can assume G to be (I)-simple. There is a diagram

+
(G,X)f-- (G1 ,Xl) -4(CSp(V), S-)

Gad Gder _ -
such that 1 = G, 1 - G, and GI~CSp(V) has finite kernel

(cf. 1.4). We shall prove (4.7b) holds for (G1 ,Xl) . To

show that the two classes (((T,ll) and (("(,ll') are equal in

H1 (I,G1 ) it suffices to show they have the same images in

Hl(m,Gl/G~er) and in Hl~,Gl) (see 7.3) The first is

obvious since II and l.l' map to the same element of

( /
derX* G1 G1 ) . For the second we use (111.3.14). Thus 1" = «(T-l)lJ) (-1)

and ~'= «"(-l)l.l') (-1) represent the images of ~("(,ll) and

~("(,ll') in H1~,G1) • For any z e G(£) we write z(l.l) for

~ z 0 l.l. A direct calculation shows that if l.l' = x(l.l) ,

x e G (R) , then

-1
(x • TX - T)l.l (-1) •

Let T be a maximal m-rationa1 torus in G such that l.l factors

through T(~) , and let N be the normalizer of T. If w e N(£)

then

-1 -1
1 w. ~. w • 1 (1w. w-1) [(w-l) (1" -1 ) l.l (-1) ]
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c e T (I:) •

Thus
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(l.c. c-1 ) [(w-1)1l(-1)] for some

-1 -1
lW.l'.W .1$

-1h c. c ) [(w-l ) T II (-1)] •

If we choose w to act on the roots of (G ,T) as -1 -1x • TX. T ,

then (W-l)Tll(-l) = (x-1Tx-T) ~ (-1) , and it follows that

-1 -1 -1 -1 fx ~I X = 'l (c w). ~. (c w) , which completes the proo •

Lemma 4.11. Let (G,G' ,x+) define a connected Shimura variety

and assume (G,X) is of abelian type. Then there exists a map

~GO'XO) ~ (G,X) such that G;d = G, Gg
er = G', GO (0) -+ G (0) is

surjective, and (GO'XO) satisfies (4.7).

Proof. Clearly the lemma is true for a product if it is true for

each factor, and is true for (G,G' ,x+) if it is true for

- +(G,G,X ) . Thus we can assume G is m-simple and G' = G .
Choose (G1 ,Xl) as in the proof of (7.10). Let L be a finite

Galois extension of (Q that splits Z (G
1

) . There exists a

*subjective map M~ X (Z (GI ) ) wi th M a finitely-generated free

Z [Gal (L/(Q) ] -module. Let Z (G
1

) e..., Z be the corresponding map of

tori, and define GO = G*Z(G)Z (see De1igne [2,2.0.1]). The

map Z(Gl)~ Z induces an inclusion G1~ GO ' and we define

Xo to be the composimof Xl with this inclusion. Then

(Go'XO) satisfies (4.7) because (G 1 ,X1 ) does, and GO(aD~G(aD

1is surjective because Z(GO) = Z and H (m,Z) = 0 •
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Let (G,G',x+) and (Go'XO) be as in (4.11), and let h and

h' be special elements of x+ Write ~ = ~h and ~' = ~h' •

The map

induces an isomorphism

ShO ('G, 'G', 'X)~ ShO(ltG, "G' , "X) .

(As before, we have substituted and for the superscripts

or , 1..l and T , 1..l ' • ) The usual argument shows that 4> ° is independent

of (GO'XO). Moreover, the surjectivity of GO(;)-4G(m) shows

that

+" 1.for all "i e G (aD (reI G') where denotes the canonical

left action on ShO (For the fact that ~H~'
or , lJ. 2S maps

G(;)+" +"
into 'G (an , see 8 .1.)

Proposition 4.12. Let (G,X) be such that (Gad,X) is of abelian

type. Then there is a unique family of isomorphisms

Sh (or , l..lG , T , l..lX ) ---.. Sh (or , ~ , G , T , 1..l • X ) ,

or e Aut (it) , 1..l

that:

~h' with h and h' special, such
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fCP( T ; ll' , ll} , 9 e G (A )

(b) CP(Till",ll') 0 CP(Till' ,ll) = <P\Till",ll)

(c) if h and hI belong to the same connected component x+

of X , then <1>(Till I , ll} res tri cted to the connected component

is the map defined abovei

(d) if h' = ad (q) 0 h with q e G «(D) , then CP(-r ill' ,ll) is the
~

map defined in (4.9).

~. There is clearly at most one family of maps with these

properties. To show the existence one uses the standard technique

for extending a map from the connected component of a variety to

the whole variety (see De1igne [2, 2.7], or § 9).

Remark 4.13. In the case that -r fixes E(G,X) , we define in

( 7.8) below a map <P(-rill): Sh(G,X)~Sh(T,llG,T,llX) • On

comparing the two definitions one finds that

Remark 4.14. Let hI = ~(q) 0 h with q e G{(D) I and assume

part (a) of conjecture C holds. One checks directly that

cP = <fj{Till',ll) o<p. has the following properties:
T,ll

<1>( T [h I ,1] )

cP 0 T'1<g)

<I>(T[h , q-1]} [T,ll'h' ,1]

,(T,ll'g) 0 cP

Thus <P = cP " and part (b) of the conjecture holds (for II
T,ll

and ll').
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§ 5. A cocycle calculation. (cf. IV C) .

Let A be an abelian variety over ~ of CM-type, so that

there is a product F of CM-fields acting on & in such a way

that HI (A,~) is a free F-module of rank 1. Assume that there

is a homogeneous polarization [~] on A whose Rosati

involution stabilizes F C End(A) and induces on it. Let

FO = {f e Filf = f} ; thus F O is a product of totally real

fields. Note that the Hodge structure h on V = HI (A,~) is

compatible with the action of F. Let ~ e [~] be a

polarization of A (or (V ,h) ) for any choice of an element

f e F
X

with 1f -f there exists a unique F-Hermitian form

~ on V such that $(x,y) = TrF/~ (f~(x,y» (see I.4~6).

Let r be the set of embeddings FO~ ~ ; then

va

Moreover:

v
a

is a free F &F ~-rnodule of rank 1;
0,0

+
acts as z on VA and lZ on V~

defines a Hermitian form

<Po > 0 on and <P < 0a on

on V
a

such that

Let T be an automorphism of Ie and let V' = HI (TA,(D) .
The action of F on A induces an action of F on TA , and

[llJ] gives rise to a homogeneous polarization [T~] on TA .
Thus there is a decomposition HI CTA,et) = EDO'er

V~ where the V~

(J a

have similar structures to the Va
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Our purpose is to construct an isomorphism e : HI (A,£)--+HI (TA,C)

that is F & ~-linear and takes [$] to [L~] • It will suffice

to define e on each component Va of

As HI (A,~) is canonically dual to the de Rham cohomology

III
group HdR(A) , and BdR{TA) = HdR(A) 9E,T~ , we see that

HI (TA,E) = HI (A,E) &~,T~. Under this identification, the two

actions of F correspond, and T~ corresponds to ~ •

Fix a a e L , and consider Va and V' a • Since

acts on V & £ through Ta I we see that we must havea CC,T

V' =V
T-Ia

9 et £ There is an Fa 9 ct-linear isomorphisma ,T

e :V ~V' and,
+ -since F acts on V and V through1 a a a a

distinct enbeddings FC-\(t , exactly one of the following must

hold:

+..... -
V -='V'a a

V- ~v,-
a a

V- ~v,+
a a

Choose a basis for Va compatible with the decomposition

V = v+ ED V- and define e to be 61 in case (+ ) anda a a a

to be the composite of 61 with (? i) in case (- ) Then
~ 0

is an F &F ~-linear isomorphism V ~ V'O,a a a taking cf>a to

a mUltiple of

Lemma 5 .1. Wi th the above notations, there exists an isomorphism
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(a) e 0 f = foe for all f e F

(b ) e (T [ lJJ] ) [ lJJ ]

(c) 1 e = e. (TlJ (-1) III (-1»

as

lea = -e in case (-) On the other hand, lJ(-l) actsa
-i + e TlJ(-l) = lJ (-1) in case (+)O} on V = V V anda a cr

TlJ (-1) = ( 0 i) in (- )
-i 0

case

Proof.

while

(?
~

while

Define e = e ea a and note that lea ea in case (+)

We shall need a slightly more precise result.

Proposition 5.2. Let A be an abelian variety over ~ that is

of CM-type, and let T be an automorphism of ~. There exists

an isomorphism e : HI (A,~)~ HI (TA,lt) such that:

(a) e (s) = TS for all Hodge cycles s on A •t

(b) 1 e = e. ~ where ~ is the class in HI ~,MT (A»

represented by Tll (-I)/ll (-1) •

of A.)

~. Note that, if we let

(MT(A) =Mumford-Tate group

P (R) {e HI(A,R)~HI(TA,R)Ie satisfies (S.2a)}

for any ~-algebra R, then P is a right MT(A)-torsor.

Proposition (5.2) describes the class of P~ in HI~,MT(A»

The lemma shows that image of the class in HI~,T) is correct,

where T is the subtorus of F
X

of elements whose norm to F O
lies in Qlx •
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We shall complete the proof of the proposition by showing

that HI CR, MT (A» ~ HI ~,T) is injective.

The norm map NFIF defines a surjection T~ I;m ' and
o

we define ST and SMT to make the rows in the following

diagram exact:

I ~ SMT ~ MT ~ iGm~ I

r l II
I -+ ST ~ T ~ em --'It I

This diagram gives rise to an exact commutative diagram

Note that ST (and hence SMT) is anisotropic over R , and

that for an anisotropic torus S' HI (R,S~ = Ker (S'(C) -k S/(I:) ) .,

Thus HI ~,SMT)~HI ~,ST) is injective, and the five-lemma

shows that HI (R,MT)~ HI (R,T) is injective-

Remark 5.3. Let A,F, and V = HI (A, (D) be as in the first

paragraph. Then h can be regarded as a map h .- S -4F
x

(R)

(thinking of F X
as a W-rational torus) • It is clear from the

discussion preceeding (5.1) that TA is the abelian variety

corresponding to (V , Lh) , where T h is the map S~ F
X

(R)

with associated cocharacter
x

T].lh e X* (F ) •
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§~ Conjugates of abelian varieties of CM-type.

Let A be an abelian variety of CM-type over ~ , let

V = HI (A,~) I and let h be the (natural) Hodge structure on V .

Fix some family (Sa)aeJ of tensors such that the Mumford-Tate

group 'MT(A) of A is Aut~,(sa» (see I.3). The canonical

map S A MT (A) induces an action of S on (V, (s » and, fora
any automorphism L of ~, we define (LV, (T S » TSXS(V, (s )

a a

The element sp(T)eTS~f) defines an isomorphism

which we shall again denote by Sp(T) .

Lemma 6.1. There is an isomorphism f

Proof. Let PA be the functor such that, for any m-algebra R,

PA(R) is the set of isomorphisms (Hl (A,R), (S~» 24 (Hl (TA,R) I (TSa » .

Clearly PA is representable, and is a right MT(A)-torsor. Since

PA x
MT

(A) (HI (A, (II) , (5 ex» = (HI (TA,(II) , (T5ex» , to prove the lemma it

suffices to show that PA is isomorphic to the MT (A)-torsor p* (T S ) .

We shall show this simultaneously for all abelian varieties (over

~ I of CM-type) whose Mumford-Tate groups are split by a fixed

finite Galois extension L of m.
According to (III.l.7), SL=lim MT(A) , and it will suffice tor--

show that the two SL-torsors P =(lirn PA and TSL are

isomorphic. As Hl(~,SL) satisfies the Hasse principle (III.

1 ..5) this only has to be shown locally. The isomorphisms
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f T f )V (A) 7 V (TA) = H1 (TA,(D.e show P to be trivial

over Wi' while sp(,)e'SL(Wi) shows 'SLmp to be trivial.

Finally (III. 3.14) and (5.2) show 's~ and- Pm define the same

cohomology class in H1~,SL) and are therefore isomorphic.

Note that f is uniquely determined up to right multiplication

by an element of MT (A) «0) •

Conjecture CM(first form). The isomorphism f of (6.1) can be

chosen to make the following diagram commute:

II if 9 1

V (Af) Sp (T » TV (&f)

We next restate the conjecture in a form that is closer to

the usual statements of the main theorem of complex mUltiplication.

Let T = MT(A) , and choose a polarization ~ for (V,h) which we

shall assume to be one of the s From the inclusion
+ a

(T,{h})~ (CSp(V) ,S-) we obtain, as in §2, a bijection

-
Sh (T , {h}) ~.A (T , {h} ,V)

where ~(T,{h},V) consists of certain isomorphism classes of

triples (A', (ta ) ,k) •

The torus T continues to act on TV , and in fact

T = Aut (TV, (T s » One of the T is TlIJ which issa , a
a

polarization for (TV, Th ), where Th is the homomorphism $-4T

corresponding to Tllh . Thus we have an inclusion
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±
(T,{Lh})~ (CSp(LV),S) and, as before, a bijection

We define Xr: ~(T,{h},V)~Ji.(T,{-rh},-rV) to be the

mapping that sends [A', (ta),k] to the class [-rA', (-rt ),Lkl
-1 a

where Lk is the composite Vf(-rA) ~Vf(A)~V(&f) spell, -rV(&f) •

Lemma (6.1) shows that [-rA', (-rta),Lk ] satisfies condition (2.la)

to lie in A(T,{Lh},LV) and (5.3) shows that it satisfies (2.1b).

Conjecture eM (second form). The following diagram commutes:

[h,g]

r
Sh (T , {h } ) 4 .A (T , {h} ,V).

1::: Xl L'"
Sh(T,{Lh})~A(T,{-rh},-rV)

It is easy to check that the two forms of the co~jecture are

equivalent.

Remark 6.2. When L fixes the reflex field E(T,{h}) , then

conjecture CM becomes the main theorem of complex multi-

plication (see Milne-Shih [1, 2.6]).

Example 6.3. Let F be a eM-field and L a eM-type for F .

Let A be an abelian variety (an actual abelian variety - not

an isogeny class of abelian varieties!) of type (F,L) . Then

HI (A, 2Z) is a locally free module of rank one over the ring of

integers OF in F I and hence defines an element lCA) of

Pic (OF) . Consider
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is a (sufficiently large) finiteLwhere T = ResF/ m ~

Galois extension of m, and the vertical map is induced by

the canonical map p SL 4 T. As HI (L/m,T) = 0 , the

image of B(T) in (T~f)/T(L»Gal(L/m) arises from an
L

element 8' (T) e T~f)/T(~) • This defines an ideal class

I(T) e Pic (OF) ,. and the conjecture predicts that

I (TA) = I (T) I (A) •

Remark 6.4. Let A be an abelian variety of potential CM-type

defined over a number field k. Conjecture CM would imply

that the zeta function of A is an alternating product of

L-series associated to complex representations of the Weil group

of k. Deligne has proved this result without, however,

proving the conjecture (cf. IV.).
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§ 7. Conjecture C, conjecture CM, and canonical models.

Let (M(G,X), f: M(G,X)~~ Sh(G,X» be a canonical

model for Sh(G,X) (Deligne [2, 2.2.5]) and, for each automor-

phism T of ~ fixing E(G,X), set These

isomorphisms ~L: TSh(G,X) ~ Sh(G,X) satisfy the following

conditions:

(7.1a)

(7.1b)

(7.1c) let hex be special and assume that L fixes the

reflex field

reT) € G(lAf )

E(h) of hi

represents

then ~ (T[h,l]) = [h, reT)]. (Here
T

rE.(T,hl (Tl e T(lAfl/T((IIlA where T

is some W-rational torus such that h factors through Tm and

rE'(T,h) is the reciprocity morphism (Deligne [2,2.2.3]).) Note

that the family (~T) is uniquely determined by (G,X): if

(M(G,X) " f') is a second canonical model, there is an isomor-

phism q: M(G,X)' --..- M(G,X) such that fl = f 0 qa:' and so

f ' 0 (~f,)-l -- f 0 (~f)-l -- "~I Mdt th h~ L o/T. oreover, escen eory sows

that every family (~T) satisfying (7.1) arises from a canonical

model for Sh(G,X).

If T fixes E(G,X) and M(G,X) is a canonical model for

Sh(G,X), then TM(G,X) = M(G,X) is again canonical model for

Sh(G,X), and so conjecture A suggests that we should' have

Sh(G,X) ~ Sh(TG,L X). We shall prove this. Thus let (G,X) be

any pair satisfying (1.1) and let h € X be special. Choose a
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;-rational maximal torus T in G such that h factors through

TlR' and let II = llh· If T is an automorphism of CI: that

fixes E(G,X) then T~ and II have the same weight; thus

(1 + t)Tll = (1 + l)ll, and (see III. 3.18) there is a well-defined

cohomology class 1Y(T,ll) e Hem, T).

Lemma 7.2. The image of Y(T,ll) in H1CW,G) is trivial.

Proof: After replacing (G,X) with the pair (G1,Xl ) con-

structed in (3.4) , we can assume G
der is simply connected.

Let H G/G
der

and let II • be the composite of II with G ~ H.

As Tll is conjugate to ll, 1'~' =~. and (III. 3.10) shows that

Y(T,ll') is trivial.

Let w e G(CI:) normalize T{CI:) and be such that T~ =

~w o~. According to (III. 3.14), the image of Y("~) in H
1

(m,Gl

is represented by Tll (-1) /lJ (-1) = ·(~w 0 ll) (-1) III (-1) which

(see 4.2) is also represented by w· lW-
l it is therefore

trivial. The lemma is now a consequence of the following easy

result.

Sublemma 7.3. Let G be a reductive group over W such that

Gder is simply connected. An element Y of Hl«(Q,G) is trivial

if its images in HI (m, G/G
der) and HI (lR, G) are trivial.

We continue with the notations of the second paragraph of

this section; thus hex is special, and l' fixes

E(G,X). Choose an element aCT) e 1'S(I> and let f: G i -+- TGi
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be the isomorphism g ~ a(T).g. It will often be con-

venient to regard f as being defined over L where L is

some sufficiently large finite Galois extension of W con

tained in m. Let SeT) = sP{T)-l aCT) e S(~~) and let

S(T, lJ) be the image of S(T) in Tad(/A~) under the map

p- : S -+ Tad defined by llad~f'i1~f (IG_ ~ T -+ Tad) . Recall (III.3.l8)
l.J .i.Ll

- f Athat we have also defined an element S(T,~) € T('AL) /T(L)T(W) •

Since S(T,~) and 8(T,lJ) have the same image in T(~~)/

Z(ui) T(L) T(Ql)A we can choose an element B(T,Il) € T(I~) that

lifts both S(T,~) and S(T,lJ)i it is determined up to multi

plication by an element of Z(~) n T(L) T(W)A Z{L) Z(W)A.

(Note that T{W)Z{W)A = T(W)A because Tad(W) is a discrete

subgroup of Tad ( ~f).) Let crS(T,ll) = ~(T,l.J)Ycr; then (Yo) is
1 '

a l-cocycle representing- Y(T,ll) e H (W,T). We have of = f 0 ~Yo.

The lemma shows that there is an element v e G(m) such that

-1
Yo = v .ov

f
l

: G -+ T G

for all 0 € Gal(W/W). We define an isomorphism

and an element Sl (T ,ll) e G( /.Af) by the formulas:

f
1

= f 0 ~ v-I (7 .4a)

- -1
S(T,ll)V (7.4b)

Remark 7.5. I~ the above we have had to choose an a(T),

S(T,lJ), and v. For example, if aCT) is replaced by a(T)u,

u € SeLl, then B(T , jJ) is replaced by B(T, iJ) p II (u) · We show

defined Bl(T,ll) and
-1

inthat the cosets by Bl (T ,ll)

G«D) "G( !A
f

) / ~ (an A are independent of all choices.
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Consider the exact commutative diagram

1-'.T(Q)\'T(iAf ) -~

~

(T(L)\ T(/~»Ga1 (L/W) ----7>

!
(G(L)\G(~»Gal (L/(Il) --,> H1 (L/(D,G(L»

in which the vertical arrows are induced by the inclusion

On dividing by Z{m)A we obtain

T~G.

!
l~ G«(Il)\ G( JAf) IZ «J!( - (G(L)\G (a{) I Z «J!)" ) Gal (L/(Il)~ HI (L/(Il,G (L) ).

Lemma 7.2. shows that the image of B(T,~) (or B(T,~)-l)

under the middle vertical arrow lies in G(Q) \-G(/Af)/Z (anA

it is represented by Bl(T,~).

Remark 7.6. Everything is much simpler when ~ satisfies

(III. 1.1). Then there is'a map p : S -. T and we can choose
~

- df
B{T,~) = S(T,~) = P~(B(l». A change in the choices of aCT)

and v forces the following changes:

v f B
l

(T, lJ)

-1B1 (T,lJ)u3

Uo e SeLl, u 2 ::; 0l'{U
O

) ::: TC"') u e ro(m)... - l.I,. 3 ~ 'At •

We shall abuse notation by writing T h also for the

map $ -. GlR associated with l lJ: Cbrn -. Go:

the sense of §4) = f 0 lh(this sense).

thus T h (in
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Shirnura Varieties V.7

Lemma 7.7.

~v 0 T h € x.

Regard v as an element of G{~) i then

Proof. Let w e G(~) normalize T{~) and be such that

1'lJ = ~w 0 lJ. Then (see the proof of 7.2)
-1

v and w repre-

sent the same cocyc1e, and so vw e G(lR). Hence adv 0 Th =

adv 0 adw 0 heX•..,.roO 1f\.....

Since ~v 0 Th e X, and f
1

0 ~~v 0 Th = 1' h e TX, we

see that f l : G~ TG defines an isomorphism Sh(fl) :Sh(G,X)

~ Sh(T G, 1' X).

Proposition 7.. 8. Let ~(TilJ) be the map

Then ~(1';lJ) is independent of the choices of a(T), 6(T,lJ),

and v; moreover

T -1 l'
~ (1' ilJ) [~v 0 h, 81 (1' ,ll) ] = [ h,l]

Proof. The formula ~ (T ilJ) [x,gl = [f1 0 x, f 1 (g61 (T ,lJ» l

l' -1
shows immediately that ~(1'ill) maps [~v 0 h, 6l (T,lJ) l to

[Th,ll and that ~ (T ilJ) lJ(g) = 1(g') ~ (1' ilJ) with g' =
-1 - l'

f
l

(6 1 g6 l ) = f 0 ~ 6(T,lJ) (g) 9· The independence assertion

is a consequence of this, the following lemma, and De1igne [1,5.2].
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The element [adv 0 Th , B ( )-1] e Sh(G,X)~ 1 T,~

is independent of the choices of aCT), B(T,~), and v.

Proof. Suppose that, after a change in the choices of aCT) I

a(T,~) and v, the elements Bl and v are replaced by

-1 -1
Bi and Vi. Remark (7.5) shows that (Bi) = uBI z with

u € G(m) and z € Z(QU
A

; moreover ~(Bi Vi) = ~(B(T,ii)ul)

ad -1 -1
~~(Bl v u l ) with ul € T (L). Thus ~(z Blu Vi) =

-1
~(Bl VUl ) and, on cancelling the Bl , we find ~(u Vi)

T -1 T-l
~(VU1). Hence [~~v' 0 h, (Bi) ] = [~Qv' 0 h, uBI z]

[~u-lvl 0 'h, B~l] = [~9.v 0 ~ul 0 'h, B~l] [~v 0 'h, B~l]

T adbecause h maps into T(lR) and u l € T (L) •

Remark 7.10. Under the hypothesis of (7.6) , the map <P(T;~)

becomes [x,g] [f 0
-1 -1 and the~ ~v 0 x, f(v gB(T,~»]

element in (7.9) becomes [~v 0
Th, -1 Both can bevB (T I~) ] •

directly shown to be independent of all choices.

Proposition 7.11. Assume that Sh(G,X) has a canonical model

and let (~T) I T € Aut(~/E(G,X», be the corresponding family

of maps as in (7.1) above. Conjecture C is true for Sh(G,X)

and a particular T € Aut(~/E(G,X» if

T -1
1lJ (T [h, 1]) = [adv 0 h, Bl (T I~) ]

T IN\,.."

holds for all special h € X.

(7.12)
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Note that Lemma 7.9 shows (7 .12) makes sense. Define

<P (T [h,l])
T,ll

by

by

(7.12)

(7.8)

Moreover,

<p (T ; ).l) 0 '1( g) 0 1JJ T

IJ (T , lJ 9 ) 0 <t> 1: , II by (7 • 8 )

Thus <PT,ll satisfies condition (a) of conjecture C. Let h'

be a second special point and let lJ' = ).lh'. Then

because <P(T;1J',ll) -1
<P(Till') 0 <1>(T;U) (4.13).

Remark 7.13 In certain situations, (7.12) simplifies.

For example, under the hypothesis of (7.6) it becomes

". ( [h 1]) [d T h , v B(.,.. , 11) -1]~T T, = ~v 0 L ~ (7.13a)

(see 7.10). On the other hand, if we identify Sh(G,X) with

M(G,X)m' then (7.12) becomes

(7.13b)

- df 1If Y(T,ll) = P (Y{T» is trivial in H em, p_(S» then there
~ -1 II

exists a u e SeLl such that p_(u) (op_(u» = Yo (mod Z{G».
1J 1J
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After replacing aCT) with a(T}u one finds that f is

defined over <D, that can be chosen to lie in f
T (fA ),

and consequently that v

lPT(T[h,I])

1. Thus (7.12) becomes

T - -1[h, B(T/~) ] (7.13c)

Finally, if T fixes E{h) then the hypothesis of (7.6) is

satisfied, yeT) is trivial in Hl«D, SE(h», and (7.12)

can be written

lP
T

(T [h,l])
-1 _

[h, B(T,lJ) ] = [h, reT)] (7.13d)

(see 1I1.3.10), which is one of the defining conditions for

M(G,X) to b~ canonical model (see 7.1c).

Proposition 7.14.

Sh(G,X) and all

Assume that conjecture C is true for

T e Aut(~/E(G,X»; then Sh(G,X) has a

canonical model and the maps lPT(as in 7.1) satisfy $T

-1
<P(Ti~h) 0 <p for any special h € Xi equation (7.12). is

T,lJh
true for all T fixing E(G,X) and all special h € X.

-1
Proof: Choose a special h and set lP

T
= <t> (T ilJ) 0 <PT,lJ with

lJ = ~h· Arguments reverse to those in the proof of (7.11) show

that lP..,. is independent of h, that 1P 0 T~(g) = ~(g) 0 $ ,
~ T T

T -1
and that $ (T[h/l]) = [adv 0 h, Bl(T'~) ]. To complete the

T ~

Proof it must be shown that ," -:1" 0 (T ",) but it can
'fiT T - 'fiT I 'fiT I

I 2 1 2

be checked directly that the two maps agree at the point T1 T2 [h,1],

and this implies they agree everywhere.
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In addition to the assumption of (7.14)

suppose that E(G,X)C: m . Then conjecture B is true for

Sh(G,X).

Proof. If we identify Sh(G,X) with M(G,X)a= then (7 .14)

and (7.13) show that 1 [h ,I] [1 h, - -1 for any special= B(t,lJ) ]

h, where S(l,lJ) has been chosen to be in T(iA
f ) . But,

according to (III. 3.9), 8(1,11) = 1 and so 8 (1 ,ll) e T(!n) • Thus

[ ] t - ,I 1
1 h,l = [ h, 8(l,l1i ] = [ h, 1], which implies conjecture B (4.4).

We come now to the relation between conjectures C and CM.

Let A be an abelian variety of CM-type, let V = Hl(A,;), let

h be the natural Hodge structure on V, and let W be a

Riemann form for A. If T is the Mumford-Tate group of A

then we have an embedding (T,h) C--> (CSp(V), S±).

Proposition 7.16. Conjecture CM is true for A and a
+

given T € Aut(~) if and only if (7.12) holds for Sh(CSp(V),S-),

h, and T.

Proof.
+

write (G,X) for (CSp(V), S-). Recall (2.3) that

there is a bijection Sh(G,X) ~ ,A{G,X,V) where ~G,X,V)

consists of certain isomorphism classes of triples (A',t,k).

Let we define

to be the map [A I "t,kl ~ [TA' ,Tt, Tk1 where

composite Vf(TA r ) ~ VfCA r ) ~ V(lAf ) Sp(T)

Clearly there is a commutative diagram

Tk is the

T , lJV (:lAf )
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A (T, h, V) co-......__..> A(G, X, V).

tx tXT'~
T

v4(T,Th,T,~V) t' ~) cA(T'~G,T'~X,T'lJV)

where is as defined in §6. On the other hand, as the

canonical model for Sh(G,X) is the moduli variety,

T: Sh(G,X) -+ Sh(G,X) corresponds to the map T: A(G,X,V) -+v4(G,X,V)

such that [A' ,t,k] ~ [TA' ,Tt, Tk] (where Tk = k 0 T-
1). It

is easily verified that ~(Ti~) corresponds to the map

[A',t,k] ~ [A',t,Sp(T) 0 k]i thus <P(Till) 0 T corresponds to

X · Since <P(Till) is an isomorphism, (7.12) is equivalent
T,ll

to the equation ~(Till) (T[h,l]) = [Th,ll, or, to the assertion

that X maps the triple corresponding to [h,l] to the
T,ll

triple corresponding to [Th,l]. But this is precisely the

second form of conjecture CM.

Corollary 7.1 7 . Conjecture CM is true if and only if con-

jecture C is true for all Shimura varieties of the form

+
Sh(CSp(V), S-).

Proof. Combine (7.16) with (7.11) and (7.14).

Remark 7 .18. The same arguments as above show that conjecture

CM implies conjecture C for Shimura varieties of the form

Sh(G,X) when (G,X) embeds into (CSp(V), s±). We shall show,

however, that conjecture C for Shimura varieties of the form

+
Sh(CSp(V), S-) implies conjecture C for all Shimura varieties
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of abelian type, see Theorem 9.8. Thus, at least for these

varieties, conjecture C is equivalent to a statement involving

nothing more than abelian varieties of CM-type.

Remark 7.19. It is easy to verify conjecture eM in the case

that T = 1 (cf. 4.4). On combining this remark with (6.2).

we find that conjecture eM is true whenever T fixes the

maximal real subfield of E(G,X). In particular, conjecture

CM is true for elliptic curves. Now (7.16) shows that con

+jecture C is true for Sh(GL2 , S-). (Cf. Shimura [1, 6.9]).

Even if T does not fix the maximal totally real subfield

of E(G,X), conjecture eM still holds in some cases. Such

examples are given in Milne-Shih [1, 2.7]. They arise naturally

when one analyzes conjecture B, for details see (ibid, §6).
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8. Statement of conjecture Co.

Let (G,X) satisfy (1.1), let heX be special, and let

~ = ~h. Recall that there is a unique homomorphism

such that

of S on

- df adOil ° ~can = lJ = lJ ; then p~ defines an action

G , and we write TG for 1'S x
S G and

Lemma 8.1. The isomorphism

subgroup G «(o) +'" of G (Af)

TG (\Ii):

9~ T g : G {&f}~ t G (Af)

into TG«(O)+'" and G(~):

maps the

into

Proof. Choose an element aCT) e TS(L) for some finite Galois

extension L

isomorphism

l'of (D, and let f: GL --.. G
L

be the

g-+ a(T).g. In (3.6) we have defined an isomorphism

1To;r(f) : ""01r{G) -+ 1T 0 7T{TG) and it is easily ch.ecked that the following

diagram commutes:

Since the kernels of the two vertical arrows in this diagram are

G(W)+'" and (De1 i gne [2, 2. 5 • l] ) , g~ 1"g maps the

Clearly g~ 1'g maps

'" +'"
G(~)+ = G(~) Z(~)

first group into the second.

into Z(TG) «(D) and so it maps

TG «0): = TG «(D) +'" (1'z (aD) •

Z (G) (ai)

into
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Let (G,G' ,x+) define a connected Shimura variety,

let heX be special, and let ~ = ~h. Then there exists a
+A +A

unique isomorphism 91----+ Tg : G (~) (rel G') ---t LG (OD (reI TG,)

with the following property: for any map (Gl,Xl)~ (G,X) such

that Gad = G and Gder is a covering of G' , the diagram
1 1

)

commutes.

A

G1 (aD +

!
+A +A

G«D) (relG,)~TG(\O) (relGI)

Proof. According to (3.4) we can choose a (Gl,X l ), as in the

statement of the lemma, such that Z(GI ) is a torus having trivial

cohomology. Then G
1
(m)~G(W) is surjective, and the equality

+
G (aD A (reI G I )

. +A
(Deligne [2,2.1.6.2]) shows that Gl(W)~~G(~) (reI G I

) is

surjective. Thus we can define g~ T g to be the map induced
A

by its namesake on GI (W)+ .

Let (G 2 ,X 2 )--+ (G,X) be a second map as in statement of the

lemma and define G3 to be the identity component of G2xG G1 ·

There is an X3 for which there are maps (G3,X3)~ (GI ,X1 ) and

(G3,X3)~ (G 2 ,X2 ) · Since Ker(G3~G2) = Ker(GI--t G),
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A

G3 (aD ---tt. G
2

(aD is surjective and the image of G3 «D)+ is dense
A

l'in G2 (aD + . Clearly the maps g~ 9 for G3
, G

1
, and G

are compatible, as are the same maps for G3 and G2 . Tliis

forces the maps and G to be compatible.

When necessary, we shall denote the map defined in the

lemma by ! ~ T , ll~ •

Recall that any
+A

'1 e G «(0) (rel G') defines an

is equal to the family of maps

automorphism '6. of ° +Sh (G,G',X )

ad ~
\Wl.-".

+which, when leG «(D) ,

: f\X+...-.+lrl-l,x+ •

Conjecture Co. Let +(G,G',X) define a connected Shimura variety

and let l' be an automorphism of t .

+
a) For any special heX , with II = llh ' there is an

isomorphism

such that

<1>0 (T[h])
T

<po ° T(~.)
T

+A
te G«(D) (rel G I

) •

b) If hi e x+ is a second special element and ~' lJh , , then
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commutes.

(F0 r 4> 0 (T; II ' , ll), see § 4 • )
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9. Reduction of the proof of conjecture C to the case of the

symplectic grouE.

Let (G,X) satisfy (1.1), let

be special. If the image of 0 in

adleG (W) 1 and let heX

Gad (R) lifts to an element

of G (R) 1 then h' = ~ "1 0 h is also a special point of X .

L L
Write ~ ~h 1 ~. = ~h' , and choose an aCT) e S (L) for

some finite Galois extension of ~. Then

is g)-rational isomorphism LlllG-4 T1ll'G

which is independent of the choice of a(T) and maps T,llX into

T,~'X .

Lemma 9.1. With the above notations, the composite

is equal to Sh(fl ) .

Proof. If l lifts to an element of G(m) , this is immediate

from the definition of <P(l;1J',~) (see 4.l2d). Since we can

always find a group with the same adjoint and derived groups as

G 1 but with cohomologically trivial centre, this shows ·that the

two maps agree on a connected component of Sh(L,llG,L,llX) . To

complete the proof we only have to note that both maps transfer

the action of ~(g) on Sh(L,llG,T,~X) into the action of

~(fl (g» on Sh (T,ll 'G
1

T ,1l'X) .
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Lemma 9.2. Suppose conjecture C is true for (G,X) and let

heX be special with U = Uh 0 Then for any y e Gad(W)+ ,

<P
T/ll

0 T(Y.) T
y. 0 <PT,ll

Proof. Note that the image of y in Gad (JR) , being in G (lR) + I

lifts to G(m). Let hi = ~ yoh and ~I = llhl, and consider

the diagram

TSh(G,X)~ Sh(TrlJG,T,llX)

1,('60 ) 1''6.
<PT II Sh(T,llG,T,llX)TSh(G,X) ~ Sh(f

l
)

~
1.(T;u' , u)

Sh(T,ll'G,T,lJ'X)

Since we are assuming that the bottom triangle commutes, it

suffices to show that the diagram commutes with the lower <p T,ll

removed. But clearly

Sh(f
l

) 0 ~ (T[h,l])T,ll
[Th' , l] = <P ,0 T (y • ) (T [h, 1]) IT,ll .

i(T,lJ'ad (» (f)y goSh . 1 0 ¢ or , l.l '

which completes the proof.
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Remark 9.3. If, in <:9 ~ 2) , '1f lifts to 15 e G «(I» , then the

statement of the lemma becomes <PT,ll 0 1(0-1 ) = ~\TO-l) 0 <PT,ll '

which is part of (a) of conjecture C.

Proposi tion 9.4. Let (G ,X) satisfy (1.1) and let +
X be one

connected component of X. Then conjecture C is true for Sh(G,X)

if and only if conjecture Co is true for Sho (Gad,Gder,x+)

Proof.
+

Assume conjecture C and let h e X be special. Then

<PT,ll , with II = llh , maps T[h,l] to [Th,l] and therefore
+ Sh° (TG, TGI , TX+)it maps Sh° (G,G I,X ) into .. We can therefore

define <P;, II to be the restriction of 4lT, II to Sh 0 (G,G' ,X+) •

Part· (a) of conjecture CO follows from part (a) of conjecture C

and (9.2), while part (b) of conjecture CO follows from part (b)

of conjecture C.

Next assume conjecture CO holds for Sho(Gad,Gder,x+) .

Suppose that, for special h e x+ , we have extended

to a map <PT,~ : TSh{G,X) ~ Sh(TG,TX) satisfying

~ q ° h

to beq e G(~) , and defineand+heX

<PT,ll

for III = llh l

the maps <po

° T1 (g) =" (Tq ) 0 ep • Then Q> (T [h , l]) =[Th , l] and,
T,~ T,ll

+
with hi eX, <PT,ll' = ~(T;lll ,ll) °Q>T,ll ' because

have the corresponding properties. If hi is a
+

special element of X, but hi ~ X , we write hi

with

We have already noted in (4.14) that this

map automatically satisfies part (a) of conjecture C. That the
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entire family, (<PT,]Jh)' heX special, satisfies part b of

conjecture C follows easily from the definitions and from (4.12b).

It remains to see how to extend <pO
T,ll

For this we use

Deligne [2, 2.7.3]. Write 'ISh for TSh(G,X) and TSh for

Sh{TG,TX) . Recall (De1igne [2, 2.1.16]) that G~f) acts

transi tively on 7T 0 (TSh) (= T 7T 0 (Sh) ) and that the stabilizer

of Te dJ TSh o (Gad,Gder,x+) is G(W)+ Similarly TG~f)

acts transitively on and the stabilizer of
T e

T "-
is G(W)+. We have compatible isomorphisms

G(Af)-4 TG(Af) and lTO(TSh).,. 7T O(T Sh ) (see the proof of 8.1).

Thus giving a morphism TSh~ TSh that is compatible with these

two morphisms is equivalent to giving a morphism Te~ Te

that is equivariant for the actions of the stabilizers of

Te and T e . But ~o is such a morphism.'t'T,ll

Lemma 9.5. Suppose that (G,X) and (G' ,X') satisfy (1.1)

and that there is a map (G,X) ---+ (G' ,X') with G/~ G'

injective. If conjecture C is true for Sh(G' ,X') then it is

also true for Sh(G,X} •

Proof. According to Deligne [1, 1.15.1] the map

Sh(G,X)--7Sh(G',X') is injective. A special point h of X

maps to a special point h' of x' , and the map cit sends
,llh'

T[h,ll to [Th,l) e Sh(LG,TX)C Sh(TG',TX'). It therefore

sends T[h,g] to (Th,Tg ] e Sh(TG,TX ) for any 9 e G(&f) ,

which implies that it maps TSh(G,X) into Sh(LG,TX) • We define

<I> to be the restriction of <p. to TSh (G ,X) •
L'~h T'~h'
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+
Lemma 9.6. If conjecture Co is true for Sh

o (G,G',X ) , and Gil

is a. quotient of G I , then conjecture CO is trae for

+
She (G,G",X ) •

Proof. This follows immediately from the general fact that

+ +She (G,G",X) is the quotient of She (G,G',X) by the kernel

of ~he surjective map

A +A
G {OD + (reI G')~G (aD (reI ·G") ·

° 5 ° ( ,+);Lenuna 9. 7. If conjecture C is true for h Gi ,G i 'Xi ' •

° +)the~ the conjecture is true for Sh (ITGi,TIGi,TIXi ·

Proof. Easy.

I, ... ,n ,

Theorem g.8. If conjecture C is true for all varieties of the
±

form Sh(CSp(V), S) then it is true for all Shimura varieties

of abelian type.

Proof. If conjecture C is true for varieties of the form
+

Sh(CSP(V), S-) then (1.4), (9.5), and (9.4) show that

conjecture Co is true for all connected Shimura varieties of

primitive abelian type. Then (9.6) and (9.7) show that

conjecture Co is true for all connected Shimura varieties of

abelian type. Finally (9.4) then implies that conjecture C

is true for all Shimura varieties of abelian type.

Corollary 9.9. Conjecture CM implies that conjecture C is

true for all Shimura varieties of abelian type.

Proof. Combine (7.17) with (9. 8 ).
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10. Application of the motivic Galois group.

Let M be an extension of Gal (i/m) by the Serre group S ,

-'
1---4 S~M~ Gal (m/(D)~l (10.1)

together with a splitting """'sp over ~f , in the sense defined

in (III.2). This means, in particular, that the action of

Gal(i/~) on S by inner automorphisms in M is the algebraic

action described in (III 1.8), and that (10.1) is the projective

limit of a system of extensions

(10.2)

ab over fields L finite and Galois over to where me:. LcL c. (j)GCl: .

T-- df -1
We assume in addition that the right S-torsor S = n (T)

is isomorphic to the S-torsor lS arising from the Taniyama

group (see §4). Since the existence of SP(T) implies that

T--
Sw is trivial for all i, (III 1.5) shows that the assumption

i

holds if TS - T-' as Sm-torsors •
lR - SIR

Let A be an abelian variety over <D of potential eM-type

and let V Hl(A(Cl:),(D) . We identify the Mumford-Tate group

MT(A) of A with the algebraic group Aut (V, (sa» , where (sa)

is the family of all Hodge cycles on A (and its powers etc).

There is a canonical map p: S ~ MT(A) (and S = tim MT(A» •

As in (6.1) we let PA be the MT(A)-torsor such that, for any

(D-algebra R,
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LSa, , all a,} •

The proof of (6.1) shows that there exists an S-equivariant

morphism

f
HI (LA,~ )

's --)P
A

• Note that, as H1 (A,.m.f ) = vf (A) and

= Vf(TA) , PA{~f) contains a canonical element,

namely L I the map induced by letting

finite order of A. As in § 6, we let

L act on the points of

(TV, (L S » = L S x S (V, (s » •
a, Ct

Lemma 10.3. The following are equivalent:

(a) there exists an S-equivariant morphism p :LS ~ PA such

that p(sp(T» = T ;

(b) there exists an isomorphism f

such that

(HI (TA,<lD, (TS » ..... (TV, (T S »
a Ct

Vf(TA)

~ 1f91

V(~f) _S_P_{T_)_~)TV{~f)

is commutative.

Proof. First note that if Po is one S-equivariant morphism

TS ..... PA then the other such morphisms are of the form

mopo' m e MT(A) (W) I and that if f o is one isomorphism

(H1(TA,;),TS) ..... (TV,(T S » then the others are of the form
Ct a

f o 0 m, m e MT(A) (m) .

the inverse of

Choose a Po and define f o to be

s.v~ Po (s) (V)
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Then (f 91) -loS'P (1") is the map v~ p (S'P (T» (v) Theo 0

equivalence of (a) and (b) now obvious.

Note that (b) of the lemma says that, if in the statement

of conjecture CM, T is replaced by M, then the conjecture

becomes true for A.

By the motivic Galois group we shall mean the group associated

with the Tannakian category of (absolute Hodge) motives generated

by the abelian varieties over m of potential CM-type; ie.

the group called the Serre group in (II.6). It is an extension

of Gal(W/~) by S in the sense of the first paragraph of this

section (see II.6, and IV, especially B) .

Proposition 10.4. (a) If, in the statement of conjecture CM,

T is replaced by the motivic Galois group, then the conjecture

becomes true for all abelian varieties over m of potential

CM-type.

(b) Let M be an extension of Gal (m/m) by S as in the

first paragraph of this section. If conjecture CM becomes

true for all abelian varieties over W of potential CM-type

when T is replaced by M, then M is isomorphic to the motivic

Galois group (as extensions of Gal (W/W) by S with splittings

over PAf ).

Proof. (a) It is shown in (II.6) that the motivic Galois group

satisfies (a) of (10.3).

(b) Fix a finite Galois extension L of <D such that LC:: m.
For each abelian variety A over m of potential CM-type

whose Mumford-Tate group is split by L, (10.3) gives us an
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T""'LS-equivariant morphism PA: S ---) PA

(here TSL is the inverse image of

such that PA(sp(T» = L

T in (10.2». On passing

to the inverse limit over A, we obtain an isomorphism

Choose sections

P : TSL~TgL such that p(sp(T» = ~(T)

~
Sp(T) refer to all motivic Galois group.

, where
T~
Sand

,~

a

and ~=·a to 11' for
t;;:,

and (3(T) in

M and the motivic Galois group, and define

SL(~~) by the formulas (see 111.2.9)

,.., ~ L
(3 (T) = (3 (T) mod S (L) •

This implies (b) (by (I11.2.7, 2.9».

For the remainder of this article, M will denote the motivic

Galois group. We retain the notations of the first paragraph of

this section.

Much of sections §4 - §9 of this paper remains valid when

the Taniyama group T is replaced by the motivic Galois group

M. In particular, there are isomorphisms

as in (4.• 12) except now defined relative to M. The isomorphisms
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of (7.8) are not defined in the same generality because, in

their definition, we have used that b(T,U) is defined whenever

u satisfies (III.3.3) (rather than III.l.l). The alternative

definition (see 7.6, 7.10) is, however, valid and provides a

map ~(L;~) when (G,X) satisfies (O.l) and (0.2).

Theorem 10.5. If, in the statement of conjecture C , the Taniyarna

group is replaced with the motivic Galois group, then the conjecture

becomes true for all Shimura varieties of abelian type.

Proof. As in (7.17) one proves that conjecture CM implies that

conjecture C is true for Sh±mura varieties of the form

Sh(CSp(V),S±) , and as in (9.8) that this implies that conjecture

C is true for all Shimura varieties of abelian type.

Corollary 10.6. Conjecture A is true for all Shimura varieties

of abelian type.

Proof. We remark that, because the S-torsors ~-I(T) and

,...,-1
n (T) defined by T and M are isomorphic, so also are the

pairs (L,UG,T,~X) defined by the two groups. (The maps

g~T,l.lg: G{AAf}~T,llG(AAf) could however, differ .. )

The discussion preceding the statement of conjecture A in § 4

therefore shows that the corollary follows from {IO.S}.
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Corollary 10.7. If (G,X) ~s of abelian type and satisfies (0.1)

and (0.2), then conjecture B is true for Sh(G,X) •

Proof. The torsor 15 is trivial because 1 : A(~)~lA(~)

is a homeomorphism and therefore induces a map Hl(A,W)~Hl(lA,;)

which can be shown to map the Hodge cycle sa to lSa

Thus in (0.5) (whose relevant part is implied by (7.14» we can

take a (1) e 1 S (Q1), c (1) = P\l (a (1» , v = 1 , and a. = P\l (B(1 ) -1)

where 6(1) is defined by SP(T) ~(1) = aCt) Hence (10.5)

t rJ-1
implies t[h,l] = [h,p~(B(l) )] • But conjecture eM in its

original form is true when T = t (see 7.19) and this implies

~(t) :: B(1) mod SL(L) . Since B(1) :: 1 mod SL(L) by (III.3.9),

we have t [h, 1] = [l h , 1] •

Remark 10.8. In (Milne-Shih [1]) conjecture B is proved for all

Shimura varieties of abelian type. There is a good reason why

it is easy to prove conjecture B under the assumption of (0.1)

and (0.2): these conditions should imply Sh(G,X) is a moduli

variety for motives.

Remark 10.9. Theorem 10.5 together with the proof of (7.14) show

that Sh(G,X) has a canonical model whenever (G,X) is of

abelian type and satisfies (0.1) and (0.2). Presumably if the
,.J

maps ¢(T,~) were defined (using M) for all Shimura varieties

of abelian type, then one would recover the main theorem of

Deligne [2], but there seems little point in this (except that

it would give a proof not involving EE(G,G', x+» •



Deligne has conjectured the following:

Conjecture D. The Taniyama group and the motivic Galois group

are isomorphic (as extensions of Gal(m/~) by S together

with a splitting over ~f)

See IV, where the two groups are shown to be isomorphic

as extensions of Gal (m/m) by S. (It therefore remains to

show that the isomorphism can be chosen to carry sp into sP .)
Deligne also suggested that his conjecture D should be

equivalent to Langlands's conjecture C. We prove:

Proposition 10.10. Conjecture D is true if and only if conjecture

C is true for all Shimura varieties of abelian type (equivalently,

for all Shimura varieties of the form +Sh(CSp(V),S-» •

Proof. If conjecture D is true, then (10.5) shows that conjecture

C is true for Shimura varieties of abelian type~ Conversely, if

conjecture C is true for varieties of the form Sh(CSp(V),S±)

then (7.17) shows that conjecture eM is true, and (lO.4b) that

conjecture D is true.

Remark 10.11. Let LeW be a finite Galois extension of ~

and let K be subfield of

the pull-backs of TL and

L •

~

We write

relative

TL and ML forK K

Gal(Lab/K)~ Gal (Lab/W) .

Assume that L is a CM-field. If A is an abelian variety of

CM-type whose Mumford-Tate group is split by L, then the reflex

field of A is contained in L, and the main theorem of complex
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multiplication shows that conjecture CM is true for all such

A and all L fixing L (cf. 6.2) . Thus an obvious variant

of (lO.4b) shows that TL - ML extensions of Gal (Lab/L)
L - L

as

by SL with splittings over piAf . Since conjecture CM is

known to be true for T = 1 , it is therefore also true for

any T fixing the maximal totally real subfield K of L ;

thus TL - ML (as extensions ... ) The results of Shih[l]
K K

(see also Milne-Shih [1] ) often allow one to replace K in this

isomorphism by a subfie1d of L over which L has degree 4.

For example, let Fo be a totally real field of finite

degree over to and let F l and

totally imaginary extensions of

be distinct quadratic

and

choose a subset

choose extensions

of I ~f Hom (F , IR)
o 0

and 0 2 0 f C10 to

For each o e I o
Let

II Hom(Fl,cr) I: l {C1 l lo e I:
o

}

1 2 Hom(F2 ,«:) I: 2 {02 Io.$ I: o }

1 3 Hom(F3 ,CC) II x I 1 2
0

L3 {(01'C1 2) 10 e I o }U{1C1l ,(1 2) 10 e I:o}v{ (01 , t(1 2) 10 $ L }
0

Define Ei to be the subfield of ~ of elements fixed by

{T£ Aut(CC) IT I:. cr.} , i = 0, 1, 2, 3 Then E is totally
~ ~ 0

real and E3 = El E2 is a CM-fie1d. In general, IE3 : Eol = 4 .
When E3 is Galois (D

E3 ::
E3 (as extensions ... )over ,

ET EM .
0 0
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Remark 10.12 Our original approach to the results of this

section was a little more elementary. We showed directly that

there exists a compatible family of maps

-Le

such that if M' is the extension and splitting defined by

with b as in (III.3.1l) (cf. III.2.7) then conjecture eM

holds for M' • Thus, in all of the above, the motivic Galois

group can be replaced by M' • Of course (lO.4b) shows that M'

is isomorphic to the motivic Galois group (as extensions ••• ).
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4. Absolute Hodge Cycles and crystalline cohomology

o. Introduction

This paper is a collection of musings about several questions

related to crystalline cohomology that have plagued me for the past

few years. It contains many more conjectures than proofs, and my

justification for publishing is the hope that others will find the

problems as intriguing as I did but perh~ps have more success in

solving them.

The first section is the oldest, and is essentially contained

in a preprint ("Differentials of the second kind and the conjugate

sequence") nearly five years old. It gives a geometric interpreta

tion of the second spectral sequence of De Rham hypercohomology in

positive characteristics, and in particular of the associated filtra-

tion of the abutment. Surprisingly, the result is the same as in

characteristic zero [2J: it is the filtration by codimension of

support. Even more surprising is the trivial nature of the proof,

especially compared with the rather complicated proof in character-

istic zero. This section also contains some of the strange con-

sequences this result has for the De Rham cohomology of nonprojective

Partially supported by NSF Grant !!CS 80-23848
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varieties of finite type over l.

The second section, which dates from about the same time as the

first, stems from an attempt to further link the mod p and charac

teristic zero theories by asking the following question: If w is

a De Rham cohomology class which lies in r th level of the filtration

above mod p for almost all primes p, does it in fact lie in this

level of the corresponding filtration in characteristic zero? This

question was inspired by the special case which asks: if a meromor

phic differential form is exact mod p for almost all primes p, is

it exact? This question is an analogue of the problem beautifully

add~essed by Katz in [9J. I am not able to say much about it ex-

cept in some very special cases, in which it turns out to amount

to other famous conjectures -- such as the Hodge conjecture.

The third section introduces a new invariant E {±l} of a

variety in characteristic p, derived from its crystalline cohomology.

I carne across this invariant (called the "crystalline discriminant")

while working on supersingular K3 surfaces [18 §3J, and only later

realized that it is interesting more generally. There is a conjec

tural formula for this invariant in terms of the Betti numbers

a sort of p-adic Hodge index formula -- which I verify in many cases.

This conjectural formula turns out to be a very special case (for

liftable varieties) of the philosophy of the last section, that

Hodge cycles should behave well under the action of Frobenius in

crystalline cohomology.

Let me take the time now to describe the essential idea of the

fourth section in a simplified setting. This section was inspired

by Deligne's seminar at IHES (1978-1979) on his notion of absolutely

Hodge cycles, and is in fact an attempt to substitute crystalline

for etale cohomology in his theory. The idea is the following: If

R is an etale Z-algebra and X is a smooth projective R-scheme,
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a of R and let X be the associated
a

scheme over c. If the Hodge conjecture is true for Xa' then any

Hodge class z in H2r (X/¢) is the cohomology class of an alge-DR
brai·c cycle. It is easy to see that this class will contain an

algebraic cycle defined over ~) and hence also over some other

etale Z-algebra R' ~ R. It follows that z in fact lies in

H~~(X/R) 0 R'. Moreover, if s is a closed point of Spec R' and

W is the completion of R' at s, then via the canonical isomor-

phism: HDR(X/R) 0 W = Hcris(X(s)/W), we get an action of absolute

Frobenius ~s on HDR(X/R) 0 W, and necessarily z will be a

Tate class with respect to this action, i.e. will satisfy

~s(z) = prz . Any z which satisfies th±s for every s is called

an "absolutely Tate class." (Actually in §4 we consider a slightly

twisted version of this.) Thus, it is natural to try to prove

directly that any Hodge class defines an absolutely Tate class,

which we are in fact able to do in some cases by adopting Deligne's

methods. It is also possible to reverse the process: The set of

absolutely Tate classes forms a finite dimensional vector space

over ~, and it is reasonable to expect that they are all given

by algebraic cycles, or at least Hodge cycles, as we are able to

verify for abelian varieties of eM type.

It is a great pleasure to thank N. Katz and P. Deligne for the

overwhelming influence they have had on this research, which was

inspired throughout by one or the other of them.
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1. The conjugate spectral sequence in positive characteristics

If X is a smooth scheme over a field k, its de Rham cohomo

logy HDR(X/k) comes with two spectral sequences~ often called

"Hodge" (Eiq = Hqex,n~/k) ~ FHOdgeHl(X,nX;k» and "conjugate"

(E~q = HP(X,~q(nX;k» ~ F~onHi(X,nx/k». In this section we give

a geometric interpretation of the conjugate spectral sequence when

k has positive characteristic: it agrees, from E
2

on~ with the

spectral sequence which begins with EPq = H
q? p+l ex, nx/k) ,1 Z /Z

attached to X and its filtration Z· by codimension of support

[12J. In characteristic zero this result is also true [2J~ but for

a different (deeper) reason. We begin with a preliminary result

that emphasizes the difference between the two cases.

(1.1) Theorem: With the above hypotheses (and when char k > 0),

let Y be any closed subset of X of codimension r such that

X-Y has cohomological dimension <r (i.e., such that Hi(X_Y~~)

vanishes for every coherent sheaf F and every i ~ r). Then:

Fr Hi (X/k)
can DR

Proof: If Y C X is any closed sUbset~ let IIDy denote the image

of the canonical map: By definition~

the union of all the Imy such that codim Y ~ r~ so it suffices

to prove the following two statements:

(a) For any Y of codimension ~ r~ IIIly C Fr
con

(b) For any Y with cd(X-Y) < r, Fr flrny.con

To prove (a) observe that the map: Hiex,nX/k) + Hi(X,nX/k )

is compatible with the filtrations arising from the second spectral

sequence of hypercohornology, which I will denote by F~on in both

cases. Thus it suffices to show that F~onH~eX,nX/k) = Hiex,nX/k).
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Let FX/ k : X + X' be the relative Fro'benius map, and recall that

1 • qC-·. q (. )we have the inverse Cartier isomorphism: nX'/k + F*~ nX/ k .

Since FX/ k is a homeomorphism mapping Y to Y', we find that

E~q = H~ (x,!!q(nX/ k )) = H~, (X' , F*!!q ( nX/k )) ;;; H~, (X' ,ni, /p) . Since

ni'/k is locally free and X' is Cohen-Macaulay, this vanishes if

p < r, and the result follows.

It is of course statement (b) which is special to positive

characteristics. To prove it, consider the conjugate spectral se-

quence on X-Y. Again by Cartier, we get

HP(X'-y', F*~q(nX/k)) ~ HP(X'-Y' ,ni'/k)· Since the base change map

n: X'-Y' + X-Y is affine, this is HPeX-Y,TI*ni'/k)' which vanishes
r iif P > r. This shows that F HDR(X-Y/k) = 0, and it followscon

that F~onH~R(X-Y/k) maps to zero in H6R(X-Y/k), hence Is con-

tained in Irny. 0

(1.2) Corollary: If X/k is smooth and quasi-projective, then

Fr Hi (X/k) = Frz.HniR(X/k).con DR

Proof: If k has characteristic zero, this is proved in [2]. In

positive characteristics, choose aye X which is of codimension

r and the intersection of r ample divisors. Then X-Y has co-

homological dimension less than r, so (1.1) applies. 0

To prove that in fact the conjugate spectral sequence agrees

with the spectral sequence associated with the filtration and

to eliminate the hypothesis of quasi-projectivity in (1.2), we fol

low the method of [2]. The main step is to obtain a sort of Cousin

resolution of the de Rham cohomology sheaves ~q(nX/k). Again, this

task is immensely simplified in positive characteristics by the

Cartier isomorphism.
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(1.3) Theorem: If X is a smooth k-scheme:

(1.3.1) There is a resolution of the sheaf ~q(nX/k) by f1asgue

sheaves:

Hq +P (n·)
p p+l X/k

Z /Z

(1.3.2) From E2 on, the conjugate spectral sequence and the

spectral sequence associated with the filtration Z· agree.

(1.3.3) The filtrations FZ. (by codimension of support) and

F~on on H~R(X/k) agree.

Proof: Let me first remark that in po.sitive characteristics the

sequence (1.3.1) does not stop after q steps, as it does in char-

acteristic zero. Aside from this, the situations are the same. The

existence of the complex in (1.3.1) and the flasqueness of the sheaves

!!q;p p+l (JlX/k ) follow from general nonsense about filtered spaces
Z /Z

[2J. If we prove that the sequence is exact, it will follow that

the complex of global sections of this complex, which can be iden

tified with (Eiq , d1 ), calculates HP(X,~q(nX/k». A slightly

technica~ argument explained in [2J then shows that (1.3.2) and

(hence) (1.3.1) are exact. By a trick used in [2, 4.2J, we find

that it suffices to prove that the maps: Hq
~ Hq are zero.

-Zp+l -Zp
This is also true in positive characteristics, but so is much more:

(1.4) Proposition: Assume char k > 0, and let F:X ~ X' be the

relative Frobenius map. Then we have isomorphisms:
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(1.4.2.)

Proof: Consider the second spectral sequence of the hyperderived

functor r
zv

: E~q = !!Pv<!fCQ X/k» => F;on!!i vCQX/k). Because F is
Z Z

a homeomorphism, F*E·· is still a spectral sequence and F*HP - v. Z
HP F*. Thus, we have F*E~q·; ~Pv(F*~q(nX/k)) ==> F*F~ong~,,(nX/k).
-Zv Z Z v

X' F Hq (. ):: q HP (q ) - a if -tBut on , *_ nX/ k - nX'/k' and -;v nX'/k - p r v.
Z

Thus, the spectral sequence degenerates: F*E~q = 0 if P ~ v and

F*E~q = gVv~i'/k). This provides the first isomorphism of (1.4.1);
z

the second can be proved similarly.

One can deduce from (1.4.1) that the sequence of (1.3.1) is

isomorphic to the Cousin resolution of ni'/k and hence is exact,

but it is just as easy to prove (1.4.2). From the degeneration of

the spectral sequence in the previous paragraph we see that the

induced filtration F· of !!i )QX/ k ) is all in level v~ i.e.con Z .
FP = 0 if P > v and F v = H~ ~. ) . The fact that the mapcon con -Zv X/k

!!~ +l (QX/k) -+ Hi (nX/k ) is compatible with the filtration F·
-Zv con

now makes it vanish. 0

(1.5) Remark: Because the sheaves F*~(nX/k) are coherent, one

has that for all affines in characteristic p, the sequence:

is exact. In particular, if X is affine and U C X is open, the
q

-+ HriR(U/k) is injective. Similarly onemap HDR(X/k) can see

that for affine X, the maps Hi +l(X/k) ->- HipCX/k) vanish. In
Zp Z

characteristic zero, this is only true if X is the spectrum of

a local ring. A consequence of the disparate behavior of de Rham

cohomology in characteristics zero and p is the unpleasant

nature of de Rham cohomology for noncomplete varieties over Z, as
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whose image in 2 isHDR(Xl)/~)

For a specific example, take

n the class of a ruling. As
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evidenced by the following examples:

(1.6) Example: There exists a'smooth variety U over Z and a
2

nontorsion cohomology class ~ E HDR(U/Z) which is divisible by

every prime p, Le. such that 0 = s(p) E H~R(Up/lFp) for every

prime p. In fact, Corollary (1.2) makes this appear quite common.

Suppose X/Z is smooth, projective, geometrically connected, and

1 2
Fz.HDR(X~/Q) has rank 2. If Y C X is smooth and ample, YQ is

I 2 2geometrically irreducible, so FZ.HDR(X~/~)/Hy(X~/~) ~ O. In char-

acteristic p, however, (1.2) shows

if n is an element of F~.H;R(X/Z)

not in Imy, nl
X

_y will do for ~.

X = ]pl x ]pl, Y the diagonal, and

explained in the next section, I believe that this phenomenon can

not occur in an HI.

(1.7) Example: Let R = Z[l/NJ, and let X/R be an elliptic

curve with complex multiplication. Then if U is an affine open

sub.set of X, the image t; in 1HDR(U/R) of a nonzero differential

w of the first kind on X is nontorsion, but is divisible by in

finitely many primes p. To see this, observe that according to

(1.2), ~ will map to zero in the reduction U(p) of U to Fp

iff w(p) lies in 1 1 i.e. iff F~on(P) F~Odge(P),FconHDR(X(P)/Fp)'

i.e. iff X(p) is supersingular [9, 2.3.4.1.5J. But this holds

for -'half" of the primes p, as is well-known.

Finally, let me warn the reader of two points likely to cause

confusion when working with F~. in the above contexts. First of

all, over a field k which is not algebraically closed,
r 2r

FZ·HDR(X/k) consists of more than just the cohomology classes of
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cycles of codimens1on r, even if the characteristic of k is

zero. In fact, since de Rham cohomology with supports commutes with

flat base change and since every subset of codimension r defined

over a f~nite extension is contained in a subset of codimention r

defined over k, the dimension of this vector space does not change

when we enlarge k. For instance, suppose that k has character-

istic zero and Y C X is smooth and irreducible but not geometri

cally irreducible. Then Hir(X/k) = HgR(Y/k), which is a k-vector

space whose dimension is equal to the number of geometric components

of Y, and which contains a distinguished element, the cohomology

class of Y. On the other hand, in characteristic p > 0, even

if k is algebraically closed, each H2r (X/k) is tttoo big," in
Y

g,eneral, so of course Fr H2r (X/k) is "too big. n But it can alsocon DR'

be too small. For example, if X is any abelian surface over k,

Fl H2 (X/k) has dimension 5. If X is supersingular, NS (X)con DR

has rank 6, and so the map: NS (3)k 2
-+- HDR(X/k) cannot be injective.

(For a more thorough investigation of this phenomenon, the reader

is referred to [18J, where it is proved that, nonetheless,

~S 0 l/pZ + H~R(X/k) is injective, and that the kernel of
2NS 0 k -+- HDR(X/k) classifies X, up to isomorphism.)
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2. Problems -- Reduction of the conjugate filtration mod p.

Despite the disparate behavior of F·
con in characteristics

zero and p, and despite examples (1.6) and (1.7), it is tempting

to try to understand characteristic zero by reducing mod p. One

way (which I have not seriously considered) would be by investi

gating the conjugate filtration in "characteristic pn." The idea

I want to consider here is to reduce modulo all' primes, along the

lines of [9J.

(2.1) Problem: Suppose R is an integral domain of finite type

over Z with fraction field K~ and X is a smooth proper

R-scheme. Let ~ E H~R(X/R) be such that for every closed point

s of S = Spec R, the image ~(s) of

in F~onH~R(X(S)/k(S»). Then does ~K

~ in H~R(X(S)/k(S» lies

lie in F~onH~R(XK/K)?

Let me first remark that one can always replace S by an

open subset without changing the problem. Also notice that the

problem is trivial if K has positive characteristic. To see this,

recall that the inverse Cartier isomorphism implies that

conE~q = RPf*~q(nx/s) =RPf'*ni,/s' where f: X ~ Sand

f ,.: X' = X x. ~ ~ S are the structure maps. It follows that
S

EPq is coherent for every r _> 2, and since S is reduced,con r

we may shrink it until every EPq is locally free.con r Now since

ni,/s is flat over S, the theorem of exchange implies that for-

by induction, so does every

commutes with arbitrary change of base, and,mation of EPq
con 2

EPq
con r · Applying Nakayama's lemma

to the s.heaves one immediately deduces that (2.1) is true.

If K has characteristic zero, as we shall henceforth assume,

the problem looks very deep, and I can prove almost nothing about

it. The rest of this section consists of some reformulations and

investigations of special cases.
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For example, notice that since K has characteristic zero,

Fr Hi (X/K) vanishes if p > i/2, and in particular Fi Hi (X/K)con DR con DR
o if i > O. In positive characteFistics, however, since each k(s)

is perfect" Fi HniR(X(S)/k(S)) is the image of the absolutecon
Frobenius endomorphism of de Rham cohomology. Thus, (2.1) predicts

that these mod p vector spaces should have no common interpolation,

:t.. e. :

(2.2) Special Case: Suppose E; E i is such that ~ (s) liesHDR(X/S)

in the image of the Frobenius endomorphism of H~R(X(S)/k(S)) for

all closed points i vanish?s. Then does E;K E HDR(X/K)

Also extremely interesting is what (2.1) says at the other end

of the spectrum, i.e. when r = 1. One way to formulate it is the

following:

(2.3) Sp€cial Case: Suppose U/S is smooth and affine and

is exact when restricted to U(s)/k(s) for all ~losed

points s of S. Is there an open subset of U on which w be-

comes exact?

In other words, (2.3) says that a meromorphic differential

form which becomes exact on each U(s) should be exact as a mero-

morphic form. To see the relation with (2.1), begin by proving

for all

should

extends to some smooth compactification U of U. Then

shrinking S) this class will I i -map to F HDR(U(s)/k(s))con
and by (2.1) should to 1 i-

s' so map FconHDR(U/K), i.e.,

or assuming that w (which is necessarily closed) is a differential
iform of the second kind, i.e., that its cohomology class in HDR(U/k)

(after

vanish in some open set.

It is now clear that (2.1) is really a problem in the construc-

tion of algebraic cycles. Indeed, using Mazur's interpretation of
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F· in terms of the action of Frobenius on crystalline cohomology,con
we shall see that an affirmative answer to (2.1) would prove the

following analogue of Tate's conjecture:

(2.4) Problem: Suppose that K is a numberfield and that S is

smooth over Z. For each closed point s of S, let W(s) be

the Witt ring of k(s), and let F(s) be the semi-linear endomor

Ehism of H~~(X/S) 0 W(s) ; H~~iS(X(s)/W(s» induced by the absolute

s.

Frobenius endomorphism of Xes).

that F(s)(~) = pr~ for every

Suppose

Then is

~ E H2r (X/S) is such
DR

~K the cohomology

class of an algebraic cycle of codirnension r in XX?

To see that (2.1) implies (2.4), assume (as we may, by shrink-

ing S) that the Hodge cohomology of XIS is locally free. Then

it is clear from Mazur's description [15J of the Hodge and conjugate

filtrations of de Rham cohomology in characteristic p that if

F(s)(~) = pr~(s), then ~(s) lies in F~on(S) n F~Odge(s) C
2rHDR(X(s)/k(s»). Of course, this implies that ~ lies in

r 2r()FHodgeHDR XIS. Thus, if (2.1) is true, even with the additional

hypothesis that ~ lies in F~Odge' we see that ~ will lie in

F~onH~~(X/K), which is just the K-span of the set of cohomology

classes of algebraic cycles of codimension r [2J. This set forms

not just in K ~V.

as prFW(s) 0 idV'

a ~-vector space V, and it remains to prove that ~ lies in V,

But F(s) acts on W(s) ~ K 0 V = W(s) (8) V

and it is clear that the set of all elements

~ of this space such that F(s)(~) = pr~ is just ~p ~V. It

follows that any ~ as in (2.4) has degree one over every prime p,

henee is rational.

Even for i = 1, (2.1) looks formidable. Indeed, this case

amounts to a special case of Grothendieck's conjecture on algebraic

solutions to differential equations [9J. To explain why this is so,

let us note the following:
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1(2.5) Remark: Let ~ E HDR(X/T) correspond to the extension class

of 0 + (OX,d) + (E,V) + (OX,d) + 0, under the identification

1 IHDR(X/T) ExtM1C(OX'OX). Then the following are equivalent:

(a) The meromorphic cohomology class defined by ~ vanishes,

i.e. there is a nonvoid open set U on which ~ vanishes.

Cb.) There is a nonvoid open set V on which (E,V) becomes

constant.

Proof: Trivially, (a) implies (b). For the converse, assume that

V is an affine open subset of U, and that ; is represented by a

closed I-form w. Then one sees easily that (E,V) is the connec-

tion on Ox e Ox given by vel = 0 and ve 2

is constant, it does not follow, a priori, that the extension splits,

f.e. that ~ is zero on V, but there must be a horizontal section

e = ae l + be 2 of E with b not identically zero. Then

da + bw Q and db 0, 50 on the nonvoid open set V C X,b -

0, of course, and if S has character-

of a field of characteristic zero, (a)

w = -d(a/b), so ;Iv = o.
b

If S is the spectrum

and (b) occur only if ~ =
istic P > 0, (a) and (b)

affine open s,et V in X,

occur iff for any (equivalently every)

~Iv = 0, or equivalently (E,V)v, 1s

constant. In particular we could answer (2.3) (when i = 1) from

Grothendieck's conjecture as follows: If w is a closed I-form on

U which is exact on U(s) for all s, then (E,V) is constant

on UCs) for all s. According to Grothendieck's conjecture,

this should imply the existence of a finite etale cover W
t

of U
t

on which (E,V) becomes constant, and since the characteristic is

now ~ero, this implies that already' maps to zero in
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(2.6) Proposition: (Katz) Suppose R/Z is ~tale and X is an

elliptic curve over R. Then (2.1) is true for any ~ in
Q 1H (x,nx/ s ). If, moreover, Xes) is supersingular for infinitely

many values of s (as conjectured by Serre), then (2.1) is true

for any.

this

s E S,

~ E F~Odge'
such that

Proof: We have to show that for infinitely many

~(s2 ¢ F~onH~R(xtS)/kts», if ~ t O. But since

is the same as finding infinitely many points s

Fl ("s) n Fl (s) = 0 i.e. such that Xes) is ordinary, andcon" Hodge . ,

this has been done by Serre [20J. For the general case, it suffices

to show that if ~ts) E F~onH~R(X(S)/k(S» for almost all s, then

in fact C E Fl and for that it suffices to find infinitely
~ Hodge'

many values of s such that s(s) E F~odge(s). But this will be

true at the supersingular values of s. 0

Using a simple version of Serre's argument [20J as explained

by Katz, we can extend the above result to some abelian varieties

of h.igher genus. The argument is based on a study of the R.-adic

representations associated to abelian varieties over numberfields,

and it is instructive to discuss these abstractly. Let K ~ ~

be a numberfield and let GK S Gal({/Q) be its Galois group,

Gal(~/K). Suppose that p is a continuous representation of GK
ina ~l-vector space V of dimension d, unramified outside a

finite set L of places of K. If P is a place of ij lying

over an unramified place p of K, then the conjugacy class of

geometric Frobenius p(F-) depends only on p. The representations
p

we will be considering, since they arise from algebraic geometry,

are integral and pure of some weight B, that is, for all unramified

p, the characteristic polynomial of p(Fp) lies in Z[TJ ~ ~R,[TJ,

and all" its roots are of absolute value Nm(p) 8/2 . Recall that if
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we use Dirichlet density with respect to the field K, then the

set of p such that k(p) is a prime field (say of characteristic

p) has density one; for such p, Nm(p) = p.

(2.7} Proposition: If p is as above, then after repeatedly re

placing K by some finite extension:

(2.7.1) (Katz) If B = 1, then for almost every prime p of

degree one, Trp(E-)
p

is not divisible by p.

(2.7.2) If B = 2, and if p is an unramified prime of degree one

such that p divides Trp (F-), then p(F_)p-l is unipotent. Ifp P
this holds for almost all such primes p, then the semi-simplifi-

cation of p is isomorphic to e~t(-l).

p), the trace A of p(E-) is an integerp p

Now if B = I and if A PBp' then
p

p > d 2
B = 0 a contradiction of the, p ,

This proves (2.7.1).

congruent to d mod tn.

IBI < dp-l/2 so that if- ,
fact that A :: d mod tn.

Proof: Choose an invariant 2
t
-lattice E ~ V, choose n so

that t n > 2
d

, and let K' ~ K be a finite extension such that

pi is trivial mod tn. Then if p is a degree one prime of
GKI:

K ,. (and unramified in

To prove (2.7.2), enlarge K' so that it contains all the
th

t n roots of unity. Then if A pB, B is an integer of
p P P

absolute value less than or equal to d. Moreover, since p
th

splits completely in K' and K' contains all in roots of

unity, p:: 1 mod in, and hence B :: d mod tn. This implies
p

that B d, and so A = pd. But A is the sum of d complex
p p p

numbers of absolute value p, and this is only possible if each of

the numbers actually equals p, i.e. all the eigenvalues of (F)
p

are equal to p. If this holds for a set of primes of density one,
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then by Chebataroff, tr(p) = tr[ (f)Q~(-l)J, and since a semi-simple

representation is determined by its trace, this proves the claim.D

(2.8) Corollary: If X is an abelian variety over a numberfield

K, then (after enlarging K), for almost every prime p of K of

degree one, the Hasse-Witt matrix of X(p) is not nilpotent.

Proof: Indeed, it is well-known that if the Hasse-Witt matrix of

X(p} is nilpotent, tne trace of the action of F
P

on the Tate

module of X is divisible by p.O

(2.9) Corollary: If X is an elliptic curve or an abelian

.surface! then (after enlarging K), X(p) is ordinary for almost

every p with. deg (p) = 1.

Proof: Of course, the case of curves is covered by the previous

corollary. In the case of a surface, if X(p) is not ordinary,
1the a~tion of F(p) on H (X(p),OX(p)) has rank one and hence

2 2 I
is zero on H (X(p),OX(p)) = A H (X(p),OX(p)). This implies that

the trace of F(p) acting on H2 . (X(p)/W(p)) is divisible bycr1.S
p. This is the same, of course, as the trace of F p on H~t(X x I).

If we have enlarged K so that (2.7.2) applies, then all the eigen

values of Fp and F(p) are p. But on an abelian surface, the

action of F(p) on crystalline cohomology is semi-simple, by the

lemma below, and hence F(p) is just multiplication by p. This

Iis impossible, because FHodge(P) is precisely the kernel of F(p)

mod p, so F(p) cannot be divisible by p. 0

(2.~Q) Lemma: If X is an abelian variety over a finite field

F d,
P

the action of Hi . (X/W) xZ~.cr1.S is semi-simple.
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Proof: This is well-known, but I don't know of a reference, so

here is a proof. It is clear that we may replace X by any X'

isogenous to X and that we may assume that X is simple. Now

the characteristic polynomial of d(Fabs ) has coefficients in ~,

and it follows that there exist polynomials peT) and q(T) with

drational coefficients which, when evaluated at (Fabs )' yield its

semi-simple and nilpotent parts. In particular the nilpotent part

N of CFabs)d belongs to End(X) Q~, and since X is simple,

the Kernel of N cannot be a proper subscheme, so N vanishes. 0

(2.112 Corollary: If X is an abelian variety of genus g defined

over ~ and if E is a totally real ~-algebra of degree g acting

faithfully via rational isogenies of X, then (2.1) is true for any

differential of the first kind on X.

Proof: The hypotheses on E mean that it is a product of totally

real fields Ei , and that we have an injective homomorphism

E + End(X) o ~. If e i E E is the idempotent corresponding to the

unit element of Ei and if Xi = {x E X: e.x = aVj ~ i} , then X
J

is isogeneous to the product of the Xi's, each Ei acts faith-

fully on Xi' and since Ei is totally real

Thus, we are reduced to the case in which E is a field.

Choose some R = Z[l/N] so that X is defined over R, and

let CR
a I w(s) E Fl (s) for all closed points= {w E H (xR,nX/ R): con

s of Spec R} . It is clear that if R C R' ~ (1, we get natural

inclusions CR C CR, S HO(X,ni/Q)' For R sufficiently large, the

~-vector space spanned by CR is independent of R; call it C.

1Now it is clear th.at any automorphism of XR/R acts on HDR(X/R)

compatibly with Fl and with each Flcon(S), and hence preservesHodge

CR. Enlarging R if necessary, we may assume that all the endo-

morphisms of X/~ are defined over R, and hence that the action
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But the latter is a one dimen-

sional E-module, so C either vanishes or fills up all of

o IH (x,nx/~). In the latter case, CR is of finite index in

o 1H (x,n
X

/
R
)' and in fact we have equality, after enlarging R. But

then F~on(S) = F~Odge(S) for all closed points s of Spec R,

which is impossible by (2.8).0

We can use the above arguments for K3 -surfaces as well, to obtain

the following result:

(2.12) Proposition: If X is a K3 or abelian surface over an

~tale l~algebra R, (2.2) holds for any w E F~OdgeH~R(X/R). 0

Proof: It suffices to prove that for infinitely many closed points

s of Spec R, F2 (s) d Fl d (s). Since F2 (s) is the image ofcon ' F Ho ge con

Fabs(s) and F~Odge(s) is its kernel, we have containment iff

Fabs(s) is zero on de Rham cohomology, in which case its trace in

crystalline or etale cohomology will be divisible by p. Therefore

the following result proves the proposition:

(2.13) Lemma: After enlarging R, tr(F(s» is not divisible

~ p for any s of degree one in Spec R.

Proof: According to (2.7.2), it suffices to show that (after en

larging R), F(s)p-l cannot be unipotent. We have already

checked this for abelian surfaces, and for K3's we also have:

(2.14) Lemma: After localizing R, the action of (Fabs(S))deg(s)

on H2 . (X(s)/W(s»x ~ is semi-simple, for each closed point scrJ.s

of Spec R.
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Proof: We only provide a sketch. The idea is to use Deligne's

metnod [5J of comparing the cohomology of X with the cohomology

of an associated abelian variety constructed by Kuga and Satake [14J.

He shows that there exist an ~tale l-scheme T, a smooth T-scheme

S, a versal family of polarized K3-surfaces XIS, a family Y/S

of abelian schemes on which a certain ring C operates, and an

isomorphism of variations of Hodge structures on the analytic space

San (obtained from S via a chosen (J E T(q;)): C+(X/S) ;;; EndclCY/s),
(J

where C+(X/S) is the even part of the Clifford algebra associated

with the primitive cohomology of XIS. Using the regularity of the

Gauss-Manin connection, one deduces that (after shrinking Sand

T) there is an isomorphism of modules with integrable connection:

cc+cx/S),V)= CEndcHlCY/S),V). We may also assume, after further

shrinking, that the fibers of SIT are geometrically irreducible.

Of course, this family is constructed so that our original X/R

can be obtained by specializing XiS at some R-valued point of

S. (It may be necessary to replace R by a quasi-finite extension,

but since an invertible matrix is semi-simple iff its powers are,

this is harmless.)

Now if t is a closed point of T, we obtain F-crystals

C+(X(t)/S(t)) on (S(t)/W(t)) ..
cr~s

If we

can prove that these are isomorphic, we will be able to conclude

from (2.10) that F(t) acting on C+(X(t)), hence also on

H2 i (X(t)/W(t)), is semi-simple. Now the above isomorphism iscr s
horizontal, and if it is compatible with the (horizontal) action of

Frobenius at one point, it must be compatible at every point. Thus,

it is enough to find one such point.

Since XIS is versal, the map from San to the moduli space

of all polarized K3's is open, and hence there are some Kummer sur-

faces in its image [19, §6]. It is easy to see that these surfaces
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will remain Kummer over some (shrunken) T, so we are reduced to

proving that our isomorphism is compatible with Frobenius for Kummer

surfaces. Deligne has proved that the eigenvalues agree, and it is

clear that Frobenius of a Kummer 1s semi-simple. Thus our two

Frobenius matrices are at least conjugate, so that after correcting

the isomorphism by some constant automorphism, it becomes compatible

with the two Frobenii. 0

For abelian varieties of CM type and for Fermat hypersurfaces

we can go much further and prove that (2.1) is equivalent to the

generalized Hodge conjecture. For simplicity, we give the proof

only for simple abelian varieties of eM type.

(2.15) Theorem: If X is an abelian sc~ of CM type or a Fermat

hypersurface over an ~tale Z-algebra R, then (2.1) is equivalent

to the generalized Hodge conjecture for X. More precisely, if cr

is an embedding of R in t and if CrR i
=: {w E H~R(X/R): w(s) E

F~on(S) for all closed points s of Spec R}, then the image of

CrHi @a ¢ in H~R(X/R) 0
a

¢ :: Hi(X~n,~) e f: is the C:-span of the

smallest sub-~-Hodge structure NrHi of Hi(X) such thatcr
NrH i C Fr .

- Hodge

Proof: Fir~t let us recall the basic set-up of simple abelian

varieties of eM type. If K 1s the fraction field of R (which

of course we assume to be integral) , and if E is the ring of

isogenies of X ~ C, we may assume that K is large ~nough so

that the action of E is rational over K and so that E (which

is necessarily a field) can be embedded in K. Furthermore we

assume that K is Galois over ~, with group G. The set S

of all embeddings of E

and E 0 K = KS • Since

in

E

K is a left G-set in an obvious way,
1acts'on X/K, E 0 K acts on HDR(X/K),
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Iand HDR(X/K) is a free E 0 K-module of rank one. Thus,

I 1 *HDR(X/K) = ${H
X

XES}, where H
X

= {w E HDR : e (w) = x(e)w} for

all e E E. Let L C S be the set of all those X such that

H C FI . Fix an embedding cr of Rand K in ~, and regardX - Hodge
K as a subfield of t. The action of E on H~R(X/K) @t =
HI(X ,Q) 0 ~ is compatible with this isomorphism and preserves thecr

1rational subspace H (Xcr,Q), hence is also compatible with the

(semi-linear) action of Aut(~/~) on HI(X ,~) 0 t. One sees imcr
mediately that if g E Aut(t/~) acts on S via the canonical

homomorphism Aut(t/~) + Aut(K/~) = G, then gH
x

ticular, if - or c denotes complex conjugation,

HgX In par

H H- and
X X'

hence {r,Y} is a partition of S.

Since Hi(X) ~ AiHI(X), it is clear that Hi(X) breaks up

naturally into a direct sum $ HT, indexed by the family (~) of

all subsets T of S with card(T) = i. Moreover, HT ~ FkHi(X)

iff card(T n r) > k. Using this it is easy to calculate Nr :

(2.16) Lemma: NrHi = ${H
T

: card(gT n E) > r for all g E G}.

Proof: Let M denote the sum on the right. It is clear that

M C FH
r d ' that M is Aut(~/~)-invariant and hence is defined

- 0 ge
over ~, and that M is the largest such subspace. Let us also

check that it is a Hodge structure, i.e. that M = FPM + Fi-p+1M'

for every p. If HT occurs in M, and if card(T nr) ~ p, then

p so there is nothing to If card(T n r) < p, thenHT ~ F , prove.

card(T n f) ~ i-p+l, so in fact H
T
~ Fi - p+l . 0

If s is a closed point of Spec R, the next lemma tells us

how to compute F:onH~R(X(S)/k(S». Suppose we have enlarged R

so that E acts on CrHi @ K, and so that H~R(X/R) = e ~(X/R),

where HT(X/R) =: HT n H~R(X/R). We let Fs E G = Gal(K/~) denote
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the geometric Frobenius element, i.e. the inverse of the element of

G stabilizing the closed point s and acting as a ~ aP on k(s).

F* ( X( e ) w) .=

and the lemmaThus,

Proof: It suffices to prove this when i = 1. Now in this case,

Fabs de~ines a p-linear isomorphism: F* H1(X(S),oS(s)) + F~on(S),

compatible wi th the action of some order E' ~ E. For XES, H
X

1 .
projects to a nonzero subspace of H (X(s) ,OX(s)) iff X E f, and

and e E E', then eF*(w) F*(ew)if w E H
X

x(e)PF*Cw)= p-1x(e)F*(w).
S

follows.D

To prove the theorem, suppose that HT ~ erRi 0 K'. Then for

every s, HT(s) C Fr (s), so card(F T n f) > r. The Chebotaroff- con s

density theorem tells us that every element g of G is equal to

some Fs ' so that in fact card(gT n f) ~ r for every g. Re

placing g by cg, this condition becomes card(gT n r) > r for every

g, and we see that H C NrRi . Conversely, if H C NrHi it isT - T - ,

clear that HT(s) ~ F~on(S) for all s, so the theorem is obvious.D
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3. Discriminants of F-Crystals

Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p

and let (H,t) be a nondegenerate F-crystal on k, as defined for

instance in [lOJ. Let ( , ): H x H + W be a nondegenerate symmetric

bilinear form, satisfying the comptability: (~x,ty) = pmF(x,y)

for some nonnegative integer m. We wish to define the discriminant

Udisc(H,t,( , ))," a member of

The special case in which

modulo the action of Z*2.
p

is the twist of a unit root

crystal was already treated in [18 J. In this case, there is a

nonnegative integer r so that t is pr times a bijection, and

T =: {x: ~(x) = prx } is a l -form of H, i.e., the natural map:
p

(T x~, id ~F) ~ (H,~) is an isomorphism. It is easy to see that

1necessarily r =2m and that (,) induces a symmetric bilinear

form: TxT + Z, whose discriminant is taken to be the discrimp

inant of H.

Before passing to the general case, recall that if T has rank

n, its discriminant is computed as follows: A~ ~s a free Zp

module of rank one, and it inherits a canonical symmetric bil1near

form determined by (~A ••• Xn'Yl A ••• Yn ) = E sgn(cr) ~(Xi'Ycr(i»'

the sum being taken over all elements of the permutation group Sn.

Choose a basis e of AnT; the image of (e,e) in Z IZ*2 doesp p

not depend on the choice of e, and this image is the discriminant.

Since an F-crystal of rank one is always a twist of a unit root

crystal, this suggests the following definition in the general case.

*2
(3.1) Definition: The discriminant ndisc(H,~, ( ))" E Z 11,, P P

is the discriminant of the maximal exterior power (AnH,t,(,))

of H. Explicitly, it is the image of lp/z;2 of (e,e), where

e is a basis of AnH satisfying ~(e) = pmn/2e .
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It is apparent that the above definition agrees with the old

one in the case of twists of unit root crystals. It is also apparent

that the image discO of disc in ~p/~;2 depends only on the

isogeny class of (H,t,(, )). Moreover, the p-adic ordinal of

disc does not depend on ~; we shall therefore be mostly interested

in "disco(H,t, ( , ))" "': (disc)p-ord(disc) E Z:/Z;2. If p yI. 2,

* *2this last group is isomorphic to Fp/Fp ; we denote the Legendre

symbol of the image of disco by (~).
P

The next result shows that disco depends in essence only on

the part of H with slope d =: m/2. It seems reasonable to call

the integer m the "weight" of the form ( , ).

(3.2) Proposition: The restriction of ( ,) to the subcrystal H
d

consisting of the part of slope d is nondegenerate, and

disco(H.) = disco(H ) = (1/2) rank(H/Hd ) E z*/Z*2.
d P P

Proof: Suppose all the slopes of H are in Z[l/n], and let

~p(n) =: Qp[X]/(Xn_p), with n the image of X. Define ~ on

H @ ~p(n) to be ~ 0 id, and let TA =: {x E H 0 ~p(n):

t(x) '" wn1x} for each 1 E Z[l/n]. Each T1 is a ~p(w)-vector

space, and there is a natural isomorphism:

H 0z ~ (n).
p p

It is clear that if x E TA
and y E TlJ with (x,y) '# 0, then

necessarily A + J.1 = 2d. This implies that there is an orthogonal

direct sum decomposition: H = Hd ~ H', where H' is the part

of slope ~ d, and where we have tensored with Q (n). Moreover,
p

T' admits a hyperbolic decomposition T' = (A~d TA) e (~~d T~),

and hence has a basis {xi'Yi} with (xi'Yi) = 1 and all other

products zero. If e' = (xl A Yl A X2 Xn ' A Yn')' one sees
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immediately that (e', e') = (_l)n'. Since Zp [1T]* / t p [1T ]*2

disco(H') = (_l)n' in this group, and since disco(H)

discO(Hd)disco(H'), the proposition follows. 0

(3.3) Remark: If (H, ~, (. , ) ) is ordinary [16, 3.13J and uni-

modular and if p -F 2, then (!i) can be computed from purely mod pp

information. Indeed, in this case H is a sum of twists of unit

root crystals, and it is clear from the proposition that it suffices
Hd d

to compute (]p). The map p- ~ induces a p-linear bijection:

gr~(H ~ k} + gr~(H ~ k), which is compatible with the induced bi

linear form, hence by descent we get an Fp-vector space with a non

degenerate pairing; clearly its discriminant gives disc(Hd ). This

shows in particular that if H arises as the crystalline cohomology

of a surface with a degenerate Hodge spectral sequence and without

torsion in crystalline cohomology, then disco(H) is just the dis-

criminapt of the quadratic form induced by cup-product on the part

1 1of H (QX/k) fixed by the absolute Cartier operator,i.e., on
2

Hfl ex, IIp). •

From now on we assume that p is odd.

x is any nonzero element of(3.4) Formula: If

~Cx}= pmn/2AX and

2.=l
f 2 A-I mod p.

*with fEW.

An(H 0 ~),

*Then AE W

write

and

Moreover, if x is chosen so

d Ot i . Zp*/.p*2;san 1. 5 mage 1n LJ ...

ThUS, the formula is true in

*Proof: It is clear that A E W

*that A = 1, we know that f E l ,
P

by definition the discriminant of H.

p-l
in this case, since f--2- mod p is the Legendre symbol of f mod p.
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Since this quantity is alsoso that

If now x' = ax, with a E w*, then A' = F*(a)a-l and f' = a 2f,

p-l p-l
(f')~ (A,)-l = f 2 A-I mod p.

obviously unchanged if we multiply x by a power of p, the formula

holds in general.D

Formula (3.4) allows us to give a useful "geometric" interpre

tation of the discriminant if the rank n of H is even and if

the form ( ,) 1s unimodular. Since k is algebraically closed

there then exist totally isotropic direct summands K of H of

rank n/2.

(3.5) Corollary: If K is a totally isotropic direct summand of

H' =: H 0 ~ of rank n/2, then (*) C~)n/2(_1) da(K/K"'t(K»).

Proof: Recall that the set of such K falls into two connected

families, corresponding to {e E ~H': (e,e) = (-1) n/2}. This

correspondence can be described as follows: The filtration K C H'
n/2 n/2 n

induces an isomorphism A K ~ A ~/K ~ A~, and since K is

This induces an isomorphism:

( , ) induces a perfect pairing K x H' /K ~ W €) ~.

n/2 n/2
A K 0 A H'/K -:.. W€> (Q and the inverse

n
AIi' •. It can be

totally isotropic,

image of 1 therefore maps to an element e
K

of

checked that (eK,e
K

) = (_1)n/2 and that if K' is another such

subspace, e
K

, = (_l)dimK/KnK'e
K

"

The point is that these constructions are compatible with t;

th.at is, the following diagram commutes:

n n/2 n/2
AU -+- A K e A H/K +

n n/2 n/2
AH -+- A tK 0 A H/ tK + W0 ~
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'!his :implies that p-nm/2 C~q,)eK = e
tCK

) = C_l)dimK/KI14>CK)e
K

, and so the

corollary follows from the formula (3.4). 0

The next result shows that these invariants are constant in a

family.

(3.6) Proposition: Suppose S/k is smooth and (H,,( » is an

F-crystal on (S/W) with a symmetric bilinear form as above. If

S is connected! then the value of disc(H(s),~(s), ( ,» is

independent of the closed point s.

Proof: We may assume that H has rank one, and, after twisting,

that H is a unit root crystal. We may also assume that S is

affine and choose a lifting (T,FT) of (S,FS). Let x be a

*basis of HT; then t(x) = AX, with A E 0T. Necessarily d 1,

* _ 2 bso FT(X,x) = (tx,tx) - A (x,x). This implies that (x,x) = p

times a unit r in 0T' for some constant b, which is of course

the p-adic ordinal of disc(H(s» for every s. On the other hand,

p-l p-l
(H(s» is f(s) 2 A(s)-l mod p. But the image 0 of f 2 A-I in

p

Os satisfies 2o = 1, and since S is connected, ±l.D

It is also interesting to consider crystals defined over a non

algebraically closed field k. In this case there is another,

standard, discriminant attached to the quadratic form, lying in

* *2k /k . Here is a useful formula relating the two discriminants

when

(3.7) Proposition: Suppose (H,t, ( ,» descends to an F-crystal
H

(Ho,t, ( ,)) over Fq • Let C g) denote the Legendre symbol of

the discriminant of (HO' ( ,)) in F~/F:2 == l!2' and let 6 be

the determinant of the Wq-linear map t d , where q = pd. Then:
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Mul-

Proof: We may assume that H is a unit root crystal of rank one.

b *If eO is a basis for HO' then (eO,e o) = p f, with f E Zq'

and (Hg}= :r(~-1)J2 mod p. On the other ~:~d, if 4>(eO)

and if q = pd, then 4>d(eo) = AP AP eO' so

d-l
<5 = Al +p+... +p mod p. Finally, (~)A = r(P-l)/2, and since

p

(o!!)p = (!!.) we see that (!!)APi = r(Pl+l_pi)/2 for all i.
0p 'p , p

. d-l H dtiplying these together for ~ = 0, ... p , we find (-)
p

f(pd_l )!2 ~ £(q-l)/2.

We can generalize the above formula as follows: Suppose So

is a smooth F -scheme, and (H, , ( , ) ) is an F-crystal withq

quadratic form on (So/Wq)cris· Replace HO by a twist of its

maximal exterior power AO' a unit root crystal of rank one. As

*is well known (c.f. for instance [lOJ), CAO,t) defines a Zp-valued

character <5 of nleSO's). The quadratic form defines an iso

morphism of F-crystals CAO,t) ~ CAO,t) ~ (OX/W ,F), so <5 is of
* qorder 2 and hence has values in ~2 C lp and is determined by its

reduction mod p. On the other hand, the quadratic form on AO

also defines a double covering so of with local equation

of AOS ; on So we have sections
o

This defines another character €

for any basis eOt 2 CeO,e O}

- -1
eO ±t eO

of 1T1 (SO' s) with values in ~2' determined by ge o €Cg)eO•

Assume that So/Fq is absolultely irreducible, so that (H~S»

is constant, by (3.6). Recall that there is a canonical homomor-

(which factors through l).
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(3,.8) Propos'ition: With th,e above notations and hypotheses,

(
H)deg(g)

E(g) = P o(g)

Proof·: If Fs is a Frobenius element, it is easy to see that

o (F ) is the determinant of t(s)deg(s) e:(Fs ) = (HO(s h
and that -q-J.s

Thus (3.7 } sh.ows that (3.8) is true for F and hence for any gs
by Chebotaroff. It is however more revealing to prove (3.8) directly

(and simultaneously give a less computational proof of (3.7)). Re-

call that 0 is defined as follows: For a suitable ~tale cover

st of S, we can find a basis e' of AS' with te' = e'; then

ge' o(g)e' for g E n l . If we increase S' a bit, we can find

a u such that (ue',ue') 1, and then g(ue') = E(g)ue' and

e(g) ugu-l~(g). Now since t(e',e') = (e',e'), (e',e') neces

sarily belongs to Fp*' and by definition (~) = «e',e')). Since
p p

u-1 is a square root of (e ' .e'). u~-l (~)deg(g). 0

Now let Xo be a smooth proper Fq-scheme, and suppose for

aimplicity that its crystalline cohomology is torsion free. If

XQ has even dimension N HN (X IW) comes equipped with a uni, cris 0 q

modular pairing compatible with the action ~ of absolute Frobenius:

Np (x,y). We denote by (~) the Legendre symbol of the

reduction mod p of the corresponding crystalline discriminant (which

depends. only on the pull-back X of Xo to the algebraic closure

of F). Set d = 10gpCq}.
q'

x
(3.9) Proposition: If Xo is as above and if (~) denotes the

Legendre symbol of the discriminant of the cup-product pairing on
NHDR(Xo/Fq ), one has:
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where

Proof: It is known that Fd

characteristic polynomial as

so this follows from (3.7).0

N
H (Xet'~1) has the same

acting on H~ris(Xo/Wq)'

acting on

d(F
abs

)

(3.10) Corollary: Let S be a scheme of finite type over Z[l/2]

.and absolutely irreducible, and let f: X ~ S be a smooth proper

family without torsion in crystalline cohomology. Then there exists
Xes) deg(s)

a character €: nl(S,s) ~ ~2 such that €(Fs ) = (prsy) for

every closed point 5 of S.

Proof: Since the form on H~R(X/S) defines a perfect pairing, we

get an unramified double covering S + S, Galois with group ~2.

It is clear that if s is a closed point, the Frobenius element

F in this group is the Legendre symbol
(HDR (X ( s )/k ( s ) ) )

On thes Nm(s)

other hand, the maximal exterior power of the corresponding etale

cohomology group defines another character of nl(S,s), with values

*in ~2 S QR,. The previous proposition tells us that their product

is
(XCS1)deg(S)

E lPtST at Fs ' 0

(3.11) Conjecture: If X is a smooth proper scheme of even dimen-

sion N, let y(X) = 80 + 62 + ... 6N_ 2 + ~ (BN .,. (-1)N/2 BN ) •

X I y(X)
d1m Hiex,Then (p) = (=-) ~ 61 =: ~R,).p

Let me explain the source of this conjecture. Suppose that

X can be lifted to a smooth scheme Y over W, choose an embedding

a of K = W0 ~ in t, and let e be a basis for
B
ANHN(yo (G:),Z) ® Z(BN/2). Clearly e is a Hodge cycle. If' it is in fact

Nalgebraic, it should lie in HDR(Y/W) and be fixed by ~ so by
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definition, (!) = C(e,e)). Since the pairings on De Rham and
p p

integral cohomologies are compatible, we can compute (e,e) in

integral cohomology, using the Hodge index theorem to determine

the sign. Unless I have made an error in applying the formula of

[21J, the sign is as shown.

(3.12) Remark: If X is smooth and proper over Z[I/2MJ, then

by (3.10) we see that the function p ~ (~) is given by a
p

~2-valued character of Galois, unramified outside 2M. Of course
1 y(X)

the same is true for its conjectured value (=-) and hencep ,

if the conjecture holds for a set of primes of density greater than

1/2, it holds for all primes not dividing 2M.

(3.13) Remark: Still assuming that X is smooth and proper over

Z(1/2 MJ, let us remark that the truth of (3.11) for all pl2M is

equivalent to A =: ~HN(X)(NB/2) being spanned by absolutely

Hodge cycles, in the sense of Deligne [6J. To recall what this

means, we choose an algebraic closure Q of ~ and an embedding

a: 'ij~ t. Then there are natural embeddings of A
tl

=: Al 0~
in

B N
At =: AHet(X~'~t)(NB/2) and in ADR @~ ~~ where ADR =:

B N
(NB/2) • An element of the product AQ Trth t x AOR 0 tAHOR(X/~) =:

is said to be "absolutely Hodge" iff it lies in the image of the

map AQ ~ Tr 1AR, x ADR 0 C for every a and its projection to AOR
lies in FO In this context, the latter condition is trivial,Hodge·

so we have only to unravel the former. Let e be a basis vector

for AQ with Ce,e) = (-l)Y, and let (eat' eaOR ) denote its

image in Trtht x ADR 0~. Since the natural maps above are com

patible with the intersection forms, (eaDR,eaDR) = (-I)Y, and

hence if eDR is a basis for ADR , eaDR = aeDR for some a E ~.

Thus it is clear that Aut(C/a(ij» acts trivially on (eot,eaOR).
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If now g E Gal('ij/Q) and a' crag, (ea,R.,ea,1) = (-1) y

(eo'DR,ea'DR)' and hence we have ea'1 = Xt(g)eI and

ea'DR = ~R(g)eaDR' where the Xl's and XoR are ~2-valued char

acters of Gal(~/~). It is clear that we must prove that they are

~R

a2(eDR,eDR) = (-l)Y =

~R

multiplied by (-l)Y, i.e. to the equation

all equal. Obviously Xi is just the determinant of the standard
Nrepresentation of Gal(~/~) on Het (X~,(lR) (1/2 N), and XoR is

just the representation associated to the quadratic form on

(e,e). Let ADR be the character associated to the form on

(-1)itself and let denote the character extending the Legendre
-1 ysymbol in the obvious way; evidently XDR = ADR (--) . Thus, the

absolute Hodgeness of e comes down to the equality:

But we saw in the proof of (3.10) that (X A )(F) = (!1El) for
1 DR p p

any p not dividing 2M, and so this equality is equivalent to

(!1El) (-1) Y for all such p. 0p. p

Let us now discuss the case of surfaces in somewhat more detail.

First of all, if X/k is such that H
2

i (X/W) e Kcr s is spanned by

algebraic cycles (p 8
2
), then the conjecture follows easily from

the algebraic Hodge index theorem. (The argument in [18, 7.1J for

K3 surfaces applies in general.) Secondly, if X' is obtained from

X by blowing up a point, then the conjectures for X and for X'

are equivalent, because there is an orthogonal direct sum decomposi

tion H
2

. (X' /W) = H2 i (XIW) <!> W(-l) and W(-l) has a basis vec-cr1S cr s
tor e which is fixed by ~ and satisfies (e,e) = -1. Moreover,

it follows from (3.6) that the conjecture is invariant under de-

formation. Next, observe that the conjecture is true for abelian

surfaces. For example, one can use (3.5), since 82 = 6 is even:

choose a three-dimensional subspace K of HI . (X/W); then A2Kcr1S
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is a totally isotropic three-dimensional subspace of H2 i (X/W).cr s

Evidently A2K n A2t(K) has dimension 1 (if K ~ t(K» or 3 (if

K = t(K». hence (~) = C;)3 = C~) 7 • as predicted by the conjecture.

The conjecture is true for Kummer surfaces, hence for any K3 surface

which is a deformation (in characteristic p) of a Kummer surface.

<'3.14) Theorem: Conj ecture (3.11) is true for any nonsingular

surface in p3.•

Proof: We begin by verifying the conjecture for Fermat surfaces.

Using (3.13), we could appeal to Deligne's very deep result stating

that any Hodge tensor on a Fermat surface is absolutely Hodge, but

it seems more reasonable to calculate directly. Thus, let Xm

denote the surface in p3 with equation X~ + ••• + X~ = O. in
3

characteristic p not dividing m, and let the group r = e~m/diag

o *
act on Xm ~ r3 in the usual way. For each character X E fro ~
3
~ Z/mt. let HX denote the subspace of the cohomology H of

Xm on which rm operates by X, and recall that the primitive

cohomology Hm of Xm admits a decomposition Hm = e H
X

' where

H
X

has dimension at most one and is nonzero iff no Xi = O. In

particular, H has rank (m-l)(m-l) + (m_2)2). Since the action
m

of rm preserves the intersection form, we see that Hx is ortho-

gonal to H
X

' unless X + X' = 0, and since ~ is Frobenius-

linear and commutes with the action of r, tH H
m X PX

Let us first deal with the case in which m is even, say

H has. a basis
Xc

m = 2m'. If· is the character (m',m',m',m'), I claim that
2

(eo,ee) = -m(m') •

For example, X2 is a quadric, p = 62 = 2,

a basis (~,n) with ~2 = 2, (~,n) = 0, and

and
2

n

has

-2, where

is the class of a hyperplane. It is clear that n induces a basis
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on which r 2 acts by (1,1,1,1).

f: ~~ X2 be the map sending

let g: rm ~ r 2 be defined simi-

*It follows that f H2 = H X ' and
a

H~ is the orthogonal

(§n) = ( H~) (-m) •
p p P

Ho 15 the span of a

larly; then

.*f (n) yields the desired basis eO. Thus, if

complement of H
X

in H, we evidently have
a m

Since H = Hm e HO (orthogonally), where
HO m

hyperplane class, and since (I') =(p)' we have finally the equation:

X H'
(--!!!) (-!!l)(-l).

P p p

The rank (m-l)«m-l) + (m_2)2) - 1 of H' is divisible by 4,m

for the primitive cohomology H2 ,

To analyze the general case, let
m' m'(Xa:···X

3
) to (Xa : ...X3 ) and

f{yx) = g(y) f(x).

so that we caR apply (3.5). Choose a set S' of characters

occurring in H'm such that S'll -S' is the set of all such char-

acters. Then HS ' =: • {H : XES' } is a maximal isotropic sub-
X H'

space of H' and so (3.5) tells us that: (....!!!.) = (-1)dimHg ,1Hg ,ntHs ,=
m' p

(_l)card(S'-pS'). The same argument used to prove (3.5) shows that

this sign is the determinant of any linear map sending each H
X

to

H
pX

' and hence is just the sign of the permutation "multiplication

b.y p" on the set of all such X. The conjecture asserts that
X H'

(....!!!) = (-1) i.e. that the sign (2!) of the permutation is +1.p p , p

Notice that we can reinsert the character Xo into our set without

changing the sign.

of odd m.
_ Cm-l)/2

r =
H(;>,

Before we try to calculate this sign, let us look at the case
X H

Then (~) = (~)(~) and H has even rank 2r, with
p ppm

mod 2. Us±ng (3.5) in the same way as above to compute
H

we find that (-m) = (-1) (m-l)/2 sgn(-p). The conjecture
p p

X
predicts that (~) = +1 in this case, and so we are reduced top

proving:

Claim: If m is even, multiplication by p induces an even per

mutation on the set of characters occuring in Hm- If m is odd,
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m -1 (m-l)/2
the sign of this permutation is (-)(--)

p P
To prove this, note first that if we allow one or two of the

\'S to vanish, the sign of the permutation on the correspondence

enlarged set is the same, since there are an even number of symrnetri-

cal ways to do this. If three of the Xi's vanish they all do, and

adding this character also leaves the sign unchanged. Thus we are

reduced to computing the sign of p on r: =! Z/mZ.

Observe that if A and Bare fini te sets, the map

Aut(A) x Aut(B) + Aut(A x B) ~ ~2 takes (O,T) to

sgn(o)card(B)sgn(T)card(A). This immediately implies that if

is even, sgn(ep) is +1, proving the conjecture in this case.

If m is odd, we see that the sign is the same as the sign €p(m)

on Z/mZ.

If

I claim that

and

€p is multiplicative: €p(ml m2 ) = €p(m
1

)€p(m2).

are relatively prime, we have a p-stable product

€ (m)
p

decomposition: Z/ml m2Z = Z/m1Z x Z/m2Z, so this is clear. If

m ~ p is an odd prime, we have a disjoint union: Z/mez =
Z/meZ*ll(m}z/mez, stable by p, and hence £p(me ) = Ep(me- l )

e *times the sign of the permutation p on (Z/m Z) · If (Pl,P2)

is the image of the class of p under the group isomorphism:

, e * e-l *(Z/m Z) = Z/m x (Z/rnZ), the latter sign is
1 e-l

sgn( -PI )m- sgn( -P2)m ;0 £p (m) . Thus we find that £p (me)

£p(~-l)£p(m), proving the claim.

Notice that if m and n are odd, (mn-I)/2 has the same

m 1 (m-l)/2
narity as (m-l)/2 + (n-I)/2, so the function m.... (-)(=--)
~ p P

is also multiplicative in m. Thus, we are reduced to proving that

~(). (~)(-l) (m-l)/2
€p ,m. = p p when m is an odd prime. But then

n) (n) (m_) (-1) {m-l)/2is (~, so our formula reduces to: ~
'1n m p p

which is the quadratic reciprocity law!
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This proves the conjecture for one nonsingular hypersurface of

degree m in characteristic p not dividing m, and hence by

(3.6) for all such hypersurfaces. To finish the proof of the theorem,

we still have to verify it for one smooth hypersurface of degree m

when p divides

defined over Fq
possible. Let 0

m. Choose a nonsingular hypersurface of degree m

for some q = pd with dodd -- clearly this is

be the ring of integers in the cyclotomic field

z
K of (q_l)st roots of unity. This ring admits a unique maximal

ide.al m lying over p, Olm Fq' and 0 is unramified over

at m. Choose liftings to 0 of the coefficients defining our

nypersurface. Then for a suitable N, we get a smooth hypersur

face X over 0 [liN] which specializes at m to the given one.

By' (3.lQ), there is a character E: Gal(~/K) -+- 11 2 such that

X(s) deg(s)
£(Fs ) = (pCs) for every closed point s of Spec O[l/N].

We know that if p(s) doesn't divide mN, then in fact

_ ( -1 JYdeg(S)
£(s.) - PTST · It follows that these two characters agree

on. all of Gal (ij/K), and since deg(m) is odd, we have

(XCm») = (-l)y also. 0
p p

We close this section with one more result illustrating the

close 11.nk between Conjecture (3.11) and the theory of absolute

Hridge cycles. Let k be an algebraically closed field of charac

teristic p > 2, let W be its Witt ring, and let X be a smooth

proper surface over W with special fiber Y and second Betti

number b.

(3.15) Proposition: Assume that the absolute Frobenius endomor

phism Fabs of Y lifts to an endomorphism FX (covering the

Frobenius endomorphism FW of W). Assume also that the highest
b

exterior power AHDR(X/W) (b) is spanneQ by absolutely Hodge cycles

(in the sense of Deligne). Then the crystalline discriminant



X 1 b-l
(-,) (~)
p p

Proof: Since k is algebraically closed and the pairing on

2Hcris(Y/W) is perfect, we can find an element ecris of
b

Aeris =: AH~ris(Y/W)(b) such that (eeris.eeris) = (_l)b-l. We
*have to show that F b (e i) = e 1 (and not -ecris ' which ofa·s· cr s cr s

course is the only other possibility). Let e OR be the image of

ecris via the canonical isomorphism Aeris = AOR ' where of course

b 2 *ADR =: AHDR(X/W) (b). Then we have to show that Fx(eOR ) = eDR .

Now choose an embedding s of W in t, and let As be

~H2(Xs.Z)(b). It follows from the Hodge index theorem that both

of the two basis elements ±es for As satisfy (es.es ) = (_l)b-l.

Therefo~e, the canonical map As ~ AOR &s t factors through ADR ,

and we can assume that es maps to eDR ·

We also have a canonical map As ~ At' where
b 2 b 2

~ p.At =: AH (Xet,Zt)(b) - AH (Yet,Zt)(b) and 1 Denote the image

of e under this map by e 1 · Thus, we can think of e as as s
pair (eDR ,e1 ) in ADR x At·

Now here is the point. Since FX is not a W-morphism, it

if we assume that the (Hodge) cycle

*th.en FXes is also absolutely Hodge, since this notion is (by

definition) independent of the ground field. In particular,

*Fx(eDR,e
t

) is also rational, and hence in the image of the map

*As ~ ADR x Al . Since FX also preserves cup product, we must

*have FxCeDR,e t ) = ±(eDR ,el ).

It is clear that the sign must be plus. Indeed, we can calcu-

does not induce an endomorphism of the complex analytic space

*and in general one can say nothing about Fx(eDR ,e 1). However

e s is absolutely Hodge,

late the sign on either factor. (The de Rham factor is what we want

*to be plus.) But Fx(e t ) can be computed from the action of Fabs
on ~tale cohomology mod p --which of course is trivial! 0
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4. Absolute Hodge Cycles and Crystalline Cohomology

This section is devoted to a crystalline analogue of Deligne's

notion of "absolute Hodge cycles." To explain it, we must introduce

some notation. If R is a smooth Z-algebra and X is a smooth

proper R-scheme, let ~R(X/R) be its i th De Rham cohomology group,

a finitely generated R-module endowed with its Hodge filtration F·.

For convenience we shall always assume that the Hodge cohomology

groups Hq(X,n~/R) are flat R-modules (which in any case becomes

true if we localize R a little); then the Hodge to De Rham spectral

sequence degenerates at El .

If S = Spec Rand 0 E SeC), we obtain by base change a

r-scheme Xo and hence a complex analytic space Xan and we let
° '

H~(X) denote Hi(Xan,!). Recall that there is a canonical iso~r-

phism:

Sometimes we shall also use 0B to denote the composite:

Now if W is the Witt ring of a perfect field k of character

istic p > 0 and if a E seW) lies over a E S(k), we obtain by

base change a W-scheme Xo reducing to a k-scheme Xo. Let K

be the fraction field of Wand let ~(X) denote H~ris (Xcr:/W) €> K,

which has a natural injective Frobenius-linear endomorphism ~ in

duced by the absolute Frobenius endomorphism of X-. Recall thata
i ithere is a natural isomorphism: HDR(Xa!W) + Hcris(Xo!W)' and hence

we can transport t back to ~R(X/R) 0
0

W =H~R(XO/W) to obtain a

Frobenius-linaar endomorphism to. (We also use to to denote the
icorresponding action on HDR(X/R) 00 K.) Or, to emphasize the
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similarity with the complex case, we let

morphism:

denote the iso-

i icr · HDR(X/R) 0~ K~ H-o(X), or the compositecris· v

It will also be important to use tensor products and duals

-i(of various cohomology groups. For example, if i < 0, HDR X/R)
iwill denote Hom(HDR(X/R), R), with the filtration:

F-iH-i = Ann(Fi+1H i ). If a E SeW), we endow H~i(X) with the

-1Frooenius-linaar endomorphism ~ ~ FKo~o~a. (Note that although

this map does not leave·the lattice H-i
i (X-/W) stable, it willcr s a

do so if we multiply it by pi, because piH~ris(Xa!W) ~ 1m ~o In

other words, the "twist" H-i(X)(-i) =: H-i(X) 0 H2 (pl)~ia a cris
does correspond to an integral F-crystal.)

More generally, let X = (Xl' ..• Xm' iI' ..• i m) be a

finite collection of R-schernes and indices (positive or negative).
i.

Then we can ~orm HDR(X/R) =: ~ HD~(Xj/R), endowed with the
J

tensor product filtration. If a E Set), we can similarly form
i.

HaCX) = ~ HaJ(X.), and there is a canonical isomorphism:
j J

If a E SeW); HDR(X/R) 0
0

K has a Frobenius-linear endomorphism

~a' obtained from the canonical isomorphism:

a i :HDR(X/R) & K ~ H-(X) ·cr s 0 a

(4.1) Terminology: Let ~ be an element of HDR(X/R).
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(4.1.1) If a E Set), ~ is a "Hodge class at a" iff aB(~)

is a Hodge class in Ho(X) 0~, i.e. iff

aB(~) E (FOHa(X) 0~) n Ha(X).

(4.1.2) If a E S(W), ~ is a "Tate class at an iff C1cris(~)

is a Tate class in Ha(X), i.e. iff tOcris(~) = ~cris(~)·

(4.1.3) The element ~ 1s "absolutely Hodge" iff it is a Hodge

class at every a E S(C), and is "absolutely Tate" iff it is a

Tate class at every 0 E SeW) (for every W).

(4.2) Example: If X is a smooth surface over R with second

Betti number

nat"urally in

which can be embedded

The isomorphisms as and

acris are compatible with the ~ogpus embeddings in rational

and in crystalline cohomology, and we deduce the existence of

isomorphisms :. 0B: ADR 0
0

e -+ Ao & e and ADR e>-r 1\7 ... AT' for

C1 E Set) and T E SeW). These isomorphisms are compatible with

the cup product pairings. Suppose that ~ is an element of ADR
such that (~,~) = (_1)8-1 (and note that such a ~ will always

exist after a finite extension of R). Then necessarily

(aB(~)' aB(~» = (_1)6-1 also, which agrees with the self inter

section of a generator for the highest exterior power of integral

cohomology. It follows that 0B(~) must lie in Ad' and hence

is a Hodge cycle. Thus, ~ is absolutely Hodge. The statement

that ~ be a Tate class at some T E SeW) reduces to Conjecture

(3.ll) for X-.
-r

(4.3) Remark: "Hodgeness" of a cohomology class ~ E HDR at some

a E Set) says that in terms of the Hodge decomposition

Ha 0 t = e HPq , ~ lies in HOO and that its periods, computed

with respect t·o a rational basis of homology, are rational numbers.
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It is possible to describe "Tateness" in a similar way, which I

would like to take the trouble to explain.

If a e S(W), then H_ is an F-isocrystal over the residue
a

field k of W, and hence has a slope decomposition:

Ha =${H
A

A E~} [llJ. Recall that if k is an algebraic closure

of k and k is the fraction field of its Witt ring, then

(H
A
~ K,t} becomes isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of the

standard F-isocrystal (SA,t) of slo~e A. (If A = a/b in

lowest terms, SA has a basis xl ... x
b

such that t(xi ) = xi +l
if i < b and a

t (xb ) = p xl.)

We can define I1 p- adic periods" in several ways. Perhaps the

simplest is the following. Let K denote the fraction field of
q

denote

the Witt ring of Fpb, regarded as a subfield of K. Clearly

VA =: {x E Ha eK ~b(x) = pax} 1s a Kq-subspace of HA e r.
and the natural map VA '0 KK ~ H ~ K is an isomorphism. Now

q A
Kq ) and w E HDR , we let fyw

K. It is quite apparent from the

if Y E HomlC (VA'
q

(y,acr1s (w», an element of

def1nitions that:

(4.3.1) If we HDR(X/R), then W is a Tate class at a iff

* ~ 0 f W E ~f CAl = 0 for every Y E VA with A and for
Y y P

*every Y E Vo.

To pursue this digression further, note that Gal(k/k) oper

ates naturally on each (H A0 K,t) and hence on VA ~ HA 0 K;

this semi-linear action is linear if F C k. (Recall thatq -

q = pb and A = a/b.) Thus in this case we have a linear repre-

sentation of Gal(k/k) in Gl(VA). If k is a finite field

containing Fq , this representation determines a conjugacy class

In Gl(Kq,nA), viz. the conjugacy class of (geometri~Frobenius,

and in fact this conjugacy class determines the representation up
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to isomorphism. On the other hand, if Ikl = pd, then ~d is a

K-linear endomorphism of HA, and it also defines a conjugacy class

p(~d) in Gl(K,nA).

(4.3.2) Claim: The conjugacy class of geometric Frobenius in

G1C.Kq ,nA) ::: GlCK,nA) equals the conjugacy class p(lkl-A~d).

Proof: It suffices to prove this over K, since conjugacy classes

in Gl(n) don't change under field extension. But over K, there

is in fact a canonical isomorphism VA & K if -+ H
A

01: ie, and we
q

shall see that this isomorphism carries geometric Frobenius

p(F) ~ id to crystalline Frobenius ~d 0 Ikl-A , i.e.:

(4.3.3) Lemma: The diagram below commutes.

= + t ;

p(F) ~ id

Proof: It is convenient to convert the K-linear maps in the

diagram to F~-l1near maps by composing on the right with the

square of bijections:

HA 0 if
id & F~

HA 0 K

; t t ;;

VA & K
p(ep) 0 F~

VA e K
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Here $ e Gal(k/k) is arithmetic Frobenius, which acts on K

as F~. Thus, this square commutes by definition of the action of
K

Galois. After composing the original square with this one, we

obtain along the top the usual FKd-linear extension of ~d 0 Ikl-A
cris ~

to HA & K. Along the bottom, we obtain the F~-linear extension of

the identity endomorphism of VA' so commutativity reduces to

checking that ~d(x) = IklAx for x E VA. Since Ikl = pd and
b - b axq = p, b divides d. By definition, VA = {x E HA @K : t x = p },

hence ~dx = (~b)d/b(x) = (pa)d/b(x) = pAdx . 0

(4.3.4) Example: Consider the Fermat variety of dimension n

and degree m, and recall the well-known decomposition of its

cohomology in terms of the action of r = e ~m/(diag.). If we

x

divides q - 1,
d

t er . Moreover,

let K = Q(~) and work over K, the De Rham cohomology of
m

splits up into a sum of one-dimensional character spaces

~R,X' [17,§3J, and ~f cr is a place of K and K is the

completion of K at 0, t cr takes HDR,X & K to HDR,PX @ K.

If the residue field k(o) is Fq , with q pd, then m

X, and so Hn
DR 0 K is invariant under,X

is K-linear, and it is known that its eigen-

value on ~R,X 0 K is a "Gauss sum" g(X) (c.f. [8, §12) for

details and explanation). If Wx is a basis for HDR,X and y
if

is a basis for Vx , then the period fyw belongs to K, and

-* *its image in K /K does not depend on the choices. Let

gO(X) be gex)p-ordgex); then it follows from (4.3.2) that

1 F -* *(f yw) - q = gO(x). This determines the class of fyw in K /K

uniquely. I like to t.hink that this justifies a "p-ad1c period"

interpretation of the Gross-Koblitz formulas [8J.

Unfortunately it seems to be impossible at present to say
anything nontrivial about absolute Tate cycles in the above
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context. Instead we are forced to consider a weaker notion, in

which the ground ring R 1s replaced by a field k of character

istic zero. Any such field is a filtering direct limit of smooth

I-algebras R, and any finite family X of smooth proper k-schemes

will descend to smooth proper R-schemes over some suitable such R.

Moreover any element in a tensor product E; E HDR(X/k) = HDR(XRlR) e>k

will also descend to some (perhaps larger) such R. We will fre

quently make use of such descents without further explicit mention.

(4.4) Terminology: If k is a field of characteristic zero and

E; E HDR(X/k), then:

(4.4.1) E; is "absolutely Hodge" iff for some smooth Z-a1gebra

R contained in k, there is an absolutely Hodge class E;R in

~R(XR/Rl inducing E;.

(4.4.2) E; is "absolutely Tate" iff for some smooth R/Z in

k, there 1s an absolutely Tate class E;R E HDR(XR/R) inducing

E;. We let "HAH(X/k)" (resp. "HAT(X/k)") denote the set of

absolutely Hodge (resp. Tate) classes.

(4.52 Remark: Eta1e cohomology aside, De1ign~s definition of

"absolute Hodgeness" of a E; E HDR(X/k) is that for every

embedding a of k in C, aB(E;) should be a Hodge class in

H eX}. This definition is apparently weaker than ours, but in
(j

fact the two are equivalent. Indeed, if E; satisfies De1igne's

definition we can find an R/Z such that X and E; descend to

R, and we shall see that E;R is then automatically absolutely

Hodge (over R). First of all we may replace R by R 0~, since

the corresponding schemes have the same t-valued points. Then

grF.~R(X/R} is projective, and hence if a:k~ t,

~R(X/R)/FO ~ (HDR(X/R)/FO) 0 ( = (Ha(X) 0 C)/FO. and hence
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k in t, i.e. of R in
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¢, aB(~R) E H (X) C H (X) 0 t.a - a

a of

This

says that for every C-valued generic point a of the smooth

I-scheme Sc =: Spec(R ~ ~), 0B(;) E Ha(X). On the complex

analytic space s:n associated to S~, we have a local system

of ~-vector spaces HB = Rf*~, where f :X~ + s~n is the

structure map. Moreover, there is an isomorphism of coherent
8

sheaves: HB 00san .... (HDR(x/R) x ~)an, and ;R "is" a global
¢

section of this sheaf. There is a canonical bijection S(~) = s:n,

and evaluating B at some point a E S(~) we just get back the

isomorphism aB. Our assumption says that ~~a) belongs to

for every generic point a of s·, we want to prove that

the same is true at every point. Let U be a small ball in s:n

on which the local system HB becomes constant; then the coordi

nates of E; Iu in terms of a basis for HB are holomorphic func

tions on U which are rational at all points corresponding to

generic points of S. Since these generic points are known to be

dense, these functions are constant, hence rational at every

point. D

(4.6) Remark: The above a~gument is an adaptation of Deligne's

proof that an absolute Hodge cycle is horizontal, i.e. annihilated

by the Gauss-Manin connection. As a consequence of this fact,

one sees easily that if k' is a field containing k and if k

1s algebraically closed in k', then any absolutely Hodge class

in HDR(~,/k') lies in HDR(Xk/k). We show below that a similar

result holds for absolutely Tate cycles.

(4.7) Proposition: An absolutely Tate class is horizontal under

the action of the Gauss-Manin connection.
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Proof: To prove this, we may assume that ~ descends to an

absolute Tate cycle ~ in HDR(X/R), where X/R and R/Z

are smooth. Since the Gauss-Manin connection is integrable, it is

enough to show that the restriction of ~ to every relative curve

is horizontal, so we may assume that R has relative dimension

one. Also, we may localize R around an arbitrary closed point T.

Then the residue field K(T) at T is a finite field Fq , and we

may replace R by R 0 Wq and choose a wq-valued point L of

R extending T. The module with connection (HDR(X/R),V) induces

a crystal H on Cris(So/Wq ) (So = Spec(R 0 Fq), canonically

isomorphic to the crystalline cohomology Hcris of the family

XO/SO• This crystal is in fact an F-isocrystal, i.e. we have a

map t: FS*(Hcris) e ~ + Hcris &~, which, after we multiply
o

by the nth power of P. induces a map ~: Fs~(Hcris) + Hcris '

The scheme S = Spec R is a PD-thickening of So' and ~ can be

viewed as a global section of HDR =HS (the value of the crystal

H. on this particular PD-thickening).

Now choose a uniformizing parameter t at the point T, so

that t(T) = 0 and R/Wq[tJ is ~tale. Then there is a unique

is any Teich

F* 00* = a*oF*)
Wq , S '

evaluating ~S at

o*(tS(l €O ;) - pn~) =0implies thatThus ~ our assumpt·ion on

lifting FS of the absolute Frobenius endomorhism of So to S

such that F;(t) = t
p

• and corresponding to FS we have a hori

*zontal map: ~s :FS(H,V) + (H,V). If a E S(Wq ,)

muller point (i.e, a W ,-valued point such thatq

then the F-isocrystal (H-,t-) is obtained by
a 0

a.

for all Teichmuller points o.

It is clear that this implies that

-recall that any F ,-valued point a ofq

(unique} Teichmuller point a, so that

tS(1 e ~) = pn~. Indeed,

S can be lifted to a

killed by every a. This implies that 51 s vanishes at every
o
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closed point of So and hence identically, so 0 = po' for some

0'. Repeating the argument, we find that 0 is divisible by

every power of p, hence ·vanishes.

Now we can easily prove that ; is horizontal. It suffices

to show, by induction on i, that V; E(ti)Q~ 0 H for every i.

* 1 * 1 1Since FS(dt) = ptP- dt, FS maps nS into (t)QS. Now

pnV; = Vpn; = VtS(l ~;) = (F; 0 tS)(V;). Thus if V; belongs

to (ti)Q~ ~ H, pnV; belongs to (ti+l)Q~ 0 H, and hence so

does V~.[J

(4.8) Corollary: If X/k is as above and k'/k is a field

extension:

(4.8.1) If ~ E HDR(X/k) becomes absolutely Tate in HDR(Xk,/k'),

it is already absolutely Tate in HDR(X/k).

(4.8.2) If k is algebraically closed, any absolutely Tate

class of HDR(Xk,/k') lies in HDR(X/k).

(4.8.3) If k'/k is Galois with group G, then the set of

absolute Tate classes in HnR(Xk,/k') ; HDR(X/k) 0 k' 1s stable

under the natural action of G, and its G-invariants are precisely

the absolute Tate classes of HDR(X/k).

Proof: The first statement is practically obvious. Choose

R' ~ k' and R C k so that R C R'- , is defined over R, and

~ 1s absolute1r Tate in HDR(XR,/R'). Applying Chevalley's theo

rem and the theorem on genenic smoothness, we see that we can

localize Rand R' and assume that the map of spectra 5' + S

is smooth and surjective. Then if a E S(Wq), there exists a

W~/Wq and a a' E S'(Wq ,) lying over a, and hence a canonical

isomorphism Ha,(XR,) ~ Ha(XR) 0Wq,. 'Since this contains Ha(XR),

it 1s clear that a(~) is a Tate class.
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Statement (4.8 2) follows from (4.7), since any element of

HDR(X'/k') fixed by the Gauss-Manin connection is annihilated

by any derivation of k'/k and hence lies in HDR(X/k). Statement

(4.8.3) follows from the fact that absolute Tateness is preserved

by base change and from (4.8.1). 0

It is clear that the set HAH(X/k) of absolutely Hodge cycles

forms a 'finite dimensional ~-vector space, and that it is really

"just a ~-subspace" of HDR(X/k), i.e. that the map

HAH(X/k)0~k + HDR(X/k) is injective (tensor wit~ £). The same

is true for absolutely Tate cycles, although this result is less

trivial to prove.

'V(4.9) Proposition: The natural map: HAT(X/k) e~k ~ HDR(X/k)

1s injective. In particular, HAT(X/k) is a finite dimensional

~-vector space.

Proof: We may assume without loss of generality that k is

algebraically closed. Endow HAT(X/k) 0 k with the "constant"

connection id e dk/~ and HDR(X/k) with the Gauss-Manin con

nection V. Then it follows from (4.7) that the map e is

compatible with the connections, and hence its kernel K is a

horizontal subspace. As 1s well-known, this implies that K

is defined over the algebraic closure of ~ in k. Therefore

it suffices to prove the inject1vity of each restriction of 'V

to each HAT(X/k) &~k', for every finite Galois extension k' of

~ contained in k. It even suffices to look at the restrictions

of ~ to each. HAT(X/k) ~ k', where HAT(X/k) is a finite

dimensional ~-subspace of HAT(X/k).

Choose a smooth k'-algebra R over which the elements of

HAT(X/k) are defined and absolutely Tate, and let m be a maximal
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ideal of R. Then k" =: Rim is a finite extension of ~, and

we obtain by specialization a set of k"-schemes Xk", plus an

isomorphism: HDR(XR/R) 0 RR/m; HDR.(Xk"/k"). It is clear that

under this isomorphism, HAT(X/k) maps to HAT(Xk"/k"). Moreover,

it follows from (4.7) that this map is injective, and (hence) so

is the map HAT(X/k) ~ k" -+- HAT(Xk"/k") ~ k". We have a commutative

diagram:

v'

Since HDR(XR/R) ~ HDR(Xk/k), it suffices to show that v' is

injective, and from the diagram we see that it is enough to prove

that v" 1s injective. In other words, we are reduced to the

case of schemes defined over a numberf1eld.

Changing notation, we assume X is defined over a finite

Galois extension k of ~, with ring of integers O. Choose

N so that if R =: O[I/N], X and HAT exist over R. To prove

that HAT(X/k) ~ k ~ HDT\Xlk) is injective, it suffices to prove

that its kernel K 1s defined over ~, i.e. that

K = (K n HAT (X/k) ) ~ k, since HAT(X/k) is by definition contained

in HDR(X/k). We shall show that if g E Gal(k/~), K is invariant

under id ~ g. Chebataroff assures us that there exists an unrami-

fied prime p of R such that g is the Frobenius element 'p

of Gal(k/~) and in particular leaves the completion kp of k

at p invariant. Clearly it suffices to show that K 0 kp is

g-lnvar1ant. Of course, the residue field k(p) is a finite

field Fq , k ~ W, and we can identify k ~ k with a Wq-valued
p q p



is an algebraic closure of

point a of S=: Spec R. Moreover, g acts on k ~ Wq as

the (absolute) Frobenius endomorphism of W. By the definition
q

of absolute Tate cycles, the map HAT(X/R) 0 kp + HDR(X/R) ~a Kq
and hence its kernel musttherefore takes (1 0 'p) to to'

indeed be invariant under 1 ~ , . 0
P

If X is defined over k and

k, we see from (4.8.3) and (4.9) that HAT(Xk/k) is a finite

d~mens1onal ~-vector space on which Gal(k/k) operates continuously.

Suppose k is a numberfield, and choose a finite Galois extension

k. t of k through, which this action factors. Then the technique

above together with (4.3.3) gives the following formula for the

action of a geometric Frobenius element

suitable' prime p' of k' , lying over

Fp ' E Gal(k,"/k)

p of k.

at a

(4.l0} Corollary: For almost all unramified primes p' of k' ,

the action of geometric Frobenius Fp ' on HAT (Xk/K) S HDR(X/k)~k;,

is compatible with the action of tdeg(p) e id where t 1s the
- p' ----- p

action of absolute Froben1us on crystalline cohomology. 0

The obvious difficulty with the notion of absolute Tate cycles

is to produce some. It is clear that cohomology classes of alge

braic cycles will be absolutely Tate, and it is also easy to see that

the Kunneth components of the diagonal are absolutely Tate, although

they are not known to be algebraic. The value of the notion lies

in the fact that it is easier to construct absolute Tate cycles

than algebraic cycles, as we shall see in our attempt to analyze

the following hopes.

(4.11) Hopes: Let k be a field of characteristic zero and let

X be a finite family of smooth k-schemes and indices.



(4.11.1)

a :k -+ t,

(4.11.2)

(4.11.3)
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(Deligne) If ~ E HDR(X/k) is a Hodge class at some

then it is absolutely Hodge.

Any absolutely Hodge class is absolutely Tate.

Any absolutely Tate class is absolutely Hodge.

Deligne's main th.eorem on absolute Hodge cycles asserts that

('tr1th h1.s stronger definition of ttabsolute Hodge" involving also

etale cohomology) if the Xi's are abelian varieties, then (4.11 ..1)

1.s true. His proof uses two principles of construction which can

easily be made to work for absolutely Tate cycles.

(4.l2) Construction: Let k be an algebraically closed field of

characteristic zero, Y a smooth affine connected k-scheme, and

X a finite family of smooth proper Y-schemes and indices. Let

Yo E Y(k), y~(~) E HDR(X(YO)!k) is absolutely Tate.

is absolutely Tate for every y E Y(k).

~ E HnR(X/Y}

(a) V~ = Q,

(b) For some

Then y*(~}

be an element such that:

where V is the Gauss-Manin connection.

Proof: As usual, we may choose a smooth t-algebra R C k such

that everything descends to S =: Spec R. Notice that since the

geometric generic fiber of YS/S is connected, the same is true

of all geometric fibers in some nonempty open set of S. (This

follows, for instance, from [~], although it is of course much

more elementary.) Localizing, we may assume that all the fibers

are geometrically connected, and also that Yo and yare given

is absolutely Tateand thatby two sections of YS/S,

on S. I claim that then y*(~) is absolutely Tate on S as

well.. Indeed, let 0 be a Wq-valued point of S; then Yo is a

smooth Wq-sch.eme, and ~ is a horizontal section of the module
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with integrable connection HDR(XS/Ys ) 0Wq .

of absolute Frobenius to the p-adic completion
A

Yo of Y, and

F

bilizing the °B(~)'s. It is clear that this

over ~; if A 1s any ~-algebra, Q.(A) = {g

g(OB(wi ) ) = O'BCwi ) for all 1}.

let ~F :F*H ~ H be the corresponding horizontal map. Since ~

is horizontal, .t
F

(1 0 ~) is also horizontal and furthermore

is independent of the choice of F [7, 1.1.3.4J. I claim that in

fact ~FCI ~ ~) =~. Since Yo is irreducible, yO' is integral,

and we can check this after restricting to any nonempty open set.

We may, for example, assume that Y is ~tale over Spec W[t l ... tnJ,

where the ti's are uniformizing parameters along the section YO.

But then there exists a lifting F' of Frobenius such that YO is

a Teichmuller point, and hence ~F,(l 0~) = ~ at yO. Since

both these elements are horizontal, it follows that they are equal

everywhere, and hence the same is true for an arbitrary lifting F.

Applying the same reasoning at the section y, we see that ~ is

also a Tate class at y. 0

The second construction method is slightly more subtle and

requires a bit of preliminary explanation. Let X be a family of

smooth. proper k-schemes and indices, as above, say

x = {Xl ...• Xm, i l ..• i m}. Fix an embedding 0' of k in t,

and suppose {wI ..• wn } 1s a finite set of absolutely Hodge-Tate
1classes liVing in various tensor functors TDR(X/k), say

1 I _ 1 1 @1l (i) ~ 0n2(i)
TDR,X/k} - ~R(X1/k) e HDR (X2/k) 0 .... As usual,

the complex embedding 0' gives us similarly constructed ~-vector

1 i 1spaces Ta(X) and isomorphisms: 0B: TDR(X/k) e t -+ To (X) ~ t.
ij

Let G be the algebraic group contained in n Aut~(HO' (X
j

) sta~

j

is an algebraic group
i.

E ~ AutA(HaJCX
j

) ~ A :
J
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(4.13) Construction: With the above notation, suppose TOR(X/k)

is another tensor space and w e:T (X/k) is fixed by G. Then
a 0

if k is algebraically closed 2 there is an absolutely Hodge-Tate

w •(J

Proof: Assume that all the

smooth Z-algebra R. If A

x 's
j

is any

and wi's are defined over a

~ ~ R-algebra, let ~(A)

denote the set of all families {OJ} of isomorphisms:
i j :: i j

OJ :HOR(Xj/R) ~A -*Ho (X j ) ~~ A such that 0j(wi 0 1) = C1B(wi ) ~ 1

for all i. It is clear that P is represented by an R 0 ~-scheme

P of finite type. Moreover, the canonical maps 0B define a

~-valued point of P, so P is not empty. By the Nullstellensatz,

there 1s a k-valued point of p., after changing R, we may

even assume that 0 E peR ~ ~). Notice that P is a torsor under

the obvious action of G, so our assumption on W
o

implies that

w =: 6-1 (w
cr

0 1) is independent of the choice of 6.

Deligne explains that w is absolutely Hodge; here is why it

1s absolutely Tate. After localizing R, we may assume that w

1s defined over R and that all the wi's are absolutely Tate over

R. We have to prove that if t is a Wq-valued point of Spec(R),

then the image W 0 1 of w in TDR(X/R) 0 Kq is fixed by ~t.

classes and in

To do this, let us consider the Frobenius-linear endomorphism
i.

of H J(x.) 0 K, which acts by functoriality ono J q
,,. =: id@F

K
*

"'0
q

the various tensor spaces, fixing the rational

ljJ Ot*(o)o~-l. It is
cr t

wi a 1 to 0B(w1 & 1)

be

and w ~ 1. Our chosen 0 pulls
cr i. i.

t*{o~): HD~(X./R) 0 K + H J(X
j

) 0 K ,
.J J q cr q

(JB(wi0l)'s and w01 to woOl.

back to a set of isomorphisms

particular the

taking the ~ 0 l' s to the
1. i.

0': HORJ(X./R) 0 K + H J(X.) 0 K
J q a J q

clear that 0' is ~ -linear and takes each
q

Let
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since eacb. 001 is absolutely Tate and rational. Thus, 0' is

anotber K -valued point of ~, and hence 0' = g.T~O) forq

some gE G(Kq ). This implies that 0'(00 01) = T*(6)(w 0 1) = ooa0 1,

i.e. ~aT*(6)t;1(w~ 1) = wa e 1. Since wa is rational, it is

rlxed by ~~l, so T*(6)t~1(w 0 1) wa = T*(6)(w 0 1), and

hence tT(oo 0 1) weI. 0

De1igne has shown [6J that repeated applications of the con

struction principles (4.12) and (4.13) obtain every Hodge cycle in

if the x 's
i

are abelian varieties, Fermat hypersurfaces,

or K3 surfaces over t. In our case, we can conclude:

(4.14) Theorem: Hopes (4.11.1) and (4.11.2) are true for abelian

varieties, Fermat hypersurfaces, K3-surfaces, and projective spaces.

Let us now take a brief look at Hope (4.11.3). As evidence,

we can offer one general result and one specific case.

(4.l5} Proposition: If ; E HDR(X/k) is absolutely Tate, then
Q

~ E F HDR(X/k). Furthermore, there exists an R/Z such that for

every closed point s E Spec(R), ~(s) E F~onHDR(X(S)/k(S». That
o1s, ~ E CDR(X/k) in the notation of (2.15).

Proof: This is based on the remarkable theorem of Mazur [1, §8, 15],

whi.ch asserts that the mod p Hodge filtration and the conjugate

f1ltration of a variety over a perfect field k of characteristic

p are equal to the mod p Hodge and conjugate filtrations of the

corresponding F-crysta1. In particular, if Y/W is a smooth

proper W-scheme with torsion-free Hodge groups and if YOlk is

its reduction mod p, then:
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and

It is clear that the Hodge and conjugate filtrations of an F-crystal

constructed as a tensor product of two F-crystals are just the tensor

product filtrations of the corresponding Hodge aRd conjugate filtra-

tlons. Moreover, if H is an F-crystal, then although its dual

H* is not defined over W in general, a suitable twist H*(-n)

will be, and hence will have Hodge and conjugate filtrations. We

then can define the Hodge and conjugate filtrations on H* 0 k by
- -+ *shifting back--FJH* e k =: FJ n(H (-n) 0 k)--and it is easy to see

that the result is independent of the choice of n. Thus, we can

extend Mazur's result to tensor functors of the form we are consid-

ering. But it then is clear from the definitions that if

~ E HDR(X/R) is a Tate cycle at a, then (mod p),

.- 0 - - ° --
~(a) E FconHDR(X(a)/k(a)) and E F HDR(X(a)/k(a)). This shows

that ~ E COHDR(X/k) and since we may assume that HDR(X/R)/FO

is torsion-free (and finitely generated), that
o 0

~ E F HDR(X/R) S F HDR(X/k). 0

(4.16) Theorem: Hope (4.11.3) is true if the Xi's are all

abelian varieties of CM type z Fermat hypersurfaces, or projective

spaces.

Proof: We know from (4.14) (Hope (4.11.2)) that

TAH(X/k) ~ TAT(X/k), so to prove they are equal, it suffices to

prove that they have the same dimension over ~. We may assume

that k is algebraically closed, since both satisfy Galois descent,
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and we may even assume that k = t, by (4.8.2) (which Deligne has

also proved for absolutely Hodge cycles). Since the maps:

HAH(X/') ~ t ~ HDR(X/t) and HAT(X/C) ~ t ~ HDR(X/C) are injec

tive, it suffices to prove that they have the same image. Deligne's

result that (4.11.1) holds tells us that the image of

HAH(X/£) 0 t is NOHDR(X/t), the complex span of the Hodge cycles.

On the other hand, (4.15) tells us that the image of TAT(X/~) ~ ~

is contained in cgR(X/~). But a completely straightforward gener

alization of (2.15) shows that if the Xi's are as above, then

cgR(X/t) NgR(X/~). 0
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ADDENDUM 1989
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ERR.~TUM 1989

CONTENTS: The title of the third article

is " Langlands's construction of the

Taniyama group".

General Introduction: The authors

considered it so well-known tha.t

Grothendieck was the originator of the

theory of motives and the theory of

Tannakian categories that they neglected

to mention it; perhaps they should have.

P82: motivic Galois group

p154: This is not quite so transparent as
the"and so" suggests.

p218: O..... OX ..... O........

p27u: ... and remain true, if ...

p282: Hi(X)(d)

p423: from

p4212: The complex conjugate ji(XJ of

Jl{A) satisfies ji(XJ·vpq = X-q·vpq.

p439: It is more natural to let II act as II.

p456: complex conjugation on H (T( C) cor

responds to (To(complex conjugation) on

H(C).

p.569: and an

p619: to t/J =TrE/Q(fcp).

p752: There is no need to refer to Borel

Springer for the proof, since it is given in

the remainder of the paragraph.

pS03: When all ai = 0, the dimension of

HD(V,C)a is 1 only if n is even; otherwise

it is zero.

pS56: Replace ~+1 with ~+2.
pS5s: Replace pn with pn+l.

p893: Eai :: 0 (mod d).

p981S: Springer.

pl016: Replace 149 with 147.

p1043: (X,Y) ..... X~Y.

pl191: (.Q,e)
p1249: indeterminate

p1477: form

p14810: representable

p1547: if and only if

p1575: Aut
8 (w)

lea-1
p1684: ----+

p1984: H2r-S(X)

p19910: ide *.
p216s: [2.0.10]

p218s: Kuga-Satake

p23111: For any L Galois over Q,
p2327: ,\(£(1) + ,\(0')

p2329: AL
C AF where F = LnQcm

p23211: AL ::> AF

p2321: The diagram should be:

FX/FlJ =... SF /hw(QX)

i i
1 .. Ker ..... F I -+ SF .. 1

ihw

1 .. Ker ..... F0 DQlm QI .. 1

p2591: Delete the second b from the first

diagram.

p26414: z-pz-q

p2712: IS·

p2864: 4JO( r,p' ,p)oc/>~,p = 4>~,p'.

p3311: Delete "Shimura Varieties V.7"

p3434: being in Gad(R)....

p38114: disco{Hd)
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p14810: representable

p1547: if and only if

p1575: Aut
8 (w)

lea-1
p1684: ----+

p1984: H2r-S(X)

p19910: ide *.
p216s: [2.0.10]

p218s: Kuga-Satake

p23111: For any L Galois over Q,
p2327: ,\(£(1) + ,\(0')

p2329: AL
C AF where F = LnQcm

p23211: AL ::> AF

p2321: The diagram should be:

FX/FlJ =... SF /hw(QX)

i i
1 .. Ker ..... F I -+ SF .. 1

ihw

1 .. Ker ..... F0 DQlm QI .. 1

p2591: Delete the second b from the first

diagram.

p26414: z-pz-q

p2712: IS·

p2864: 4JO( r,p' ,p)oc/>~,p = 4>~,p'.

p3311: Delete "Shimura Varieties V.7"

p3434: being in Gad(R)....

p38114: disco{Hd)




